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THE TIMES AND SEASONS.
"Truth will prevail."
Vol. III No. 9] CITY OF NAUVOO, ILL. MARCH, 1, 1842 [Whole No. 45
[The Book of Abraham was published as three installments and a broadside of Facsimile
No. 2 was published in Nauvoo in 1842. The first installment, given in this number of the
Times and Seasons, is a close match to the BAmss with exceptions noted.](34)
Facsimile No. 1 in the original papyrus (JSP I) as recovered in 1967 (36)

Figure 1. JSP I. Copyright © 1968, 1989, 2001, 2005 Intellectual Reserve, Inc.
A FAC-SIMILE (35) FROM THE BOOK OF ABRAHAM NO. 1.
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Figure. 2 TS-1 Facsimile No. 1.
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EXPLANATION OF THE ABOVE CUT. (37)
Fig. 1. The Angel (38) of the Lord.
2. Abraham, fastened upon an Altar (39) .
3. The Idolatrous Priest (40) of Elkenah (41) attempting to offer up Abraham as a sacrifice.
4. The Altar (42) for sacrifice, by the Idolatrous Priests, standing before
the Gods of Elkenah, Libnah, Mahmachrah (43) , Korash, and Pharaoh.
5. The Idolatrous God of Elkenah.
6. The

"

"

" Libnah.

7. The

"

"

" Mahmachrah.

8. The

"

"

" Korash.

9. The

"

"

" Pharaoh (44) .

10. Abraham in Egypt (45) .
11. Designed to represent the pillars of Heaven (46) , as understood by the
Egyptians.
12. Raukeeyang (47) , signifying expanse, or the firmament, over our heads; but in this
case, in relation to this subject, the Egyptians meant it to signify Shamau, to be high, or in
the heavens: answering to the Hebrew word, Shaumahyeem.

34. Historical notes on early translation efforts [see also notes 35, 58] and notes
on Facsimile No. 1. See note 164 for more historical notes. Also see Appendix
IV.
The Timing of the Translation.
Cf. pages xxi and xxiv. The Book of Abraham was translated in part during the period
when the headquarters of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints was at
Kirtland, Ohio and the translation was completed to at least its present published form
during March 1842 in Nauvoo, Ill. Facsimile No. 1 appeared with the March 1 issue of
the Times and Seasons and Facsimile No. 2 together with the completed text appeared
with the March 15 issue. Facsimile No. 3 was published with the May 16, 1842 issue.
(Facsimile No. 2 also appeared as a broadside sheet in 1842 or 1843.) Additional portions
of the book were promised by Elder John Taylor as part of a subscription drive for the
Times and Seasons [Times and Seasons, vol. 4 no. 6 (Feb. 1, 1843)] but this promise went
unfulfilled. What Joseph Smith became aware of in his translation efforts that may have
motivated Taylor’s remarks has no known surviving textual witness.
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The available manuscripts relating to the translation effort during the Kirtland period for our purposes this was from July 1835 (when the papyri were purchased) to the fall of
1837 (when those involved as scribes had left the scene) -consist of: (chapter and verse
numbers refer to the 1981 edition of the Book of Abraham in the PGP)
1. Text of the Book of Abraham, Chapter 1:1 to Chapter 2:18 in the
handwriting of William W. Phelps and Warren Parrish. This ms is the
most complete one produced in Kirtland presently known. [Acquired
by the LDS Church in 1937 from Wilford C. Wood who purchased it
from the son of Lewis Crum Bidamon (married Emma Smith, widow of
Joseph Smith), Charles E. Bidamon on July 10, 1937. Referenced
throughout as BAms-1. Salt Lake Tribune July 22, 1937.]
2. Text of the Book of Abraham, Chapter 1:4 to Chapter 2:6 in the
handwriting of F. G. Williams. [Apparently came west with the
Mormons. Referenced throughout as BAms-2. The earliest of the mss.]
3. Text of the Book of Abraham, Chapter 1:4 to Chapter 2:2, in the
handwriting of Warren Parrish. [Apparently came west with the
Mormons. Referenced throughout as BAms-3.]
Records suggest that these mss were written before the end of November 1835 but do not
indicate whether Joseph Smith approved or supervised the work of making them; the
provenance of these documents is not completely known. They have the appearance of
being "planned." That is, they are probably not dictations (a clear BAms-2 dittograph
shows this, for example), but personal transcriptions by the individuals who wrote them,
possibly months after a primary ms(s) was produced [For more details, the reader may
consult the forthcoming book by Brian Hauglid on the Book of Abraham text materials.].
The purpose may have been to examine speculations about the origin of the text. Joseph
tolerated and even encouraged a certain freedom in his colleagues in dealing with such
matters. When these efforts occasionally made it into official resources, Joseph treated
them with tolerance and patience even when they contained suspect ideas. Modern church
members find it difficult to understand and believe that Joseph was not in complete and
final control of this sort of thing. But the egalitarian nature of church leadership at that
time is evident both from the public and private LDS literature of the day. Joseph would
have to go through several more cycles of leadership before he and his comrades
completely understood his position. The Twelve Apostles turned out to be the key. The
constitution of the quorum would move toward men who regarded Joseph as their
superior, not their equal in spiritual matters and government. For example, the JST
manuscripts contain changes probably produced by Sidney Rigdon. Moreover, during the
1834 School of the Elders, Sydney produced a series of lectures (the Lectures on Faith)
intended to give some structure to the curriculum for that year. They were entirely Biblebased, ignoring the revelations and the Book of Mormon. The rhetoric is Campbellite
preaching which might have come from Rigdon's Mentor Church pulpit. The revelation
publication committee (in which Rigdon and Cowdery played major roles) liked it enough
that they proposed it for the 1835 D&C. It, along with Cowdery's attempt to placate
rising criticsm of the Mormon marriage and political practice resulted in further additions
beyond the revelations. But Joseph was aware of the nature of institutional inertia. He
made no move to retract contributions of Rigdon and Cowdery from the D&C though
they were approved in his absence. The consequences of doing so might have been
negative both externally and internally. It took nearly a hundred years to shed most of the
baggage. For himself, Joseph learned hard lessons over the fourteen years of his
leadership; his brief remarks at a January 21, 1884 meeting illustrate this in part:
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The question is frequently asked Can we not be saved without going through
with all thes ordinances &c I would answer No not the fullness of Salvation,
Jesus said their was many mansions in his fathers house & he would go &
prepare a place for them. House here named should have been translated
(Kingdom) & any person who is exalted to the highest mansion has to abide a
Celestial law & the whole law to, But their has been a great difficulty in getting
anything into the heads of this generation it has been like splitting hemlock
knots with a Corn doger for a wedge & a pumpkin for a beetle, Even the Saints
are slow to understand I have tried for a number of years to get the minds of the
Saints prepared to receive the things of God, but we frequently see some of them
after suffering all they have for the work of God will fly to pieces like glass as
soon as any thing Comes that is Contrary to their traditions, they Cannot stand
the fire at all, How many will be able to abide a Celestial law & go through &
receive their exhaltation I am unable to say but many are Called & few are
Chosen. [Journal of Wilford Woodruff. See PJ under date.]
His remarks here are literally the tip of the iceberg. Compare his remarks of 6 April 1837
in PJ. [For the lectures on faith issue, see Noel B. Reynolds, "The case study for Sidney
Rigdon as author of the lectures on faith," Journal of Mormon History, 31/3 (2005) 1-41;
also Royal Skousen, “The earliest textual sources for Joseph Smith’s ‘New Translation’
of the Bible,” FRB 17/2 (2005) 451-70.]
The form of the texts in BAms-1/3 suggests that the hieratic figures copied next to the
text was speculation. The earliest of the BAmss, given that it was written by the earliest
scribe, was BAms-2. Later notes discuss certain related documents sometimes referred to
as the "Egyptian Alphabet and Grammar," (EAG).
The longest of these three mss (BAms-1) contains roughly 30% of the published text.
Three mss exist which were composed by private or Church copyists after the Kirtland
period, two of which are more extensive than BAms-1 above (the published text is more
extensive than any known ms except BAms-6, see below).
4. The first is the ms designated "Book of Abraham manuscript #4" by
the LDS Church Historical Department (referenced throughout as
BAms-4) and evidently comes from the Nauvoo period and is in the
handwriting of Willard Richards. It may have come west with the
Mormons but James R. Clark believed that the LDS Church may have
acquired this ms after 1935 (James R. Clark, "Book of Abraham
Symposium," (Salt Lake Institute of Religion, 1970), 16-24).
5. One other early ms is found in the journal of William I. Appleby
who saw a Book of Abraham ms in May 1841, from which he copied a
portion of chapter 1 [1:15-31]. Appleby's ms tends to follow the
reading of TS-1 when the BAms-1/2/3 differ from it. He may have
copied a presently unknown version. Designated hereafter as BAms-5.
6. The last ms is one copied into the ms history of the Church by
Thomas Bullock sometime between 1845 and the end of 1853,
probably after 1847. Designated hereafter as BAms-6. This ms may be
a copy of TS-1 but if so it has some copyist changes. The facsimiles
appear as pasted- in cut-outs from TS-1. The 1948 revised HC 4:520f
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contains the published form of this ms but with some text changes in
favor of SL-5. HC reorders BAms-6 by placing all the facsimiles
before the text. The HC text then follows the layout of BAms-6 and
TS-1 but without dividing the text into two parts.
Willard Richards became a secretary to Joseph Smith in 1841, but based on his
movements during the period of his Church membership, he probably did not do any
writing for Joseph Smith until mid-December 1841. BAms-4 has the date "1841" written
on it with the notation "Part of the Book of Abraham," the handwriting of this
date/notation is identified by Dean Jessee as that of Thomas Bullock who acted as a clerk
for Joseph Smith. Since the notation reads part, this was done during some inventory by
Bullock after TS-1, since BAms-4 is missing leave(s). This manuscript has the same
introduction as the TS-1 Book of Abraham and the texts have only small differences
although there are what appear to be copying errors corrected by crossing out the
offending text and inserting another phrase. BAms-4 covers chapters 1 and 2 [minus
1:9b - 1:12a] and a portion of chapter 3 [3:18b through 3:26a]. The page numbering of
BAms-4 indicates that this ms was more complete when it was written than now and
seems to have references to the proposed paragraphing to be used in TS-1, probably
making it a printer’s ms for TS-1. That BAms-4 was copied from another ms seems
certain and is entirely supported by the content of Joseph Smith's sermons prior to March
1842, apparently motivated by the Book of Abraham [see notes at 3:18]. The Kirtland
BAms-2 also suggests that another ms existed at that time as well (it contains a clear
copyist’s dittograph). [See notes at (1:2) which implies that the content of this verse was
known among the translation "team" by September 1835. See also PJS 2:39 n2 and
forthcoming book by Brian Hauglid on dittograph.]
For a catalog of some of the Book of Abraham materials possessed by The Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, cf. xxiv; Nibley, 1971, 350-399; Gee, Eyewitness, table
1; Appendix V.
Some differences exist between the final published version appearing in TS-1 and the
BAmss. These differences, with one or two minor exceptions, have no real effect on the
account. A few differences (aside from inconsequential standardizations) exist between
TS-1 and the Book of Abraham which appears presently in the Pearl of Great Price. I
shall note some of these in the comments on the text. These differences appear to be
changes made in favor of some of the mss in some cases. BAms-6 contains explanations
for facsimiles: punctuation and capitalization varies from TS-1. BAms-4 also has some
explanations of the facsimiles.
Available records show that Joseph Smith must have translated at least portions of what
is now chapter 3 of the Book of Abraham before 1839 and probably before 1836. For
example, starting in the spring of 1838, he begins to mention the contents of chapter 3 in
sermons. In 1839 he begins to preach on the contents of chapter 3 verse 18 - he escaped
from the Liberty, Missouri jail in April of that year (see comments at that verse). In late
1835 he apparently was becoming familiar with some astronomical information which
seems to be related to the Book of Abraham, and is found teaching on matters apparently
related to this in 1838 and late 1839 [he "told where God resided," St. George Temple
Minute Book, p. 45, Archives; see also note 223.].
He also mentions items that are closely connected to chapter 3 subjects in other sermons
during his trip to Washington, D.C. in late 1839 - early 1840. [See notes for chapter 3 and
note 164.] On the other hand, apparently some portions of chapter 3 of the book were
only mentioned when Joseph seems to have been active in the translation effort in early
1842 and thereafter. [See notes at verse 19 of chapter 3.] But other sources suggest that
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Joseph was well beyond chapter 3 in his translation work by the time he left Ohio for
Missouri. [See Appendix V.]
Since Joseph Smith left no explicit record of translation work after November 1835, until
1842, this suggests that chapter 3 had been produced by the end of 1835. The appearance
of certain quotations in an 1836 Church periodical suggests chapter 3 material was
available by then. However, within chapter 3 we find Hebrew words such as "gnolaum"
and "kokob." These references may have been added in 1842.
Joseph Smith did not really study Hebrew until 1836 but he did receive a Hebrew Bible,
lexicon and grammar on November 20, 1835 and was engaged in translation of Egyptian
materials on the 24th and 25th. It is possible though unlikely that he used the Hebrew
materials he received to enable him to include Hebrew words in chapter 3 in 1835. They
are words he could have found by a perusal of a lexicon for the English counterparts if
phonetic transcriptions were given. That the Hebrew words in chapter 3, appear exactly
as they do in Josiah Seixas' grammar (see note 43 and note 47), might lead us to look for
a time after 1835 for the translation of chapter 3. But again, these words were likely
added later in Nauvoo. [See for example his use of Hebrew in his April 7, 1844 and June
16, 1844 sermons.] The combined evidence is consistent with a sequence of events
involving an expansion of the translation of at least parts of the text in Nauvoo but the
large majority being done in 1835. It seems definite that he had produced at least (1:1) (2:18) and most likely chapter 3 during the 1835 period.
The record of Joseph's activities during 1837 and 1838 is sparse. George W. Robinson
kept Smith’s journal during a part of 1838 as the "Scriptory Book of Joseph Smith."
Robinson did some catch-up work for the early part of 1838, but makes the following
notes regarding a sermon given by Joseph on May 6, 1838:
. . . He also instructed the Church, in the Mistories of the Kingdom of
God; giving them a history of the Plannets &c. and of Abrahams
writings upon the Plannettary System &c. . . [PJS 2:239]
This is a reference to chapter 3 material. On July 8, 1838 Joseph delivered a revelation
[D&C 117] which quotes words from Abr. 3:13 (Olah Shinehah). The word Shinehah had
also appeared as an 1835 substitute word in an earlier revelations [e.g. D&C 82]. The
word "Olah" suggests "olea" from the Book of Abraham. Zucker found neither word to
be Hebrew (Zucker, 1968). See notes 41 and 196. It could be argued that these words
arose from chapter 3 of the Book of Abraham text. If so, again this suggests that at least
part of the chapter 3 text was available in July 1835 (the text for D&C 82 was approved
for publication in August 1835).
During his stay in Missouri, the Scriptory Book records that Joseph made a request of the
high council in Far West on May 12, 1838 asking for financial help for he and Sidney
Rigdon to defray the cost of their time in temporal work for the Church and for the
"translation of the ancient records" during that year, 1838. This may indicate activity
during that year. Letters from the Liberty jail also suggest that chapter 3 - chapter 4
material was known then. [see D&C 121:28, 32; Hale, 1978, 4-7.] In 1839, following
his escape from Missouri, Joseph spoke publicly on other chapter 3 items. All this would
suggest that chapter 3 at least, was produced before the Liberty jail incarceration.
One other piece of data already mentioned suggests that Joseph had spoken of chapter 3
items at least privately in 1835-36. The quotation of Thomas Dick's Philosophy of a
Future State by Oliver Cowdery, editor of the Church periodical Messenger and
Advocate, in late 1836, particularly those portions that seem to have terminological
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linkage to chapter 3 tends to push chapter 3 back into the 1835-6 time frame. See
remarks on Dick and the Book of Abraham in note 223. Of course, what Joseph Smith
may have talked about to his close associates and what was actually written down in a
Book of Abraham ms may have been different things, but the preponderance of evidence
point to July 1835 as the production date of the bulk of the Book of Abraham text.
The Joseph Smith diary (kept by Warren Parrish at that time) records that on November
19, 1835, Joseph "went in company with Doct. [Frederick G.] Williams & my scribe
[Warren Parrish] to see how the workmen prospered in finishing the house [the temple]; .
. . I returned home and spent the day in translating the Egyptian records." [PJS, 2:87.]
The next day they again translated and later the same day Oliver Cowdery returned from
New York with Hebrew books for the use of the coming "School of the Prophets" and
gave Joseph a Hebrew Bible, lexicon and grammar as well as a Greek lexicon and a
Webster's dictionary.
A few days later [Nov. 24, 25, 26], the Smith diary again records that Egyptian
translation took place. [Ibid. 2:88, 90. Actually, on the 26th they just copied characters.
Perhaps this signals work having to do with the KEP, which contains badly mangled
hieratic. See Appendix V.] This is the last time Joseph Smith's journal mentions the
translation of Egyptian records until he is in Nauvoo although the translation work was
clearly on his mind in May 1838. [PJ, PJS 2:238-239; see Appendix IV.]
Some writers mention an entry in the Smith diary for February 1836 [HC 2:398; PJS
2:178] but this almost certainly refers to Hebrew exercises from Seixas' class.
Altogether, the available diaries indicate that between October and December 1835,
Joseph showed the papyri fifteen times to others, he worked on translation four times, and
the group transcribed characters once.
It seems appropriate to remark here that Joseph Smith holographs are rare. Clerks kept
his diaries and occasionally some of the statements may reflect the clerk's concerns and
ideas in addition to, or rather than, Joseph's. Proofing was occasionally done, but not
often. Especially with the HC is this so when no diary of Joseph Smith is extant for a
given period as is the case for July 1835. The History was compiled by clerks in most
cases without direct consultation with Joseph Smith. This is also true with his diaries, but
is less critical with contemporaneous entries. This makes it doubly important to consider
statements of Joseph Smith made in public where multiple eyewitnesses could record
what he said. In many cases, multiple records of these events exist and allow us to
reconstruct, with some assurance of accuracy, what was said. See PJ and PJS 1,
Introduction.
By the fall of 1843, Joseph Smith's manuscript history (later to be edited by B. H. Roberts
as the History of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, Period I) had reached
the end of 1835. [See Jessee, 1971, 439-473.] Willard Richards was chief clerk for
Joseph Smith at this time and certainly knew as much as anyone except Joseph himself
about the Nauvoo period of the Book of Abraham. In writing the history from Joseph
Smith's primary sources, (and probably with the recollections of his assistant W. W.
Phelps since there was no Joseph Smith diary kept for this 1835 period) Richards wrote
that on the 3rd of July 1835 "Michael H. Chandler came to Kirtland to exhibit some
Egyptian mummies." He tells us there were "four human figures, together with some two
or more rolls [see the contemporary newspaper account below and note 58] of papyrus
covered with hieroglyphic figures and devices." "The remainder of [that] month,"
Richards wrote, "with W. W. Phelps and Oliver Cowdery as scribes, I [Joseph Smith]
commenced the translation of some of the characters or hieroglyphics, and much to our
joy found that one of the rolls contained the writings of Abraham, another the writings of
Joseph of Egypt, etc., - a more full account of which will appear in its place, as I proceed
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to examine or unfold them. Truly we can say, the Lord is beginning to reveal the
abundance of peace and truth." This entry suggests the influence of W. W. Phelps since
apparently Joseph was not involved with the history writing at this point, according to
available diaries. [HC 2:235f; Jer. 33:6. For Joseph’s typically distant involvment in
writing the history see Howard Coray Autobiography, typscript, L. Tom Perry Special
Collections Library, BYU.]
On Oct. 1, 1835 Oliver Cowdery wrote in Joseph Smith's journal that Joseph Smith
"labored on the Egyptian alphabet, in company with brsr. O. Cowdery and W. W. Phelps.
The system of astronomy was unfolded." Cowdery's use of the term "alphabet" may have
been his own optimistic assessment of what was attempted by the scribes. [See note 25
Appendix V.] The use of the term "astronomy" may suggest Facsimile No. 2, but it is
also mentioned in the explanation of Facsimile No. 3. Just prior to the publication of the
Book of Abraham, the Joseph Smith diary (March 4, 1842) mentions the Facsimile No. 2
woodcut as involving the “principles of astronomy.” This suggests that Cowdery was
speaking of facsimile 2. [See note 293.]
Oliver Cowdery recorded a small portion of an explanation of the founding of
Mormonism in September 1835 in a patriarchal blessing record book containing blessings
by Joseph Smith, Jr. (and Sr.) [Father Joseph Smith's Patriarchal Record, vol 1, pp. 8-9.
LDS Archives. Item published in numerous places, e.g., Improvement Era (1904) 7:942;
date often mistakenly identified as 1832 or 1833. It was a frequent practice to use any
available book to record various unrelated items of various dates. For example, a scribe
might turn the book upside down and write something on the back pages since only one
side of a page would be written on in the first pass. Three revelations given in January
1838 were recorded in this fashion.] Note the parallel with the words of the Book of
Abraham (1:2-4)
He [Joseph Smith] was ministered unto by the angel, and by his
direction he obtained the records of the Nephites, and translated by the
gift and power of God. He was ordained by the angel John, unto the
lesser or Aaronic priesthood, in company with myself, in the town of
Harmony, Susquehanna County, Pennsylvania, on Friday, the 15th day
of May, 1829; after which we repaired to the water, even to the
Susquehanna River, and were baptized; he first administering unto me,
and after, I to him. But before baptism our souls were drawn out in
mighty prayer, to know how we might obtain the blessings of baptism
and of the Holy Spirit according to the order of God; and we diligently
sought for the right of the fathers, and the authority of the holy
priesthood, and the power to administer the same; for we desired to be
followers of righteousness, and in the possession of greater knowledge,
even the knowledge of the mysteries of the kingdom of God. Therefore
we repaired to the woods, even as our father Joseph said we should,
that is, to the bush, and called upon the name of the Lord, and he
answered us out of the heavens. And while we were in the heavenly
vision, the angel came down an bestowed upon us this priesthood; and
then, as I have said, we repaired to the water and were baptized. After
this, we received the high and holy priesthood; but an account of this
will be given elsewhere, or in another place.
This indicates that the translation had moved at least into the text of chapter 1 by this
time. Oliver Cowdery reports in the Smith diary that on the 7th of October, 1835, that
Joseph Smith "recommenced translating the ancient records" [Jessee, 1984)]. No
translation effort is mentioned from October 1 to October 7. That Cowdery might use
excerpts of revelations in his writings without particular attribution was not unknown.
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See for example a letter of Oliver Cowdery to Hyrum Smith, June 14, 1829 (Fayette,
NY), Archives.
Some Facts About the JSP.
Oliver Cowdery's description of the mummies and records claims that in addition to the
scrolls the JSP had smaller pieces of papyrus (among them a hypocephalus?) with
astronomical information (no mention is made that this is information having to do with
Abraham)- this notation might refer to these, or to Facsimile No. 2, or to the text of
chapter 3 of the Book of Abraham or to something else we have no knowledge of at
present (the collection of materials pertaining to Joseph Smith's and other's work with the
Egyptian documents preserved in the Church archives contains a few references to
astronomical items not found in the Book of Abraham but whether that is connected to
this statement is merely speculation - see notes at figure 5 Facsimile No. 2 below for
some of these remarks). Cowdery wrote:
. . . Upon the subject of the Egyptian records, or rather the writings of
Abraham and Joseph, and may I say a few words. This record is
beautifully written in papyrus with black, and a small part, red ink or
paint, in perfect preservation. The characters are such as you find upon
the coffins of mummies, hieroglyphics and etc., with many characters
or letters exactly like the present, though perhaps not quite so square
form of the Hebrew without points.
. . . with two of the bodies were something rolled up with the same kind
of linen, saturated with the same bitumen, which when examined
proved to be two rolls of papyrus, previously mentioned. I may add that
two or three other small pieces of papyrus, with astronomical
calculations, epitaphs, etc., were found with others of the mummies.
[Oliver Cowdery to Mr. Wm. [William] Frye, Esq. Kirtland, Ohio,
December 22, 1835, published in the December 1835 Messenger and
Advocate emphasis added.]
The composition and condition of the papyri during the time Joseph Smith possessed
them has been a matter of discussion. President Joseph F. Smith (son of Joseph Smith's
brother, Hyrum) noted in conversation with Preston Nibley in 1906 that as a boy in
Nauvoo, he was in the mansion house (which requires a date after August 31, 1843 for
the experience) and observed a long scroll unrolled extending from one room into the
next. [Nibley, 1968, 101.]
Charlotte Haven who visited Lucy Mack Smith and wrote a letter to her mother about it
verifies the existence of long scrolls:
Then she [Lucy Mack Smith] turned to a long table, set her candlestick
down, and opened a long roll of manuscript, saying it was "the writing
of Abraham and Isaac, written in Hebrew and Sanscrit [sic]," and she
read several minutes from it as if it were English. It sounded very much
like passages from the Old Testament--and it might have been for
anything we knew--but she said she read it through the inspiration of
her son Joseph, in whom she seemed to have perfect confidence. Then
in the same way she interpreted to us hieroglyphics from another roll.
One was Mother Eve being tempted by the serpent, who--the serpent, I
mean--was standing on the tip of his tail, which with his two legs
formed a tripod, and had his head in Eve's ear. [Haven, 1890.]
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While it seems doubtful Lucy Mack Smith mentioned “Sanscrit” this does have a
connection to writing scripts in use during the era of Abraham [note 47]. The Haven
experience would date from after the time outer portions of Egyptian manuscripts
(including the breathing text) were cut up and placed under glass by Joseph Smith or his
assistants. Henry Caswall apparently observed these. [Caswall, 1842.] From the
description Caswell gives, the papyrus he observed is P. Joseph Smith IIIA-B. Therefore
we know that Caswell had seen more than just the facsimiles. But his account shows that
Facsimile No. 1 was intact, not restored [see Appendix V] by crude drawing as appears
on the backing paper of the version currently owned by the LDS Church (see papyrus of
the facsimile in fig. 1). Caswell was looking for evidence that Smith was a fraud and
would almost certainly have remarked on such a restoration. See note 35. ‘M’ in the
Quaker Intelligencer (1846) visited Nauvoo after the Mormons had vacated and got the
papyrus-mummy tour from Lucy. He noted a roll of papyrus.
From the source description above, we may conclude that the little sn-sn text was not
regarded as the source of the Abraham text. Anson Call tells of a long translation of an
Abrahamic record, taking hours to read aloud. [Quoted in Call, 1956; see Appendix V
n16 for the statement.]
Willard Richards placed a note in the Joseph Smith history about the Book of Abraham
under the date of December 31, 1835. It consists in part of a paraphrase of an article
written by Oliver Cowdery for the December 1835 Messenger and Advocate, (vol. II no.
3). The article contains the above quoted letter. Since it forms a traditional part of the
history of the Book of Abraham we quote it here, even though some of the historical
claims (apparently obtained from Michael Chandler) are suspect or known to be wrong.
[See below and Nibley, 1975, 3-6; Todd, 1969 and Appendix IV.] Indeed there is
evidence that Chandler was not the rightful owner of the mummies at all and was not
mentioned in the Lebolo will. [Peterson, 1995.] Some details of Chandler's visit to
Kirtland, and how Joseph Smith came to acquire the papyri and mummies are in
Peterson, 1990. See Appendix IV.
The reader should keep in mind that even though the following selections from the
History of the Church are intended to fit into the 1835 time frame in terms of
information, they were actually written (or copied into the ms history) in 1843, 18 months
after the Book of Abraham appeared in print.
The public mind has been excited of late, by reports which have been
circulated concerning certain Egyptian mummies and ancient records,
which were purchased by certain gentlemen of Kirtland, last July. It has
been said that the purchasers of these antiquities pretend they have the
bodies of Abraham, Abimelech, (the king of the Philistines,) Joseph,
who was sold into Egypt, &c., &c., for the purpose of attracting the
attention of the multitude, and gulling the unwary; which is utterly
false. Who these ancient inhabitants of Egypt were, I do not at present
say. Abraham was buried on his own possession "in the cave of
Machpelah, in the field of Ephron, the son of Zohah, the Hittite, which
is before Mamre," which he purchased of the sons of Heth. Abimelech
lived in the same country, and for aught we know, died there; and the
children of Israel carried Joseph's bones from Egypt, when they went
out under Moses; consequently, these could not have been found in
Egypt, in the nineteenth century. The record of Abraham and Joseph,
found with the mummies, is beautifully written on papyrus, with black,
and a small part red, ink or paint, in perfect preservation. The
characters are such as you find upon the coffins of mummies-hieroglyphics, etc.; with many characters of letters like the present
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(though probably not quite so square) form of the Hebrew without
points. The records were obtained from one of the catacombs in Egypt,
near the place where once stood the renowned city of Thebes, by the
celebrated French traveler, Antonio Lebolo, in the year 1831. He
procured license from Mehemet Ali, then Viceroy of Egypt, under the
protection of Chevalier Drovetti, the French Consul, in the year 1828,
and employed four hundred and thirty-three men, four months and two
days (if I understand correctly)-- Egyptian or Turkish soldiers, at from
four to six cents per diem, each man. He entered the catacomb June 7,
1831, and obtained eleven mummies. There were several hundred
mummies in the same catacomb; about one hundred embalmed after the
first order, and placed in niches, and two or three hundred after the
second and third orders, and laid upon the floor or bottom of the grand
cavity. The two last orders of embalmed were so decayed, that they
could not be removed, and only eleven of the first, found in the niches.
On his way from Alexandria to Paris, he put in at Trieste, and, after ten
days' illness, expired. This was in the year 1832. Previous to his
decease, he made a will of the whole, to Mr. Michael H. Chandler,
(then in Philadelphia, Pa.,) his nephew, whom he supposed to be in
Ireland. Accordingly, the whole were sent to Dublin, and Mr.
Chandler's friends ordered them to New York, where they were
received at the Custom House, in the winter or spring of 1833. In April,
of the same year, Mr. Chandler paid the duties and took possession of
his mummies. Up to this time, they had not been taken out of the
coffins, nor the coffins opened. On opening the coffins, he discovered
that in connection with two of the bodies, was something rolled up with
the same kind of linen, saturated with the same bitumen, which, when
examined, proved to be two rolls of papyrus, previously mentioned.
Two or three other small pieces of papyrus, with astronomical
calculations, epitaphs, &c, were found with others of the mummies.
When Mr. Chandler discovered that there was something with the
mummies, he supposed or hoped it might be some diamonds or
valuable metal, and was no little chagrined when he saw his
disappointment. "He was immediately told, while yet in the custom
house, that there was no man in that city who could translate his roll:
but was referred, by the same gentleman, (a stranger,) to Mr. Joseph
Smith, Jun., who, continued he, possesses some kind of power or gifts,
by which he had previously translated similar characters." I was then
unknown to Mr. Chandler, neither did he know that such a book or
work as the record of the Nephites, had been brought before the public.
From New York, he took his collection on to Philadelphia, where he
obtained the certificate of the learned, and from thence came on to
Kirtland, as before related, in July. Thus I have given a brief history of
the manner in which the writings of the fathers, Abraham and Joseph,
have been preserved, and how I came in possession of the same--a
correct translation of which I shall give in its proper place. [HC
2:348ff.]
For a look at some of the numerous difficulties with this account concerning the origin of
the mummies and other matters, see Todd, 1971, 7; also Todd, 1969; Peterson, 1990,
1995; Gee, Eyewitness. Peterson and Gee have sorted out much of this story but some
lacunae remain. Peterson summarized the provenance of the mummies:
These antiquities had been exhumed by Antonio Lebolo on the west
bank of the Nile River opposite the ancient city of Thebes (present-day
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Luxor), probably between 1817 and 1821. Lebolo, born in
Castellamonte, Piedmont (northern Italy), had been a gendarme during
Napoleon's occupation of the Italian peninsula. When Napoleon was
defeated, Lebolo chose voluntary exile rather than face imprisonment
under the reemerging Sardinian monarchy. He moved to Egypt, where
he was employed by Bernardino Drovetti, former consul general of
France in Egypt, to oversee his excavations in Upper Egypt. Drovetti
also allowed Lebolo to excavate on his own. Lebolo discovered eleven
well-preserved mummies in a large tomb. Because Lebolo directed
several hundred men excavating at different sites, the exact location has
not been identified. The mummies were shipped to Trieste, where
Lebolo authorized Albano Oblasser, a shipping magnate, to sell them
on his behalf. Lebolo died February 19, 1830, in Castellamonte.
Oblasser forwarded the eleven mummies to two shipping companies in
New York City--McLeod and Gillespie, and Maitland and Kennedy--to
sell them to anybody who would pay an appropriate sum. The proceeds
were to be sent to Lebolo's heirs. Chandler acquired them in the winter
or early spring of 1833. [EM, vol. 1 "Book of Abraham."]
A Mormon, Albert Brown (1807-1891) wrote from Kirtland to his parents regarding the
acquisition of the papyri:
. . . I will relate on incident that happened not long since in our favour
by some men that had four Egyptian Mummis which th[e]y were
carring through the world to exibit and also an ancient record that was
found in their coffins, this record containing som of the history of Josef
while in Egypt and also of Jacob and many prophesies Delivered by
them. These records were bought by the church and also the Mummis
and are now in Kirtland. They bought the Mummis for the sake of the
record and paid 2400 hundred dollars for them. Many of the learned
have been to Kirtland to examine the characters but none of them have
been able to tell but very little about them and yet Joseph without any
of the wisdom of this world can read them and know what they are.
[Albert Brown to James Brown, Nov. 1 1835, as found in BYUS 20/4
(1980), 402-403.]
Brown’s letter concurs with the statement in Combs’ receipt from Louis Bidamon [Todd,
1969, 290, 296, 348] that the sale price was $2,400. The statements about Jacob are not
found in other sources. Note that Abraham is not mentioned. Who the “learned” may
have been is anyone’s guess. This would have been second-hand to Brown and he may
have garbled the facts.
A local newspaper, the Painesville, Ohio, Telegraph printed a letter to the editor in
March, 1835 from “A. Gardiner,” giving a description of the artifacts. Note carefully that
there are three rolls mentioned which apparently differ from each other. The essential
part is as follows:
No. 1 -- 4 feet 11 inches, female -- supposed age 60; arms extended,
hands side by side in front; the head indicating motherly goodness.
There was found with this person a roll or book, having a little
resemblance to birch bark; language unknown. . . [the roll has] many
female figures.
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No. 2 -- Height 5 ft. 1 1/2 inch; female; supposed age 40. Arms
suspended by the side; hands brought in contact; head damaged by
accident; found with a roll as No. 1, filled with hieroglyphics, rudely
executed.
No. 3 -- Height 4 ft. 4 1/2 -- Male, very old, say 80; arms crossing on
the breast, each hand on its opposite shoulder; had a roll of writing as
No. 1 & 2; . . .
No. 4-- Height 4 ft. 9; female.. . age at about 20 or 25, others call her an
old woman; arms extended, hands by her side; auburn hair, short as
girls at present in their new fashion. Found with her a braid of hair,
three strands of the color of that on her head and 18 inches long. The
head approximates to the form of the Orang Outang. [Todd, Saga, 134,
emphasis added.]
John Gee reconstructs from eyewitness accounts the existence of several scrolls among
the papyri purchased from Michael Chandler: The Scroll of Tsemminis, daughter of
Eskhons estimated to be 320 by 32 cm; the Scroll of Neferirtnoub a roll of considerable
size; the Scroll of Hor, son of Osoroeris and Taykhebit estimated to be 320 by 11 cm.
This roll has the Hor Document of Breathing made by Isis for her brother Osiris and at
least one other document. Finally Egyptian ms 6 contains evidence of the Scroll of
Amenhotep. [Gee, Eyewitness, 188.]
The reminiscence of President Joseph F. Smith showing that papyrus rolls were intact
would have been sometime between August 1843 when the Mansion House was
completed and the death of Joseph Smith in June 1844, one or two years after other parts
of the papyri had been cut up and placed under glass. cf. also Hugh Nibley, ANP
Improvement Era 71 (March 1968): 17-18, and Nibley, 1979, 6-7; reprinted as an
appendix in Brown, 1982, 236-45. [Gee, 1992, 106 n36.]
Robert Horne tells of seeing a papyrus: "I've seen these records with my own eyes, and
handled them with these hands. Mother Lucy . . . showed them to me. . . . The records
which I saw were some kind of parchment or papyrus, and it contained writing in red and
black. Mother Lucy told me that one was the writings of Abraham and the other the
writings of Joseph, who was sold in Egypt." [Horne, 1893, 585; Gee, 1992.]
Following the departure of the Mormons from Nauvoo, two Quaker tourists came to town
and had in interview with Lucy Mack Smith, during which she showed them the
mummies and what was unmistakably a roll of papyrus. She claimed Joseph was able to
translate the text by “looking into a hat,” (a clear reference to seer stone lore) and that
those parts of the papyrus that were damaged or missing could still be seen and
deciphered by this method. [‘M’, 1846.] An 1889 letter from one of Joseph Smith’s
clerks during the 1840-42 period gives an eye-witness account of the use of a seer stone
by Joseph in translation.[Howard Coray to Martha Lewis.]
Our fragmentary knowledge of how the text was transmitted and when it was translated
makes any argument tentative. The evidence however, points to our present text being
mostly complete prior to December 1835 and at least a large segment was done by July
1835. [See also notes 35, 58, 164.]
35. Facsimile is used here to mean a reproduction or replica [see notes on Facsimile No.
2]. Joseph Smith first mentions the papyrus illustration that became Facsimile No. 1 on
February 23, 1842, a few days before it was to be published. [See notes at the beginning
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of the second installment at (2:19).] However, filed with BAms-4, we have the
following: "A Fac-Similee from the Book of Abraham - Explanation of the above cut."
followed by the explanations as we now have them with the exception of part of the
explanation of figure 12. Smith’s use of this term is certainly meant to convey that he
wanted to provide the reader with as exact an image of the original as possible. Some
critics of Smith seem to assume that he meant burlesque.
The Recovered JSP.
A large literature has now grown up around the three facsimiles associated with the text
of the Book of Abraham. Critics and supporters of Joseph Smith have debated the
significance of the drawings and Joseph Smith's interpretation of them. The facsimiles are
often viewed as pivotal since they tend to be seen by both critics and some of the faithful
as equivalent in some sense to the plates associated with the Book of Mormon. Critics of
Joseph Smith often claim that he put forward the small "Document of Breathing made by
Isis for her brother Osiris" (called variously elsewhere, book of breathings, breathing
permit of Hor, sn-sn papyrus, etc.) as his source for the Book of Abraham which was near
the original of Facsimile No. 1 on the papyrus (and probably bracketed on the other end
by Facsimile No. 3).
Lacking any overt claim from Joseph Smith in this regard, critics point to what they see
as conclusive evidence: the presence of the facsimiles in the text and the fact that scribes
copied some characters from the sn-sn breathing text along side some portions of various
mss produced in Kirtland. [Nibley, 1971.] This has often been used by critics of Joseph
Smith in an attempt to convince the gullible that he was a fraud. While a complete
treatment of these matters is outside the scope of this work (see Appendix V), it should at
least become apparent to the reader that the issues surrounding the validity of the Book of
Abraham are much broader than this.
In any discussion of the Book of Abraham, it must first be acknowledged that Joseph
Smith never claimed to know Egyptian. He had no way to access the contemporary
developments in the study of Egyptian. Although the light was just beginning to dawn in
the scholarly world in regard to hieroglyphic translation, as a result of the discovery of
the Rosetta stone in 1799 (containing a decree of Ptolemy V in Greek, Egyptian Demotic
and Hieroglyphic characters) and the subsequent work of Johan Akerblad, Thomas
Young and Jean-Francois Champollion, the state of knowledge in the U.S. was certainly
behind that of Europe and Joseph Smith had no hope of getting up to speed on these
esoteric developments. For some discussion on the information available in the U.S. on
things Egyptian at this period, see Kimball, 1990. On the other hand, Joseph and his
associates did claim that the Prophet could and did translate "by the gift and power of
God." Even after he had left the church founded by Joseph Smith, one of the scribes in
the November 1835 translation efforts of the Book of Abraham wrote:
. . . I have been Smith's private Secretary, called to fill this high and
responsible station by revelation which I wrote myself as it dropped
from the lips of the Prophet, and although contrary to my natural
inclinations, I submitted to it, fearing to disobey or treat lightly the
commands of the Almighty. I have kept his journal, and like Aaron the
ancient scribe, have had the honor of writing the History of one of the
Prophets. . . .
I have set by his side and penned down the translation of the Egyptian
Hieroglyphicks [sic] as he claimed to receive it by direct inspiration
from Heaven. . .
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Warren Parrish
(Feb. 5, 1838, Painesville, Ohio Republican.)
In relation to the question of what Egyptian materials were translated, admitting that only
very little of the papyri that came to Joseph Smith has been recovered, it is not possible to
logically affirm that the missing portion does not contain the Book of Abraham (in fact,
an 1856 observer noted that the roll that once contained the breathing text, or at least
Facsimile No. 3, continues with the notation "the beginning of the book of . . ."). [Gee,
History, 1999; note 293.]
That portion of the JSP in the possession of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints has been closely examined by several people. It evidently consists of the portion
of Egyptian papers in the possession of the housekeeper/nurse Mrs. Charlotte (Benecke)
Weaver of Mr. Abel Combs (a Latter-day Saint) who purchased some of the relics from
Emma Smith Bidamon and are fragments of Egyptian texts mostly of ordinary character.
[Nibley, 1975, 12; Peterson, 1995, 243ff; Appendix IV.] If and when the remaining
papyri are recovered, a judgment can be rendered on Joseph's abilities as a translator of
those texts. Considering the ultimate disposition of the plates of Mormon, it is perhaps
not unreasonable to believe that the (original) record of Abraham is not available today
for a similar reason.
Various reports exist as to the state of the papyri when they came into the custody of the
Mormons. Some sources claim the writings were damaged when papyrus rolls were being
opened; one such source is William S. West who wrote an anti-Mormon pamphlet in
1837 - it is interesting that West states in his pamphlet that the Mormons understood the
records were found on the body of an Egyptian priest - in fact some of the surviving
papyri claim in part to belong to a priest, Hor. Others say that the writings were in a
"state of perfect preservation" or that large scrolls were intact into the Nauvoo period (see
above). The only surviving facsimile original (No. 1) shows that at some point the
drawing was completed by sketching in damaged portions (see above and Appendix V).
It is quite possible that the papyri were damaged both when unrolling them and later as
they suffered some deterioration or abuse during the travels and persecutions of the
Mormons. In any case, important damage may have taken place well after the papyri
were in Joseph Smith's possession. The situation seems to have been that the outer
portions of some rolls were deteriorating and were cut off and preserved with as much
care as the principals could muster. This left both rolls and sheets of papyrus. Some
critics of Joseph Smith have attributed distinctive features of the woodcut facsimiles as
having resulted when someone "filled in the blanks" who did not understand Egyptian
matters. This was partly true in the case of Facsimile No. 2 where missing material was
replaced by adding hieratic characters from the sn-sn text simply for esthetic purposes.
Moreover, Lucy Mack Smith’s statements suggest that Joseph could restore portions lost
for one reason or another, by revelatory means, indeed her description suggests a Book of
Mormon-like technique using a seer stone. [See `M’, 1846.]
An early Nauvoo or perhaps Kirtland era drawing exists of Facsimile No. 2 of which the
following is a representation:
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Figure 3. After drawing ca. 1841. Copyright © 1970, Intellectual Reserve.
It suggests that a part of the drawing was damaged and missing perhaps before Joseph
Smith's translation efforts began, or at least near the time the wood cuts were made. At
least some of what was missing can be guessed fairly closely based on fig. 3 and the
occurrence of hieratic characters in the published version of Facsimile No. 2. See the
discussion of facsimile 2 below. These facts suggest that the records were probably in
varying states of preservation. [Both Facsimiles 2 and 3 are placed after the text of the
Book of Abraham here even though Facsimile No. 2 appeared as a fold-out insert in its
original publication in the middle of paragraph 22 in TS-1, and at (3:22) in the current
(1981) edition of the Pearl of Great Price.]
It should be noted here that the explanations as given by Joseph Smith for the facsimiles
are in the third person, while the text of the Book of Abraham is in the first person. The
explanations of the facsimiles are thus Joseph Smith's, not a translation of something
Abraham might have written about these particular facsimile prototypes. The change of
reference may be taken as evidence of inspired interpretation.
Only the illustration depicted by Facsimile No. 1 is mentioned by Abraham in the text of
the Book of Abraham. Perhaps this is the key to understanding why Joseph Smith
included the facsimiles in their present form. Perhaps the connection between GrecoRoman Egypt and the era of Abraham suggested by the conjoining of the facsimiles and
the Abrahamic text results from the nature of the transmission of the text: it was brought
to Egypt by Jewish immigrants during this later period and copied there with the use of
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stock Egyptian illustrations, or that the text or a copy of it was left by Abraham in Egypt
and a later copy found its way into one of the Lebolo sarcophagi. These are not
unreasonable suggestions and not without precedent. [Gee, 1991, 47-8; Gee, 1995, 71-4.
See also notes at Facsimile No. 2 below.] The rather striking form of facsimile 1 and the
debates about its correctness show that if PJS I was in the state of fig. 1 at the outset then
Joseph Smith was aware somehow of the necessary elements needed for the vignette.
See notes at Facsimile No. 3 below.
Joseph Smith only claimed in the first publication of the Book of Abraham that a certain
papyrus purported to be the writings of Abraham (see the original introduction in TS-1
below). Various dating methods suggest different possible dates for the originals of the
facsimiles. The facsimiles probably date from between 200 BCE and the time of Christ
[Gee, Ancient, 1999]. Facsimile No. 3 was attached to the breathing permit of Hor [The
Book of Breathings made by Isis for her brother Osiris. Coenen, 1995, 32. see note 290.]
as was Facsimile No. 1. What is evidently the template for documents like Facsimile No.
3 is found in chapter 125 of the Book of the Dead [Faulkner, 1990; Gee, 2005] but the
setup is also found in virtually the same form in much earlier stelae - nevertheless
Facsimile No. 3 contains some unique features and forms that like Facsimile No. 2 were
commonly used after ca 600 BC. However, no reputable person has claimed that the
sorts of drawings found in these facsimiles do not have a more ancient origin and our
Facsimile No. 1 contains many unique features as well (sometimes used to say that
Joseph Smith invented certain portions of the illustration –see Appendix V) not found
among other illustrations of the type. [ANP, 62, 68ff; Coenen, Dating, 1103.]
Rather than deal with the exact connection of the facsimiles to Abraham, a question
which apparently cannot be answered with any certainty at present, the main issue in
regard to the facsimiles is how close does Joseph Smith come with his (Egyptian)
interpretations in light of present knowledge? This question will be examined for each of
the three facsimiles. However, that is not the end of the story, but in many ways, only
the beginning. As noted before, we shall see that the facsimiles are not autographic
documents, but appear as part of a 2,000 year-long transmission process. Hence they
contain Egyptian elements, and at the same time provide illustrations and conveyances of
the episodes in the life of Abraham, which Joseph Smith understood by what he termed
“the gift and power of God” in another similar situation. Joseph Smith’s explanations
reflect both of these things and therefore require careful consideration.
Because the evident relationship of the recovered papyri suggests that the prototypes for
facsimiles 1 and 3 were arranged as: Facsimile No. 1 first, sn-sn text, then Facsimile No.
3, it has been claimed that the arrangement to the present Book of Abraham (Facsimile
No. 1, text, Facsimile No. 3) implies that perhaps the papyrus was merely a stimulus to
Joseph Smith to receive an actual text (compare D&C 7 for an instance of translation of a
remote document) - the papyrus illustrations merely fitting figures drawn or mentioned
by Abraham. Or that Smith fraudulently claimed that he translated the copy of The
Document of Breathing made by Isis as the Book of Abraham [see Appendix V].
However, we have noted evidence that Joseph had other papyri and indeed that the
papyrus with Facsimile No. 3 contained another book [note 293]. It has also been
suggested that the text of the Book of Abraham was "encoded" in the breathings text,
pointing to the so-called Egyptian Alphabet and Grammar (BAms-1) to show that signs
from the breathings text were arranged alongside sections of the Book of Abraham text (a
discussion of this theory is found in Tvedtnes, Institute of Religion, 1970, 44-8; Crapo
and Tvedtnes, 1968 1-6; Crapo and Tvedtnes, 1969, 6-13, and Tvedtnes, Newsletter and
Proceedings 1970, 2-10; Urrutia, 1969, 129-34). However, see Nibley's critique of the
notion that the Alphabet and Grammar had anything to do with the actual translation in
Nibley, 1979 and Nibley, 1971, 350-99; see also Appendix V. Finally, since we cannot
be sure of the complete significance vignettes like the facsimiles may have had to a
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contemporary Egyptian, we need to be cautious with the interpretations of Egyptologists
as they relate to interpretations of Joseph Smith. However, we can compare the current
understanding with the explanations in the Book of Abraham.
The evidence allows different answers to the question of how the text was arrived at,
within in the context of Smith's claim that Divine revelation was involved; Perhaps
because of this some, both inside and outside the LDS Church have simply considered
the book to be an unfortunate adventure by Smith. Hugh Nibley recounts one such
comment:
The Latter-day Saints have never realized what they have here.
Neglect, I think, is an understatement as far as that goes. When the
Joseph Smith papyri were acquired by the Church in 1967 (they were
known before that), a high authority, a relative of my wife, in fact, who
was editor of the Deseret News at that time, said, "Why did Joseph
Smith do that crazy thing? Why does he have to get us involved in all
this Egyptian stuff?" Why does that bother us? -His idea of what was
important and news was a new mall or a fashion salon opened in ZCMI
[a well-known Salt Lake City department store] or something like that"Now that's news, but why are we bothered with all this ancient stuff?"
[Hugh Nibley, 1986 lecture 1.]
Whatever the truth in terms of textual transmission, past experience has vindicated the
withholding of judgment in regard to Joseph Smith until more information becomes
available. Witness for example, scoffers of his establishment of a church which he
claimed would spread over the earth. Critics of Joseph Smith have focused nearly
exclusively on the matter of the facsimiles, meanwhile claiming that the various pieces of
evidence point to Joseph Smith having claimed to translate the text of the book from JSP
I, XI, X. [See notes at facsimile 3 and Appendix V.]
36. See Appendix IV and the images in Rhodes 2002, 33, 43; Nibley 2005, plates 1, 2, 3
and 6 contain surviving portions of the Document of Breathing made by Isis [Coenen,
1998, 1103; Appendix V], that Smith’s critics identify as the source of the Book of
Abraham. These and several other pieces of the original Egyptian documents purchased
for Joseph Smith from Michael Chandler in 1835 were recovered by The Church of Jesus
Christ in November, 1967 through the auspices of Professor Aziz Atiya of the University
of Utah. The papyri were evidently pointed out to Atiya at the New York Metropolitan
Museum of Art while he was doing research for an unrelated book in early 1966. The
Museum, while knowing that the papyri were connected to Mormonism's founder
considered them surplus in their new efforts at rejuvenation and expansion.
Professor Atiya acted as a go-between for the Museum to transfer the papyri to the
Church. There were eleven fragments of papyrus found in the museum and originally in
the possession of Joseph Smith. The piece above (fig. 1) was the only one of the eleven
fragments obviously related to the published Book of Abraham. Upon the death of Joseph
Smith, at least some of the Egyptian papyri passed into the hands of Lucy Mack Smith
and then to Emma Smith Bidamon. Emma's alienation from Brigham Young and the
Apostles resulted in the papyri staying in Illinois while the LDS Church moved to Utah.
Some of the fragments sold to Abel Combs by Emma were inherited by his
housekeeper/nurse as noted above. They were sold by the widower of the daughter of
Combs' nurse to the Metropolitan Museum in 1947, together with the certificate of Emma
Smith and her son Joseph Smith, III saying that the fragments were originally in the
possession of Joseph Smith. [Atiya, 1970; Appendix IV; Gee, 1996, n43; Gee, Guide.]
The fragments were reproduced in Nibley, Prolegomena 1968, 171-93 and in the
Improvement Era of February the same year. High resolution scans and translations of
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the breathing document portion are found in Rhodes, 2002. The illustration for Facsimile
No. 1 above was originally attached to the small sn-sn fragment also in possession of the
Church. The sn-sn fragment was attached on the left of the illustration.
It has been noted that various critics of Joseph Smith have proposed that he filled in the
missing portions of the illustration above and even that the illustration was never whole
during the time Joseph had it [Ashment, 1979, 33-48]. There are good reasons for
supposing that this is not the case however in addition to those already mentioned above;
some are contained in Hugh Nibley's discussion in ANP, 60-1. Note especially the
illustration of the thumbs found in ANP, 60-1 and compare to the hands of the Abraham
figure. Both are clearly hands [Ashment seemed unable to see the thumb on the upper
hand]. The right hand is not a wing-tip as proposed by Ashment (though this is not
apparent in the Hedlock cut).
In addition, John Gee tells us, "The characters [in fig. 1 above the knee of the supine
figure which Joseph Smith identifies as Abraham in facsimile 1] are in vertical columns
marked by vertical lines to either side of the text, a practice reserved for cases where
there is more than one column of text. Given at least two columns of text, there is no
room for the bird hovering over the figure. A hand is the only reasonable restoration.
Besides, the artist has already demonstrated how he draws the end of a bird's wing, and it
is not in separate strokes." [Gee, 1992, 101.] See Appendix V.
37. Some comparisons between the figures of Facsimile No. 1 and other Egyptian
documents and ideas may be found in ANP, 117-48.
38. Two important and ancient works [ca. 200 BC], The Apocalypse of Abraham and The
Testament of Abraham, neither available to Joseph Smith, say that Abraham had frequent
encounters with the angel Michael (D&C 107:54, 128:20). [OTP vol. 1. See this
reference for questions regarding the dates of these works; also TELA.] The bird is an
important figure in Egyptian writings and is used to represent, as Joseph Smith claims, a
heavenly messenger, particularly in the time when the prototype of Facsimile No. 1
would have been produced, i.e. after 600 BC. [See the discussion in ANP, 117-26; also
Michael D. Rhodes, "Facsimiles from the Book of Abraham," in EM, vol. 1; Gee, Guide.]
39. Papyri of roughly the same age as the Joseph Smith papyri have been discovered
since Joseph Smith's time which refer to Abraham in similar scenes: a "lion couch" scene
as well as a document similar to Facsimile No.2. [Rhodes, 1994, 6; Gee, Ensign 1992,
60-2; Gee, 1991, 28, n168; esp. Gee, 1995, 19-84.] In fact there is a whole family of
Egyptian documents of the same period which mention Abraham. Substituting a biblical
figure such as Abraham in Egyptian hieroglyphic scenes is a Jewish technique known
from the Hellenistic period. [Grobel, 373-82.] It is not surprising that Egyptian texts may
be linked to the appearance of the Book of Abraham. The name Abraham appears also
much earlier in Egyptian Execration Texts from the 19th century B.C. [de Vaux, 1978,
197-8).] The position of the figure on the altar with both arms and legs waving indicates
that it is not an embalming scene. The presence of the lotus, a unique feature among such
scenes hints at the sacrificial nature of the illustration. Other features, unique to this scene
among other similar scenes include the crocodile, the heavenly ocean, the pillars of
heaven and the bird, with a bird's head. All these unique features were given acceptable
interpretations by Joseph Smith. Moreover, documents of the form "vignette," "spells,"
"story of man escaping sacrifice with death of wicked priest," are not unknown among
the period's literature. The Book of Abraham could fit this same pattern if we put the
Joseph Smith papyri together with the text of the Book of Abraham (assuming the Book
of Abraham text was found among the papyri records which came to Joseph Smith).
Coenen remarks that vignettes are not a necessary part of the Document of Breathing
made by Isis, eleven of a surviving twenty-nine such documents were composed without
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vignettes. Moreover, the vignettes do not illustrate the text, rather they are independent
and typically drawn by someone other than the person who composed the breathing
document. Meanwhile, the vignettes of the JSP document are unusual in that they
enclosed the document of breathing, (only seven of the twenty-nine do this) and JSP I is
entirely unique (even though Coenen uses Baer’s reconstruction of JSP I as a Horus
conception scene, now known to be wrong). [Coenen, Revue, 1998.]
After Wellhausen, some scholars have indicated their skepticism of a historic Abraham.
If the Book of Abraham had been discovered and translated by more conventional means
it would surely be referred to as "a midrash on Genesis 12." But as A. R. Millard has
remarked: "To place Abraham at the beginning of the 2d millennium B. C. is sustainable.
While the extra-biblical information is not all limited to that era, for much of ancient life
followed similar lines for centuries, and does not demand such a date, it certainly allows
it, in accord with biblical data. The advantage this brings is the possibility that Abraham
was a real person whose life story, however handed down, has been preserved reliably.
This is important for all who take biblical teaching about faith seriously. . . Without
Abraham, a major block in the foundations of both Judaism and Christianity is lost; a
fictional Abraham might incorporate and illustrate communal beliefs, but could supply no
rational evidence for faith because any other community could invent a totally different
figure (and communal belief can be very wrong, as the fates of many "witches" recall). . .
the Abraham narratives deserve a positive, respectful approach; any other risks
destroying any evidence they afford." [A. R. Millard, ABD 1:40b.] The Book of
Abraham deserves the same kind of approach.
40. The priest [Gee, 1995, 79-82] is identified as the priest of Elkenah, but in the text also
as the priest of Pharaoh. In the text, God refers to him as the priest of Elkenah (3:20).
The Egyptians themselves respected other religions and even incorporated "other gods"
into their own system of worship. [Weigall, 1911, 8; ANP, 156; see notes at the end of
(1:14) and compare to notes at figure 4 below.] The original papyrus figures are
somewhat different than those on this facsimile. Compare the facsimile with the
photograph of the original above. See the notes on Facsimile No. 2 for further discussion.
Some critics of Joseph Smith have argued that the scene in Facsimile No. 1 is an
embalming scene. However some of the unique features of the illustration argue against
such a conclusion. [See ANP, 126-7.]
Generally, Egyptians before the times of the New Kingdom [see notes at (1:8)] believed
that few of their gods had power outside certain geographic areas. The gods were
protectors of some particular town or region and their powers were not to be relied on as
distance increased from these centers. Hence, an Egyptian traveling far from home would
pray to the gods of the country or region where he was at the time, perhaps in addition to
some one of the Egyptian pantheon (carried with him possibly). [Hornung, 1982, 166.] It
is not curious at all for Abraham to mention that a "Priest of Pharaoh" is venerating gods
that were clearly tied to his locale and not to Egypt.
The identification of these gods with the canopic figures in Facsimile No. 1 is another
question altogether. [Canopic -a term introduced by early Egyptologists - the Egyptian
term was simply "mummy jars." "Canopic" results from a confusion by early
investigators regarding the human headed Osiris jars found at the ancient Egyptian port
of Canopus] This identification is quite reasonable in a number of ways. It shows the
cult-mixture of Egyptian and local gods which is attested in regions north of Palestine. It
fulfills the need of local Egyptians to worship (which as we have seen was not
necessarily a particular need) and makes the Egyptian system palatable to the locals,
using their own god-names in an Egyptian context. [Cerny 1957, 41.] It is not even clear
from the record whether Egypt dominates the time or is merely represented. [Gee, 1991,
47. de Morgan, 1926, vol. 2, chapter 6; see also notes at (1:14).]
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Egyptian influence in the region during the Patriarchal period is attested by
archaeological evidence. [Fritz, 1983; and the ancient story of Sinuhe which parallels
Abraham in a number of ways, the story was being copied by 1800 B.C. and speaks of
Egyptian officials performing government functions in Syria and Palestine about 1930
B.C. ANET, 18-22.] In the Middle Kingdom period there is considerable evidence of
extensive contacts between Egypt and western Asia, mostly during the 12th dynasty.
Archaeological and textual materials of this dynasty attest to Egyptian exploitation of
Sinai mines, strong cultural and commercial presence at Byblos, and a growing Asiatic
population resident in Egypt in various capacities. Egypt was very much a part of the east
Mediterranean world. Execration texts show that Egypt was aware of happenings in the
Asian regions associated with Abraham and closely monitored events there. [William A.
Ward, ABD 2:401-2.]
Some evidence suggests that a dominant role was played by Egypt in the Abrahamic
homeland during his probable life-trajectory, while human sacrifice is possibly the result
of the melding of "Chaldean" traditions with Egyptian influence (but see note 74). For
example, at Ebla, evidence of the crocodile god Sobek has been found along with other
Egyptian deities. [Matthiae, 1995, 458-60.] The religious situation is a later parallel of
happenings in Egypt itself. When the cult of Osiris the god of the afterlife, was
introduced at Abydos during the Old Kingdom, it became associated with that of the local
deity Khentamenty. The ancient shrine of Khentamenty, which had been established at
least as early as the first-dynasty, subsequently received many additions as the temple of
Osiris-Khemtamenty. Foundation deposits [For example, BM 38108-38113, 38075, etc.]
from additions made from Old Kingdom times to the 26th dynasty demonstrate the
continuous importance of the cult of Osiris at Abydos for 2000 years. [BM]
41.
Number Figure Egyptian Name Part of Body Book of Abraham Name Direction
5

Falcon Qebehsenuef

Intestines

Elkenah

West

6

Jackal Duamutef

Stomach

Libnah

East

7

Ape

Lungs

Mamackrah

North

8

Human Imsety

Liver

Korash

South

Hapy

Figure 4. The Canopic Jars-Sons of Horus.
We observe here that the spellings given by Joseph Smith in the text are certainly
phonetic. This is the case with the words designated by Joseph Smith as Hebrew as in the
explanation given for figure 12 in Facsimile No. 1 and the explanation of figure 4 of
Facsimile No. 2 which follow the pronunciations of his Hebrew study manual written by
Seixas (see note 43). For some explanation of the meanings of these figures, known as
the sons of Horus (Horus: from the Greek, Horos, son of brother-sister, husband-wife,
Osiris-Isis, conceived during a magical moment as Isis embalms Osiris) - consider the
table above. [Compare ANP, 132; Gee, 1991.]
The god Elkenah may be the Hittite-Canaanite deity Elkunirsa , "El, creator of the earth"
(name variants close to this name are found in BAms-1/2/3 - see note at (1:6) - the same
name as the biblical Elkanah - see for example 1Chron. 6) [John Day, ABD 1:831f; ANP,
132.]; Libnah a Hebrew word meaning white, may possibly mean white land, perhaps
referring to the Libyans. Another possible source for the name may be the Libnah
identified as a Canaanite city [captured by Joshua (Josh. 10:29-39); the name is used once
in The Story of Abraham for the moon ‘white one’ representing a false god in the text,
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thereafter, astronomical references to the moon are ‘olea’ the Book of Abraham word for
moon, TELA, 175.]. The name Mamackrah, assuming that the name is a phonetic
equivalent, Mah-mack-rah might have the Egyptian meaning "who is mighty like Re."
The name Korash makes an interesting reference to the father of the king who tried to put
Abraham to death. There are other possible meanings. [ANP, 137; compare Gee and
Ricks, 75.] The difficulty of tracing the names of various deities of the region is
illustrated by Stieglitz. [Stieglitz, 1990.]
The recent discovery of previously unknown languages in the region of Abraham's
experiences provide an interesting challenge in relating the unusual names found in the
Book of Abraham to these new sources. Lundquist reasons that each of the names,
Elkenah, Libnah, Mamackrah and Korash appear in deity lists near the time of Abraham.
[Stieglitz; Lundquist , 1985, 232; Nibley, 1965; Gee and Ricks, 75.]
42. This altar, Abraham informs us, was in the form of a "bedstead." The sacrificial altars
of the Egyptians as well as other Egyptian items such as the royal bed, some sarcophagi
and embalming tables were of the same design, "the lion couch." [See notes at (2:22).]
43. One of the several curious foreign words found in the Book of Abraham. The
question of pronunciation is a difficult one and of course we have no audio record of how
Joseph Smith spoke these words, except that the spelling seems to be phonetic. We are in
the same quandary in regard to Hebrew and other languages as they would have been
spoken in ancient times in the days of Abraham; the language of Abraham would not be
Hebrew as we currently understand the term (which perhaps did not exist as a separately
defined language at the time). Instead, Abraham likely spoke several languages, his
native tongue probably from the area of Harran. The research ground on the question of
pronunciation in ancient times has been covered extensively but not with complete
certainty. A related question is whether Joseph Smith spoke these words as they were
used anciently, or (in the case of Hebrew words in the Book of Abraham) as he might
have learned them from his study with Seixas. Josiah Seixas taught in the Sephardic
tradition. Joseph Smith's Hebrew spelling appears to follow those of his teacher's
textbook. [Zucker, 1968, 41-55; see Appendix II of Backman, 1990.] The Hebrew terms
in the Book of Abraham may arise either as more ancient words from the background of
Semitic languages in Abraham's day (consider words like "Olishem" for example), or
from a version of the Abraham story carried by Jews to Egypt (at the time of the Lehi
colony for instance, a large influx of refugee Jews settled in Egypt at Elephantine. [See
Nadig, 2005.] In fact, we know little about Hebrew itself in terms of its earliest forms.
44. The God of Pharaoh of course refers to the crocodile. That Joseph Smith would have
known or even guessed this seems very unlikely. Several Middle Kingdom kings took
the Crocodile god name (Sobek) and in the 12th dynasty a large temple to Sobek was
built at Shedyet (Crocodilopolis). [LÄ III, 801-11; Nibley, 1965; Appendix III.] The
Egyptians appear to have had a love-hate relationship with the animal. It was regarded
by many of the kings as the special deity of the Pharaoh. Stories abound concerning the
crocodile and its relationship to Egyptian religion. [ANP, 115ff.] Some sects regarded the
crocodile as their ancestor. Josephus:
. . . the Egyptians [ascribe honor and power] to crocodiles and asps,
when they esteem such as are seized upon by the former, or bitten by
the latter, to be happy persons, and persons worthy of God. [Josephus
against Apion 1.28, (Whiston).]
Records dating from the time of Abraham indicate that Horus (son of Isis and Osiris in
the Egyptian myths and represented in mortality by Pharaoh) was also manifested as
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Sobk. Consider AEL 1:201. This text makes the interesting juxtaposition of the crocodile
and the gods of the four cardinal points, South, North, West, East which Joseph Smith
correctly names the canopic figures (under the altar in Facsimile No. 1) in Facsimile No.
2, fig. 6. The reference to the god of Pharaoh could also simply mean that this particular
god is Egyptian in origin even though (1:13) might give the impression that the god was
somehow a likeness of Pharaoh. In any case, the explanation given by Joseph Smith
while not at all obvious to the uninitiated, is supported by other ancient sources.
45. Nibley notes that the figure of the lotus flower may be used as a symbol of foreigners
in Egypt. It was also apparently used as a greeting to foreign dignitaries, hence its
appropriate position in Facsimile No.3. This symbol appears in all three facsimiles.
[ANP, 138 - 42.] In Facsimile No. 2 it is part of a group of three signs, (lotus, lion and
ram) thought to symbolize the gods of the rising sun, midday sun and setting sun. It is
interesting that this same group is found in a papyrus mentioning the name of Abraham.
[Rhodes, 1994, 11; See TELA, Appendix A for further examples of papyri mentioning
Abraham; also see Kitchen, 2003, 318, for one possible Egyptian reference to Abraham
and a “37” member retinue.]
46. Pillars of Heaven. The phrase actually occurs in the Coffin Texts (inscriptions
ancestral to some parts of the papyri which came to Joseph Smith). The Coffin Texts are
exactly that, inscriptions made on Egyptian coffins. [de Buck, 1963, 53.15, 57.10.; ANP,
142-8.] How Smith would have guessed this is the correct meaning here is problematic.
This segment of the facsimile lies at the base of the drawing and anyone guessing this has
something to do with heaven, with a crocodile swimming in the middle of it would
certainly have a very unusual sense of “heaven” in 19th century America.
47. This word, and the word written as "shamau" are Hebrew words, their correct
definitions given by Joseph Smith. Joseph Smith began self-study of the Hebrew
language in December 1835 and between January 26 and March 29, 1836 worked with
Joshua Seixas. It is interesting that the plural of shamau (written here as Shaumahyeem)
is used, perhaps to suggest great distance. The slanted lines surrounding the figure of the
crocodile are indeed known to symbolize the "heavenly ocean" [LÄ 2:1216; ANP, 14].
Many of the foreign words found in the published Book of Abraham are apparently
Hebrew in origin. This is natural for it was probably closely related to Abraham's tongue
in both pronunciation and vocabulary. Moreover, quite possibly the Book of Abraham
occurred in a Hebrew version, perhaps brought to Egypt long after Abraham's time (see
notes 35 and 266 on transmission). Hence the restoration of an Abrahamic text could
contain such references.
Hebrew stems from the Canaanitish branch of the Afroasiatic family. In terms of ancient
vocalization, it was close to its Canaanite relatives, Amorite, Phoenician and Moabite and
it shared a large vocabulary with Ugaritic and Aramaic, the former might have been close
to the native tongue of Abraham. The language of Abraham was most probably of the
Northwest Semitic group but it is quite possible that Abraham used the anciently attested
Semitic tongue Akkadian perhaps writing in Sanskrit. [Richard I. Caplice, ABD 4:170f;
Barney, 2005; Garr, 1985; Kutscher, 1982.] The earliest Hebrew inscriptions come from
the 10th century BC, but written sources are relatively scarce until the second temple
period. [See for example Bar-Adon, 1991; Gene M. Schramm, ABD 4:203f. For an
account of Joseph Smith's Hebrew education see Ogden, 63-82.]
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A TRANSLATION
Of some ancient Records that have fallen into our hands, from the Catacombs of Egypt,
purporting (48) to be the writings of Abraham, while he was in Egypt (49) , called the
BOOK OF ABRAHAM, written by his own hand (50) , upon papyrus (51) .

The Book of Abraham.
Introduction and Theme of The Record, Father of Nations (52)
1. (1:1)In the land of the Chaldeans (53) , at the residence of my father (54) , I, Abraham, (55)
saw that it was needful for me to obtain another place of residence, (1:2) and finding (56)
there was greater happiness and peace and rest for me, I sought for the blessings of the
fathers and the right whereunto I should be ordained (57) to administer the same; having
been myself a follower of righteousness, desiring also to be one who possessed great
knowledge, and to be a greater follower of righteousness, and to possess a greater
knowledge (58) , and to be a father of many nations (59) , a prince of peace (60) ; and
desiring to receive instructions, and to keep the commandments of God (61) , I became a
rightful heir, a high priest (62) , holding the right belonging to the fathers,(1:3) it was
conferred upon me from the fathers; it came down from the fathers, from the beginning
of time, yea, even from the beginning, or before the foundations of the earth, to the
present time, even the right of the first born (63) , on [sic] the first man, who is Adam, or
first father, through the fathers, unto me. (64)

Notes on the Colophon and Verses (1:1) to (1:3)
48. The word purporting disappeared from later published versions of the Book of
Abraham beginning with the 1878 edition of the Pearl of Great Price but use of the term
suggests that Joseph Smith understood the real nature of the papyri he had. As already
mentioned, those parts of the papyrus record in the hands of The Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter-day Saints could not date from before 600 B.C. and are evidently later than this
[Nibley, 1975, 9; Gee, 1999] It therefore seems that Joseph Smith was aware that the
papyrus in his possession may have been a copy of the original, or in fact a copy of a
copy of a copy . . . etc. Of course, it is possible that the actual ms written or dictated by
Abraham came into Smith's hands (see notes at Facsimile No. 3 below). The use of the
word purporting here is fascinating when we note that the Book of Abraham fits well
with a class of literature from the same period as the Joseph Smith papyri which concern
Abraham. Hugh Nibley considers the alternative that Joseph Smith came upon a much
older manuscript:
Ancient Egyptian documents have been found buried with mummies of
later date. The manuscript of the Ramesseum Dramatic Text, written to
be buried with a king, was found laid away on the mummy of a private
citizen 200 years after the time it was written -- and even then it was
copied down from still older sources. `How this manuscript came into
the private library of the . . . Theban in whose grave it was found,'
wrote Professor Sethe, `is a question which of course can never be
answered.' [Sethe, 1928, 2:99] It may not be without significance that
our Pearl of Great Price mummies were also found in Thebes, and that
some other mummies found there, notably those accompanied by those
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rare and peculiar documents known as hypocephali, had lying on their
breasts just such rolls of papyri, apparently documents of considerable
importance, but not well enough preserved to be read. [ANP, 14]
The 1878 edition of the Pearl of Great Price was edited by Orson Pratt (see Journal
History, June 22, 1878, p. 4). [See Appendix VI.] The fragments of papyrus now
possessed by the Church consist of portions of a sn-sn or book of breathings papyrus
(more properly, the Hor Document of Breathing made by Isis for her brother Osiris),
other papyri such as that found in Facsimiles No. 1 and No. 3 and some fragments of
versions of the Book of the Dead. Joseph Smith would also have originally had the
Shishaq hypocephalus (see notes at Facsimile No. 2). See historical notes above for
remarks concerning these matters.
49. Here Joseph Smith indicates that the Book of Abraham was produced while Abraham
was in Egypt, evidently referring to the visit which plays an important part in the text of
the Book of Abraham. Moreover, Abraham makes clear that he is writing the record for
the benefit of his posterity, so they might understand certain things (1:31). This is an
important point for several reasons. For example, it fits a possible scenario of
transmission of the text. [Gee, 1995, 71-4 and note 35 above.]
50. The phrase was attached to the papyri at least by 1836 when in November Wilford
Woodruff records seeing them for the first time: ". . . we [his guide was Warren Parrish]
then visited the upper rooms [of the Kirtland temple] & there viewed four Egyptian
Mumies & also the Book of Abram Written by his own hand . . ."
51. The current heading (compare 1878 edition – Appendix VI - the HC notation was
added in 1921) reads:
The Book of Abraham
Translated from the Papyrus, By Joseph Smith
A Translation of some ancient Records, that have fallen into our hands from the
catacombs of Egypt. -- The writings of Abraham while he was in Egypt, called the Book
of Abraham, written by his own hand, upon papyrus. See History of the Church, vol. 2,
pp. 235, 348-351.
The heading for BAms-1 reads "Translation of the Book of Abraham, written by his own
hand, upon papyrus and found in the catacombs of Egypt." The heading for BAms-4/6 is
identical to the TS-1 heading. The other manuscripts do not have headings.
52. Paragraph headings in italics were not part of the original publication and are added
here merely as a help to the reader. Text structures help identify several themes,
prominent among them are the hopes of Abraham in terms of priesthood and posterity
and the blessings pronounced upon him in those terms. See Appendix II.
53. Chaldean. The Chaldean city of Ur of the biblical patriarchal narratives has been
thought since the discoveries of the early 20th century to be identified with the Sumerian
Ur, a site in southern Iraq northwest of Basra. The view was popularized by the head of
the archeological expedition who unearthed much of the Sumerian Ur from 1922 to 1934,
Sir Leonard Woolley. He was preceded at the site by Henry Rawlinson in 1855 who
found a cuneiform inscription naming the place Ur. Newspaper speculation linked the site
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with Abraham's Ur. Before then, the site of Abraham’s Ur was considered to be near to
Haran [Harran].
In fact, evidence has surfaced in recent times that Abraham's Ur may indeed be in this
northern area. Some evidence for the northern Ur (northeastern Syria in terms of present
boundaries) is outlined here.
Stone tablets discovered in the region of Harran, (at Ebla about 120 miles due north from
Damascus) many dating back to the third millennium B.C., contain place names
corresponding to Abraham's father (Terah), grandfather (Nahor) and great grandfather
(Serug). Whether this northern Ur is the Ur of Abraham is not a settled fact, but the
discoveries at Ebla give credence to this idea, and the biblical evidence points clearly to a
northern site. For example, when Abraham sends his servant to find a wife for Isaac, he
sends him to his own homeland (Gen. 11:31; 24:2-7, 10; 25:20). His homeland would be
Ur, not the stopping off point at Harran. Later with the experience of Jacob and Laban
the text identifies the location of Laban as Harran (Gen. 27:43).
"Chaldeans" do not seem to have existed at the southern Ur until much later than
Abraham. However, some ancient texts indicate they were in the north at the time of
Abraham. But, the group is not well understood and what exactly their relationship with
Egypt may have been is unknown - the Book of Abraham tells of a close relationship
with peoples in the "neighborhood" of Harran; in the area of a proposed northern Ur that
relationship can be documented. This would explain Abraham's trepidation on entering
Canaan (2:18) - Egyptian influence was almost certainly strong there. [See also note
163.] Partly the difficulty stems from the way Chaldean is used. At least two ancient
groups may have had the name applied to them. A northern group, “Kaldu” and the
group post-exilic Jews knew at the “Kasdim” or the group at a southern Ur. In Joseph
Smith’s day, either group might properly be referred to as Chaldean. [Gordon, 1977, 20
and Tvedtnes and Christensen, 1985; ANP, 88ff; de Vaux finds the arguments for various
sites for a northern Ur unconvincing -see de Vaux, 1978, Chap. 7; compare Kitchen 2003,
316, 318 (although de Vaux writes prior to some discoveries that are pertinent to the
northern Ur hypothesis; Kitchen dismisses them out of hand, suggesting a double
migration, Harran to Babylonian Ur to Harran to account for ancestral evidence of Terah
at Harran). See notes at (1:10) and (1:20) and Gee and Ricks, 70-1.]
Yoshitaka Kobayashi writes:
At the time of Terah and Abram, the culture of the people of northwest
Mesopotamia, in the region around Haran, was a mixture of Hurrian
and Amorite elements on a Sumero-Akkadian foundation defined and
illustrated by the Cappadocian tablets, the Mari documents, the Code of
Hammurabi, the OB letters from Babylon, and the Nuzi tablets of the
15th century B.C. There is no positive evidence for defining the time of
the earlier migration from Ur of the Chaldees to Haran. Moreover, the
Chaldeans during the patriarchal periods seem to be rather nomadic
raiders (Job 1:17) who lived near Haran or Edom; so the traditional site
of Ur in southern Mesopotamia may be reexamined as some seek the
location near Haran; [ABD 3:58b.]
Evidence for Egyptian influence and cultural exchange in the area, whether northern or
southern Mesopotamia is mentioned by a number of authors. See notes on Facsimile No.
1 above. Middle Kingdom records give evidence of such influence in the region of a
northern Ur, and during the period of the Hyksos kings there is also evidence of exchange
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in both directions. [Redford, 1992, chapter 4; also William G. Dever, ABD 3:546f; A. R.
Millard, ABD 1:39b; Posener, 538-44: Kitchen 2003, 343, 636.]
An alternative and in our view a less likely possibility is that the connection of Chaldeans
(not specifically attested in the south before the 13th century B.C.) with Egyptians may
point to the text having a much later origin than Abraham's time with a "P" editor with
obvious retrenchment motives. Some parts of the Book of Abraham text reflect possible
redaction during the second temple period (the Egyptians get a more positive rating than
the Chaldeans, at least historically). The P writer would have used the phrase "Ur of the
Chaldees," while records of the southern Ur never use the "of the Chaldees" modifier. In
other words, "of the Chaldees" might be interpreted as a late Jewish identifier.
54. BAms-1 reads "fathers." The 1981 edition of the Pearl of Great Price follows the
BAms-1 reading, while earlier editions followed the present text (and BAms-4/6).
55. The name Abram is sometimes used in the first published version of the Book of
Abraham. All occurrences of Abram were changed to Abraham in the July 1842 MS
(Parley P. Pratt) publication (in England). The first Pearl of Great Price was published in
England by Franklin D. Richards and apparently he used both the "Star" version of the
Book of Abraham and the TS-1 text together with his own editing to generate the Book of
Abraham used in his 1851 text. Richards kept the name change from the Star. Most (but
not all) later printings, until 1981, were based on this 1851 printing. See Appendix VI.
Hugh Nibley gives an explanation of the meaning of the names Abram and Abraham:
"Abraham's claim to kingship is implicit in his name; both Abram and Abraham "are
variants of the same royal title Abrama, or Abiramu, occurring in cuneiform tablets from
the 19th and 17th centuries B.C.." meaning "`the God Ram [the Most High God] is (My)
Father," or... "`the Father is Exalted.' `Father of Many Nations' is, however, borne out by
the Arabic raham = multitude . . . The divine name Ram occurs in various proper names,
and its plural is used to describe heavenly beings..." [Graves, 1964, 165]. "Abraham was
recognized as a king even among men, and the Rabbis said that Ephron was made chief
of the Hittites `so that Abraham might not have to have dealings with a man of low rank.'
[Ginsberg, 1966, 1:289]. But his real kingship was shown not in the emblems of royalty,
but his constant concern for all other persons and creatures; he felt that somehow he was
responsible if others lacked and suffered; he was the kingly person, the princely man,
who would never stoop to a base or unkind act though he had constantly to deal with men
like the King of Sodom who thought only to advance their own power and gain." [Nibley,
1980.] The name Abram is designated as Amorite by de Vaux [pp.196-8, 264; Kitchen
2003, 342.].
The book of Jubilees gives some explanation for the name, saying Abram was the name
of Abraham's maternal grandfather. No other person in the Old Testament appears with
the same name. It was held in special reverence in Hebrew tradition. [The Book of
Jubilees, in OTP 2:79; see also A. R. Millard, ABD 1:39a]
56. BAms-1 reads "seeing" rather than "finding." BAms-4 shows finding as a correction
for seeing.
57. Abraham seems to mean by this statement that he sought for more than just to be
ordained to priesthood office [see the note at (2:18)]. He does indicate that he wishes to
administer (and receive) the "blessings of the fathers." The term fathers does not
necessarily refer to his own father, for as the story unfolds we find that his own father is
apostate. Genesis makes no mention of this apostasy, but other writings mention it. As
noted, the Book of Jubilees indicates that Abraham received the name Abram for his
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mother's father who died before the birth of Abraham. It states that "he began to pray to
the Creator of all things that He might save him from the errors of the children of men."
Other legends indicate that during this period, Abraham studied intensively with Noah
and Shem and received secret and important information from them. [Beer, 1859, also
TELA, 105, 138, 140, 148-9, 253.] The text of the Book of Abraham also implies this
since Abraham says he not only was ordained a high priest, but he received the same
authority as Adam had received, to administer in sacred things and he also received the
ancient records of the antediluvian patriarchs. One of Joseph Smiths revelations observes:
Which Abraham received the priesthood from Melchizedek, who
received it through the lineage of his fathers, even till Noah; And from
Noah till Enoch, through the lineage of their fathers; And from Enoch
to Abel, who was slain by conspiracy of his brother, who received the
priesthood by the commandments of God, by the hand of his father
Adam, who was the first man-- Which priesthood continueth in the
church of God in all generations, and is without beginning of days or
end of years. [D&C 84:14-7 (emphasis added).]
This ordination probably took place earlier in his career than the "tithing incident" found
in Gen. 14. where Abraham is blessed by Melchizedek. This view is supported by the fact
that Abraham performs priesthood ordinances (offering of sacrifices) with the evident
approbation of God (see (2:17)) [Compare, TELA, 78, 100, 101, 138].
That Abraham received more than just ordination to the priesthood is indicated by Joseph
Fielding Smith: "I do not care what office you hold in the Church--you may be an
apostle, you may be a patriarch, a high priest, or anything else--but you cannot receive
the fullness of the priesthood and the fullness of eternal reward unless you receive the
ordinances of the house of the Lord. . .. Then [the door is] open so you can obtain all the
blessings which any man can gain." [Conference Report, April 4, 1970.]
A central theme of the Book of Abraham seems to be Abraham's own heritage: his right
to the priesthood, the desire to pass on its blessings and the desire to do right (in the face
of overwhelming odds). He takes pains to mention that others claimed priesthood
authority and gives explanations why those claims are false; Pharaoh cannot claim
priesthood authority for his right to rule is determined by matriarchal descent not
patriarchal and hence he can never make his claim sure. The practices of the priests of
Elkenah, et al. are portrayed as clearly apostate in nature and the connection to the
Egyptians passes the same judgment upon them. Abraham's authority is obtained from the
fathers and he has a right to it which he is careful to establish. Part of his proof of
patriarchal descent is his wish to give us the account of creation from the records (1:31)
of the fathers (perhaps chapters 4 and 5 in the our current edition), proving to us that he
did possess them. Since Abraham possessed these records and we learn from Moses
chapter 6 that in these records the gospel of faith in Christ, repentance from sin, baptism
for the remission of sins and the laying of hands for the gift of the Holy Ghost was
taught, we may conclude that Abraham had a full knowledge of all the saving ordinances
of the gospel and partook of them since these are the same whenever the true priesthood
of God is upon the earth (see notes at (1:5)). The claim that Abraham was baptized is
echoed in literature concerning him. [ANP, 165; TELA, 41, 100, 101, 120.]
58. The JSP [see notes 34 and 164 and Appendix IV]. The papyri and mummies were
purchased in July of 1835 and Joseph Smith began working at translating the papyri
during the latter two weeks of that month. [The History of the Church says they worked
on "translating an Alphabet". HC 2:238 -what source this entry relies on is not clear - it
was composed in 1843 by Willard Richards - Joseph Smith seems to have regarded the
effort as nothing to write home about-see Smith journal entry for Nov. 15, 1843. See
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note 25 of Appendix V.] For an account of some of the events surrounding the
acquisition of these antiquities, see above and Todd, 1969 and Peterson, 1995. One
account of Chandler's meeting with Joseph Smith reads:
When Mr. Chandler arrived in Kirtland with his Egyptian mummies to
exhibit, he put up at the hotel of Father Riggs, who, at the request of
Chandler, sent his son to the Prophet's house to invite him and family to
attend the exhibition that evening, but Joseph was engaged to attend a
meeting and could not come. Young Riggs was again sent, with a note
asking when Mr. Chandler could have an interview with the Prophet,
who replied that he would come in the morning at 8 o'clock, which he
did; and young Riggs was present when the Prophet first saw the
papyrus from which is translated the Book of Abraham. Joseph was
permitted to take the papyrus home with him, Father Riggs vouching
for its return, and the morning following Joseph came with the leaves
which he had translated, which Oliver Cowdery read, and Mr. Chandler
then produced the translation of Professor Anthon as far as the
professor could translate it. Dr. Riggs, who was present at the reading,
says that the translation of the Prophet and the professor agreed so far,
but "there was one language Professor Anthon could not translate
which the Prophet did." [Tullidge's Quarterly Magazine, Vol. 3 No. III,
1885, 283, as quoted in Peterson, 1990. The reference to multiple
languages could refer to different scripts: hieroglyphics or hieratic.
These are in the documents received from Chandler.]
After the purchase, the artifacts stayed in Joseph Smith's home where his wife Emma had
the responsibility of showing them to visitors. She apparently had memorized her
husband's interpretation of characters on some of the papyri and repeated this to curious
callers while Joseph himself translated the scrolls for other visitors. [Journal of Caroline
Crosby, Archives; autobiography of Jonathan Crosby, Utah State Historical Society.]
59. Josephus repeats the following as Abraham's explanation to Isaac just before his
attempt to sacrifice him as he was commanded to do. Note the reference to the matter of
the promises later given (see (2:9), (3:14)) to fulfill the desire expressed in the statement
"a father of many nations":
As soon as the altar was prepared, and Abraham had laid on the wood,
and all things were entirely ready, he said to his son, "O son! I poured
out a vast number of prayers that I might have thee for my son; when
thou wast come into the world, there was nothing that could contribute
to thy support for which I was not greatly solicitous, nor anything
wherein I thought myself happier than to see thee grown up to man's
estate, and that I might leave thee at my death the successor to my
dominion; but since it was by God's will that I became thy father, and it
is now his will that I relinquish thee, bear this consecration to God with
a generous mind; for I resign thee up to God, who has thought fit now
to require this testimony of honor to himself, on account of the favors
he hath conferred on me, in being to me a supporter and defender.
Accordingly thou, my son, wilt now die, not in any common way of
going out of the world, but sent to God, the Father of all men,
beforehand, by thy own father, in the nature of a sacrifice. I suppose he
thinks thee worthy to get clear of this world neither by disease, neither
by war, nor by any other severe way, by which death usually comes
upon men, but so that he will receive thy soul with prayers and holy
offices of religion, and will place thee near to himself, and thou wilt
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there be to me a succorer and supporter in my old age; on which
account I principally brought thee up, and thou wilt thereby procure me
God for my Comforter instead of thyself." [Josephus, Antiquities 13:3]
60. Prince of Peace. This may be a reference to Abraham's familiarity with Melchizedek.
The Book of Mormon gives further information :
Alma 13:14 - 18:
Yea, humble yourselves even as the people in the days of Melchizedek,
who was also a high priest after this same order which I have spoken,
who also took upon him the high priesthood forever.
And it was this same Melchizedek to whom Abraham paid tithes; yea,
even our father Abraham paid tithes of one-tenth part of all he
possessed.
Now these ordinances were given after this manner, that thereby the
people might look forward on the Son of God, it being a type of his
order, or it being his order, and this that they might look forward to him
for a remission of their sins, that they might enter into the rest of the
Lord.
Now this Melchizedek was a king over the land of Salem; and his
people had waxed strong in iniquity and abomination; yea, they had all
gone astray; they were full of all manner of wickedness;
But Melchizedek having exercised mighty faith, and received the office
of the high priesthood according to the holy order of God, did preach
repentance unto his people. And behold, they did repent; and
Melchizedek did establish peace in the land in his days; therefore he
was called the prince of peace, for he was the king of Salem [Hebrew:
sal-ame' = "peace" cp. Heb 7:2.]; and he did reign under his father.
Now, there were many before him, and also there were many
afterwards, but none were greater; therefore, of him they have more
particularly made mention. [Emphasis added. Two or three locations of
Salem are speculated on, Jerusalem (based on Ps. 76:2 and long
tradition, a town a short distance south of Scythopolis where John the
Baptist baptized and a location mentioned in LXX Gen.33:18 ("a city
of Shechem"). The position of Salem relative to Abram's travels, and
proximity to the valley of Shaveh (where the king of Sodom met
Abram) favor Jerusalem. See Michael C. Astour, ABD 5:905.]
Other information concerning Abraham and his contact with Melchizedek is given in the
Joseph Smith Translation of the Bible from the 14th chapter of Genesis. [See LDS
edition of the Bible, appendix: JST excerpts or RLDS Holy Scriptures.]
Legends connect Abraham and Shem possibly before the departure of the former from Ur
mentioned in the text [see notes at (1:2)]. Some have speculated that Shem and
Melchizedek may be the same person. If we rely on the KJV genealogy, Shem lived 600
years and Abraham was born 490 years after Shem which makes them contemporaries.
The Times and Seasons December 15, 1844 edition in an editorial (probably written by
John Taylor) titled "Ancient Ruins," states that Shem and Melchizedek are the same
individual. D&C 138:41 gives the title "great high priest" to Shem, while it does not
mention Melchizedek at all, a very curious omission. D&C 107:2 names Melchizedek a
"great high priest." [So great, the priesthood was named after him.] The Lectures on
Faith, composed by Sidney Rigdon during the Kirtland period of LDS Church history,
also names Shem as Melchizedek. On the other hand, D&C 84:14 states : " Which
Abraham received the priesthood from Melchizedek, who received it through the lineage
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of his fathers, even till Noah;" and this may indicate that some distance exists between
Melchizedek and Shem (although the meaning might be that the priesthood came from
the fathers before Noah, not between Noah and Abraham- D&C 84:15, 16 may help this
interpretation). The Rabbis commonly identified Melchizedek and Shem. [D&C 107:2,
notes at (2:17). See also the NT, Hebrews chapter 7. Talmud, Tr. Nedarim 32; Rashi,
Commentaries, Gen. 14:18; Pirke De Rabbi Eliezar 9A.i; Mid. Rabbah, vol. 2 (Soncino,
1983), 796.]
61. Joseph Smith remarked on the idea of seeking knowledge on several occasions. One
example regarding the temple, a Book of Abraham theme:
there are a great many wise men & women to in our midst to
wise to be taught. & they must die in their ignorance and in the
resurrection they will find their mistake.
Many seal up the door of heaven by saying so far god may reveal & I
will believe.-- heirs of God. &c. upon the same laws ordinance &c of
Jesus Christ. & he who will not live it all will come short. of that
glory if not of the whole.
ordinance of the baptism. God decreed before the foundation of the world
that this baptism [i.e., baptism for the dead] should be performed in a
house [i.e. temple] prepared for the purpose.—[Smith diary, June 11,
1843, PJ or WJS.]

62. In Joseph Smith’s authoritative chronology of the ancients, the office of high priest
was the office conferred upon Adam and the other ancient patriarchs [see for example
Alma 13, D&C 107:53, TPJS, 38.]. Smith first ordained men high priests in June 1831.
During his lifetime (and for many years after) the office of high priest was often referred
to as "the high priesthood." References to high priesthood (capitalization often varied) in
the Doctrine and Covenants for example refer to the office of high priest in the
Melchizedek Priesthood (e.g. D&C 107:63, 64, 65, 66, 73, 91). An example of this
common usage from the Times and Seasons (April 15, 1841):
At an early hour this morning the different quorums, who had
Previously been organized, came to the ground and took their seats as
follows: the First Presidency, with the presidents of the quorums on the
stand; the High Council, on the front of the stand; the High Priesthood
on the front to the right of the stand; the Seventies immediately behind
the high priesthood; the Elders in the front, to the left; the Lesser
Priesthood on the extreme right.
Joseph’s revelations given prior to 1835 use the same terminiology, for example the
revelation now known as D&C 84 (given in 1831) refers to “two priesthoods.” The two
priesthoods are the “lesser priesthood” and the “high priesthood” [D&C 84:29-30, 33]
meaning lesser priest and high priest. These two priest-hoods or priestly offices have
“appendages” which are identified as other offices: deacon and teacher are appendiages
to the lesser priest, elder and bishop for high priest. Whence, the offices of high priest,
bishop and elder formed a group, the offices of priest (the lesser priest[hood]), teacher
and deacon formed another group. In 1835, Joseph Smith delivered the revelation now
known as D&C 107, which provides a more comprehensive organization for priesthood
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offices by renaming the above groupings with the titles “Melchizedek Priesthood” and
“Aaronic Priesthood.” For the first time “priesthood” is used in a different way, to mean
a group of offices rather than a particular office. Previous to this change, one would be
ordained to priesthood office, without reference to which grouping the office belonged to.
Following this reference change, ordinations began in some cases to be done by
conferring the general group authority and then ordaining to the office in that grouping.
Gradually, this became the preferred and eventually codified method. [Joseph F. Smith,
Gospel Doctrine, chapter 9.] In an effort to (1) standarize the terminology and (2)
introduce new information into founding documents, the new terminology of D&C 107
was back-edited in some cases into earlier revelations by the revelation publication
committees during Joseph Smith’s lifetime. Hence, for example, in D&C 68 we find
“Melchizedek Priesthood” and in D&C 20 we find “high council.” With some irony, we
note that some LDS splinter groups based part of their dissatisfaction with the parent
institution on the method of ordination, claiming that the Church did the ordinance
incorrectly for some years when not requiring the group authority be conferred first
before ordaining to the specified office, as happened in the early 20th century. In doing
so, they immolated their own origins.
Joseph Smith’s instructions given prior to 1835, appeal to the early organization on how
those holding the office of high priest should act:
“The duty of a High Priest is to administer in spiritual and holy things, and to hold
communion with God; but not to exercise monarchial government, or to appoint meetings
for the Elders without their consent. And again, it is the High Priests' duty to be better
qualified to teach principles and doctrines, than the Elders; for the office of Elder is an
appendage to the High Priesthood.” [HC 1:338. Compare D&C 84:29.]
Ironically, in declaring the revelation in D&C 107, Joseph decided to append an earlier
revelation to it (contained in verses 58-100) which naturally used the older organizational
themes (see verses 59 through 65 for example). However, this earlier revelation (from
November 1831) was not left unedited. Information about the new priesthood office of
Seventy was included (compare also verses 61 and 87-8). It is clear that they (the
editors-including Joseph himself) viewed the words of the revelations as sacred and not
subject to wholesale revision, but only the most necessary additions or modifications
were made to accord with the “line upon line” principle they experienced.
After the translation of the Book of Abraham, and the advent of the 1835 portion of D&C
107, Joseph Smith’s instruction begins to incorporate the new usage with the old and give
further modifications: “Joseph Smith jr. rose and spoke on the subject of the Priesthood.
The Melchisedec High priesthood, he said was no other than the priesthood of the Son of
God. There are certain ordinances which belong to the priesthood, and certain results flow
from it.
“The presidents, or presidency are over the church, and revelations of the mind and will of
God to the church are to come through the presidency. This is the order of heaven and the
power and privilege of this priesthood. It is also the privilege of any officer in this
church, to obtain revelations so far as relates to his particular calling or duty in the
church. All are bound by the principles of virtue and happiness, but one great privilege of
this priesthood is to obtain revelations, as before observed, of the mind and will of God.
It is also the privilege of the Melchisedec priesthood, to reprove, rebuke and admonish, as
well as to receive revelations.
“He here remarked something concerning the will of God, and said, that what God
commanded, the one half of the church would condemn.-A high Priest, is a member of the
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same Melchisedec priesthood, with the presidency, but not of the same power or authority
in the church. The seventies are also members of the same priesthood, are a sort of
travelling council, or priesthood, and may preside over a church or churches until a high
priest can be had. The seventies are to be taken from the quorum of elders and are not to
be high priests. They are subject to the direction and dictation of the twelve, who have the
keys of the ministry. All are to preach the gospel, by the power and influence of the Holy
Ghost, and no man, said he, can preach the gospel without the Holy Ghost.
“The Bishop was a high priest, and necessarily so, because he is to preside over that
particular branch of church affairs that are denominated the lesser priesthood, and because
we have no direct lineal descendant of Aaron to whom it would of right belong. He
remarked that this was the same, or a branch of the same priesthood; and illustrated his
position by the figure of the human body, which has different members, which have
different offices to perform: all are necessary in their place, and the body is not complete
without all the members. From a view of the requirements of the servants of God to
preach the gospel, he remarked that few were qualified even to be priests, and if a priest
understood his duty, his calling and ministry and preached by the Holy Ghost, his
enjoyment is as great as if he were one of the presidency; and his services are necessary in
the body, as are also those of teachers and deacons. Therefore in viewing the church as
whole, we may strictly denominate it one priesthood.
“He remarked that he rebuked and admonished his brethren frequently, and that because he
loved them; not because he wished to incur their displeasure or mar their happiness.
 ”Such a course of conduct was not calculated to gain the good will of all, but rather the
ill will of many, and thereby the situation in which he stood was an important one. So
you see, brethren the higher the authority, the greater the difficulty of the station. But
these rebukes and admonitions became necessary from the perverseness of brethren, for
their temporal as well as spiritual welfare. They actually constituted a part of the duties of
his station and calling.
 ”Others had other duties to perform that were important and far less enviable, and might
be just as good, like the feet or hands in their relation to the human body, neither could
claim priority, or say to the other I have no need of you. After all that has been said the
greatest duty and the most important is, to preach the gospel.” [From an address delivered
April 6, 1837, probably recorded by Warren Cowdery (Messenger and Advocate vol. 3,
April 1837). See PJ under date.]
Joseph Smith continued to be rather flexible in his usage of terms, often designating
with “priesthood” some particular authority such as the power to “seal” (priesthood of
Elijah) or the blessings of the Nauvoo endowment (the patriarchal priesthood or
Abraham’s priesthood!).
Commenting on the sacred nature of this priesthood office President Spencer W. Kimball
remarked, "To be a high priest . . . is really something in the life of any man. And to
consider it less than unusual and wonderful would be to not understand the blessings that
have been given." [Conference Report, October, 1975.]
Several ancient sources give accounts of Abraham receiving the priesthood for which
there is no record in the OT. [ANP, 167; TELA, 120-1, 41, 81; note 162.]
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63. Abraham is perhaps the firstborn of Terah, given the order in which the sons of
Terah are listed in Genesis 11:26 and the Rabbis argued for this. On the other hand, if
Abram married the daughter of Haran (his brother, see notes at (2:2)) it may be that he is
younger than Haran. Note that although Shem's name is listed first among the sons of
Noah in the biblical record (Genesis 5:32, 10:1 for example) Japheth was older (see
Moses 8:12; Ephraim Isaac, ABD 3:641; compare Genesis 9:24, 10:21). The situation has
an interesting symmetry with Isaac - Ishmael, Jacob - Esau, Joseph and the elder sons of
Jacob, Nephi - Laman, Moses - Aaron, etc. The right of the firstborn refers to the
priesthood and the keys that allow Abraham to bless his own posterity, to pass on the
authority to them in the antediluvian fashion [D&C 107:41f], a spiritual version of the
"double portion" of the father's inheritance. The office could be viewed as symbolic of,
in Joseph Smith’s Christology, the Firstborn Son of God in the premortal world, Jesus
Christ. [D&C 93:21-22.] See Joseph Smith’s comments in note 62, perhaps a subtle
reference to the Book of Abraham text.
The “right of the firstborn” was used as an authority hook by one of the oddest and most
violent offshoots of Mormonism, “The Church of the Firstborn of the Fulness of Times.”
Essentially orbiting around one family, the LeBaron’s, who were originally a part of one
of the Woolley polygamy groups, their theology was characterized by amazingly
paradoxical assertions, based on numerous contradictory statements by the various
founders.
Several murders took place in the group culminating with two female
members murdering rival polygamist leader, Rulon Allred. The LeBaron’s claimed their
authority from Abraham through Joseph Smith and of all people, Benjamin F. Johnson, a
friend of Joseph Smith, who never held high office among the Mormons. [Wright, 1963.
See also note 110.]
64. This first "verse" in the numbering of the TS-1 printing, stands as the typical (and
authentic) "colophon" of ancient texts, sometimes coming at the end, sometimes at the
beginning, a statement of authorship, references to ancestors, and combined with the
introductory heading below the title, it fulfills the requirements of such statements. This
summary tells of Abraham's authority and the blessings around which he centers his life.
The expression, "the fathers" in the text is defined more clearly in (1:31).

Idolatry of Abraham's Fathers
2. (1:4) I sought for mine appointment unto the Priesthood according to the appointment
of God unto the fathers, concerning the seed (65) . (1:5) My fathers having turned from
their righteousness (66) , and from the holy commandments which the Lord their God had
given unto them, unto the worshipping of the Gods of the heathens, utterly refused to
hearken to my voice (67) ;(1:6) for their hearts were set to do evil, and were wholly turned
to the God of Elkenah (68) , and the God of Libnah, and the God of Mahmackrah, and the
God of Korash (69) , and the God of Pharaoh, King of Egypt; (1:7) therefore they turned
their hearts to the sacrifice of the heathen in offering up their children (70) unto their
dumb idols (71) , and hearkened not unto my voice but endeavored to take away my life
(72)
by the hand of the priest of Elkenah; the priest of Elkenah was also the priest of
Pharaoh (73) .
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Notes on Verses (1:4) to (1:7)
65. Abraham refers to the fact that the priesthood was given by patriarchal descent. The
Egyptian mythos of chapter 2 is informed by this fundamental belief. See notes at (1:31)
and at various verses in chapter 2.
66. Extra-canonical literature indicates that both Abraham's father and paternal
grandfather were idolaters. This information was not available to Joseph Smith at the
time of publication of the Book of Abraham (see below). [e.g., The Book of Jubilees 11:6
in volume 2 of Charles, 1913, for many similar stories see TELA, 537-8.] Ludlow gives
some analysis of the nature and reliability of extra-canonical sources in Ludlow, 2005.
See also Nibley, 2005, 81.
From the Joseph Smith Translation (JST) of the Bible, we learn further detail concerning
this apostasy, in particular that Abraham's fathers were taught a gospel of Christ and had
abandoned its principles and ordinances: (Genesis chapter 17)
3 And it came to pass, that Abram fell on his face, and called upon the
name of the Lord.
4 And God talked with him, saying, My people have gone astray from
my precepts, and have not kept mine ordinances, which I gave unto
their fathers;
5 And they have not observed mine anointing, and the burial, or
baptism wherewith I commanded them;
6 But have turned from the commandment, and taken unto themselves
the washing of children, and the blood of sprinkling;
7 And have said that the blood of the righteous Abel was shed for sins;
and have not known wherein they are accountable before me.
67. The Book of Jubilees gives this explanation of Terah's idolatry: ". . . Abram said to
Terah his father, saying, `Father!' And he said, `Behold, here am I, my son.' And he said,
`What help and profit have we from those idols which thou dost worship, and before
which thou dost bow thyself? For there is no spirit in them, for they are dumb forms, and
a misleading of the heart. Worship them not: worship the God of heaven, who causes the
rain and the dew to descend . . . [Abraham goes on to point out good reasons for not
being an idolater]' And his father said unto him, `I also know it, my son . . . [but] if I tell
[the Chaldeans] the truth, they will slay me.'"
The text goes on to tell the story that Abraham set fire to the idols for which the king
(here identified as Nimrod, in other sources as Pharaoh) condemned him to death. Haran
is said to have died in the fire trying to rescue the idols. Other versions of the legend say
Haran would not tell the king whether he took Abraham's side or his father's until the
king put Abraham into a furnace and Abraham came out unscathed. When Haran took
Abraham's part after this, the king threw him into the same furnace, causing the death of
Haran. [Box, 1919; for numerous other extra biblical sources, TELA, 539-43.] The
religions of Abraham's day regarded the idols used in their worship as earthly houses for
the actual gods. Hence, after the god was crafted, there was an "opening of the mouth"
ceremony performed to "activate" the image. The image was treated with respect and
cleaned and fed regularly in order to keep the inhabiting god there. [Edward M. Curtis,
ABD 3:376-81.] The OT prophets ridiculed the idea equating idols with "dung pellets."
The Apostle Paul may have had reference to Abrahamic literature of his day (roughly the
time of P. Joseph Smith) where he portrayed Abraham as an anti-idolater in Galatians
3:29 - 4:10. [Calvert, 1993, 1:222-37.]
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Daniel D. McArthur recalls an (post Book of Abraham translation) encounter with Joseph
Smith when he apparently corrected the folk-Trinitarian views of a follower:
[in the] winter [of] 1836, he [Joseph] stated that he was out of firewood
and that he had no time to get up any, for the officers of the law were
continually on his track. So some of the brethren thought they would
turn out and get him some wood. Father and some two other brethren
took their teams to haul, and myself and three other boys went to chop
the wood into sled lengths. It was the last of December and snow was
on the ground. When noon came we were all called to dinner at
Joseph's house. The table was loaded down with cornmeal mush and
milk, and at the bidding of Joseph we all stepped forward to our places
around the table, standing on our feet. Joseph asked Joshua Holman,
who was one of the wood haulers, to ask a blessing upon the food. He
went at his duty with all his soul. As he had been a Methodist exhorter
before joining the Church, he commenced to call upon the great and
mighty God who sat upon the top of a topless throne, to look down and
bless the food and asked many other blessings to rest upon the Prophet,
etc. As soon as he closed Brother Joseph said, "Brother Joshua, don't let
me ever hear you ask another such a blessing;" and then before we took
our seats he stated his reasons for making this remark, and showed us
how inconsistent such ideas were, and told us many things about God
and who He was. [Juvenile Instructor 27 (1892)]
68. See the note at figure 3, Facsimile No. 1. The names Elk-kiner, Elk-Keeneh and
Elkkener occur in mss here.
69. The word Koash appears here in BAms-1/4, Korash appears in BAms-6 while
reference to this god is completely missing from BAms-2 and BAms-3.
70. The Apocalypse of Abraham states, "I [Abram] saw there the likeness of an idol . . .
like unto that which my father had made . . . Before it stood a man, and he worshipped it,
and there was an altar opposite, and boys were butchered upon it . . . " [Apocalypse of
Abraham, in OTP 1:694.] The sacrifice of children was a well attested practice of the
day; the later Israelites were, seduced by it. [IDB 3:422.] Direct archeological evidence
of human sacrifice-executions in Mesopotamia, the Levant and Egypt are not great and
some regard them as inconclusive. However there are many records depicting sacrifice
of humans, for example on temple walls. [See for example Ritner, 1993, 208 n963, 148,
158, 162-3, 170-1, 188; also Gee, 1991, 21; Leahy, 1989; Leahy, 1984; Yoyotte, 1980.]
71. The Bible is almost virtually silent regarding an apostasy after the deluge; a possible
reference is Joshua 24:2. [For many extra-biblical sources, none of which would have
been known to Joseph Smith, see references at TELA 537-40.]
72. The extra canonical literature offers various explanations for this murderous intent
such as the one given in the note above. Elder Wilford Woodruff relates the following:
In the Book of Abraham, translated in our day and generation, we are
informed that Abraham was bound, and those priests sought to take his
life, but the Lord delivered him from them. One reason why they did so
was, that he had gone into those places which his father considered
sacred, and among the wooden gods which were there, and, being filled
with anger that his father should bow down and worship gods of wood
and stone, he broke them. When his father saw that his son Abraham
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had broken his gods he was very angry with him. But Abraham, trying
to reason with his father, said that probably the gods had got to fighting
among themselves and had killed one another. He tried to bring him to
reason, but his father did not believe they had life enough to kill one
another. If he had possessed the spirit which his son had, he would have
said there is no power with these gods; but he did not, and Abraham
had to flee from his father's house, confiding in the Lord who gave
many promises to him and concerning his posterity. [Salt Lake
Tabernacle, Oct. 22, 1865, JD 11:244.]
The source of Elder Woodruff's account is not indicated by him. However a number of
sources agree with his version. [For example the Quran, The Prophets, (trans. M. H.
Shakir), (New York: Tahrike Tarsile Qur'an, Inc., 1982): vs. 51-71. The idol worship of
Terah and the attempted sacrifice of Abraham are frequent themes in Islamic literature.
For example see Renard, 1986, 633-40; TELA, 539-43.] The Apocalypse of Abraham
relates several incidents where the idols of Terah are handled and destroyed in various
ways by Abraham, leading him to believe that they are just lifeless images who cannot
even protect themselves, let alone his father's family. The rabbinical literature contains a
number of versions of this legend. For example the Tanna debe Eliyaha ii, 25:
Terah was a manufacturer of idols and had them for sale. One day
when Abraham was left in charge of the shop, an old man came to buy
an idol. Abraham handed him one on the top, and he paid the price
asked. "How old art thou?" Abraham asked. "Seventy years," he
replied. "Thou fool," said Abraham, "how canst thou adore a god so
much younger than thyself? Thou wert born seventy years ago, and this
god was made yesterday." The buyer threw away the idol and received
his money back. The other sons of Terah complained to their father that
Abraham did not know how to sell the idols, and it was arranged that he
should act as priest to the latter. One day a woman brought a mealoffering for the idols, and as they would not eat he exclaimed: A mouth
have they but speak not, eyes have they but see not, ears but hear not,
hands but handle not. May their makers be like them, and all who trust
in them; and he broke them in pieces, and burned them. [Box, 1919, 93.
Similar stories are repeated in a wide cross section of numerous
sources, suggesting antiquity: see also TELA, 537f; Ludlow, 2005.]
There is a terrible irony in this experience, given Abraham’s being commanded to
sacrifice Isaac. The parallels must have been staggering to the much more seasoned
Abraham of Isaac’s day. Only a few: Abraham’s father instigates and consents to the
sacrifice of Abraham to pagan gods Terah worshipped, Abraham was tied down to an
alter, a knife was to be used, fire was involved (at least in some accounts), the voice of
God is heard, a substitute sacrifice is found, Abraham cries for deliverance, the voice
says, Abraham, Abraham. Once again at the Isaac episode, the promises are reiterated.
[Both Sarah and Isaac undergo parallel tests, ANP, parts 10, 11, Improvement Era,
March-April 1970.]
73. also the priest of Pharaoh. indicates a common situation of the day: many gods
might be worshipped with the assistance of the same officiating priest. [Gordon, 1954,
58f.]
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Human Sacrifice-Idols - Geographic References
3. (1:8) Now, at this time it was (74) the custom of the priest of Pharaoh, the King of
Egypt to offer up upon the altar which was built in the land of Chaldea, for the offering
unto these strange gods, both men, women and children. (1:9) And it come to pass that
the priest made an offering unto the god of Pharaoh, and also unto the God of Shagreel
(75)
, even after the manner of the Egyptians. Now the God of Shagreel was the Sun.
(1:10) Even the thank-offering of a child did the priest of Pharaoh offer upon the altar,
which stood by the hill called Potiphar's Hill (76) , at the head of the plain of Olishem (77) .
(1:11) Now, this priest had offered upon this altar three virgins at one time, who were the
daughters of Onitah, one of the Royal descent, directly from the loins of Ham. These
virgins were offered up because of their virtue (78) ; they would not bow down (79) to
worship Gods of wood or of stone, therefore they were killed upon this altar, and it was
done after the manner of the Egyptians.

Notes on Verses (1:8) to (1:11)
74. It seems possible from the language used here that the situation of "dual" worship (of
the old local gods and the god(s) of Pharaoh) was temporary. The following table gives
one possible chronology for dynastic Egypt. It is by no means the only one put forward.
(The "c." prefix indicates the date is approximate. The margin for error in early dates is
within 1.5 centuries, see also Gee and Ricks, 82.)
DYNASTIES OF ANCIENT EGYPT
Predynastic Period c.50003100 BC
Early Dynastic Period
c.3100-2686 BC
lst dynasty c.3100-2890 BC
2d dynasty c.2890-2686 BC
Old Kingdom c.2686-2181 BC
3d dynasty c.2686-2613 BC
4th dynasty c.2613-2494 BC
5th dynasty c.2494-2345 BC
6th dynasty c.2345-2181 BC
First Intermediate Period
c.2181-2040 BC
7th dynasty c.2181-2173 BC
8th dynasty c.2173-2160 BC
9th dynasty c.2160-2130 BC
10th dynasty c.2130-2040 BC
11th dynasty c.2133-2040 BC
Middle Kingdom c.2040-1786
BC (Time of Abraham?)
11th dynasty c.2040-1991 BC
12th dynasty 1991-1786 BC
(Time of Abraham?)
Second Intermediate Period
1786-1567 BC
13th dynasty 1786-1633 BC
(Time of Abraham -Hyksos?)
14th dynasty 1786-c.1603 BC
15th dynasty 1674-1567 BC

(Time of Abraham -Hyksos?)
l6th dynasty 1684-1567 BC
17th dynasty c.1650-1567 BC
New Kingdom 1570-1085 BC
18th dynasty 1570-1320 BC
(Exodus?)
19th dynasty 1320-1200 BC
(Exodus?)
20th dynasty 1200-1085 BC
Last Dynastic Period 1085332 BC
21st dynasty 1085-945 BC
22d dynasty 945-c.730 BC
23d dynasty c.817-730 BC
24th dynasty 720-714 BC
25th dynasty 716-656 BC
26th dynasty 664-525 BC
27th dynasty 525-404 BC
28th dynasty 404-399 BC
29th dynasty 399-380 BC
30th dynasty 380-341 BC
31st dynasty 341-332 BC
Alexander the Great 333-323
BC
Ptolemaic Dynasty 323-30 BC
Period of JSP?

Figure 5. Egyptian Dynasties.
The life of Abraham is often supposed to fall somewhere in the period just before or
sometime during the Middle Kingdom. Others have suggested the Second Intermediate
Period is more likely while 1400 BC is considered by some as reasonable. Of course,
many students do not accept Abraham as a historical person and so the debate concerning
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his time of life is irrelevant for them. LDS scripture in addition to the Book of Abraham
certifies the reality of the historical Abraham [e.g., D&C 132:29-37]. With the exception
of the 12th dynasty, the early dates suggested were times of division and internal strife in
Egypt. How much influence Egypt maintained in the area of Abraham's home lands
varied during these times. [Redford, 1992, chapter 4; but see William A. Ward, ABD
2:403a and Kitchen 2003.] It is interesting that the legend of God becoming angry with
humanity and nearly destroying them dates from the 12th dynasty. [Hornung et al., "The
Destruction of Mankind" , 46.] The 15th dynasty was established by the Hyksos or "ruler
from a foreign land" kings. These kings had very close connections with the PalestineSyrian regions [Lawrence E. Toombs, ABD 5:1174-86] and could represent the time
period of Abraham with the mixture of cultures and religions portrayed in the Book of
Abraham. [See notes at fig.3 Facsimile No. 1.] It was common however for Pharaohs to
respect or worship foreign gods during many periods. For example, the Stela of Seth and
Astarte [Limestone, Louvre - E26017] shows Ramses II offering flowers and incense to
the Syrian goddess Astarte. In a peace treaty between Ramses and the Hittite king
Hattusil both kings make oaths to common gods. The Epic of Qadesh tells of Ramses'
prayers after an ambush of his armies in Palestine: ". . . I have organized every country in
a united effort to provide [Re] with offerings . . ." [Louvre papyrus E 4892] showing that
the Egyptians exported their own gods too and in particular, the sun god (Re) [see note
75]. It is agreed that Egyptian writing was well known and had great influence in the
regions connected to Abraham. Early examples exist showing that Egyptian language
actually formed the basis of writing in these regions and were combined with Semitic
tongues, for instance inscriptions from the city of Byblos on the Phoenician coast. These
inscriptions are described as clearly inspired by the Egyptian hieroglyphics and an
important link between the hieroglyphics and the Canaanite alphabet. The importance of
Byblos lay in its function as a port, and from around the time of Egypt's unification it was
a source of timber. The famous cedars of Lebanon, and other goods, passed through it,
and Egyptian objects are found there from as early as the 2nd dynasty. Egyptian culture
of the MK had especially strong influence there with objects in royal tombs bearing the
names of Egyptian kings of the 12th dynasty. Egyptian objects are found there as well a
local imitations. Temples to local deities inscribed with Egyptian hieroglyphics, and the
clear worship of Hathor there make the Book of Abraham claims of Egyptian influence
quite reasonable. [William A. Ward, ABD 2:401-403; 4:178b; Montet, 1928; Jidejian,
1968; Salles, 1980; Kitchen 2003; Gee and Ricks, 77.]
The region of the Nile delta and N. Syria as well as Palestine had a complex cultural
interrelationship during the 2nd millennium B.C. Archaeological findings indicate
definite commercial and cultural exchange, placing the Book of Abraham in an authentic
historical milieu. J. S. Holladay, director of recent archaeological study in the E. delta
writes:
The complex web of relationships obtaining between these E delta sites
and the greater Syro-Palestinian culture sphere may be illustrated by
two thumbnail sketches of the cooking pot series, an aspect of the
material culture complex closely sensitive to intergroup (ethnic?)
variation. First, the earliest occupational phases are characterized by the
presence of large numbers of handmade flat-bottomed cooking pots,
similar to the handmade vessels forming a minor constituent of the
Palestinian MB I-II pottery repertoire but generally lacking the latter's
"rope molding" decoration. Identical cooking pots characterize MB (?)
`Bedouin' encampments in the Sinai, and yet others, not quite so
closely similar, appear to be characteristic of some modern Bedouin
encampments. [See ABD 4:588b-589a, 590a.]
75. and it come to pass. Appears as and it came to pass in BAms-6.
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Hugh Nibley (Nibley, 1981, 69-70) writes:
The old desert tribes whose beliefs and practices, as A. Alt has recently
demonstrated at length [e.g., Alt, 1966, 31ff], are of primary
importance in understanding the background of the Abraham traditions,
worshipped the star Sirius under the name of Shighre or Shaghre, and
Shagre-el in their idiom means "Shagre is God."
Sirius is interesting in ritual because of its unique association,
amounting at times to identity, with the sun. Shighre, according to
Lane's Dictionary, designates whatever star is at the moment the
brightest object in the heavens, and it has recently been discovered, as
R. Faulkner notes, that `the heavenly Horus was a star as well as the
sun . . . whatever the body happens to be presiding over the sky.' The
King of Egypt in the rites of On is able, `with the Dog Star [Sirius] as
guide,' to find the place of resurrection at `the Primeval Hill, an island .
. . pre-eminently suitable for a resurrection from death.' The most
important event in the history of the universe, according to the
Egyptians, was the Heliacal Rising of Sirius, when Sirius, the sun, and
the Nile all rose together in the morning of the New Year, the Day of
Creation, as officially proclaimed from the great observatory of
Heliopolis. Without expanding on the theme, it will be enough here to
note that the sun, the hill, and Sirius are inseparably connected in the
rites, as they are in the Book of Abraham, where we find `the god of
Pharaoh, and also . . . the god of Shagreel . . . the sun' receiving
sacrifices side by side at Potiphar's Hill. [Abr. 1:9.]
. . . "the name of Shigr [vowel unknown] has turned up in a Ugaritic
sacrificial list," as a local god receiving sacrifices in Canaan, and
"though the data are quite scarce," according to J. Hoftijzer, even the
gender of the name being uncertain, this deity, to whom "mighty acts"
are attributed, may be "linked with Astar and . . . Ashtarte," . . . Thus
Shigr now moves beyond the realm of Arabic tradition into the very
time, place, and situation most vividly suggested by the Book of
Abraham Shagre-el. [See also ANP, 96.]
76. The name Potiphar may be translated (as an Egyptian name) as "the one whom Re has
appointed" [literally as a Hebrew name, "belonging to the sun"] according to Professor
Nibley. Note that the name is entirely appropriate given the meaning of "Olishem." [See
the following note.] The mixture of the Semitic and Egyptian in the place names is
indicative that the older Semitic influence was still present even though Pharaoh had
some level of prestige in the region. The name Potiphar occurs in the Bible as the name
of Pharaoh's cook or household manager (?) and as the name of a priest of On. [Gen.
37:36; 41:45] It is recognized as the Hebrew form of an Egyptian name. [See Redford,
"Potiphar," ABD 5:426f]
77. Olishem could be interpreted in Hebrew as "high place of the sun" or "high place of
heaven." The name is further evidence that perhaps the Ur of Abraham is a northern Ur
since the name Olishem appears in an inscription dating from ca. 2250 B.C. and refers to
a place in northwestern Syria. [Foster, 1993, 1:52-3, & n3; Tvedtnes and Christensen,
1985; Lundquist, 1985, 232; Hoskisson, 1989, 136; Gee and Ricks, 76] The occurrence of
the name in this inscription which Joseph Smith could have no knowledge of at the time
he published the Book of Abraham is evidence in support of Joseph Smith's claims. John
Gee adds this information concerning the term:
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The citation of Ú-li-si-imki looks rather removed in Narâm-Sin b
5.2.13 (= UET I 275.2.13), but this is only because Lundquist,
following Hans Hirsch ("Die Inschriften der Könige von Agade,"
Archiv für Orientforschung 20 [1963]: 74), has transliterated the signs
without taking into regard the fact that for the place and time the si sign
should be read sé (Wolfram von Soden, Das akkadische Syllabar
[Rome: Pontificium Institutum Biblicum, 1948], 43; the im sign can
also be read em; ibid., 73), leaving the reading as Ú-li-sé-em. The area
is also particularly prone to the Canaanite shift, which would render the
name as "Olishem." To Lundquist's citation of E. Kautsch and A. E.
Cowley, Gesenius' Hebrew Grammar (Oxford: Clarendon, 1910), 48-9,
add Sabatino Moscati et al., An Introduction to the Comparative
Grammar of the Semitic Languages: Phonology and Morphology
(Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1980), 48- 9. [Gee, Tragedy, 115 n64.]
78. The three virgins are said to be of royal descent. The information may be indicative of
the internal turmoil in Egypt, the women being of a deposed royal line perhaps. It was a
common matter to murder possible avenues to the throne to secure the position. The
notion is given further credibility by Abraham's brief history of the founding of Egypt
(1:23)-(1:26), telling us that original king was a righteous man in contrast to the current
administration. Both are nevertheless described as descendants of Ham - (1:21) indicates
this for the current regime [of possibly Levantine descent (Hyksos?)] while (1:25) tells of
the same ancestry for the founders. The indication that the three women "would not bow
down" perhaps refers to a decree that they do service as temple priestesses, possibly
meaning that they could be cult prostitutes though this was clearly not always the case-in
Egypt, they may have been virginal `wives' of a god, or it may just mean their refusal to
worship the idols. The Ishtar cults, probably common in Abraham's locale, were
apparently of the sort that required sexual relations of votary women. [Lyon, 1912, 360]
"In the [Egyptian] Old Kingdom a large proportion of well-to-do women had the title
"priestess of Hathor" and the same is true of the Heracleopolitan Period and the Middle
Kingdom . . . There are many indications that these priestesses and particularly those of
Hathor were engaged in music making and belonged to the `harem' of the divinity they
served." After Old Kingdom times, "they continued to serve as mourners . . .
impersonating the goddesses Isis and Nephthys in the role of `Kite'." [LÄ 4:1099-103.]
The practice of ritualized harlotry was a common one in the ancient Near East. Tomb
wall paintings show erotic dancers in various states of undress with obvious implications
in settings ranging from banquets to religious rituals. British Museum 37984 is such an
example. Compare Jeremiah 2-10 for the practice (but more than a millennium after
Abraham). Ritual sexual relation practices existed in a number of forms in the homeland
area of Abraham, extending from lesser temple priestesses who went to the homes of
male temple donors, to rituals acted out in coronation ceremonies with the new king and a
chosen priestess or between a priest and priestess chosen to act out sexual union of a god
and goddess, possibly representing the king and goddess. At least in one form where the
king himself participated with the girl, this was to give the (hopefully) conceived prince a
divine parentage. Generally such rituals had some sort of fertility aspect - the act would
in one way or another stimulate the growth of food supplies. [Karel Van der Toorn, ABD
5:510-13; Jacob Klein, ABD 5:866-70; Westenholz, 1989; Bird, 1997.]
The story of one Egyptian girl illustrates ritual service practice in Egypt; said to be the
most beautiful girl among the noble families of Thebes, she was chosen to serve Amon.
When age finally made her less attractive she was discharged and married into a family
of high nobility. [Erman, 1894, 247; Wild, 1963, 33-117; Strouhal, 1992, 41-3.]
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The text of the Book of Abraham says nothing of this however and it is entirely possible
that the women were simply demonstrating fidelity to their own religious beliefs. [Lyon,
1912, 341ff; TELA, 539.]
The fate of the three virgins may be compared to the faithful of Ammonihah. [Alma 14:811. See also Alma 60:13.] And contrast Meshach, et al. [Dan. 1:7.] The women being of
royal descent but in a foreign land may have been chosen as Pharonic "gift" wives.
[Robins, 1993, 30-6.]
The presence of human sacrifice in the story as an apparently locally recognized practice
makes the story more authentic for a number of reasons, not least of which is the
Abrahamic literature which Joseph Smith could not know and the legends of the Jews
which attest to the same kind of experience. The phrase "after the manner of the
Egyptians" seems to refer to Egyptian practice. This may report the fact that Abraham
wrote this memoir in Egypt, or following the Egyptian stay. Such (human sacrifice)
practices are not very well attested anywhere in the ancient Near East, although not by
any means unknown there. [However, Ritner, 1993, 208 n963, 148, 158, 162-3, 170-1,
188, shows that examples exist that could illustrate along with Facsimile No. 1 the
meaning of "after the manner of the Egyptians." Also Gee, 1991, 21; I. "Human
Sacrifice," BMAE, 134; Yoyotte; Adams; Jankunn, Leahy; Lorton.] Joseph Smith's
Hebrew teacher (for a few months early in 1836) Josiah Seixas, may have been schooled
in Jewish legend, but this portion of the Book of Abraham was already on paper by the
time they met.
79. bow down. The Hebrew word shachah is usually translated as "bow down" in the
KJV. It can mean "prostrate oneself," (Ex.20:5) or pay homage to someone or something
as in Gen.27:29.

More on Sacrificial Practice – Facsimile 1
4. (1:12) And it come to pass that the priests laid violence upon me, that they might slay
me (80) , also, as they did those virgins, upon this altar; and that you might have a
knowledge of this altar, I will refer you to the representation at the commencement of
this record (81) . (1:13) It was made after the form of a bedstead (82) , such as was had
among the Chaldeans (83) , and it stood before the gods of Elkenah, Libnah, Mahmackrah,
Korash, & also a God like unto that of Pharaoh King of Egypt. (1:14) That you may have
an understanding of these Gods, I have given you the fashion of them in the figures, at
the beginning, which manner of the figures is called by the Chaldeans Rahleenos (84) ,
which signifies Hyeroglyphics [sic].

Notes on Verses (1:12) to (1:14)
80. Again, come changes to came in BAms-6 [note 75]. Some variations in the literature
have Terah himself as the knife wielder: "Father, I tell thee the truth; these gods are no
good, and you are wrong to believe in them. Thereupon his father flung a knife against
him . . . ". [Appendix III in Box, 1919.] The Book of Abraham tells us that the priest
who attempted to take Abraham's life was killed (thereby becoming the victim himself,
an important element of all the Abraham stories). Since Terah, the father of Abraham,
lives on after this incident, the identification of the priest(s) of Elkenah with Terah would
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be inconsistent. However, the Book of Abraham suggests that his attempted murder is
initiated by his father and other family members (1:7-9). This idea, while unknown to
Joseph Smith is present in many ancient Abraham traditions. [Compare references at
TELA, 540.]
81. The representation at the commencement of this record refers of course to Facsimile
No. 1. Or does it? We have mentioned already the potential age difference between the
facsimile (100 B.C.? ) and the text (1500 - 2000 B.C.?)-although see (Gee, 1995, 71,
n272) and (Gee, Owners, 1999). We have also discussed some reasonable explanations
for it. This age difference has been seen by critics as a grave obstacle to the authenticity
of the Book of Abraham since the 1912 attack by Spalding. In 1912 a pamphlet was
published by the Rt. Rev. F. S. Spalding, Episcopal Bishop of Utah, under the title Joseph
Smith, Jr., as a Translator, (Salt Lake City: The Arrow Press, 1912)- Spalding claimed in
the pamphlet that a panel of Egyptologists to which he submitted the facsimiles were in
"practically complete agreement as to the real meaning of the hieroglyphics, and that this
meaning is altogether different from that of Joseph Smith's translation." In reality his
panel had not translated any hieroglyphics on the facsimiles and so admitted it. Spaulding
had provided his experts with copies of the 1907 Pearl of Great Price as examples of the
facsimiles. The facsimiles in this edition had been recopied and reduced from their
original size; the Egyptian script suffered considerably in the process.
Hugh Nibley has remarked:
it has naturally been assumed that the text that follows the drawing
[Facsimile No. 1] could only be that of Abraham-even the brethren at
Kirtland assumed that. But that fails to take into account the common
Egyptian practice in matching vignettes with texts in general and with
Book of Breathing texts in particular. In his edition of the Book of
Breathings Pap. Louvre N. 3279, J. C. Goyon warns the student that the
vignettes that accompany the text "have often only a very remote
connection with the substance of the writing." For example, Tableau ii
of this Breathings text actually belongs "to the illustrations of the
Chapters of the Gates of Hades, in the Book of the Dead," and it is only
"as an exception" that "the title of the text [under Tableau iv]
corresponds to the drawing that adorns.”
Following a well-known Egyptian practice (most conspicuous in the
Amduat), our Book of Abraham twice refers its reader back to an
illustration of some ritual object it is talking about. When we read, "and
that you may have a knowledge of this altar, I will refer you to the
representation at the commencement of this record" (Abr. 1:12), or,
"That you may have an understanding of these gods, I have given you
the fashion of them in figures at the beginning" (1:14), the language
clearly implies that the reader does not have the picture before him, but
must be referred back to "the commencement of this record," to "the
figures at the beginning." The Abraham text may have belonged on the
same roll as the Book of Breathings and Facsimile No. 1, or have been
placed differently in the original document by Abraham, but if so, it
must be sought in the section that has obviously been cut off from the
Book of Breathings.
For a demonstration of the strange practice of putting the illustrations to
one story with the text of another, we need look no further than the
Joseph Smith Book of Breathings itself, where the scene depicted so
vividly in the Facsimile is nowhere mentioned in the text that
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immediately follows. Only by matching up the fibers of the writing and
the drawing is it possible to show that the two presentations, which at
first glance have nothing to do with each other, were actually side by
side on the same strip of papyrus.
Since Joseph Smith actually possessed quite a number of perfectly
preserved, beautifully written Egyptian manuscripts adorned with
rubrics, there is no reason to doubt that [one such is] the source of "the
record of Abraham and Joseph." And there can be no doubt whatever
that the manuscript . . . was and is an entirely different one from that
badly written, poorly preserved little text, entirely devoid of rubrics,
which is today identified as the Book of Breathings. One cannot insist
too strongly on this point, since it is precisely the endlessly repeated
claim that the Book of Breathings has been "identified as the very
source of the Book of Abraham" on which the critics of Joseph Smith
have rested their whole case, oblivious to the howling absurdity of
insisting that the book was produced in a manner in which, as they
tirelessly demonstrate, no book could possibly be produced, ever!
[Nibley, 1975, 3; see also Gee, History, 1999; Coenen, 1998; TELA,
Appendix A.]
Nibley tells us the following regarding sacrificial traditions:
The Egyptians have a good deal to say on the subject. A few clear
statements should suffice, since this is not a detailed study. In the first
place there is an impressive lion-couch scene showing the King on his
back, while above his head we read the word "Awake!" He is not about
to be buried; he is going to escape that fate, though that appears to be
his doom. The Sed Festival entailed putting the King to death only so
that he could arise anew as the ruler of the new cycle having overcome
the powers of death and thereby demonstrated his own divine power and
vindicated his life-giving authority. A dramatic text has been discovered
and and commentated by a number of top-ranking Egyptologists, which
vividly recalls the scene before us in Facsimile No. 1. It is a very old
dramatic production preserved in Spell 312 of the Coffin Texts and the
78th Chapter of the Book of the Dead. The scene opens with the King
as Osiris lying helpless on the lion couch, calling upon the Most High
God to deliver him from his plight; in reply to his prayer a Messenger
(angel) appears in the form of a hawk and offers to save him; but the
messenger has neither the power nor the authority--he must go up to
heaven go get the proper authorization from the Lord of All. While he
is away a false Horus--a comic character according to same--appears and
boasts of his power and glory, offering to deliver the victim on the
couch. A few questions dealing with the mysteries of the veil soon
expose him as an ignoramus and a fraud, and the real Horus appears,
while a voice from heaven attests his bona fides, and the hero on the
bed is delivered. Bed or altar? Both: the actual discovery of Egyptian
beds, altars of sacrifice, and embalming tables shows that all three
faithfully preserve the form of the lion-couch. But it was the Book of
Abraham that first pointed that out. [Nibley, 1980.]
We may add that (even late copies of) Abrahamic scrolls would be a sacred record. Their
value would be immeasurable in the unlikely event that they were autographs of
Abraham. Since the JSP document of breathing is clearly not the long scroll which when
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unrolled traversed two rooms of the mansion house, we might speculate that the originals
of the Book of Abraham are not available for study as a matter of faith. If, as Joseph
Smith seemed to suggest in his preface to the Book of Abraham, Abraham's record was
discovered and copied by scribes in Egypt at a later period, this would account for the
(Ptolemaic period) appearance [notes at (1:12), (1:14), etc.] of facsimiles 1 and 3 and also
the accounts of Abraham that seem to parallel our Book of Abraham so closely and are
from the same period. [See ANP, 185-93, and notes at Facsimile No. 1.] The various
connections of Israel and Egypt provide ample opportunity for the text to fall into
Egyptian hands at some point as remarked elsewhere. Another possibility rests in God
revealing the texts by revelation as in D&C 7. In any case, while we do not know about
the transmission of the Book of Abraham text, this knowledge is not necessary to the
testimony of the book as a historical record and scripture. Mormons should be
experienced enough in the, to human eyes, odd ways and means God preserves and
brings forth ancient records at the proper time. The situation is replete with parallels in
and to the Book of Mormon. [1 Ne. 15:7-11, 1 Ne. 8:17-18. For some arguments used by
critics of Joseph Smith see Appendix V.]
Finally, Barney [Barney, 2005, 124] suggests this line may be a redactive gloss from a
later copyist before or when the record found its way onto a Greco-Roman period scroll.
82. in the form of a bedstead [i.e, the framework of a bed]. This is an interesting
statement and indicates the authenticity of the text. The "Lion couch" served multiple
purposes in Egyptian culture, including as one of its major purposes, a bed. The Times
and Seasons remarked on this altar:
Abel was slain for his righteousness, and how many more up to the
flood is not of much consequence to us now. But if we believe in
present revelation, as published in the Times and Seasons last spring,
Abraham, the prophet of the Lord, was laid upon the iron bedstead for
slaughter; and the book of Jasher, which has not been disproved as a
bad author, says he was cast into the fire of the Chaldeas. [Times and
Seasons, Sept. 1, 1842, emphasis added.]
Note that the writer, possibly Joseph Smith, gives no stamp of approval for this "Book of
Jasher," regarded generally now as a late production. There is also justification for the
term "iron", see ANP, 158; also A. R. Millard, ABD 1:39b; Deut. 3:11. For further
remarks on the lion couch as an important symbol in Egyptian lore see ANP, 105ff; .
83. The people historians name as the Chaldeans first appear in written records around
900 B.C. though they are clearly well established by this time. Their earlier history is
obscure. Those people the Book of Abraham identifies as Chaldean may or may not be
these same people. The recent appearance of civilizations (at Ebla for example) from the
dust in the regions northeast of Egypt makes it apparent that an argument from silence
against the Book of Abraham's use of the term is unwise. As A. R. Millard has said,
"Naming a place after a people whose presence is only attested six or seven centuries
later than the setting of the story need not falsify it. A scribe may have replaced an
outdated name, or people of [a group] may have resided in the area long before their
name is found in other written sources." He tells us that "Journeys between Babylonia
and the Levant were certainly made in the period 2100 - 1600 B.C. Kings of Ur had links
with north Syrian cities and Byblos ca. 2050 B.C., and in Babylonia goods were traded
with Turkey and Cyprus . . ." The joint influence of Egypt and Babylonia in the region at
the Abrahamic period is well attested, paralleling the Book of Abraham story nicely. [A.
R. Millard, ABD 1:38-9; see notes above and Gee and Ricks, 71.]
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84. Korash appears as an insertion in BAms-4, and is missing from BAms-1/2/3.
Rahleenos. The word has no known positive correlates among the presently understood
languages of the time/region of the narrative. It has been acknowledged that the
inhabitants of the Mesopotamian region used a number of different written forms,
including hieroglyphics much like those of Egypt, indeed some historians claimed
evidence that the Egyptians received the knowledge of such writing from Mesopotamia.
[J. A. Wilson, "Egypt" IDB 2:44; see also notes at (1:8).]. The expression which signifies
. . . does not appear in any mss except BAms-6. In BAms-3, "Egyptians" is corrected by
"Chaldeans".

Rescue of Abraham - Priesthood - Noah
5. (1:15) And as they lifted up their hands upon me, that they might offer me up, and
take away my life, behold, I lifted up my voice unto the Lord my God; and the Lord
hearkened and heard, and he filled me with a vision of the Almighty, and the angel of his
presence stood by me (85) , and immediately unloosed my bands, (1:16) (86) and his voice
was unto me, Abram! Abram! behold, my name is JEHOVAH (87) , and I have heard
thee, and have come down to deliver thee, and to take thee away from thy fathers house,
and from all thy kin-folks, into a strange land, which thou knowest not of, (1:17) and this
because they have turned their hearts away from me (88) , to worship the God of Elkenah,
and the God of Libnah, & the God of Mahmackrah, & the God of Korash (89) , and the
God of Pharaoh King of Egypt; therefore I have come down to visit them, and to destroy
him who hath lifted up his hand against thee, Abram, my son, to take away thy life:
(1:18) Behold I will lead thee by my hand (90) , and I will take thee, to put upon thee my
name, even the priesthood of thy father (91) : and my power shall be over thee; (1:19) as it
was with Noah so shall it be with thee (92) ; that through thy ministry my name shall be
known in the earth forever, for I am thy God.

Notes on Verses (1:15) to (1:19)
85. BAms-1/2/3 say "stood by my feet." BAms-4 has "my feet" crossed out with the
insertion "me."
86. Gen 12:1 Now the LORD had said unto Abram, Get thee out of thy country, and from
thy kindred, and from thy father's house, unto a land that I will shew thee:
87. See notes at (3:24). The call, "Abram!, Abram!" is echoed in many places in the
ancient literature. [Gen. 22:11] For example, The Apocalypse of Abraham contains the
phrase several times and in particular at the same desperate moment when destruction is
about to come upon Abraham. The name Jehovah is an English form of Yahweh
(traditionally thought to approximate the original sound of the four Hebrew consonants of
the Israelite name for God with vowels inserted. Its meaning has been guessed at by
many with interpretations like, "the One who is," or "He who acts passionately," or "He
who speaks," or "Sustainer," or "I am," or "I cause to be (the creator)," each with some
plausible arguments to support it. [See IDB 2:410 and notes at (3:12).] In BAms-6, the
word appears as Jehovah.
88. kin-folks appears as kinsfolks in BAms-2/4, as kins-folk in SL-5 and after until 1981,
as kinds-folk in BAms-1, as kins folks in BAms-3.
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The right of priesthood will be taken from Abraham’s “fathers” and the patriarchal office
given to Abraham. Apparently, he becomes the new head of the family in the eyes of the
Lord and evidently the head of a new “dispensation.” [For an explanation of gospel
dispensations see B. H. Roberts' introduction to volume one of History of the Church.
Compare the situation with the Lehi colony (Book of Mormon, First Nephi).]
89. Korash is not mentioned at this point in any of the extant Kirtland mss (BAms-1/2/3)
but does appear in BAms-4. The names of the various deities are spelled differently in the
mss. Elkenah is spelled "Elkkener" in BAms-1, "ElkKeen" in BAms-2 and Elkkener in
BAms-3/4. Mahmacrah is spelled as "Mah-mach-rah" in BAms-2, "MahMackrah" in
BAms-3, "Mahmachrah" in BAms-1/3 and "Mah Mackrah" in BAms-4. See Gee and
Ricks, 75, for comments on these names. See also note 41.
90. D&C 112:10.
91. put upon thee my name, even the priesthood of thy father. Abraham, in the opening
verses, clearly indicates that he was seeking to take the place of his father(s) because they
had forfeited the right to priesthood. At this catastrophic moment, the Lord gives the
answer to his prayers. Once again, this is just one of several historical vignettes
interspersed with commentary from Abraham. Note that the reception of the priesthood is
identified by the Lord with putting the name of the Lord on Abraham. [See, President
Spencer W. Kimball's general priesthood meeting address, "The Privilege of Holding the
Priesthood", October, 1975, and also notes at (2:6)] To clarify the meaning of put upon
thee my name, consider the following:
Why the first [priesthood] is called the Melchizedek Priesthood is
because Melchizedek was such a great high priest.
Before his day it was called the Holy Priesthood, after the Order of the
Son of God. [D&C107:2-3, emphasis added; See D&C 138:41.]
Verily I say unto you, I now give unto you the officers belonging to my
Priesthood, that ye may hold the keys thereof, even the Priesthood
which is after the order of Melchizedek, which is after the order of
mine Only Begotten Son. [D&C 124:123, emphasis added.]
And are priests of the Most High, after the order of Melchizedek, which
was after the order of Enoch, which was after the order of the Only
Begotten Son. [D&C 76:57, emphasis added.]
92. Parallels between Abraham's life and the life of Noah are suggested in the next
phrase. We suggest a few more comparisons:
1.
2.
3.

4.

Abraham is given the patriarchal authority. (He claims the
right of the firstborn.)
Abraham, an active preacher of the gospel, is ignored by
family and friends for the most part.
While Abraham has little direct effect on those he tries to
persuade, he is given to know that his posterity will be the
mechanism which the Lord will use to bless the peoples of the
earth. He is a "new beginning." ["through thy ministry my
name shall be known in the earth forever, for I am thy God"]
Abraham has the responsibility of taking up where Noah left
off. The falling away in the previous dispensation is to be
mended by Abraham with his restoring what was lost.
His posterity is to include all the righteous who come after
him (not just his literal descendants).
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5.

As the known world seems to be almost entirely given over to
wickedness in Noah's day, the same is true for Abraham. The
flood came to destroy the wicked in Noah's time, in Abraham's
day it was famine. The ancient sources indicate that
Abraham's time was a time of violent upheaval in the forces of
nature. The destruction of Sodom was only a sample of the
fearful events. [For further discussion of this last matter see
ANP, 149-61; also sources cited at TELA, 543.]

This phrase also suggests the renewal of the Noahic covenant. This renewal is also
suggested by Abraham's building an altar [see JST Gen. 9 and compare Moses 5:5-6.
Note also that the independent Nephite dispensation is marked in the same way: 1 Ne.
2:7.]. In addition to Jewish tradition, Samaritan tradition also confirms the idea that the
covenant of God with Noah was renewed with Abraham. [Macdonald, 1964, 243ff.]
"’And Lamech lived 182 years,'" explains Joseph Smith, quoting from Genesis, "`and
begat a Son and he called his name Noah saying this same shall comfort us concerning
our work and the toil of our hands because of the ground which the Lord has curst.' The
priesthood continued from Lamech to Noah Genesis 6 Chapter 13 verse. `And God said
unto Noah the end of all flesh is before me, for the earth is filled with violence through
them, and behold I will destroy them with the earth,' thus we behold the Keys of this
priesthood consisted in obtaining the voice of Jehovah that he talked with him in a
familiar and friendly manner, that he continued to him the Keys, the Covenants, the
power and the glory with which he blessed Adam at the beginning and the offering of
Sacrifice which also shall be continued at the last time." [TPJS, 171; from original ms
dictated to Robert B. Thompson.] The remarks here by Joseph Smith reflect a usage of
the work “keys” common to his discussions of temple related concepts. For example,
Eliza R. Snow recorded minutes of a Nauvoo Relief Society meeting where Joseph Smith
instructed the women: “that the keys of the kingdom are about to be given to them
[women of the relief society], that they may be able to detect every thing false--as well as
to the Elders” and Wilford Woodruff three years previous to that relief society meeting:
“In order to detect the devel when he transforms himself nigh unto an angel of light.
When an angel of God appears unto man face to face in personage & reaches out his hand
unto the man & he takes hold of the angels hand & feels a substance the Same as one
man would in shaking hands with another he may then know that it is an angel of God,
& he should place all Confidence in him Such personages or angels are Saints with there
resurrected Bodies, but if a personage appears unto man & offers him his hand & the man
takes hold of it & he feels nothing or does not sens any substance he may know it is the
devel, for when a Saint whose body is not resurrected appears unto man in the flesh he
will not offer him his hand for this is against the law given him & in keeping in mind
these things we may detec the devil that he decieved us not.” See also D&C 129 and
Joseph Smith journal (kept by Willard Richards) under the date February 9, 1843. See
also notes at date in PJ.
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Pharaoh and Priesthood
6. (1:20) Behold, Potiphar's Hill was in the land of Ur (93) , of Chaldea; and the Lord
broke down the altar (94) of Elkenah, and of the Gods of the land, and utterly destroyed
them, and smote the priest that he died; and there was great mourning in Chaldea, and
also in the court of Pharaoh (95) , which Pharaoh signifies King by royal blood. (1:21)---Now this King of Egypt was a descendant from the loins of Ham (96) , and was a partaker
of the blood of the Canaanites (97) , by birth (98) . (1:22) From this descent sprang all the
Egyptians, and thus the blood of the Canaanites was preserved in the land.

Notes on Verses (1:20) to (1:22)
93. Ur. The name means light or fire. [See notes at (1:1) and (1:10).] Besides the biblical
references and those of the text, other traditions connect the name with Abraham. For
example, in giving the genealogy of Abraham, the book of Jubilees (chapter 11) relates
the following:
. . . Reu took a wife and her name was Ora [feminine form of Ur]
daughter of Ur, son of Kesed. And she bore a son for him and he called
him Seroh [Serug, Abraham's great grandfather] . . . And the sons of
Noah began fighting in order to take captive and to kill each other, to
pour the blood of man upon the earth . . . so that (one) man will be
raised up over the people . . . to go to war . . . to do evil . . . and to teach
their sons war . . . and Ur, the son of Kesed built the city of Ur of the
Chaldees and he named it after his name and his father's name. And
they made for themselves molten images . . . Therefore he called the
name of Seroh, "Serug," [apostasy] . . . and he [Serug] grew up and
dwelt in Ur of the Chaldees near the father of his wife's mother. And he
used to worship idols. . . And his father taught him the researches of the
Chaldeans in order to practice divination and astrology according to the
signs of heaven.
94. PseudoPhilo gives a similar recital of this event: "Just as Abraham prayed on the altar
[for God to deliver him], there was a violent upheaval of the heavens and the earth and
the mountains and all the creatures in them. Then God sent a great earthquake, and fire
gushed forth from the furnace and broke out into flames and sparks of fire and consumed
all them that stood around, 83,500 of them. But upon Abraham there was not the least
hurt by the burning of the fire." [D. Harrington, "PseudoPhilo," in OTP 2:297-377] The
KJV translates shabar as "break down" in a similar context (Ex. 23:24). Shabar refers to
violent rending, crushing. Compare references at TELA, 542.
95. Pharaoh. The name means great house or gate or perhaps greatest house is the intent.
It may have referred to the royal residence or perhaps Pharaoh's power in uniting a
number of smaller kingdoms; it later becomes a synonym for "king" similar to the use of
the word "court" with reference to modern royalty. Scholars differ on when this second
identification took place. Pharaoh is the Hebrew word for the king of Egypt. The
Egyptian is Pero. There is evidence of use of the title at least as far back as ca BC 1500.
[See for example, D. B. Redford, "Pharaoh," ABD 5:288f; compare texts referenced at
TELA, 546; also see Gee and Ricks, 76-7.] The present text is a translation, and modern
usage of the term for Egyptian kings (scholars are no exception) makes its use here
appropriate in any case. Some have interpreted the text as saying that "Pharaoh" was the
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proper name of the original male ruler descended from Ham, but the name is said to
mean, for the writer, "king of Egypt." (1:20). The use in the text is simply a translator
reference and the name is used even by modern Egyptologists for the Egyptian rulers
from the first dynasty.
The interesting statement that there was great mourning in the court of Pharaoh perhaps
gives some indication of either 1) the magnitude of destruction at this event (something
suggested by legends), 2) the close ties that existed with Pharaoh and this priest (perhaps
suggested by the incident with the three virgins) or 3) the possibility of some
simultaneous event in Egypt itself (certainly not unprecedented in scripture). The distance
that seems to be involved (for example the distance from Ursa - if this was the homeland
of Abraham- to Heliopolis would take weeks to travel) requires that the court of Pharaoh
would have been ignorant of the events in "Chaldea" for at least some time, and that
Abraham would be privy to the kingly discomfort while living in "Chaldea" is unlikely,
although (2:1) implies that the predicted famine begins and worsens until Haran dies
before Abraham leaves Ur. This may imply that Terah's family had some prestige in the
region, that Egyptian influence was merely diplomatic or cultural, or that local political
leadership found it unwise to pursue Abraham. It is quite possible that the reaction at
Pharaoh's court became known to Abraham while he was in Egypt, even though some
considerable time intervenes, pointing to the notion that the Book of Abraham is at least
partly a recollection composed during or after the Egyptian sojourn of Abraham [see the
introductory statement to the Book of Abraham].
96. Genesis gives the sons of Ham as Cush, Mizraim, Phut and Canaan. Mizraim is the
Hebrew name of Egypt, Mizraim being the eponymous ancester of the Egyptians [Gen.
10:6, 50:11].
97. "Canaanites," as the term is used now, occupied the area roughly of modern Lebanon
(approx. 4,200 sq. miles).
98. An interesting remark that perhaps points to the Hyksos period, although the phrase
"from whence sprang all the Egyptians" appears too universal for what we understand
today by the term Egyptians of the time of Abraham and may represent the Egyptian’s
own account of origins. The "Canaanites" are localized in the text as we see Abraham
move into their lands.

Founding Mythos-Egypt
7. (1:23) The land of Egypt being first discovered by a woman (99) , who was the
daughter of Ham, and the daughter of Egyptus (100) , which, in the Chaldea [sic], signifies
Egypt, which signifies, that which is forbidden. (1:24) When this woman discovered the
land it was under water (101) , who afterwards settled her sons in it: And thus, from Ham
(102)
, sprang that race which preserved the curse in the land. (1:25) Now the first
government of Egypt was established by Pharaoh, the eldest son of Egyptus, the
daughter of Ham, and it was after the manner of the government of Ham, which was
patriarchal. (1:26) Pharaoh, being a righteous man, established his kingdom and judged
his people wisely and justly all his days, seeking earnestly to imitate (103) that order
established by the fathers in the first generations, in the days of the first Patriarchal (104)
reign, even in the reign of Adam, and also Noah, his father (105) , who blessed him with
the blessings of the earth, and with the blessings of wisdom (106) , but cursed him as
pertaining to the Priesthood (107) .
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Notes on Verses (1:23) to (1:26)
99. Perhaps two women are represented here as having the name Egyptus. The wife of
Ham, and the daughter of Ham, (the daughter of Egyptus). On the other hand, the
ambiguous construction could even reference four women.
(1) There is "a woman" who was the daughter of Ham, the conjunctive "and"
(2) the daughter of Egyptus. Is Egyptus the wife of Ham here, or is this
(3) some other woman? "this woman" (the first "a woman"?) discovers the land (at the
inundation?) "Egyptus" is also applied to a possibly
(4) different "daughter of Ham." Opening the possibility of the same woman being both
wife and daughter of Ham. The situation is further complicated by "the blood of the
Canaanites" referring perhaps to the son of Ham. An incestuous relation could figure in
the definition of the name, but a different solution is suggested from the mss (see the
following note).
The name Egyptus (derivative of Egypt) as it is found other than in the Book of Abraham
is a word of Greek origin suggestive of the period of the facsimiles. However, the text
identifies the word as "Chaldean" or more precisely, the name of this person or these
persons in Chaldean refers to the "forbidden."
The founder of the nation is not directly mentioned in the histories of Egypt, but is found
in various legendary figures and cults of ancient Egypt. Central to the issue of
understanding the use of the word Egyptus is that mss of the Book of Abraham
apparently name the wife of Ham Zeptah, and her daughter, Egyptes. Zeptah
undoubtedly means (note 100) the same thing as the "Chaldean" counterpart of Egyptus.
The double use of Egyptus is therefore conceivably a printing or copying error (BAms-4
indicates a possible source of the confusion-the two names, "Egyptes" [Egyptus?] and
"Zeptah, Egepytah" occur together in one place). A possible reconstruction of the text
would then have “Zeptah” instead of the first occurance of “Egyptus.” Joseph Smith
would have had no knowledge of the meaning of Zeptah.
Josephus, quoting an earlier historian, relates the name Egyptus being used as the name
of a king after whom Egypt was named [Josephus Against Apion 1.16]. The text might be
interpreted as saying that Egyptus (Zeptah) is Chaldaic; it is interesting however that the
words in the Chaldean do not require that Egyptus (Zeptah) be a Chaldean word: instead
the phrase may refer to the Chaldean counterpart, or the phrase may in fact actually refer
to the name Zeptah. As noted, cultural connections certainly existed at various stages
between Syria, Mesopotamia, Canaan and Egypt, so it is quite possible that the name of
this woman (women?) was "Chaldaic." Some Egyptologists have suggested that before
the 1st dynasty, there suddenly appeared in Egypt elements of Mesopotamian culture
including hieroglyphic writing. [See for example, J. A. Wilson, "Egypt" in IDB 2:44.]
One easily sees in the first mother idea the religions of other contemporary cultures of the
ancient world. In Crete the ancient religion is founded on a first mother, who bears the
king-god Velchanos. He dies but is resurrected. The connections in trade and other
cultural exchange between Egypt and Crete a millennium before Abraham suggest
support for Abraham's recital of (by his time) ancient legends. Indeed the priests in Crete
evidently taught that the king descends from Velchanos (or Cretan Zeus as the Greeks
later call him). One is reminded of Isis and Horus, Ishtar and Tammuz, Cybele and Attis,
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Aphrodite and Adonis. Joseph Smith could hardly have known how perfectly reasonable
such an account would be among the ideas in the ancient world.
100. As noted, mss of the Book of Abraham name this person's mother Zeptah. The name
Zeptah is an equivalent of Siptah, a name having to do with searching for the forbidden.
[See Nibley, 1981 , 195.]
101. Strabo, the ancient geographer (Strabo died about 20 A.D), notes the same thing.
[Strabo, 1917-32, I, iii, 4.] Various meanings may be assigned to the statement. Perhaps it
refers to the periodic flooding of the Nile, or it may be some more drastic phenomenon.
The information cited by Strabo claims the latter. It recalls the Egyptian legends of the
“hill” rising from the waters of chaos. [Cp. Gen.1:9.]
102. The Genesis Apocryphon (1QapGen) parallels the text here: "Now there was famine
in all this land, and hearing that there was prosperity in Egypt I went . . . to the land of
Egypt . . . I [came to] the river Karmon, one of the branches of the River (Nile) . . . and I
crossed the seven branches of the River . . . We passed through our land and entered the
land of the sons of Ham, the land of Egypt." [Vermes, 1995, 294 (ellipses in Vermes).]
103. Hugh Nibley goes into some detail to show the concern of the Pharaoh over linage
to establish rights to the priesthood, even after the true significance of the concern was
lost. [See Nibley, 1981, chapter III.] One theme of the text is teaching the Egyptians who
had apparently lost the truth which Abraham was to some extent teach to them again.
The reason is perhaps suggested by the fact that "Egyptian beliefs were fluid [and] never .
. . remained constant throughout history. . . [they] had no one `sacred book,' scholars do
not have a standard theological text on which to rely for information" [Silverman, 1991,
12; 1 Ne. 4:13]. The situation suggests comparison with the Lehi colony and the
necessity for the “plates of brass.” The teaching angle perhaps is an extension of the
wife-sister claims, making the way easier for Abraham.
104. Reference to Patriarchal society seems to be deliberate in its contrast to Pharaoh's
claim of priesthood authority, which he traces through his "mother." This motif is highly
reminiscent of the Egyptian legends of the founding of Egypt with details of the
Abrahamic version of the founding of Egypt finding many echoes in the stories of Isis
and Hathor. Anciently, an Egyptian king was often referred to as ka mutef (bull of his
mother). [LÄ 6:14-7.] Parallels with Ishmael/Hagar also exist.
105. Abraham uses the word father in the broader context of his narrative, as he does
elsewhere. Noah is not the literal father of the current king of Egypt.
106. Egyptian art and architecture are acknowledged as the most advanced of the ancient
western civilized world.
107. That is, the patriarchal authority was to come through Shem [D&C 138: 41] Except
by special dispensation it seems, the priesthood authority was restricted to the patriarchal
line. However, there may have been a dual descent at the time of Abraham which
continued until the time of Moses [D&C 84:6-14]. Later, in the days of Moses, some of
the restriction is lifted, but the priesthood was still not universally given. [Compare D&C
OD 2] Joseph Smith made some remarks in 1841 (November 7, 1841) concerning a curse
of Ham and Canaan: from the journal of Wilford Woodruff under date. The Woodruff
text reads:
7th Sunday I first called upon Brother Joseph with some of the Twelve
from thence to B. Young from thence to the meeting ground near the
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Temple where I found many hundreds of Saints Elder Wm. Clark
preached about 2 hours when Brother Joseph arose & reproved him as
pharisaical & hypocritical & not edifying the people
Br Joseph then delivered unto us an Edifying address showing us what
temperance faith virtue, charity & truth was he also said if we did not
accuse one another God would not accuse us & if we had no accuser
we should enter heaven he would take us there as his backload if we
would not accuse him he would not accuse us & if we would throw a
cloak of charity over his sins he would over ours for Charity covered a
multitude of sins & what many people called sin was not sin & he did
many things to break down superstition & he would break it down he
spoke of the curse of ham for laughing at Noah while in his wine but
doing no harm. [See PJ or WJS under date.]

Ancient Records
8. (1:27) Now Pharaoh being of that lineage, by which he could not have the right of
Priesthood, notwithstanding the Pharaoh's would fain (108) claim it from Noah (109) ,
through Ham, therefore my father was led away by their idolatry (110) ; (1:28) but I shall
endeavor hereafter to delineate the chronology, running back from myself to the
beginning of the creation, for the records (111) have come into my hands; which I hold
unto this present time.

Notes on Verses (1:27) to (1:28)
108. fain. An archaic term meaning to seek something or to desire something.
109. The problem for Pharaoh is that the claim to authority is through the "woman." The
priesthood descended from the patriarchal side. While the male side of Ham's
descendants had transgressed the covenant, the female side had no claim to priesthood.
Hence the curse was preserved in the land. [Nibley, 1981, 189]
Scholarhip has traditionally claimed that this matriarchal character is attested by the fact
that very often the king of Egypt married his sister or sometimes his daughter to preserve
the purity of royal blood. Brother and sister in Egyptian poetry mean lover and beloved
[Maspero, 1897, 51]. In Egypt, the royal estate descended at least in part in the female
line. Men may have married sisters to preserve rights to property. [Frazer, 1907, 397;
Murray, 1963, Appendix 2; Janssen, 1990, 122; ANP, 179.] More recently, the trend is to
regard incestuous marriages among Egyptian royalty as merely imitative of the myths
surrounding various deities, thus setting the king apart from others. [Robins, 1983, 67-77,
esp.71. However, Robins, while critical of the idea of matrilineal descent formulas in
later times, cites a number of situations where female relation may have been important
(see for example n5, n32) and that actual rules that may have governed marriage for the
king are unknown (p. 71).]
110. This very interesting statement makes clear a possible attraction of the
Egyptian/Canaanitish/Chaldean idolatry for Terah: the advantages of idols combined with
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the claim of authority from a source he knew as authentic. The reader may forgive a short
divergence here. In Joseph Smith’s theology, no one can simply claim authority to act
either administratively or in the ordinances and sacraments. [See PGP, Articles of Faith
5.] Since Joseph’s time, various splinter groups branching from the Mormons have
claimed authority by various alternate pathways. Joseph made such a strong case for the
necessity of divine authority that dissenting groups needed some authority pathway back
to Smith. A specific example of authority via an alternate path is the claim of Loren
Woolley of special authority for the practice of plural marriage following its
discontinuation by the LDS Church [originally, Woolley's father, who was an LDS
patriarch, claimed his office gave authority to solemnize these renegade marriages].
Woolley's successors tended to use arguments analogous to those mentioned in the text
with the same effect-the idolatry in this case is the "worship" of a certain group of
doctrines [see notes 192 and 263] or practices and this characterizes many LDS splinter
groups. The analogy could be pressed further but to do so goes beyond the scope of this
work. [For another example, see Wright, 1963 and note 63.]
111. Perhaps these records are the source of Abraham's recital of Egyptian history.
Indeed, he says the records have to do with legitimate priesthood. Other ancient sources
(unknown to Joseph Smith) suggest that Abraham had records from the fathers: TELA,
546.

Famine – Patriarchal Priesthood
9. (1:29) Now, after the priest of Elkenah was smitten, that he died, there came a
fulfilment of those things which were said unto me concerning the land of Chaldea, that
there should be a famine (112) in the land. (1:30) Accordingly a famine prevailed
throughout all the land of Chaldea, and my father was sorely tormented because of the
famine, and he repented of the evil which he had determined against me, to take away
my life. (1:31) But the records of the fathers (113) , even the Patriarchs (114) , concerning
the right of Priesthood, the Lord my God preserved in mine own hands (115) , therefore a
knowledge of the beginning of the creation, and also of the planets, and of the stars, as
they were made known unto the fathers, have I kept even unto this day (116) , and I shall
endeavor to write some of these things upon this record, for the benefit of my posterity
that shall come after me. (117)

Notes on Verses (1:29) to (1:31)
112. Famine is a central theme of the historical narrative portion of the Book of
Abraham. Famine is mentioned as a judgment of God in various biblical passages, e.g.,
Isa. 51:19, Amos 4:6, Jer. 14:13-8, and in other LDS scriptures, Ether 9:28, Helaman
10:6, D&C 87:6. The experience mentioned here of the prophecy of a famine is not
recounted in our version of the Book of Abraham previous to this point in the text. Joseph
Smith makes the following comment concerning the care God exercised in regard to
Abraham: "Abraham was guided in all his family affairs by the Lord; was told where to
go, and when to stop; was conversed with by angels, and by the Lord; and prospered
exceedingly in all that he put his hand unto; it was because he and his family obeyed the
counsel of the Lord." [Times and Seasons , July 15, 1842; ANP 149ff; TELA, 547.]
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The text could be interpreted to mean that the experience of the famine was a curse
related to the attempted sacrifice of Abraham and the corollary: rejection of the gospel
message. Even so, Abraham's prayers for the easing of the famine later (2:17) are
answered in the negative (2:21). If we accept the chronology of the Florilegium, we may
conclude however that Terah survives.
113. Speaking of the authority given to Adam and the other patriarchs, Joseph Smith
stated:
The Priesthood was.
first given to Adam: he obtained the first Presidency & held the Keys of
it, from generation to Generation; he obtained it in the creation before
the world was formed as in Gen. 1, 26:28,--he had dominion given him
over every living Creature. He is Michael, the Archangel, spoken of in
the Scriptures,--  Then to Noah who is Gabriel, he stands next in
authority to Adam in the Priesthood; he was called of God to this office
& was the Father of all living in his day, & To him was given the
Dominion. These men held keys, first on earth, & then in Heaven.-The Priesthood is an everlasting principle & Existed with God from
Eternity & will to Eternity, without beginning of days or end of years.
the Keys have to be brought from heaven whenever the Gospel is sent.When they are revealed from Heaven it is by Adams Authority.
[Willard Richards, previous to August 8, 1839; see PJ or WJS.]
Genesis gives a genealogy of Abraham:
These are the generations of Shem: Shem was an hundred years old,
and begat Arphaxad two years after the flood:
And Shem lived after he begat Arphaxad five hundred years, and begat
sons and daughters.
And Arphaxad lived five and thirty years, and begat Salah:
And Arphaxad lived after he begat Salah four hundred and three years,
and begat sons and daughters.
And Salah lived thirty years, and begat Eber:
And Salah lived after he begat Eber four hundred and three years, and
begat sons and daughters.
And Eber lived four and thirty years, and begat Peleg:
And Eber lived after he begat Peleg four hundred and thirty years, and
begat sons and daughters.
And Peleg lived thirty years, and begat Reu:
And Peleg lived after he begat Reu two hundred and nine years, and
begat sons and daughters.
And Reu lived two and thirty years, and begat Serug:
And Reu lived after he begat Serug two hundred and seven years, and
begat sons and daughters.
And Serug lived thirty years, and begat Nahor:
And Serug lived after he begat Nahor two hundred years, and begat
sons and daughters.
And Nahor lived nine and twenty years, and begat Terah:
And Nahor lived after he begat Terah an hundred and nineteen years,
and begat sons and daughters.
And Terah lived seventy years, and begat Abram, Nahor, and Haran.
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Now these are the generations of Terah: Terah begat Abram, Nahor,
and Haran; and Haran begat Lot.
Some have suggested that there is a certain lack of unity between Genesis 1-11 and the
rest of Genesis and hence that the primeval (i.e. pre-Abrahamic) stories come from a
single earlier source. This is represented in the Book of Abraham by the claim of "the
records of the fathers." [For example, see Kikawada and Quinn, 1985; Kitchen 2003,
chap. 9.]
114. Adam, Seth and so on down to Enoch, Noah and Shem. [D&C 107:39-57.]
115. Even though Terah repents of trying to take the life of his son, his retrenchment
from idolatry is short-lived (2:5). The patriarchal records and authority remain with
Abram. The final disposition of these records is not given to us. Undoubtedly they will be
restored at some time in the future. [Compare 1 Ne 5:18, Ether 3:22; also see references
at TELA, 538 on Terah backsliding, sources unknown to Joseph Smith.]
116. The reference to the planets and stars is interesting since chapter 3 concerns these
topics. However, the information of chapter 3 of the text is said to be given by direct
revelation from God. There are other examples of this kind of duplication, e.g., 1 Nephi
10:17ff. The passage might refer to other material not presently available. The
astronomy of “the fathers” is another reference to literature Joseph Smith would have had
no knowledge of, only surfacing many decades after his death with the recovery of the
Enoch texts. His own Enoch texts make only an oblique reference to this. [See notes
180 and 201.]
117. One of the purposes of record keeping. We see here again that Abraham intends to
include the creation account (in addition perhaps to the Egyptian sourced historical
anecdotes concerning the origin of the Pharaohs) as a proof of his legitimate call as
successor to the "fathers", as well as a benefit to his posterity, providing to them yet
another witness of the love of God toward man.

Sarai's Lineage - Journey to Haran - Terah
10. (2:1) (118) Now the Lord God caused the famine to wax sore (119) in the land of Ur,
insomuch that Haran (120) , my brother, died, but Terah, my father, yet lived in the land of
Ur, of the Chaldee's. (2:2) (121) And it came to pass that I Abraham, took Sarai (122) to
wife, and Nehor (123) , my brother, took Milcah (124) to wife, who were the daughters of
Haran (125) . (2:3) (126) Now the Lord had said unto me, Abram, get thee out of thy
country, and from thy kindred, and from thy father's house, unto a land that I will shew
thee. (2:4) (127) There-fore (128) I left the land of Ur, of the Chaldees, to go into the land of
Canaan; and I took Lot, my brother's son, and his wife, and Sarai, my wife, and also my
father followed after me (129) , unto the land which we denominated Haran (130) . (2:5) And
the famine abated (131) ; and my father tarried in Haran and dwelt there, as there were
many flocks in Haran; and my father turned again unto his idolatry, therefore he
continued in Haran (132) .

Notes on Verses (2:1) to (2:5)
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118. Gen 11:28 And Haran died before his father Terah in the land of his nativity, in Ur
of the Chaldees.
119. The wide-spread famine indicated in the Book of Abraham has received recent
support. The fall of some civilizations has been blamed on this condition. Neither ancient
sources indicating a drought or modern archeological/geological studies showing six to
eight inches of wind-blown sand without earthworm tunnels in the area of northern Ur
(hence a prolonged drought) at the time of Abraham were available to Joseph Smith.
[Science 261 (Aug. 20, 1993); ANET "Curse of Akkad."]
120. The name means sanctuary or possibly "one who climbs mountains."
121. Gen 11:29 And Abram and Nahor took them wives: the name of Abram's wife was
Sarai; and the name of Nahor's wife, Milcah, the daughter of Haran, the father of Milcah,
and the father of Iscah.
Considerable evidence shows that ancient commentators assumed Iscah and Sarai were
the same person [see note 125]. Targum Jonathan: “. . . and the father of Iscah—she is
Sarai.” Babylonian Talmud, Sanhedrin 69b: “. . . Rabbi Isaac observed: Iscah was Sarai,
and why was she called Iscah? Because she foresaw by holy inspiration, hence it is
written, In all that Sarah hath said unto thee, hearken unto her voice.” Rashi on Gen.
11:29: “’Iscah.’ This is Sarah, . . . .” Chronicles of Jerahmeel: “. . . Milkah, the daughter
of Haran, to Nahor, his son, to wife, and Yiskah [Iscah], that is Sarai, he gave to Abram,
his youngest son, . . . .” [All sources are found TELA.]
122. The Jewish legendary literature surrounding Abraham tells us the name means
"princess of her own people," while Sarah has the meaning, "princess of all people," or
"noblewoman." [ANP, 180-81.] Scholarship is divided on the origin and meaning of the
name.
123. Nehor. All mss of this except BAms-6 read Nahor, which of course is the KJV
spelling. The spelling here has been preserved through all the editions of the Book of
Abraham until the 1981 edition where it was changed to Nahor; it was possibly a printers
error. The name Nehor appears in the Book of Mormon: as the name of a cult leader who
fought against the Church of God (Alma 1:15) and as a geographical name in the book of
Ether (Ether 7:, 4, 9).
124. Milcah. The name means queen. Perhaps a clue to the relationship of Milcah and
Sarai. [See notes at (2:22)]
125. The current published (1981 edition) version of the Book of Abraham has the same
import as Genesis 11:29. The current text reads "And it came to pass that I, Abraham,
took Sarai to wife, and Nahor, my brother, took Milcah to wife, who was the daughter of
Haran" [emphasis added]. The TS-1 text was altered with the 1981 edition of the Pearl of
Great Price so that it no longer implies that Sarai was the daughter of Haran. BAms-1/2
/3 conform to Gen. 11:29 rather than TS-1. BAms-4 is unclear at this point but could be
interpreted as per the TS-1 text. However the difference between the early mss and the
TS-1 text seems intentional here.
Josephus (Antiquities 6:5) says "Now Abraham had two brethren, Nahor and Haran; of
these Haran left a son, Lot; as also Sarai and Milcha his daughters, and died among the
Chaldeans, in a city of the Chaldeans, called Ur; and his monument is shown to this day.
These married their nieces. Nahor married Milcha, and Abram married Sarai."
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Genesis, in relating the encounter of Abraham with Abimelech, has Abraham saying:
"And yet indeed she [Sarah] is my sister; she is the daughter of my father, but not the
daughter of my mother; and she became my wife." [Genesis 20:12, emphasis added] It is
quite possible that the relation of being Terah's daughter was a legal one adopted as an
expediency to protect the status of Sarai. Some scholars have claimed it was common for
example, among the Hurrians (the area of Ur of the north?) to adopt some females as
daughters or sisters, if they were not already so, since the brother-sister relation may have
been regarded as providing equal status with males of the family.
Hence even if Sarah was not Abraham's genetic half-sister, the relation could have been
gained by legal measures and was in fact regarded as already existing between Abram
and Sarai as in the original TS-1 text. The term translated as sister can also be used for
more general kinship relations too (niece, for example-indeed, as John Tvedtnes has
pointed out [see below], by "the simple addition of the smallest letter in the Hebrew
alphabet to one word, we could read [Gen. 12:5] [as] `Sarai his wife and Lot, children
(rather than son) of his brother.'"), although Gen. 20:12 seems to imply more than this.
The custom of wife-adoption-as-sister was perhaps peculiar to certain subcultures of the
area: it was repudiated by others nearby. Indeed, it was certainly forbidden by the
Hittites. [See Greengus 1975, 9.] Scholarship is divided as to whether this practice was
in effect in the area and time of Abraham and as to whether a man could confer enhanced
legal status by adoption of a sister and then maintain this status after marriage to the same
person. [Speiser, 1964, commentary on Gen. 20:12, 11:29; see also ANP, 180. Also,
Speiser, 1975, 74; However, Greengus, 1975, 5-31, gives some criticisms of Speiser's
view of the husband adoption of wife or prospective wife idea at Nuz. Also, Weir, 1970,
20f.]
Nevertheless as noted above, Terah could have adopted Sarai before Abraham married
her. While arguing against Speiser's interpretation of various Nuzi documents, Thomas L.
Thompson notes that many sources show the practice of father adopting a female as a
future wife of a son "are related to the attempt to supply a structure of responsibility and
care for the female members of the family." [Thompson, 1974, 245. Thompson is a
biblical minimalist and rejects the historicity of Abraham, etc. contra Kitchen 2003, chap.
7.].
Admitting that the successful conclusions of the wife-sister incidents in Genesis are based
on the uncommonness of brother/sister marriage, we must recall that the incidents take
place in societies removed from Abraham's homeland and in any case the sister
declaration was intended to answer the question, "who is this woman?" -"she is my
sister." While the possibility that she was also wife might have existed among either the
Egyptians or the Philistines, it seems unlikely that it would automatically be questioned
of an outsider since the ruling practice (though not the exclusive one) in either society
was not brother/sister marriage (though certainly attested among Egyptian royalty and
mythology). And as the Book of Abraham notes, in the case of Pharaoh at least, Sarah's
claim was commanded by revelation.
As noted, some documents dating from the 15th century B.C. seem to indicate that father
adoption of females was a well known practice to protect the status of the orphan
[Tvedtnes, 1985, 16]. The status of the (adopted) sister might then have been a legal one,
even after this marriage. The Gen. 20:12 statement. "she is the daughter of my father,
but not the daughter of my mother," could have that interpretation. The Isaac-Rebekah
story may also hint at a more general interpretation of the sister relationship.
As stated already (note 121), various ancient commentators promoted the idea that Iscah
was Sarai (Gen. 11:29). Further such sources include: Clarke, 1883, 1:93-4; Skinner,
1910, 1:238; Augustine subscribed to it (City of God, 16.12) and Josephus, Antiquities,
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6.5, 7.1. The position became less popular 20th century. For the more recent view see
NICOT, 362. Hoffmeier, 1988, shows the encounter of Isaac (Rebekah) and Abimelech
in another light than the usual interpretation of story repetition- the practice of
generational renewal of treaties. [See the discussion in Strathearn, 1994, 150-65 and
below in this note; also see Kitchen, 2003.]
The Zohar, a 13th century kabbalist work (but based on earlier sources), comments that
the whole sister claim is possibly a spiritual one, not literal. [Zohar, 1:353.]
We should note that the reading of the current edition of the Book of Abraham by itself in
no way contradicts that of the TS-1 text. A careful reading of the patriarchal narratives
beginning at Genesis 12 gives some literary foundation to Speiser's view considering the
fluidity of kinship terms used there. Hence at present, there is some support for the text
in terms of both tradition and ancient documents describing family relations, with the
provisos noted above.
The invocation of the name of Abraham in Latter-day Saint kinship doctrines is
pervasive. First, Abraham is a key figure in the transmission links of ancient priesthood
authority: D&C 84:13-14 “Esaias also lived in the days of Abraham, and was blessed of
him--Which Abraham received the priesthood from Melchizedek, who received it through
the lineage of his fathers, even till Noah;”. This authoritative position is confirmed by
Joseph Smith’s experience with angelic visitors in the Kirtland temple: D&C 110:12
“After this, Elias appeared, and committed the dispensation of the gospel of Abraham,
saying that in us and our seed all generations after us should be blessed.” The
identification of “Elias” with a known biblical character is not made. Some have
speculated based on D&C 27, that this was Noah. However, “the dispensation of the
gospel of Abraham” is also not clarified. One reason for this lack of understanding is that
Joseph Smith never mentioned this latter experience during his lifetime. Strictly
speaking, there is evidence for only four persons being acquainted with the experience
while Joseph lived: himself, Oliver Cowdery, Warren Cowdery and Willard Richards.
Joseph Smith places Abraham in a key position with regard to LDS temple ordinances.
He identifies the temple endowment with the term “patriarchal priesthood” or the
Abrahamic authority. [Willard Richards report, August 27, 1843; PJ of WJS; Cannell,
2005; Brown, 2006.]
Meanwhile, Abraham is identified as a paradigm of righteousness: D&C 132:29
“Abraham received all things, whatsoever he received, by revelation and commandment,
by my word, saith the Lord, and hath entered into his exaltation and sitteth upon his
throne.” Abraham has both literal and spiritual descendents who are heirs to his
blessings: D&C 132:30-31 “Abraham received promises concerning his seed, and of the
fruit of his loins--from whose loins ye are, namely, my servant Joseph--which were to
continue so long as they were in the world; and as touching Abraham and his seed, out of
the world they should continue; both in the world and out of the world should they
continue as innumerable as the stars; or, if ye were to count the sand upon the seashore ye
could not number them. This promise is yours also, because ye are of Abraham, and the
promise was made unto Abraham; and by this law is the continuation of the works of my
Father, wherein he glorifieth himself.” Compare the text (2:2-2:11). Finally, Abraham’s
name is invoked with regard to Joseph Smith’s introduction of polygamy and the idea of
“eternal marriage.” Indeed, “the blessings of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob,” is a phrase often
used in Mormon discourse to describe the promises quoted above in the context of
marriage and children.
Invoking Abraham in the context of polygamy is natural given his engagement in the
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practice with divine approval. [See Hovorka, 2005.] Bushman suggests this as the
meaning of “the keys of the dispensation of the gospel of Abraham” in the revelation
above, [D&C 110] i.e., the permission even command, to engage in plurality of wives,
along with the restoration of authority for ordinances associated with it. Clearly, the
matter weaves itself into the LDS doctrines associated with Elijah. [Bushman, 320-1,
323-7, 437-46, 490-9, 526-7; D&C 110; D&C 132:1, 6, 15-7, 28-37; Autobiography of
Orange L. Wight; William Clayton diary July 12, 1843; Autobiography of Benjamin F.
Johnson; Journal of Abraham H. Cannon, September 28, 1892; Russell M. Nelson,
“Thanks for the Covenant,” address delivered at Brigham Young University, November
22, 1988.]
126. Gen 12:1 Now the LORD had said unto Abram, Get thee out of thy country, and
from thy kindred, and from thy father's house, unto a land that I will shew thee: [For
further notes on this journey see ANP, 153.]
127. Gen 11:31 And Terah took Abram his son, and Lot the son of Haran his son's son,
and Sarai his daughter in law, his son Abram's wife; and they went forth with them from
Ur of the Chaldees, to go into the land of Canaan; and they came unto Haran, and dwelt
there.
The Book of Abraham tells us that it was Abraham who was the moving force for leaving
Ur. [Note 129.]
128. Hyphen originally inserted by the printer for word division at the end of a line thus:
there-fore. We have preserved all hyphens from the original TS-1 text.
129. The biblical account as well as Josephus [Antiquities (6:5)] has Terah leading the
way to Harran while The Book of Jasher gives a scenario closer to the one of our text. "A
Genesis Florilegium" [Eisenman and Wise, 1992] gives the age of Terah when he
departed for Harran as 140. [See also TELA, 470-1.]
130. denominated Haran or "called Haran" does not necessarily mean the land was
named by the Abrahamic party. The word Haran [Harran] (place) as used in the KJV,
while pronounced the same as Haran, the deceased brother of Abraham, derives
apparently from the Akkadian word for "road" - Harranu. The city was probably located
at the junction of roads, hence the name. Locations in the area are identified in Assyrian
documents with names of Abraham's family: "Mound of Terah,"" Serugi (Serug),"
"Mound of Nakhur (Nahor)." [Yoshitaka Kobayashi, ABD, 3:58.] The location of the
ancient city Harran is thought to be at the site of modern Harran in Turkey. However,
excavations have led some to suggest that the ancient city is actually located away from
Harran. The town was a center of devotion to the moon cult of Sin which has lead to the
belief that it was established around 2000 B.C. by the third dynasty of (southern) Ur.
Ezek. 27:23 tells of Harran being a commercial center. Records dating from near the
time of Abraham (ca. 1800 B.C.) name Harran as an important caravan staging city. [See
references and comments of K. Prag, "Haran" in IDBS, 387.]
131. Compare the Isaac story: Gen. 26:1-3.
And there was a famine in the land, beside the first famine that was in
the days of Abraham. And Isaac went unto Abimelech king of the
Philistines unto Gerar.
And the LORD appeared unto him, and said, Go not down into Egypt;
dwell in the land which I shall tell thee of:
Sojourn in this land, and I will be with thee, and will bless thee; for
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unto thee, and unto thy seed, I will give all these countries, and I will
perform the oath which I sware unto Abraham thy father;
132. The branch of the family in Harran maintains the idol worship according to Gen. 31.
There, Laban's "household" gods are stolen by Rachel when Jacob leaves Harran. The
purpose of the theft is not understood. Some have suggested that the gods carried with
them the inheritance rights of the family. The possessor in effect gains the birthright. The
Book of Jasher says they were stolen so that they could not reveal to Laban where Jacob
had gone. Others have suggested that the act was a stroke against the idolatry of the
family. In any case, it was viewed by Jacob, Rachel and Laban as having great
significance. In Gen. 35 we see that idol worship still existed among Jacob's family
which may suggest that the idol theft involved a religious motive. Several incidents in the
life of Jacob indicate that the traditions of Harran effected the actions of Jacob and his
entourage.

Abraham's Vision - The Promises
11. (2:6) But I, Abram, and Lot, my brother's son, prayed unto the Lord, and the Lord
appeared unto me, and said unto me, arise, and take Lot with thee, for I have purposed to
take thee away out of Haran, and to make of thee a minister, to bear my name (133) in a
strange land which I will give unto thy seed after thee for an everlasting possession (134) ,
when they hearken to my voice, (2:7) (135) for I am the Lord thy God; I dwell in Heaven
(136)
, the earth is my footstool; I stretch my hand over the sea, and it obeys my voice; I
cause the wind and the fire to be my chariot; I say to the mountains depart hence, and
behold they are taken away by a whirlwind, in an instant, suddenly. (2:8) My name is
Jehovah, and I know the end from the beginning, therefore, my hand shall be over
thee,(2:9) (137) and I will make of thee a great nation, and I will bless thee above measure,
and make thy name great among all nations, and thou shalt be a blessing unto thy seed
after thee, that in their hands they shall bear this ministry and priesthood unto all nations;
(2:10) and I will bless them through thy name; for as many as receive this gospel shall be
called after thy name (138) , and shall be accounted thy seed, and shall rise up and bless
thee, as unto their father (139) , (2:11) (140) and I will bless them that bless thee, and curse
them that curse thee (141) , and in thee, (that is, in thy Priesthood) and in thy seed, (that is
thy Priesthood (142) ,) for I give unto thee a promise (143) that this right shall continue in
thee, and in thy seed after thee (that is to say, the literal seed, or the seed of the body (144)
,) shall all the families of the earth be blessed, even with the blessings of the gospel,
which are the blessings of salvation, even of life eternal (145) .

Notes on Verses (2:6) to (2:11)
133. Dallin H. Oaks (LDS Council of the Twelve Apostles) made reference to taking the
name of Christ (which appears to give the text here added meaning and echoes Joseph
Smith’s words in D&C 109:22):
. . . what we witness [when we partake of the sacrament] is not that we
take upon us his name but that we are willing to do so. In this sense,
our witness relates to some future event or status whose attainment is
not self-assumed. but depends on the authority or initiative of the
Savior himself.
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Scriptural references to the name of Jesus Christ often signify the
authority of Jesus Christ. In that sense, our willingness to take upon us
his name signifies our willingness to take upon us the authority of Jesus
Christ in the sacred ordinances of the temple, and to receive the highest
blessings available through his authority when he chooses to confer
them upon us. [Conference Report, April 1985, emphasis added; see
notes at (1:18).]
134. The Joseph Smith Translation (Genesis chapter 15) gives further insight into Joseph
Smith’s ideas about Abraham and the promises and an explanation of its meaning. [Cp.
Hel. 8:17; John 8:56-59; on Son of Man see note 241.]
9 And Abram said, Lord God, how wilt thou give me this land for an
everlasting inheritance?
10 And the Lord said, Though thou wast dead, yet am I not able to give
it thee?
11 And if thou shalt die, yet thou shalt possess it, for the day cometh,
that the Son of Man shall live; but how can he live if he be not dead? he
must first be quickened.
12 And it came to pass, that Abram looked forth and saw the days of
the Son of Man, and was glad, and his soul found rest, and he believed
in the Lord; and the Lord counted it unto him for righteousness.
135. The purpose of (2:7) - (2:8) is perhaps to assure Abraham of the power of God in
fulfilling his promise. Compare 1 Nephi 4:1.
136. Joseph Smith, discussing how God could be omnipresent as here indicated, given the
Mormon doctrine of a corporeal God (see note 192), made this statement:
In answer to a question asked by a Sectarian priest namely. How is that
you Mormons hold that God is an omnipresent being when at the same
time he is a personage of Tabernacle.
After God had created the Heavens and the Earth. He came down and on
the sixth day said let us make man in our own image. In whose image.
ln the image of Gods created they them. Male and female: innocent
harmless and spotless bearing the same character and the same image as
the Gods. And when man fell he did not lose his image but his character
still retaining the image of his maker Christ who is the image of man
is also the express image of his fathers person so says Paul. For in him
Christ dwelt the fulness of the Godhead bodily. Why because He was
the brightness of his glory; and the express image of his person. Ques.
What person Gods person. Hebrews 1st chap 3 verse And through the
atonement of Christ and the resurrection and obediance in the Gospel we
shall again be conformed to the image of his Son Jesus Christ, then we
shall have attained to the image glory and character of God. What part
of God is omnipresent read the 37 chap of Ezekel. It is the Spirit of god
which proceeds from him consequently God is in the four winds of
Heaven and when man receives intelligence is it not by the spirit of
God [July 9, 1843, James Burgess notebook, Archives, emphasis added.
See PJ or WJS; see also D&C 88:7-13.]
Joseph F. Smith, sixth president of the LDS Church, amplified this thought:
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The Holy Ghost as a personage of Spirit can no more be omnipresent in
person than can the Father or the Son, but by his intelligence, his
knowledge, his power and influence, over and through the laws of
nature, he is and can be omnipresent throughout all the works of God. It
is not the Holy Ghost who in person lighteth every man who is born
into the world, but it is the light of Christ, the Spirit of Truth, which
proceeds from the source of intelligence, which permeates all nature,
which lighteth every man and fills the immensity of space. You may
call it the Spirit of God, you may call it the influence of God's
intelligence, you may call it the substance of his power, no matter what
it is called, it is the spirit of intelligence that permeates the universe and
gives to the spirits of men understanding . . ." [Smith, 1949, 61.]
Orson Pratt, early associate of Joseph Smith, possibly reflects Smith’s ideas: "His
wisdom, power, glory, greatness, goodness, and all the characteristics of His eternal
attributes are manifested and spread abroad throughout all the creations that He has made.
He is there by His influence--by His power and wisdom--by His outstretched arm; He, by
His authority, occupies the immensity of space. But when we come to His glorious
personage, that has a dwelling place--a particular location; but where this location is, is
not revealed." [Orson Pratt, August 20, 1871, JD14:234 ]
Joseph Smith taught a similar doctrine concerning the Holy Ghost: "The Holy Ghost is a
personage, and a person cannot have the personage of the H. G. in his heart. A man
receives the gifts of the Holy Ghost, and the Holy Ghost may descend upon a man but not
to tarry with him." [March 12, 1843, William Clayton diary; see PJ or WJS under date.]
Willard Richards reports the same incident in these words:
the Father has a body of flesh & bones as tangible as man's the Son
also, but the Holy Ghost is a personage of spirit.--and a person cannot
have the personage of the H G in his heart he may receive the gift of
the holy Ghost. it may descend upon him but not to tarry with him
[Joseph Smith diary (kept by Willard Richards).]
Smith teaches that the Holy Ghost as a personage will not dwell in us, but his influence
may be with us, compare D&C 130. Richards was apparently not present during these
instructions and may have recorded his version based on conversations with Clayton
and/or Joseph Smith himself.
137. Gen 12:2 And I will make of thee a great nation, and I will bless thee, and make thy
name great; and thou shalt be a blessing:
138. The Lord makes Abraham his representative to all who receive the priesthood after
him. In Joseph’s theology, all faithful priesthood holders become descendants of
Abraham:
Therefore, as I said concerning the sons of Moses--for the sons of
Moses and also the sons of Aaron shall offer an acceptable offering and
sacrifice in the house of the Lord, which house shall be built unto the
Lord in this generation, upon the consecrated spot as I have appointed-And the sons of Moses and of Aaron shall be filled with the glory of
the Lord, upon Mount Zion in the Lord's house, whose sons are ye; and
also many whom I have called and sent forth to build up my church.
For whoso is faithful unto the obtaining these two priesthoods of which
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I have spoken, and the magnifying their calling, are sanctified by the
Spirit unto the renewing of their bodies. They become the sons of
Moses and of Aaron and the seed of Abraham, and the church and
kingdom, and the elect of God. [D&C 84:31-34, emphasis added.]
Those who receive the priesthood and magnify it actually undergo a change to become
the “seed of Abraham.” Magnifying their callings is defined in part by the statement at
the beginning of the above quoted passage:
Therefore, as I said concerning the sons of Moses--for the sons of
Moses and also the sons of Aaron shall offer an acceptable offering
and sacrifice in the house of the Lord, which house shall be built unto
the Lord in this generation, upon the consecrated spot as I have
appointed-Those who magnify their callings shall offer an acceptable offering in the “house of the
Lord.” Thus, part of becoming the "seed of Abraham," is to partake of the temple
ordinances. This linkage is a thread that runs through much of Smith’s teaching.
In discussing this passage, LDS apostle Marion G. Romney made an additional link to
the temple ordinances, referring to Joseph Smith:
The Prophet Joseph Smith used to repeatedly urge the brethren of the
priesthood to make their calling and election sure. If we want to do that,
we will have to magnify our callings in the priesthood. [Conference
Report, April, 1972]
Joseph Smith’s sermons regarding this idea are quite numerous. For example see the
following excerpt from Willard Richards’ small notebook recorded June 27, 1839:
St Paul exhorts us to make our Calling & Election shure. This is that
sealing power spoken of by Paul in other places (See Eph I. 13.14. In
whom ye also trusted, that after ye heard the work of truth; the gospel
of your salvation, in whom also after that ye believed ye were sealed
with that Holy Spirit of promise. Which is the earnest of our
inheritance, until the redemption of the purchased possession unto the
praise of his glory.) That we may be sealed up unto the day of
redemption, this principle ought. (in its proper place) to be taught, for
God hath not revealed any thing to Joseph, but what he will make
known unto the Twelve & even the least Saint may know all things as
fast as he is able to--bear them. for the day must come when no man
need say to his neighbor know ye the Lord for all shall know him (who
Remain) from the least to the greatest, How is this to be done? It is to
be done by this sealing power & the other comforter spoken of which
will be manifest by Revelation.
There is two Comforters spoken of [one] is the Holy Ghost the same as
given on the day of pentecost and that all Saints receive after faith.
Repentance & Baptism. This first comforter or Holy Ghost has no
other effect than pure intelligence. It is more powerful in expanding the
mind enlightening the understanding & storeing the intellect with
present knowledge of a man who is of the literal Seed of Abraham than
one that is a gentile though it may not have half as much visible effect
upon the body for as the Holy Ghost falls upon one of the Literal Seed
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of Abraham it is calm & serene & his whole soul & body are only
exercised by the pure spirit of Intelligence; while the effect of the Holy
Ghost upon a Gentile is to purge out the old blood & make him
actually of the seed of Abraham. That man that has none of the blood of
Abraham (naturally) must have a new creation by the Holy Ghost, in
such a case there may be more of a powerful effect upon the body &
visible to the eye than upon an Israelite, while the Israelite at first
might be far before the Gentile in pure intelligence
The other comforter spoken of is a subject of great interest & perhaps
understood by few of this generation, After a person hath faith in
Christ, repents of his sins & is Baptized for the remission of his sins &
received the Holy Ghost (by the laying on of hands) which is the first
Comforter then let him continue to humble himself before God,
hungering & thirsting after Righteousness. & living by every word of
God & the Lord will soon say unto him Son thou shalt be exalted. &c
When the Lord has thoroughly proved him & finds that the man is
determined to serve him at all hazard. then the man will find his calling
& Election made sure then it will be his privilege to receive the other
Comforter which the Lord hath promised the saints as is recorded in the
testimony of St John in the XIV ch from the 12th to the 27 verses
Note the 16, 17, 18, 21, 23 verses. (16.vs) & I will pray the father &
he shall give you another Comforter, that he may abide with you
forever; (17) Even the Spirit of Truth; whom the world cannot receive
because it seeth him not, neither knoweth him; but ye know him; for
he dwelleth with you & shall be in you. (18) I will not leave you
comfortless. I will come to you (21) He that hath my commandments
& keepeth them, he it is that loveth me. & he that loveth me shall be
loved of my father & I will love him & will manifest myself to him
(23) If a man Love me he will keep my words. & my Father will love
him. & we will come unto him, & make our abode with him.
Now what is this other Comforter? It is no more or less than the Lord
Jesus Christ himself & this is the sum & substance of the whole
matter,  t hat when any man obtains this last Comforter he will have the
personage of Jesus Christ to attend him or appear unto him from time
to time. & even he will manifest the Father unto him & they will take
up their abode with him, & the visions of the heavens will be opened
unto him & the Lord will teach him face to face & he may have a
perfect knowledge of the mysteries of the kingdom of God, & this is
the state & place the Ancient Saints arrived at when they had such
glorious vision Isaiah, Ezekiel, John upon the Isle of Patmos, St Paul
in the third heavens, & all the Saints who held communion with the
general Assembly & Church of the First Born &c.
The Spirit of Revelation is in connection with these blessings. A person
may profit by noticing the first intimation of the Spirit of Revelation for
instance when you feel pure Inteligence flowing unto you it may give
you sudden strokes of ideas that by noticeing it you may find it.
fulfilled the same day or Soon. (I.E.) those things that were presented
unto your minds by the Spirit of God will come to pass and thus by
learning the Spirit of God. & understanding it you may grow into the
principle of Revelation. until you become perfect in Christ Jesus
[Spelling, underlining, etc. as in original. See also sermons of August
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8, 1839, May 1, 1842, May 14, 1843, May 17, 1843, May 21, 1843,
etc. in PJ or WJS.]
Abraham becomes both a type of Christ (in his own near sacrifice with the consent of his
father) and also of God the Father (in his blessings of spiritual posterity and later with
Sarah, Ishmael and finally with the sacrifice of Isaac) and he therefore follows in the
steps of the antediluvian patriarchs which the text indicates was his wish. See notes at
(3:14).
139. as unto their father. The phrase was changed in the July 1842 "Star" publication of
the Book of Abraham to as their father. This reading is preserved in the current edition.
All BAmss read as the TS-1 text.
140. Gen 12:3 And I will bless them that bless thee, and curse him that curseth thee: and
in thee shall all families of the earth be blessed.
141. Note also Isaac to Jacob in Gen.27:29.
142. that is, in thy priesthood. Here the book tells us that God again confirms that part of
the “oath and covenant of the priesthood” [note 138; D&C 84:33f] which all after
Abraham partake of if faithful; they become the seed of Abraham:
The speaker then spoke on the subject of election, and read the 9th
chap. in Romans, from which it was evident that the election there
spoken of was pertaining to the flesh, and had reference to the seed of
Abraham, according to the promise God made to Abraham, saying, "In
thee and in thy seed all, the families of the earth shall be blessed." To
them belonged the adoption, and the covenants &c. Paul said, when he
saw their unbelief I wish myself accursed-- according to the flesh--not
according to the spirit.
Why did God say to Pharaoh, "for this cause have I raised thee up?"
[Ex. 9:16] Because Pharaoh was a fit instrument--a wicked man, and
had committed acts of cruelty of the most atrocious nature. The election
of the promised seed still continues, and in the last days, they shall
have the priesthood restored unto them, and they shall be the "Saviors
on mount Zion" the "ministers of our God," if it were not for the
remnant which was left, then might we be as Sodom and as Gomorrah.
The whole of the chapter had reference to the priesthood and the house
of Israel; and unconditional election of individuals to eternal life was
not taught by the apostles. God did elect or predestinate, that all those
who would be saved, should be saved in Christ Jesus, and through
obedience to the gospel; but he passes over no man's sins, but visits
them with correction, and if his children will not repent of their sins, he
will discard them. This is but a very imperfect sketch of a very
interesting discourse, which occupied more than two hours in delivery,
and was listened to with marked attention by the vast assembly present.
[Joseph Smith, May 16, 1841, Times and Seasons June 1, 1841. See
PJ or WJS.]
Joseph did believe that some persons are not subjects of salvation, but he describes this as
resulting from their own choice [see note 244] but Smith was firm in discounting the idea
of predestination for soteriological bliss. The NT is clear that Jesus is the sole source of
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salvation. What then is the fate of those who live without access to this knowledge?
Indeed, many of the creedal systems subscribed to by modern Christian churches require
a belief in the following paradoxical form: God is loving and just, salvation comes only
through personal acceptance of Christ, yet uncounted millions have lived and died
without this knowledge. They must therefore be in Hell.
Joseph Smith steps between the horns of this dilemma with salvation for the dead. For
Joseph, becoming the seed of Abraham is partly a metaphor for receiving the deification
promised by Paul and Jesus. Hence the promise to Abraham of numerous descendants
plays out among both the living and the dead for Joseph Smith. [See note 144.]
Smith first announced the idea of extending the Mormon salvic system to the dead in
1840. Joseph had become very careful about introducing new ideas to the Mormons,
given his past experience with early supporters like Cowdery and the Whitmers who
dropped out of the movement as doctrinal development took place. [See Crawley, 1980.]
The problem paralleled the NT experience of Jesus once he moved past the rabbis in his
Capernaum teachings (John 6:67). Joseph apparently first publically mentioned the idea
of baptism for the dead as an authorized practice on August 15, 1840. At the funeral of
Seymour Brunson, Simon Baker stated he
was present at a discourse that the prophet Joseph delivered on baptism
for the dead 15 August 1840. He read the greater part of the 15th
chapter of Corinthians and remarked that the Gospel of Jesus Christ
brought glad tidings of great joy, and then remarked that he saw a
widow in that congregation that had a son who died without being
baptized, and this widow in reading the sayings of Jesus "except a man
be born of water and of the spirit he cannot enter the kingdom of
heaven," and that not one jot nor tittle of the Savior's words should
pass away, but all should be fulfilled.
He then said that this widow should have glad tidings in that thing. He
also Said the apostle was talking to a people who understood baptism
for the dead, for it was practiced among them. He went on to say that
people could now act for their friends who had departed this life, and
that the plan of salvation was calculated to save all who were willing to
obey the requirements of the law of God. He went on and made a very
beautiful discourse. [Journal History of the Church under date.]
Joseph gradually introduced system to the practice, placed it under the umbrella of temple
theology, and extended the idea to all the LDS ordinance practice:
But what is the object of this important mission or how is it to be
fulfilled, The keys are to be delivered the spirit of Elijah is to Come,
The gospel to be esstablished the saints of God gatherd Zion built up, &
the Saints to Come up as Saviors on mount Zion but how are they to
become Saviors on Mount Zion by building their temples erecting their
Baptismal fonts & going forth & receiving all the ordinances,
Baptisms, Confirmations, washings, anointings ordinations & sealing
powers upon our heads in behalf of all our Progenitors who are dead &
redeem them that they may Come forth in the first resurrection & be
exalted to thrones of glory with us, & here in is the chain that binds the
hearts of the fathers to the Children, & the Children to the Fathers
which fulfills the mission of Elijah & I would to God that this temple
was now done that we might go into it & go to work & improve our
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time & make use of the seals while they are on earth & the Saints have
none to much time to save & redeem their dead, & gather together their
living relatives that they may be saved also, before the earth will be
smitten & the Consumption decreed falls upon the world & I would
advise all the Saints to go to with their might & gather together all their
living relatives to this place that they may be sealed & saved that they
may be prepared against the day that the destroying angel goes forth
&if the whole Church should go to with all their might to save their
dead seal their posterity & gather their living friends & spend none of
their time in behalf of the world they would hardly get through before
night would Come when no man Could work & my ownly trouble at
the present time is concerning ourselves that the Saints will be divided
& broken up & scattered before we get our Salvation Secure for thei is
so many fools in the world for the devil to operate upon it gives him the
advantage often times, The question is frequently asked Can we not be
saved without going through with all thes[e] ordinances &c I would
answer No not the fullness of Salvation, Jesus said their was many
mansions in his fathers house & he would go & prepare a place for
them. House here named should have been translated (Kingdom) & any
person who is exalted to the highest mansion has to abide a Celestial
law & the whole law to, But their has been a great difficulty in getting
anything into the heads of this generation it has been like splitting
hemlock knots with a Corn doger for a wedge & a pumpkin for a
beetle, Even the Saints are slow to understand I have tried for a number
of years to get the minds of the Saints prepared to receive the things of
God, but we frequently see some of them after suffering all they have
for the work of God will fly to pieces like glass as soon as any thing
Comes that is Contrary to their traditions, they Cannot stand the fire at
all, How many will be able to abide a Celestial law & go through &
receive their exhaltation I am unable to say but many are Called & few
are Chosen. [Journal of Wilford Woodruff, January 21, 1844. See PJ
or WJS.]
See also remarks at the Church conference of October 1841. [Times and Seasons 2:577-8.]
143. This is the (covenant) promise of Isaac: the Lord grants Abraham's wish, that he
might become a father of many nations (1:2).
144. The Lord makes another promise to Abraham, that his seed will possess “the
priesthood,” and they will give blessings by this priesthood to all people. These blessings
they will give are, in Joseph’s theology, the greatest of all, i.e., the ordinances and
covenants of the priesthood or the way to eternal life. This may also be regarded as the
promise that the Messiah is to come as a descendent of Abraham [Gal. 3:16; Barker,
1988, 45-48], but Joseph Smith also states:
Now I would ask who know[s] the seal of the living God [from Rev.
7:2-3] Behold the ignorance of the World. A measure of this sealing is
to confirm upon their head in common with Elijah the doctrine of
election or the covenant with Abraham--which when a Father & mother
of a family have entered into their children who have not transgressed
are secured by the seal wherewith the Parents have been sealed. And
this is the Oath of God unto our Father Abraham and this doctrine
shall stand forever. [August 13, 1843, Howard and Martha Coray
notebook, Archives, emphasis added; see PJ or WJS.]
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Franklin D. Richards recorded the same remarks in a slightly different way:
Judge Higbee would say that covenants either there or here must be
made in view of eternity and the Covenant sealed on the fore heads of
the Parents secured the children from falling that they shall all sit upon
thrones as one with the God-head joint Heirs of God with Jesus Christ
This principle is revealed also through the covenant of Abraham and his
children This is also the blessing and consolation of the Mourners-Joseph formalized the blessings of Abraham (and Isaac and Jacob) in the temple rituals.
[D&C 132:28-33.]
In the last quoted statement, Joseph clearly connects Abraham with temples [D&C
110:12] and ancient traditions connect him with salvation for the dead. The story Jesus
told of the "rich man and Lazarus" [Luke 16:20-31] portrays Abraham in the spirit world
[after life] as one who gives help to the dead. This was a common idea among the Jews of
Jesus' time. LDS Church doctrine is that vicarious ordinance work for the dead did not
begin until the time of Christ's resurrection [see D&C 138:33f], but Abraham is often
shown as concerned for the dead. For example, the Apocalypse of Abraham tells us that
Abraham was shown the dead by Michael (who was in complete charge of all spirits)
whom he implores to join him in prayer for the salvation of those he had seen. Abraham
asks Abel what can be done about the spirits "in the middle state" and he is told that the
work that will save them cannot be done "until the Judge of all comes at the end of time
and decides their fate." [ANP, 163; see also Barney, 2005.]
In the theological system introduced by Joseph, the goal of the faithful is to obtain the
promise of eternal life, or to have “calling and election made sure.” Moreover, this point
is reached only by priesthood ordinance. He places Abraham at this threshold with the
offering of Isaac: “power of an endless life . . . which also Abraham obtained by the
offering of his son Isaac which was not the power of a Prophet nor apostle nor Patriarch
only but of King & Priest to God to open the windows of Heaven and pour out the peace
& Law of endless Life to man & No man can attain to the Joint heirship with Jesus
Christ with out being administered to by one having the same power & Authority of
Melchisedec” [Franklin D. Richards, “Scriptural Items,” August 27, 1843, see PJ under
date.] In the the same sermon he identifies the ancient apostles, Peter, James and John as
crossing this threshold on the mount of transfiguration. The whole ordinance system (he
refers to Mormonism as the “plan of ordinances” -see note 145) was centered in the
temple which in turn was made the purpose behind the Mormon gathering doctrine. This
was connected to the Book of Abraham doctrine of a grand council in heaven where the
“plan of ordinances” (see quotation from October 5, 1840) was introduced.
The doctrine of gathering was one of the pillars of Joseph’s teaching, founded at first on
his revelations to believers, asking, cajoling and commanding them to come together in
groups. Later, particularly after the Book of Abraham came into view, Joseph focuses the
gathering doctrine around this and other passages in the book. For example, he tells the
Latter-day Saints that the point, even the entire point, of “restoration” was gathering into
large groups to have sufficient economic and artisian strength to construct a temple so
that agreed-upon ordinances (this is part of the protology of the Book of Abraham in
chapter 3) can be delivered in the agreed-upon place – a temple. He regarded this as an
extension of what drove the Mosaic dispensation as well as the Abrahamic and others.
Besides those examples given in note 234 below, consider the following:
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He took for his subject the words of the Savior to wit. "O Jerusalm
thou that killest the prophets and stonest them that are sent unto you!
How oft would I have gatherred you as a hen gathereth her chickens
under her wings and you would not!" He beautifully and in a most
powerful manner, illustrated the necessity of the gathering and the
building of the Temple that those ordinances may be administered
which are necessary preparations for the world to come: he exhorted the
people in impressive terms to be diligent--to be up and doing lest the
tabernacle pass over to another people and we lose the blessing [Eliza
R. Snow diary, June 11, 1843; see PJ or WJS; D&C 124:32.]
has led this Church by revn. [revelation] I have anr. [another] revn. a
great grand & glorious revn. & this is what I am going to declare--you
kno there has been great discusn. where Zion is & when the gathg. of
the D is & which I am to--the whole America is the Land itself N. & S
itself & is descd. by the Prophets that it shod. be in the centre of the
land. the declan. is that as soon as the temple & B font is prepd. & so
as we can wash & anoint the El of Israel there must be a place prepd.
for that purpose--there are provins made until the work is compd. to be
as K & P of the mos H. God but as all to do with the h[ou]s[e] of Godbut there must be an express place built for that purpose & for men to
be B for their dd for every man who wishes to save the F[athers] &
M[others]. B[rothers]. S[isters], & F[riends] must go thro the same-B[aptism]--A. W. & all the protectn. of the powers of the Priesthood
same as for themselves-- the Elders of Israel shall build Churches unto
the Ld. & there shall they build Churches unto the Ld: & there shall be
a Stake of Zion--it is a glorious pro[clamation]--& [Thomas Bullock,
April 8, 1844.]
145. Joseph Smith defined eternal life as knowing God. Hence the blessings of the
gospel consist in the true knowledge of God. [TPJS, 343ff] As part of the plan initiated in
the "Grand Council" (3:22) this knowledge would be contained in the ordinances and
covenants of the gospel. [D&C 84:19-20] Joseph Smith brings these two themes of
knowing God and obtaining the ordinances together:
No one can truly say he knows God until he has handled [done?]
something [priesthood ordinances?], and this can only be in the holiest
of holies [i.e., in the temple?]. [May 1, 1842, manuscript history of the
Church, Archives. See PJ.]
The Savior has the words of Eternal life [John 6:68]--nothing else can
profit us . . . I advise all to go on to perfection and search deeper and
deeper into the mysteries of Godliness [the ethic of Abraham (1:2-4)]-a man can do nothing for himself unless God direct him in the right
way, and the Priesthood is reserved for that purpose--[May 12, 1844,
Thomas Bullock report. See PJ or WJS.]
There are two Priesthoods spoken of in the Scriptures, viz the
Melchisadeck and the Aaronic or Levitical Altho there are two
Priesthoods, yet the Melchisadeck Priesthood comprehends the Aaronic
or Levitical Priesthood and is the Grand head, and holds the highest
Authority which pertains to the Priesthood the keys of the Kingdom of
God in all ages of the world to the latest posterity on the earth and is
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the channel through which all knowledge, doctrine, the plan of
salvation and every important matter is revealed from heaven. Its
institution was prior to "the foundation of this earth or the morning
stars sang together or the Sons of God shouted for joy," and is the
highest and holiest Priesthood and is after the order of the Son [of]
God, and all other Priesthoods are only parts, ramifications, powers and
blessings belonging to the same and are held controlled and directed by
it. It is the channel through which the Almighty commenced revealing
his glory at the beginning of the creation of this earth and through
which he has continued to reveal himself to the children of men to the
present time and through which he will make known his purposes to the
end of time-- Commencing with Adam who was the first man who is
spoken of in Daniel as being the "Antient [Ancient] of days" or in other
words the first and oldest of all, the great grand progenitor of whom it
is said in another place he is Michael because he was the first and
father of all, not only by progeny, but he was the first to hold the
spiritual blessings, the plan to whom was made known the plan of
ordinances for the Salvation of his posterity unto the end, and to whom
Christ was first revealed, and through whom Christ has been revealed
from heaven and will continue to be revealed from henceforth. [Robert
B. Thompson dictation, October 5, 1840, emphasis added. See PJ or
WJS. See note 162.]
With regard to “Ancient of Days” see note 263.

Abraham and Lot Leave Harran with Converts
12. (2:12) Now, after the Lord had withdrawn from speaking to me, and withdrawn his
face from me, I said in mine heart, thy servent [sic] has sought thee earnestly, now I have
found thee. (2:13) Thou didst send thine angel to deliver me from the Gods of Elkenah
(146)
, and I will do well to hearken unto thy voice, therefore let thy servant rise up and
depart in peace. (147) (2:14) (148) So I, Abram, departed as the Lord had said unto me, and
Lot with me, and I, Abram, was sixty and two years old (149) when I departed out of
Haran. (2:15) (150) And I took Sarai, whom I took to wife when I was in Ur, in Chaldea,
and Lot, my brother's son (151) , and all our substance that we had gathered, and the souls
that we had won in Haran (152) , and came forth in the way to the land of Canaan, and
dwelt in tents, as we came on our way: (2:16) therefore, eternity was our covering, and
our rock, and our salvation (153) , as we journeyed from Haran (154) by the way of Jershon,
to come to the land of Canaan (155) .

Notes on Verses (2:12) to (2:16)
146. It is interesting that the plural "gods of elkenah" is used here. Elkenah is clearly the
primary deity of the narrative in parallel with Jehovah. The priest was the "priest of
elkenah" and the rest of the pantheon is secondary. Here the text suggests that the rest of
the gods are in fact directly subordinate to elkenah as does the ordering of the canopic
figures under the altar in facsimile no. 1. Elkenah may be a name derivative of the
Canaanite god El who performs a similar function to the Hebrew meaning of elkenah
(elkanah). [See Ronald Youngblood, ABD 2:476a following no. 8 for a brief discussion of
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the root qny as found in elqana (elkanah) and applied to the name of the god El. See also
note 40 and Barker 1992, 20-7.]
147. "rise up and depart in peace" an ancient formulation still used in the middle east (for
examples in the biblical record see Luke 2:29, James 2:16, Mark 5:34, Num. 6:26, etc.).
The assignment to go to Canaan was no simple task. The journey was fraught with peril,
bandits were no uncommon problem along the caravan trails that moved between and
near water sources and it was customary to acknowledge the local deities; refusing to do
this it seems was a way of life for Abraham and a dangerous one as he had learned
already in the story. The statement here is an expression of trust in God and his blessing,
a trust Abraham finds tested through his life. Hence the traditional title, “father of the
faithful.” [See note 163.]
148. Gen 12:4 So Abram departed, as the LORD had spoken unto him; and Lot went with
him: and Abram was seventy and five years old when he departed out of Haran.
149. As quoted in the previous note, KJV Genesis 12:4 gives Abram's age as 75 here. A
very interesting fact about the age given in the text is its attestation by a number of extrabiblical sources unknown to Joseph Smith, see those at TELA, 547.
150. Gen 12:5 And Abram took Sarai his wife, and Lot his brother's son, and all their
substance that they had gathered, and the souls that they had gotten in Haran; and they
went forth to go into the land of Canaan; and into the land of Canaan they came.
151. The relation between Abraham and Lot is possibly a dual one: uncle and brother-inlaw. Additionally, custom may have dictated that Terah adopt the sons and daughters of
Haran. [See notes at (2:2).]
152. the souls that we had won. . . Professor Nibley remarked "According to the Sefer ha
Yashar [tradition assigns authorship to Abraham], the people of the land of Haran saw
that Abraham was good and just toward God and man. Men from among the inhabitants
of the land of Haran came to him and attached themselves to him, and he taught them the
discipline of the Lord and his ways. We have him here in Facsimile No. 3 teaching
astronomy and the principles in the court of Pharaoh. `As he moved on his way, each
altar raised by him was a center of activities as a missionary, he and Sarai diligently
preaching and making proselytes wherever they went and pitched their tents.' Midrash 39
says, `Abraham converted the men and Sarah the women.' There was a tradition that all
proselytes and heathen are the descendants of the infants of the pagan mothers, whom
Sarah nursed. But all the followers of Abraham, including Abraham himself, were
converts. It doesn't come by blood. As Lehi and Nephi explained to their sons, he who is
righteous is favored of God. But you had to accept it. Abraham founded his Zion, and
those who wished to follow became the followers of Abraham. By special rites and
ordinances they were adopted into the family." [Nibley, 1986, lecture 24; ANP, 162; see
references at TELA, 544.]
153. The physical creation, especially the night sky and the stars were symbolic to
Abraham. Since the facts recorded here are probably recollections or summaries of other
records the expression makes perfect sense in light of his experiences recorded beginning
with (3:1). Perhaps he may also refer to the fact that he and his traveling companions
stayed away from the corrupt cities in their journey. It has been suggested that Abraham
traveled on the donkey caravan trade routes of the day [Albright, 1966, 126.]; the
rabbinical literature claims that Abraham and his household preached the truth as
opportunity presented itself as noted above.
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154. Note that the Book of Abraham suggests a different scenario from Genesis 11:31,
12:4; the Book of Abraham implies that Terah was still alive when Abraham left Haran
and even that this was a motivation for "requesting transfer" so to speak. More precisely,
the cause perhaps was Terah's return to idolatry and all that this means to Abraham. The
recently published DSS Florilegium [Eisenman and Wise, 1992] supports this, saying
that Abram resides in Haran for five years and that Terah lives another 65 years after his
departure. See also Jubilees 12:29. Smith would have known nothing of these sources.
155. The term Canaan seems to have a slightly broader meaning in the text than just that
area defined by "Canaanite" in the immediate historical sense and may and often does
refer a larger space-time domain (e.g., the “blood of the Canaanites”).
The obvious parallels between Abraham’s fate to be a stranger and wanderer, often
because of the hostilities of his neighbors and Smith’s own life-trajectory would not have
been lost on Joseph. He must have seen a reflection of himself in the fate Abraham. His
remarks on the treatment of strangers and the burial of the dead reflect the Abrahamic
code:
If there is a place on earth. where men should cultivate this Spirit &
pour in the oil & wine in the bosom of the afflicted it is this place. and
this spirit is manifest here, and although he is a stranger & afflicted
when he arrives, h[e] finds a brother & friend ready to administer to his
necessities.--another remark, I would esteem it one of the greatest
blessings, if I am to be afflicted in this world, to have my lot cast
where I can find brothers & friends all around me.
but this is not thing referred to it is to have the privilige of having our
dead buried on the land where god has appointed to gather his saints
together.---& where there will be nothing but saints, where they may
have the privilege of laying their bodies where the Son will make his
appearance. & where they may hear the sound of the trump that shall
call them forth to behold him, that in the morn of the resurrection they
may come forth in a body. & come right up out of their graves, &
strike hands immediately in eternal glory & felicity rather than to be
scattered thousands of miles apart. There is something good & sacred to
me. in this thing. The place where a man is buried has been sacred to
me.--this subject is made mention of In Book of Mormon & Scriptures.
to the aborigines regard the burying places of their fathers is more
sacred than any thing else.
When I heard of the death of our beloved Bro. Barns it would not have
affected me so much if I had the opportunity of burying him in the land
of Zion. I believe, those who have buried their friends here their
condition is enviable. Look at Joseph in Egypt how he required his
friends to bury him in the tomb of his fathers.--see the expense & great
company & which attended the embalming and the going up of the
great company. to his burial. It has always been considered a gret curse
not to obtain an honorable buryal. & one of the greatest curses the
ancient prophets could put on any one was that man should go without
a burial.
I have said, father, I desire to be buried here, & before I go home, but if
this is not thy will not may I return, or find some kind friend to bring
me back, & gather my friends, who have fallen in foreign lands, &
bring them up hither, that we may all lie together.-73

I will tell you what I want, if to morrow I shall be called to lay in
yonder tomb. in the morning of the resurrection, let me strike hands
with my father, & cry, my father, & he will say my son, my son,--as
soon as the rock rends. & before we come out of our graves.
& may we contemplate these things so? Yes, if we learn how to live &
how we die when we lie down we contemplate how we may rise up in
the morning and it is pleasing for friends to lie down together locked in
the arms of love, to sleep, & locked in each others embrace & renew
their conversation.
would you think it strange that I relate what I have seen in vision in
relation this interesting theme. Those who have died in Jesus Christ,
may expect to enter in to all that fruition of Joy when they come forth,
which they have pursued here. so plain was the vision I actually saw
men, before they had ascended from the tomb, as though they were
getting up slowly, they took each other by the hand & it was my father
& my son. my mother & my daughter, my brother & my sister when
the voice calls, suppose I am laid by the side of my father.--what would
be the first joy of my heart? where is my father--my mother--my sister.
they are by my side I embrace them & they me. [Willard Richards
record in Joseph Smith diary, April 16, 1843, PJ or WJS. Gen. 23, 49,
50.]
156. Altar. The uses of altars were several in OT times. For instance, the altars in
Solomon's temple in the holy place and in the holy of holies were not sacrificial altars:
the former was an incense altar. Joseph Smith indicates that the use of altars for blood
sacrifice as practiced by the ancient patriarchs is to be restored:
Why send Elijah because he holds the Keys of the Authority to
administer in all the ordinances of the priesthood and without the
authority is given the ordinances could not be administered in
righteousness.
It is a very prevalent opinion that in the sacrifices of sacrifices which
were offered were entirely consumed, this was not the case if you read
Leviticus [2] Chap [2-3] verses you will observe that the priests took a
part as a memorial and offered it up before the Lord, while the
remainder was kept for the benefit maintenance of the priests. So that
the offerings and sacrifices are not all consumed upon the Alter, but the
blood is sprinkled and the fat and certain other portions are consumed
These sacrifices as well as every ordinance belonging to the priesthood
will when the temple of the Lord shall be built and the Sons Levi be
purified be fully restored and attended to then all their powers,
ramifications, and blessings--this the Sons of Levi shall be purified.
ever was and will exist when the powers of the Melcisid Priesthood are
sufficiently manifest. Else how can the restitution of all things spoken
of by all the Holy Prophets be brought to pass be brought to pass. It is
not to be understood that, the law of moses will be established again
with all it rights and variety of ceremonies, ceremonies, this had never
been spoken off by the prophets but those things which existed prior
Moses's day viz Sacrifice will be continued --It may be asked by some
what necessity for Sacrifice since the great Sacrifice was offered? In
answer to which if Repentance Baptism and faith were necessary to
Salvation existed prior to the days of Christ what necessity for them
since that time [This excerpt is from seemingly the only discourse of
Joseph Smith which was written before being delivered. It was given
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October 5, 1840. Original manuscript, in hand writing of Robert B.
Thompson (a clerk for Joseph Smith), Archives. See PJ or WJS; see
notes 145, 263.]
President Brigham Young discussed plans for a room in the Salt Lake Temple to be used
for animal sacrifices: "[Speaking of the temple plan] Under the pulpit in the west end
[Aaronic priesthood end] will be a place to offer sacrifices. There will be an altar
prepared for that purpose so that when any sacrifices are to be offered, they should be
offered there." [Journal of Wilford Woodruff, December 18, 1857, Archives] [Floor plan
drawings done during construction of the Salt Lake Temple do not indicate such a room.]
We may infer that references to the ending of blood sacrifice in the Book of Mormon
(Alma 34:13, 3 Nephi 9:19-20) apply only to those offerings connected with the Law of
Moses. Hence Joseph Smith could say, ". . . those things which existed prior to Moses's
day viz Sacrifice will be continued . . . "
One passage in the Book of Abraham also indicates that altars might be used in prayer
(2:20) - no sacrifice is mentioned particularly at that altar -on a hill between Bethel and
Hai (altars are mentioned in (2:17)-altar in Jershon, in (2:18), (2:20) - altar in plains of
Moreh). The connection of Abraham to altars and temples in tradition is one that Latterday Saints will find familiar and even startling. [See for example ANP, 165ff, and
references there.] Jubilees 12:25 tells of Abraham being instructed to build an altar and
"Abraham opened his mouth and spoke in the Adamic language, which had ceased from
the earth since the time of Babel." [OTP vol. 2, emphasis added.]
With the establishment of Church headquarters in Nauvoo, Ill., by 1842 Joseph Smith
instituted the use of altars in the ordinances later to be conducted in the temple at
Nauvoo. The use of such altars was entirely symbolic, meant to bring to mind the fact
that only through the mediation of the Messiah can salvation come to mankind. Hence,
marriages, covenants and other ordinances were performed at altars symbolic of the
office of Christ. [See, Ehat, 1982.]

Geography-Sacrifice
13. (2:17) Now I, Abram, built an altar (156) in the land of Jershon (157) , and made an
offering unto the Lord, and prayed that the famine might be turned away from my
father's house, that they might not perish (158) ; (2:18) (159) and then we passed from
Jershon through the land, unto the place of Sechem (160) . It was situated in the plains of
Moreh (161) , and we had already came [sic] into the borders of the land of the Canaanites,
and I offered sacrifice (162) there in the plains of Moreh, and called on the Lord devoutly
because we had already come into the land of this idolatrous nation (163) .

Notes on Verses (2:17) to (2:18)
157. land of Jershon. Spelled Jurshon in some of the BAmss. Reference to the "region" of
Jershon. Perhaps Jerash, known anciently as Geresa(?), however (2:16) hints that Jershon
is between Harran and Canaan. Further, (2:15) uses the term in the way [compare Gen.
16:7; 24:27; Ex. 23:20, etc. (KJV), the Hebrew word derek translated as "in the way" in
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the Hebrew Bible means road or path] words probably referring to commonly traveled
ways of the day. The name Jershon appears in the Book of Mormon (for example Alma
27:22) as a place name mentioned numerous times in reference to battle and strategic
location in war and a home of Lamanite refugees. This suggests the possibility of an oldworld location known to the Lehi and/or Mulek colonies. A donkey trade route ran south
from Harran through Damascus, Ashtaroth and Geresa. If Abraham took this route, he
may have then crossed the Jordan and moved northwest to Sechem (Shechem). The
distance from the presently designated site of Harran to Geresa is about 400 miles over
difficult terrain. The journey would have taken 20 days assuming that the caravan could
average 20 miles in a day. It seems doubtful that this speed would be needed. Genesis 31
claims that Jacob made the same journey in 10 days, this would require making 40 miles
a day, a difficult speed (some think an impossibly fast one [see Gen. 33:13]) with the
livestock that made the trip. [Historical maps of the region may be found in Rogerson,
1985; Aharoni, 1979). See also Appendix III, also note 163.] Jershon is possibly a
phonetic rendering of the word in question. A possibly related word, gershon (gershom),
occurs as a name in the OT (eldest son of Levi, son of Israel also a son of Moses from his
days in Midian, see 1Chron 6:1; 6:16, Ezra 8:2, Exodus 2:22; 18:3, Judges 18:30) and
may refer to a region. Gershon means traveler, pilgrim or exile. Hence the we may read
the text as "land of the traveler," so that Jershon is a regional reference for a place one
travels through as opposed to a particular town or village. The name Jershon may also be
related to the Hebrew root, yrs, meaning roughly, inherit.
In any case, if Jershon is a settlement, it remains unidentified. Since the text mentions
"the land of Jershon," this may suggest that Abraham traveled near such a settlement, but
perhaps not through it. It may also suggest a later editorial influence, using a regional
name known in the second temple period. No records have survived giving the ancient
name of the place now called Tell Ahmar, but it seems unlikely that this would be
regarded as Canaanite.
The route Abraham traveled from Harran to Shechem may have been thus: West on the
established trail to Carchemish or Jerablus or
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Figure 6. Route From Harran. See Appendix III.
Tell-Ahmar where it is possible to cross the Euphrates, then traveling southwest to
Aleppo. From Aleppo south to Qatna and on to Damascus. The Mari tablets note
frequent communication between Qatna and Aleppo so that an established route certainly
existed between the two cities. Gen. 15:2, notes that Eliezer, Abraham's trusted servant
was from Damascus. Perhaps this reflects the journey from Harran. From Damascus, he
might have moved either of two ways, the one already noted above, or he may have
traveled southwest to the north end of the Sea of Kinneret [NT Galilee], crossing west
and then south to Shechem. [See note 160.]
158. Even though Terah had attempted the most serious of crimes against Abraham,
Abraham prays for his father's family. Joseph echoes the idea: "Ever keep in exercise the
principles of mercy," Joseph Smith said, "& be ready to forgive our brother on the first
intimations of repentance & asking forgiveness & should we even forgive our brother or
our enemy before they ask it our heavenly father would be equally as merciful unto us. &
also we ought to be willing to repent of & confess all of our own sins & keep nothing
back" [Journal of Wilford Woodruff, July 2, 1839, Archives. See PJ or WJS.]
Willard Richards records Joseph Smith saying: "[he] remarked that all was well between
him and the heavens that he had no enmity against any one. and as the prayer of Jesus or
his pattern so prayed Joseph. Father forgive me my trespasses as I forgive those who
trespass against me [Matt. 6:12, 1 John 1:9-10] for I freely forgive all Men.--if we would
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secure & cultivate the love of others we must love others, even our enemies--as well as
friends" [Joseph Smith diary, July 9, 1843; see PJ or WJS.]
Br Joseph then delivered unto us an Edifying address showing us what
temperance faith virtue, charity & truth was he also said if we did not
accuse one another God would not accuse us & if we had no accuser
we should enter heaven he would take us there as his backload if we
would not accuse him he would not accuse us & if we would throw a
cloak of charity over his sins he would over ours for Charity covered a
multitude of sins & what many people called sin was not sin & he did
many things to break down superstition & he would break it down he
spoke of the curse of ham for laughing at Noah while in his wine but
doing no harm [implying Ham is cursed for not forgiving the sin of
another?]. [Journal of Wilford Woodruff, Nov. 7, 1841; see PJ or WJS;
also Gen. Flor. Eisenman and Wise, 1992.]
During Joseph Smith's first trip to Missouri in 1831, a number of his traveling
companions observed that he was capable of human frailty. However, a later revelation
said that Joseph, while not perfect, was humble and humbly asked forgiveness. Those
who accused him were admonished to be merciful: (D&C 64:9) “Wherefore, I say unto
you, that ye ought to forgive one another; for he that forgiveth not his brother his
trespasses standeth condemned before the Lord; for there remaineth in him the greater
sin.” [Compare the law given to Abraham: D&C 98:23-32. See note 112.]
159. Gen. 12:6 And Abram passed through the land unto the place of Sichem, unto the
plain of Moreh. And the Canaanite was then in the land. [See Smith, 2002, 20, n7.]
An alternate translation: "in Shechem, the heartland of Canaan, when the Canaanites had
control of the land." [For an interesting view of the Abraham-Sarah journey, see
Anderson, 1988, 353-66. The alternate translation here is on page 356.]
160. Spelled Sichem in the KJV (see Gen. 12:6). The Hebrew word, Shechem means
back or shoulder, possibly referring to the position of the city on the pass between Mt.
Gerizim and Mt. Ebal. Excavations show the city was occupied at various periods. One
of these periods falls in the Abraham era and extends from about 1900 B.C. to about 1500
B.C. when the Egyptians destroyed many towns throughout Canaan. Shechem has an
excellent spring, known to run freely when others in the region go dry. The city is at the
nexus of a network of roads. The ancient north-south highway from Egypt through
Beersheba runs from Jerusalem to Shechem. An extension of this road runs north
through the Wadi el-Abrad to the Wadi Faria and connects to the main road to the Jordan
valley and so reaches the main road to Damascus and hence north to Harran. The Hyksos
appear in Shechem at about 1750 B.C. [See E. F. Campbell, "Shechem" in IDBS, 821;
Lawrence E. Toombs, "Shechem" in ABD 5:1174-86; note 74.]
161. Moreh. A Hebrew name meaning teacher, or perhaps place of instruction. The
words plains of Moreh are significant in that they do not name Moreh as the cognomen of
a plain but rather refer to the region around Moreh. The biblical (KJV) plain of Moreh is
a faulty translation of MT (Gen. 12:6) and should read oak of Moreh. The text corrects to
the biblical one in possibly two ways: the incorrect translation, and the disassociation
from the pagan shrine of the oak of Moreh. [IOVC, 12.] The phrase "plains of Moreh" is
used in KJV Deut.11:30 "Are they not on the other side Jordan, by the way where the sun
goeth down, in the land of the Canaanites, which dwell in the champaign over against
Gilgal, beside the plains of Moreh?" Here the word translated as "plains" is the same one
translated as "plain" in Gen. 12:6, `elown - meaning tree. However, the context employed
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by Joseph Smith in (1:24) gives the phrase an entirely different meaning than many
commentators have given to Gen. 12:6- Abram comes to Sechem, which he notes is
located in the vicinity of Moreh. Abram's acknowledgment of Moreh is a geographic
reference, possibly information obtained after arrival at Sechem and included in this
reminiscence. It may even suggest some experience of Abraham at this point. [For
current thinking on Gen. 12:6 see Melvin Hunt, ABD 4:904]. The phrase "plain(s) of
Mamre," as found in KJV Gen. (e.g. 13:18) should also be read "oak(s) (or terebinth(s))
of Mamre" in the MT. The LXX has a similar reading.
162. The fact that Abraham offers sacrifice (a priesthood ordinance for Joseph Smith)
indicates that he has received the (Melchizedek) priesthood [opening verses above and
TELA, 100, 101; see also Joseph’s remarks of October 5, 1840, PJ or History of the
Church 4:208-9.] at this point (there were no Aaronic priests at this point). Abraham
notes that his sacrifice together with devout prayer is effective in obtaining further
direction from the Lord. Joseph Smith taught that Melchizedek later gave Abraham more
than the office of high priest (i.e., at a later time evidently than at this point in the text).
Smith states,
. . . [there are] three different priesthoods, namely the priesthood of
Aaron, Abraham, and Melchizedek, Abraham's priesthood was of
greater power than Levi's and Melchizedek's was of greater power than
that of Abraham. The priesthood of Levi consisted of cursings and
carnal commandments and not of blessings and if the priesthood of this
generation has no more power than that of Levi or Aaron or of a
bishopric it administers no blessings but cursings for it was an eye for
an eye and a tooth for a tooth. I ask was there any sealing power
attending this priesthood that would admit a man into the presence of
God. Oh no, but Abraham's was a more exalted power or priesthood he
could talk and walk with God and yet consider how great this man
[Melchizedek] was when even this patriarch Abraham gave a tenth part
of all his spoils and then received a blessing under the hands of
Melchizedek even the last law or a fullness of the law or priesthood
which constituted him a king and priest after the order of Melchizedek
or an endless life Now if Abraham had been like the sectarian world
and would not have received any more revelation, what would have
been the consequence - it would have damned him. [August 27, 1843,
James Burgess notebook, Archives; see PJ or WJS.]
Concerning the sacrifices offered by Abraham, Joseph Smith said:
It will be noticed that, according to Paul, (see Gal. iii:8) the Gospel was
preached to Abraham. We would like to be informed in what name the
Gospel was then preached, whether it was in the name of Christ or
some other name. If in any other name, was it the Gospel? And if it was
the Gospel, and that preached in the name of Christ, had it any
ordinances? If not, was it the Gospel? And if it has ordinances what
were they? Our friends may say, perhaps, that there were never any
ordinances except those of offering sacrifices before the coming of
Christ, and that it could not be possible before the Gospel to have been
administered while the law of sacrifices of blood was in force. But we
will recollect that Abraham offered sacrifice, and notwithstanding this,
had the Gospel preached to him. That the offering of sacrifice was only
to point the mind forward to Christ, we infer from these remarkable
words of Jesus to the Jews: "Your Father Abraham rejoiced to see my
day: and he saw it, and was glad" (John 8:56) [January 22, 1834,
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History of the Church, 2:17, from Evening and Morning Star, 2, no. 17,
18, 19.]
Whether Joseph Smith actually dictated this or not, he probably approved it since it was
designated as a letter from the Presidency of the High Priesthood (First Presidency).
Sacrifice as a priesthood function was discussed by Joseph Smith, October 5, 1840; see
PJ or WJS under date and note 263 below.
For Joseph, Abraham was a practicing Christian as suggested by Moses 6:51f and JST
Gen. 17:3-12. If Smith had made up the Book of Abraham out of whole cloth, the
templation to plant many explicit Christian references and ordinances in the text would
have been irresistible for him if he were as daring and ignorant as his critics claim.
Instead, his later “Son of Man” reference suggests a relation with 2nd temple period
literature.
163. The Mari Letters (ca. 1800 B.C.) give some hint about conditions among travelers
and cities of the time. Some tribal nomadic groups (like Abraham's) were of some wealth
and their chieftains might be powerful men. When they trekked from one place to another
their passage was marked and carefully reported to the local monarch. [Matthews, 1978.]
Traveling in the ANE was an often dangerous and definitely unpleasant experience. One
could move 17 to 20 miles a day if necessary. A single man might move considerably
faster with a horse and provisions and driving need, but this was exceptional.
The
hazards of the road included weather, terrain, banditry and predators.
Egyptian
documents of the 10th dynasty tell of roads in the Levant which had to be traversed
single-file, others speak of often having to wade through marshy land, move through
mountains and hills where the path required climbing steep portions on the hands and
knees, drinking water only every few days, with the water being salty or otherwise
contaminated and distasteful. Other sources speak of crossing knife-like ridges, and of
lightning storms so severe that lives were lost. Flash floods were always a hazard and
could be extremely dangerous to the unwary. Nomadic peoples along the roads in
Canaan for example were known to lie in wait for travelers, and the literature of the
period advises strongly against traveling alone or at night. Whole caravans might be
murdered and plundered and we see this reflected in the text of the Book of Abraham
(2:18). The bones of large predators have been found throughout the region where
Abraham would have traveled in Palestine. They include lions and bears.
These
predators were known to take human and domestic animal prey at the time, one Egyptian
document tells of a messenger having clothes torn from him, being mauled by wild
animals and being delirious for days. The prophecies of the OT on valleys being raised
and mountains brought down, rough places made smooth, etc. were to be taken as
wonderful advantages of a new age. Travel in Abraham’s day would be assisted by pack
donkeys. Camels and horses were in use, the Mari letters telling of stables, kit and
chariots of various kinds. Travel to Egypt in the 12th dynasty may have been unwelcome
without something to offer in exchange. The text suggests the need for caution with the
wife-sister episode and the teaching of astronomy/astrology as a hook. [Rainey, 1971;
AEL 1:103f, 154, 188, 2:31, 172, 225, 228, 3:172; ANET 268, 477f; Isa. 40:3-5; Ps
143:10; Pro. 15:19, etc.; 1 Sam. 17:34-36; Barry J. Beitzel, ABD 4:645f; 2Kgs 2:24.]
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TIMES AND SEASONS.
"Truth will prevail."
Vol. III No. 10] CITY OF NAUVOO, ILL. MARCH, 15, 1842 [Whole No. 46
[The second installment given here, except for a small part, is not available in any prepublication manuscript form at present. Perhaps parts of it were translated by Joseph
Smith just shortly before publication (164) . However, material found in this portion of the
Book of Abraham was being taught with some frequency by Joseph Smith by the summer
of 1839 onward. He seems to have considered these matters to be important and did not
wait for the time when he could publish the complete text.]

Further notes on dating the translation and on prepublication efforts.
164. Joseph Smith spoke on some aspects of Abraham and astronomy before the Book of
Abraham was published:
December 16, 1835, Returned home Elder McLellen Elder B. Young
and Elder Jared Carter called and paid me a visit, with which I was
much gratified. I exhibited and explained the Egyptian Records to
them, and explained many things to them concerning the dealings of
God with the ancients and the formation of the planetary System, they
seemed much pleased with the interview. [Jessee, Personal Writings of
Joseph Smith, 105; also PJ under date.]
May 6, 1838 . . . [Joseph was] giving them a history of the Plannets &c.
and of Abrahams writings upon the Plannettary System &c. [PJS,
2:239; PJ under date.]
Joseph Smith visited a branch of the Church in Monmouth County, New Jersey, in late
December 1839 (see HC, 4:49). "The Prophet was then on his [way] to see the President
of the United States," George Woodward related many years later, "to get redress for
grievances of the saints. He was preaching at a meeting upon astronomy and told where
God resided." [St. George Temple Minute Book, p. 45 ( January 11, 1900) Archives,
emphasis added. While in Washington, Joseph Smith again preaches on Book of
Abraham matters, see notes at (3:18); PJ or WJS under date.] The Prophet mentions the
same ideas in a public discourse just before his death in 1844. [See the notes at (3:18).]
Newspapers suggest that Joseph Smith was at least talking about the papyri, if not
working with them in 1840-42. For example the Quincy Whig of Oct. 17, 1840 said
Joseph Smith was showing some of the Egyptian materials and talking about their
relation to Abraham in April of that year.
William Ivins Appleby (from the same journal containing BAms-5, at pages 71, 72)
observed rolls of papyrus which he says contained the writings of Abraham and Joseph.
He states the writings are in Egyptian and “a little Hebrew.” Appleby notes JSP I
(prototype of facsimile 1, see figure 1) and describes a “Priest with a knife in his hand,
standing at the foot, [of the lion couch] with a dove over the person on the Altar . . .”
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Appleby writes excerpts of what appear to be [items similar] to some of the explanations
of facsimile 2/3: “A Celestial globe with the planet Kolob or first creation of the supreme
Being – a planet of light, -- which planet – makes a revolution once in a thousand years, - Also the Lord revealing the Grand key words of the Holy Priesthood, to Adam in the
garden of Eden, as also to Seth, Noah, Mechizedek, Abraham, and to all whom the
Priesthood was revealed.” He continues, “Abraham also in the Court of Pharaoh sitting
upon the King’s throne reasoning upon Astronomy, with a crown upon his head,
representing the Priesthood as emblematical of the grand Presidency of Heaven, the
scepter of Justice and Judgment in his hand. And King Pharaoh, standing behind him,
together with a Prince—a principal waiter, and a black slave of the King.” This dates the
explanations of facsimiles 2 and 3 to before 1839 and if translation “work records” are
complete, to 1835.
Wilford Woodruff mentions several experiences which either directly speak of the
translation effort or principles taught as a result of it. He also indicates that the translation
was assisted by what he calls the Urim and Thummim (probably a reference to one of
Joseph Smith's seer stones, see note 179). The March 1 journal entry quoted below might
make it seem that portions of chapter 3 were just being translated. However we have
already outlined significant evidence which suggests that the text was available much
earlier, some of which is:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The remarks by Anson Call concerning a long translation available by 1838.
The mention of "Colub" [Kolob] by Wilford Woodruff in his diary, January
1837. See also notes 195, 223.
Scriptory book references to Abrahamic astronomy in 1838.
Sermon references in 1839 onward to chapter 3 topics.
The lack of apparent translation effort after late 1835 until just before
publication.

Kolob is mentioned with special significance by Woodruff in January 1837, showing that
it was probably not driven by a knowledge of what is in the KEP (see Appendix V) but
instead the text of chapter 3. [See Crawley, 1997, 14.] What was the object of this later
translation effort? Possibly the facsimiles, or perhaps portions of the earlier mss were
lost or stolen. There was certainly precedent for that. In fact the stealing of Church
related mss by bitter former members was not an unknown practice- Simonds Ryder,
some Whitmer family members and others took or tried to take various documents. With
the moves and persecutions of Joseph Smith it is not out of the question that mss were
partially destroyed or lost. BAms-4 is incomplete for example. Joseph may also have
been cleaning up the previous manuscript, extending it with Hebrew annotation, etc.
(Dec 27, 1841) "The Twelve or a part of them spent the day with Joseph the Seer & he
unfolded unto them many glorious things of the kingdom of God the privileges &
blessings of the priesthood &c. I had the .privilege of seeing for the first time in my day
the URIM & THUMMIM." [Capitalization in the original.]
(February 19, 1842) The Lord is blessing Joseph with power to reveal
the mysteries of the kingdom of God; to translate through the Urim and
Thummim ancient records and hieroglyphics old as Abraham or Adam
which caused our hearts to burn within us while we behold their
glorious truths opened unto us Joseph the Seer has presented us some
of the Book of Abraham which was written by his own hand but hid
from the knowledge of man for the last four thousand years but has
now come to light through the mercy of God. Joseph has had these
records in his possession for several years but has never presented them
before the world in the English language until now, but he is now about
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to publish it to the world or parts of it by publishing it in the Times &
Seasons for Joseph the Seer is now the Editor of that paper and Elder
Taylor assists him in writing while it has fallen to my lot to take charge
of the Business part of the establishment. I have had the privilege this
day of assisting in setting TIPE [sic] for printing the first peace [sic] of
the Book of Abraham that is to be presented to the inhabitants of the
EARTH in the LAST DAYS. [Journal of Wilford Woodruff under the
preceding two dates, Archives.]
Note Woodruff's clear reference to Joseph Smith using the “Urim and Thummim” or a
seer stone in the translation. Compare also Lucy Mack Smith’s 1846 recitation. [‘M’,
1846; note 34.] Parley P. Pratt, at the printing of MS-1 states "The Pearl of Great Price
(perhaps where F. D. Richards got the term for his 1851 compilation) and proves to be a
record written partly by the father of the faithful, Abraham, and finished by Joseph when
in Egypt." [MS 3:47; Appendix IV.] His brother Orson Pratt shared this view of
translation: "The Prophet translated the part of these writings which, as I have said is
contained in the Pearl of Great Price, and known as the Book of Abraham. Thus you see
one of the first gifts bestowed by the Lord for the benefit of His people, was that of
revelation-the gift to translate, by the aid of the Urim and Thummim, the gift of bringing
to light old and ancient records." [JD 20:65]
Joseph Smith's journal [kept by Willard Richards at this time] records that on February
23, 1842, he "gave R. Hadlock [Reuben Hedlock] instructions concerning the cut for the
altar & Gods [Facsimile No. 1. It is published with first installment. Facsimile No. 2
April 1, 1842 as a fold-out insert, and Facsimile No. 3 appears two months later in the
May 16 issue (vol. 3, no. 14).] in the Records of Abraham. as designed for the Times and
Seasons." Then on March 1, 1842, Joseph was "correcting the first plate or cut. of the
Records of father Abraham. prepared by Reuben Hadlock [Hedlock] for the Times &
Seasons. and in council in his office in the P.M. and in the evening with the Twelve &
their wives at Elder Woodruff's.- where he explained many important principles in
relation to progressive improvement. in the scale of inteligent existence." [Emphasis
added; see (3:19) and notes there; PJS 2:363-4.] Finally, just before the first installment
is published the journal reads, "Read the Proof [a copy of the typeset text made for
examination and correction] as Editor for the First time, No. 9 -Vol 3d in which is the
commencement of the Book of Abraham." [PJS 2:364.] He and Reuben Hedlock
worked on the other facsimiles, preparing the plates for the second installment on March
4, 1842. Joseph's journal says: "Exhibeting the Book of Abraham, in the original, To
Bro Reuben Hadlock [Hedlock]. so that he might take the size of the several plates or
cuts. & prepare the blocks for the Times & Seasons. & also gave instruction concerning
the arrangement of the writing on the Large cut. illustrating the principles of Astronomy.
(in his office) with other general business." [PJS 2:366.] The facsimiles were sized
precisely as the originals.
In preparation for the second installment of the Book of Abraham, we see that he is
involved in translation again:
March, 1842 ... Tuesday, 8.--Commenced Translating from the Book of
Abraham for the 10 No. of the Times and Seasons and [Joseph Smith]
was engaged at his office day & evening.
Wednesday, 9.--Examining copy for the Times & Seasons, presented
by [John] Taylor and [John C.] Bennet, and a variety of other business
in the President's office, in the morning; in the afternoon continued the
translation of the Book of Abraham, called at Bishop [Vinson] Knight's
and Mr. Davis', with the recorder, and continued translating and
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revising, and reading letters in the evening, Sister Emma being present
in the office. [PJS, 2:367. Emphasis added.] A letter composed on the
same day to Edward Hunter says, "I am now very busily engaged in
translating, and therefore cannot give as much time to public matters as
I could wish," [letter in handwriting of William Law, Joseph Smith
papers, LDS Archives, published in PWJS and HC 4:549.]
Woodruff remarks on the printing of the second installment of the Book of Abraham and
makes reference to the text and apparently to Facsimile No. 2:
Spent the day in the printing office. We struck off about 500 No. of the
10th No. 3 Vol. of Times and Seasons which contained the portion of
the Book of Abraham that gave his account of Kolob, Oliblish, God
sitting upon his Throne. The earth, other planets and many great and
glorious things as revealed to Abraham through the power of the
priesthood. The truths of the Book of Abraham are truly edifying, great
and glorious which are among the rich treasures that are revealed unto
us in the last days. [Journal of Wilford Woodruff, March 19, 1842,
Archives; see TS-1 in Manuscript naming section.]
This suggests that Joseph was doing active work with papyri, and not pulling text from
thin air, whatever may have taken place in Kirtland. BAms-5 suggests that he may have
been working on the latter part of TS-1 rather than facsimile explanations. Since the
Smith diary mentions “revising,” according to Richards, perhaps part of the work
involved working with earlier manuscripts, but evidently not BAmss-1/2/3. See note
125.

The Book of Abraham.
The Lord Appears
14. (2:19) (165) And the Lord appeared unto me in answer to my prayers (166) , and said
unto me, unto thy seed will I give this land. (2:20) (167) And I, Abraham, arose from the
place of the Altar which I had built unto the Lord, and removed from thence unto a
mountain on the east of Bethel (168) , and pitched my tent there; Bethel on the West, and
Hai (169) on the East; and there I built another altar unto the Lord (170) , and called again
upon the name of the Lord.

Notes on Verses (2:19) to (2:20)
165. Gen 12:7 And the LORD appeared unto Abram, and said, Unto thy seed will I give
this land: and there builded he an altar unto the LORD, who appeared unto him.
BAms1/2/3 do not go beyond (2:18).
166. Abraham makes a point of the fact that he prayed and the appearance of God was a
result of this action. The parallels with Joseph Smith are obvious.
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167. Gen 12:8 And he removed from thence unto a mountain on the east of Bethel, and
pitched his tent, having Bethel on the west, and Hai on the east: and there he builded an
altar unto the LORD, and called upon the name of the LORD.
168. Bethel. This Hebrew word means house of God. The place is about 10 miles north of
Jerusalem. The Bible names two different locations as Bethel (the second, not Abraham's
Bethel, is named in 1 Sam. 30:27). It has been suggested that the name first referred to a
sacred place and later came to mean the nearby village. [H. Brodsky, ABD 1:710]
Previous to this experience, Abraham refers to himself as Abram in the present record.
The name change is curious and unexplained. When the Book of Abraham was published
in England for the first time (July - August 1842) Parley P. Pratt changed all occurrences
of Abram to Abraham. This has been maintained in all subsequent editions.
169. A Hebrew name, meaning the heap of ruins. Usually written as Ai. Several
settlements have been identified at the location. The site was an abandoned ruin from
about 2,400 B.C. to 1,200 B.C. (And so during the time of Abraham.)
170. Whatever the practical considerations involved in this move, the position of
Abraham's camp is certainly symbolic: Heaven on the west (conforming to Egyptian
ideas) and ruin (the world?) on the east, Abraham a pilgrim in the middle.

The Lord Tells Abraham to Claim Sarai as His Sister
15. (2:21) (171) And I, Abraham, journeyed, going on still towards the South; and there
was a continuation of a famine in the Land (172) , and I Abraham concluded to go down
into Egypt (173) , to sojourn there, for the famine became very grievious [sic]. (2:22) (174)
And it came to pass when I was come near to enter into Egypt, the Lord said unto me (175)
, behold, Sarai (176) , thy wife, is a very fair woman to look upon, (2:23) (177) therefore it
shall come to pass when the Egyptians shall see her, they will say she is his wife; and
they will kill you, but they will save her alive; therefore see that ye do on this
wise,(2:24) let her say unto the Egyptians, she is thy sister, and thy soul shall live. (2:25)
And it came to pass that I, Abraham, told Sarai, my wife, all that the Lord had said unto
me; therefore say (178) unto them, I pray thee, thou art my sister, that it may be well with
me for thy sake, and my soul shall live because of thee.

Notes on Verses (2:21) to (2:25)
171. Gen 12:9 And Abram journeyed, going on still toward the south.
Gen 12:10 And there was a famine in the land: and Abram went down into Egypt to
sojourn there; for the famine was grievous in the land.
172. The DSS Genesis Apocryphon indicates Abraham stayed here two years. Père de
Vaux, [p. 316] indicates that Egyptian records show Abraham-like companies entered
Egypt at this period because of famine. See also Kitchen 2003, 318-9.
173. The periodic flooding of the Nile generally guaranteed that Egypt would have a
harvest. While not completely free from the threat of famine [Gen. 41:27] Egypt often
had food when others did not. The connection of the Patriarch's family with Egypt was to
be an ongoing one. Not only because of Joseph and then Moses; Hugh Nibley and others
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have found a strong Egyptian tradition in the Book of Mormon peoples. [Sorenson, 1977]
For more on the journey into Egypt see ANP, 175ff.
Specific archaeological evidence for this particular journey is, unsurprisingly, absent.
However, recent discoveries indicate that strong Canaanite influence existed in Northern
Egypt during the 12th dynasty. [Kitchen 2003, 636.] The existence of Canaanite colonies
in Egypt during this period suggests that the connections Abraham claims for the
"Chaldeans" and the Egyptians and the notion of entering Egypt during the famine period
are not so outlandish as some Book of Abraham critics would claim. This substantial
presence of Canaanite peoples in Egypt during the Abrahamic period supports the
account we have in the Book of Abraham. Even those scholars who subscribe to the
notion of the non-historicity of the biblical accounts of the Patriarchs and the Exodus
point out that such connections existed. See for example, William G. Dever,
"Archaeology and the Israelite `Conquest'," ABD 3:546. Breaking camp and migrating
for food was the practice of those within reach of Egypt with such frequency that a wall
was constructed to control this influx of nomads. [ANET, 446.]
“grievious” is grievous in BAms-6.
174. Gen 12:11 And it came to pass, when he was come near to enter into Egypt, that he
said unto Sarai his wife, Behold now, I know that thou art a fair woman to look upon:
175. This is significantly different from the biblical text; the Bible makes no mention of
this revelation. The DSS Genesis Apocryphon (discovered in 1950 but far older than any
canonical manuscript) gives this rendition of the experience:
"And I (Abraham) departed . . . and I travelled towards the south . . . until I came to
Hebron [at the time when Hebron] was being built; and I dwelt there [two years]. Now
there was famine in all this land, and hearing that there was prosperity in Egypt I went . .
. to the land of Egypt . . . I [came to] the river Karmon, one of the branches of the River
(Nile) . . . and I crossed the seven branches of the River . . . We passed through our land
and entered the land of the sons of Ham, the land of Egypt.
And on the night of our entry into Egypt, I, Abram, dreamt a dream; [and behold], I saw
in my dream a cedar tree and a palm tree . . . men came and they sought to cut down the
cedar tree and to pull up its roots, leaving the palm tree (standing) alone. But the palm
tree cried out saying, `Do not cut down this cedar tree, for cursed be he who shall fell
[it].' And the cedar tree was spared because of the palm tree and [was] not felled. And
during the night I woke from my dream, and I said to Sarai my wife, `I have dreamt a
dream . . . [and I am] fearful because of this dream.' She said to me, `Tell me your dream
that I may know it.' So I began to tell her this dream . . . [the interpretation] of the dream .
. . '. . . that they will seek to kill me, but will spare you . . . [Say to them] of me, he is my
brother, and because of you I shall live, and because of you my life shall be saved . . .'
And Sarai wept that night on account of my words . . . Then we journeyed towards Zoan.
. . . " [Vermes, 1987; see Appendix III.]
Biblical commentators have often criticized Abraham for his actions here, referring to
them as cowardly, exhibiting a lack of faith in the Almighty, etc. [For example, see
Dummelow, 1936, 21; cf. Mackay, 429f; also Lane, 2005, 187. See Mackay's parallel
accounts of the Book of Abraham with other sources.] The Book of Abraham however
assures us that he was acting under the direction of God. Many sources unknown to
Joseph Smith tell the same version of the story: TELA, 546. Here we see once again a
more subtle reference to the sacrifice motif, lion-couch and all. This time, the sacrifice is
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a dual one, Abraham must sacrifice his wife; Sarah goes upon the altar to give either her
life, or her virtue. The Genesis Apocryphon goes on to relate that Sarai is taken to the
bed-chamber of Pharaoh, the bed of Pharaoh being the now familiar lion-couch.
[ANP,175-84] Abraham and Sarai pray for the intervention of God which comes as a
curse upon Pharaoh [he is made impotent when he attempts to come near Sarai, his other
wives no longer bear children, etc.] until Abraham is called in and by the request of
Pharaoh, lays hands upon him and Pharaoh is healed from his afflictions. Abraham is
sent to teach the wise men of Egypt and because he is clearly superior to Pharaoh himself
in knowledge and power with God, Pharaoh gives him princely gifts and sends him away
so that the Egyptians won't compare him to the king. One very old (5th dynasty)
Egyptian writing, Utterance 317 from the pyramid texts states "[The Pharaoh] arises as
Sobk [the crocodile deity] [The Pharaoh] is lord . . . who takes wives from their husbands
whenever [he] wishes." [AEL, 1:40]
A similar episode is acted out with Isaac and Rebekah in Gen. 26. While some scholars
suggest that Isaac's version is just a retelling of the same tradition, it is also possible that
to receive the same blessings with Abraham, Isaac and Rebekah underwent AbrahamSarah-like testing. [Kitchen 2003, 323-4.]
Some have wondered at the possibility that God would order such deception (although
the evidence shows that strictly speaking, Abraham identifies Sarah as his sister with
some justification). Joseph Smith, in a letter dictated to Willard Richards (dictated about
mid April 1842 to be delivered to Nancy Rigdon, as a partial explanation of plural
marriage- the date in Teachings of the Prophet Joseph Smith [page 255] and History of
the Church is incorrect) offers Joseph Smith’s views on the dealings of the Divine with
mortals:
Happiness is the object and design of our existence; and will be the end
thereof, if we pursue the path that leads to it; and this path is virtue,
uprightness, faithfulness, holiness, and keeping all the commandments
of God. But we cannot keep all the commandments without first
knowing them, and we cannot expect to know all, or more than we now
know unless we comply with or keep those we have already received.
That which is wrong under one circumstance, may be, and often is,
right under another.
God said, "Thou shalt not kill;" at another time He said, "Thou shalt
utterly destroy." This is the principle on which the government of
heaven is conducted -- by revelation adapted to the circumstances in
which the children of the kingdom are placed. Whatever God requires
is right, no matter what it is, although we may not see the reason
thereof till long after the events transpire. If we seek first the kingdom
of God, all good things will be added. So with Solomon: first he asked
wisdom, and God gave it him, and with it every desire of his heart,
even things which might be considered abominable to all who
understand the order of heaven only in part, but which in reality were
right because God gave and sanctioned by special revelation.
A parent may whip a child, and justly, too, because he stole an apple;
whereas if the child had asked for the apple, and the parent had given it,
the child would have eaten it with a better appetite; there would have
been no stripes; all the pleasure of the apple would have been secured,
all the misery of stealing lost.
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This principle will justly apply to all of God's dealings with His
children. Everything that God gives us is lawful and right; and it is
proper that we should enjoy His gifts and blessings whenever and
wherever He is disposed to bestow; but if we should seize upon those
same blessings and enjoyments without law, without revelation,
without commandment, those blessings and enjoyments would prove
cursings and vexations in the end, and we should have to lie down in
sorrow and wailings of everlasting regret. But in obedience there is joy
and peace unspotted, unalloyed; and as God has designed our happiness
--and the happiness of all His creatures, he never has -- He never will
institute an ordinance or give a commandment to His people that is not
calculated in its nature to promote that happiness which He has
designed, and which will not end in the greatest amount of good and
glory to those who become the recipients of his law and ordinances.
176. Note that the text still refers to Abraham's wife by the name Sarai not Sarah. The
meaning of the name Sarai is uncertain. Some scholars believe it means princess. Others
have suggested that it means contentions. Comparison with the name of the (other)
daughter of Haran is instructive. [See notes at (2:2) concerning the traditional meanings
of the names Sarai and Sarah.]
177. Gen 12:12 Therefore it shall come to pass, when the Egyptians shall see thee, that
they shall say, This is his wife: and they will kill me, but they will save thee alive.
178. Gen 12:13 Say, I pray thee, thou art my sister: that it may be well with me for thy
sake; and my soul shall live because of thee.

Urim and Thummim – Astronomy - Kolob - Organization of The Heavens
16. (3:1) And I, Abraham, had the Urim and Thummim (179) , which the Lord my God
had given unto me, in Ur of the Chaldees; (3:2) and I saw the stars (180) also that they
were very great, and that one of them was nearest unto the throne of God; and there were
many (181) great ones, which were near unto it; (3:3) and the Lord said unto me, these are
the governing ones; and the name of the great one is Kolob (182) , because it is near unto
me: for I am the Lord thy God, I have set this one to govern all those which belong to the
same order of that upon which thou standest. (3:4) And the Lord said unto me, by the
Urim and Thummim, that Kolob was after the manner of the Lord, according to its times
and seasons in the Revolutions thereof, that one revolution (183) was a day unto the Lord,
after his manner of reckoning (184) , it being one thousand years according to the time
appointed unto that where on thou standest; this is the reckoning of the Lord's time (185) ,
according to the reckoning of Kolob.
17. (3:5) And the Lord said unto me, the planet, which is the lesser light, lesser than that
which is to rule the day, even the night, is above, or greater than that upon which thou
standest, in point of reckoning, for it moveth in order more slow: this is in order, because
it standeth above the earth upon which thou standest, therefore, the reckoning of its time
is not so many as to its number of days, and of months, and of years. (3:6) And the Lord
said unto me, now, Abraham, these two facts exist, behold thine eyes seeth it; it is given
unto thee to know the times of reckoning, and the set times, yea the set time of the earth
upon which thou standest, and the set time of the greater light, which is set to rule the
day, and the set time of the lesser light, which is set to rule the night.
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Notes on Verse (3:1) to (3:6)
179. I, Abraham, had the Urim and Thummim. Joseph Fielding Smith stated that he
believed the Urim and Thummim had by Abraham to be different from that possessed by
the Nephites at least from Mosiah onward. The brother of Jared also possessed an
instrument ("interpreters") which may be the one Joseph Smith used. [See Smith, 1957,
1:159; Sperry, 1967, chapter 3; TELA, 544; note 164.]
The words "Urim and Thummim" found in LDS texts prior to 1833 is probably not
original. The instruments delivered with the golden plates were originally called the
"interpreters" as they are in the text of the Book of Mormon where "Urim and Thummim"
is never used. The term came into use in Kirtland, perhaps at the suggestion of W. W.
Phelps. [See his speculation in Evening and Morning Star, January, 1833 issue.]
Eventually the name became attached to the “interpreters” and also to the "seer stones"
used by Joseph Smith. The term was inserted later into early revelations (at the time of
publication) as a name for the translating tools used by Joseph Smith. When he began his
1839 history effort, Joseph used the term in the same way, hence it appears in his history
as though the name was used from the earliest era of his experiences. In earlier histories
and mss of revelations, the name is not used.
Whether Joseph Smith used an instrument such as the Urim and Thummim in the
translation of the Book of Abraham is not known, although there is evidence that this was
the case (see the Woodruff journal entry above for example: note 164, also Coray letter
and ‘M’s account.). As far as is known Joseph Smith never left a record concerning the
operation of the Urim and Thummim. On the contrary, in reference to the translation of
the Book of Mormon he said that it was never intended that this means of translation
should be fully explained to the world. [Far West Record, 16.] Explanations offered
among Jewish and Christian exegetes for the operation of the biblical Urim and
Thummim vary widely, see further in this note. One LDS interpretation of the use of this
device in the translation of the Book of Mormon, is found in Skousen, 1990, 41-69.
Heber C. Kimball, speaking of an experience while a missionary in England made this
comment concerning the operation of the Urim and Thummim:
When I recovered I sat upon the bed thinking and reflecting upon what
had past, and all at once my vision was opened, and the walls of the
building were no obstruction to my seeing, for I saw nothing but the
visions that presented themselves. Why did not the walls obstruct my
view? Because my spirit could look through the walls of that house, for
I looked with that . . . power, with which angels look; and as God sees
all things, so were invisible things brought before me, as the Lord
would bring things before Joseph in the Urim and Thummim. It was
upon that principle that the Lord showed things to the Prophet Joseph.
[Heber C. Kimball, June 29, 1856, JD 4:2]
Whatever the explanation, it must be admitted that translation by means of a Urim and
Thummim is altogether different than poring over a dictionary with manuscript in hand.
Elder B. H. Roberts offered the following (hotly debated at the time) opinion concerning
the use of the Urim and Thummim or seer stones:
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Evidently these conspirators [those who stole the first 116 manuscript
pages of the Book of Mormon translation] acted upon the supposition
that because the Prophet professed to translate by means of Urim and
Thummim under the inspiration of God, that the work of translation
was automatic, a purely mechanical process, that would not allow of
even verbal variations in the retranslation of a given passage. This
introduces one of the questions respecting the Book of Mormon which
has been much debated . . . translation by means of Urim and
Thummim, under the inspiration of God, is not the automatic,
mechanical thing it is supposed to be, but on the contrary that method
of translation would be as liable to verbal variation
. . .the Prophet Joseph Smith looked into the Interpreters (or Seer
Stone), saw there by the power of God and the gift of God to him, the
ancient Nephite characters, and by bending every power of his mind to
know the meaning thereof, the interpretation wrought out in his mind
by this effort--"by studying it out in his mind," to use the phrase of the
revelation . . . was reflected in the sacred instruments, there to remain
until correctly written by the scribe.
There can be no doubt, either, that the interpretation thus obtained was
expressed in such language as the Prophet could command, in such
phraseology as he was master of and common to the time and locality
where he lived; modified, of course, by the application of that
phraseology to facts and ideas new to him in many respects, and above
the ordinary level of the Prophet's thoughts and language, because of
the inspiration of God that was upon him. This view of the translation
of the Nephite record accounts for the fact that the Book of Mormon,
though a translation of an ancient record, is, nevertheless, given in
English idiom of the period and locality in which the Prophet lived; and
in the faulty English, moreover, both as to composition, phraseology,
and grammar, of a person of Joseph Smith's limited education; and also
accounts for the general sameness of phraseology and literary style
which runs through the whole translated volume. [CHC 1:114, 1:1323]
Recently, opinion has shifted back toward a more strict operation, with a translation
actually appearing in the stone(s). Lucy Mack Smith apparently suggested that this was
operative in the Book of Abraham translation. [See ‘M’ 1846.] For some discussion of
sources of information on Joseph Smith's use of the Urim and Thummim see, Ricks,
1984. Note that Abraham was given this “Urim and Thummim” in Ur. Hence he has
been in possession of it during virtually the entire narrative period. The text offers no
explanation of what the identity or precise function may have been for this object or
objects.
By the time of the publication of the Book of Abraham, “Urim and Thummim” was the
reference point for the Book of Mormon translation tool provided with the golden plates.
Ancient commentators were puzzled by the term and explanations varied from a stone or
stones, a diamond-like stone, a bone or bones, a casting tool-something like dice (used as
an oracle), the stones on the front of the priestly vestments used in the tabernacle in the
wilderness, a reference to some kind of spiritual presence in the vestments, others that it
was a spiritual “enhancement” device, even an object emitting a special light, and so on.
[See Van Dam, 1986.] The situation among the Mormons is nearly as difficult in terms
of having a single coherent explanation. The “operation” of the Urim and Thummim
remains shrouded in mystery. It may have operated in different ways under differing
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circumstances. The comments in the text following the announcement of Abraham that
he has the Urim and Thummim suggest that he saw astronomical objects in the device,
however, see note 190.
Finally, a number of Christian writers have noted in Urim and Thummim a similar
meaning to the title “το Αλφα και το Ω” “Alpha and Omega” used in Rev. 1:8, 21:6,
22:13, representing the first and last letters of the Greek alphabet. The name is clarified
in Rev. 21:6 as meaning the beginning and the end.
The connection to Urim and
Thummim is found in the Hebrew spelling of ha urim veha tummim. The first and last
letters of the Hebrew alphabet are aleph and tav which (without the article) are the first
two letters of Urim and Thummim respectively in Hebrew. [Isa. 44:6; Moses 1:6.]
180. Ancient documents mention that Abraham studied the stars. For example, in the
Liber Antiquitatum Biblicarum 18.5 the Lord is quoted as saying, " . . . I spoke to
Abraham in a vision saying, your seed shall be as the stars of heaven, when I raised him
up above the firmament and showed him all the orderings of the stars . . ." and a number
of sources speak of this as taking place "secretly, at night." (and so see (3:14))
Josephus, quoting an earlier source, says ". . . our father Abram . . . `was among the
Chaldeans a man righteous and great, and skilful in the celestial science.'" [Josephus,
Antiquities 1:7, emphasis added.]
The study of the night sky was important to Abraham according to Jubilees 12:16-7:
"And in the sixth week, in the fifth year thereof, Abram sat up throughout the night on the
new moon of the seventh month to observe the stars from the evening to the morning, in
order to see what would be the character of the year with regard to the rains, and he was
alone as he sat and observed. And a word came into his heart and he said: `All the signs
of the stars, and the signs of the moon and of the sun are all in the hand of the Lord.'"
The Apocalypse of Abraham tells of a journey Abraham takes among the stars.
TELA, 544 for more sources; also Nibley, 1981.]

[See

In extra-canonical literature, Abraham shows up as a kind of copy of Enoch, who is also
among other things a student of the stars. Enoch literature was large and influential at
the time of Jesus. The Enoch texts which survive (Enoch 1, 2, 3) would not be taken
seriously by Christians after the 4th century, but they were part of the background of NT
writers who quoted them extensively. Like Abraham, Enoch literature portrays him as a
type of the Messiah with angelic authority outside of this world. The angel Uriel reveals
to Enoch the laws governing the heavenly bodies. Like Abraham, Enoch was a wise
man, expert in many disciplines. Knowing the movements of the heavenly bodies
allowed computations for an accurate calendar, a very important issue for Israel with its
many feast-days and other calendar regulated events. Both Enoch and Abraham were
known in the literature prior to and at the time of Jesus as great astronomers, familiar
with the heavens and able to use that information to understand future events
(astrological prediction/prophecy). [Barker, 1988; also note 201.] The Joseph Smith
Enoch texts describe Enoch as a great seer, suggesting another possible link with
Abraham: Urim and Thummim. Looking forward, we see that Joseph Smith himself fits
rather well into this Enoch-Abraham world. Hugh Nibley writes:
We mention Enoch here because in the newly discovered and oldest
known Enoch texts, from Qumran, we are told how Enoch after going
to heaven and being instructed by the angels "came back on to the earth
amongst the sons of men and he witnessed against all of them...and he
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described all", including "the sky and the paths of its hosts and the
months...so that the [just?] do not go astray... " Accordingly we find
the Enoch texts illustrated by early maps of the cosmos, including the
habitable world, and the starry heavens beyond with various regions of
both duly designated--"the great darkness," "the pillars of the heavens,"
"the limits of the heavens," all in great circles among which are
sometimes groups of stars and maps of the Near East; one very good
map shows the whole region from Italy to the Persian Gulf in the
center of the big circle. It was "As a redivivus on leave from his
sojourn in Paradise, that the patriarch Enoch draws up in writing his
scientific and religious teachings..." according to Milik, which makes
him Abraham's predecessor in the chart drawing business. And as
Abraham followed Enoch so Moses according to the Pearl of Great
Price follows Abraham. For Moses also when on a mountain despaired
of his life under the blows of the Adversary and being at the point of
death "lifted his eyes unto heaven, being filled with the Holy
Ghost...and calling upon the name of God he beheld his glory again
(Mos. 1:24-25).
But it doesn't stop there. having been carried back to heaven by the
Dove = Holy Ghost, he is given a view of the cosmos: "And...as the
voice was still speaking, Moses cast his eyes and beheld the earth, yea
even all of it... discerning it by the Spirit of God. And he beheld also
the inhabitants thereof... And he beheld many lands, and...there were
inhabitants on the face thereof... And the Lord God said unto
Moses...The heavens they are many...but they are numbered unto me,
for they are mine...And now Moses my son, I will speak unto thee
concerning this earth upon which thou standest, and thou shalt write the
things which I shall speak." (Mos. 1:27). Thus the Moses scenario
repeats the Enoch story and the Abraham story, and Facsimile No. 2 is
a perfect illustration to go with all of them. Let us remember,
incidentally, that this Book of Moses was written in 1830, long before
anyone heard of the Joseph Smith Papyri or the Book of Abraham, to
say nothing of the Apocalypse and Testament of Abraham.
181. Abraham sees many great ones. Only a few are named in the text. The text structure
seems to suggest that the vision of the stars is an analogue of his experience of seeing
preexistent beings later. See Appendix II.
182. The name Kolob may be a phonetic representation based on the Arabic root qlb
which can mean heart, middle, or center. [Rhodes, 1994, 8.] Perhaps a more likely name
may be related to the Hebrew Keleb [Ex. 11:7] "dog" while similar roots "klb" occur in
several ancient languages (Ugritic, Akkadian, etc.), connected to Sirius (the dog star) or
Regulus in Arabic. [Gordon, 1947, 3:238; Wehr, 1976, 836; CAD 8:69.]
Although the statements might be interpreted in different ways, it appears that Abraham
is being given at least some global information concerning the organization of the
heavens. This is in seeming contrast to Joseph Smith’s Moses text when Moses requests
an explanation of the heavens [Moses 1:7-8, 36]. However, the Abraham text suggests
that the "Patriarchs" had similar information (1:31). After the theophany of Moses
(Moses 1: 1-9), Satan comes to him to impersonate God. The Book of Abraham gives no
similar experience for Abraham (however the devil apparently does make an appearance
in the narrative (3:27-28)), but it is interesting to note that extra-canonical sources say
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that during the attempted sacrifice of Abraham (as found in Abr. 1), a false angel appears,
offering to help Abraham in exchange for his devotion to Satan's protégé, Pharaoh (or
"Nimrod" as many accounts have it). [ANP, 123-6; compare TELA, 539-40.]
183. Possibly rotation about a diametrical axis is meant.
184. Calculation or measurement (of relative time units).
185. This is a rather extraordinary statement. It suggests that God does live in a time
domain as opposed to the supratemporal existence of the creeds. [See D&C 130:9 and
notes at (3:9).] This helps us to interpret various passages found elsewhere in scripture,
for example "all things are present with me, for I know them all" [Moses 1:6, 35; 1 Ne
9:6]. God moves in space (as He did in the Garden of Eden and when He visited Joseph
Smith) and so lives in time. Time passes for God (3:9). This has some implications
about the nature of the universe. We experience or at least interpret our experience at the
level of perception afforded by the unaided senses as implying that time is linear in
nature. While it is difficult to relate the mathematical language of theoretical physics to
the "common sense" notion of time, it is generally understood that common ideas about
time do not reflect "ultimate reality" either in the sense of the very small subatomic level
or the very large cosmological level of the physical universe.
Some models of the universe admit curved space-times which imply a bounded cosmos
without a boundary in four dimensions (the common example of such a geometric object
in three dimensional space is the surface of a sphere). Quantum mechanics admits
strange situations at the subatomic level where effects can "precede" their causes. Time in
a metaphysical sense is not necessarily effected by such considerations however. A
popular interpretation of modern physics as it applies to the present discussion is found in
Hawking, 1988.
The heat-death of, or the collapse of the universe into a singularity does not threaten the
existence of God - even though he does not live in the Greek eternal - our thinking about
the physical universe should not obscure the well established LDS doctrine of the "dual"
world of spirits and spirit substance. It is "matter" (D&C 131:7-8) but invisible to the
human without divine aid it seems. The laws which govern this "complete" universe are
not at all well understood (by humans), and seem to be effectively concealed from
scientific investigation, but it is clearly possible to use such information (about this other
"dimension") to manipulate matter in ways unexplainable (and possibly untraceable) by
the methods of modern science. In any case, the Book of Abraham puts an interesting
"spin" on both the ideas of physics and classical theology. [See notes at gnolaum (3:18)
for more explanation and discussion. Also notes at (5.1).]
On verse 17 (3:5) see note 188.
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More on the Measurement of Time - More on Ordering of The Heavens - Throne of God
18. (3:7) Now the set time of the lesser light, is a longer time as to its reckoning, than the
reckoning of the time of the earth upon which thou standest; (3:8) and where these two
facts exist, there shall be another fact above them (186) , that is, there shall be another
planet whose reckoning of time shall be longer still (187) ; (3:9) and thus there shall be the
reckoning of the time of one planet above another, until thou come nigh unto Kolob,
which Kolob, is after the reckoning of the Lord's time; which, Kolob, is set nigh unto the
throne of God, to govern all those planets which belong to the same order of that upon
which thou standest (188) . (3:10) And it is given unto thee, to know the set time of all the
stars, that are set to give light (189) , until thou come near unto the throne of God.

Notes on Verses (3:7) to (3:10)
186. The Lord reasons with Abraham teaching a kind of inductive logic: in a given class
of objects, the observation of differential magnitude among two such objects implies the
possible existence of a third object exceeding in magnitude the first two. This abstract
version occurs in verse (3:16). The introduction These two facts exist indicates an
application of the principle. The principle is applied again in (3:17), (3:18) and (3:19).
See the notes at these verses as well for a further extension of this principle.
187. William Clayton records:
In answer to a question which I [William Clayton] proposed to him as
follows, 'Is not the reckoning of gods time, angels time, prophets time
& mans time according to the planet on which they reside he answered
yes "But there is no angel ministers to this earth only what either does
belong or has belonged to this earth and the angels do not reside on a
planet like our earth but they dwell with God and the planet where he
dwells is like crystal, and like a sea of glass before the throne. This is
the great Urim & Thummim whereon all things are manifest both
things past, present & future and are continually before the Lord. The
Urim and Thummim is a small representation of this globe. The earth
when it it purified will be made like unto crystal and will be a Urim &
Thummim whereby all things pertaining to an inferior kingdom or all
kingdoms of a lower order will be manifest to those who dwell on it.
and this earth will be with Christ
Then the white stone mentioned in Rev. c 2 v 17 is the Urim &
Thummim whereby all things pertaining to an higher order of
kingdoms even all kingdoms will be made known and a white stone is
given to each of those who come into this celestial kingdom, whereon
is a new name written which no man knoweth save he that receiveth it.
The new name is the key word. [April 2, 1843, Journal of William
Clayton. See PJ under date. Orson Pratt placed excerpts of these
teachings in the Doctrine and Covenants as section 130; emphasis
added; see note 179.]
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188. Kolob governs the planets of the same order as the earth. Exactly in what sense it
governs the earth is not made clear. Perhaps it is the analogue of the heavenly
government which is important here for purposes of dealing with the Egyptians (3:15) (as
in the instance illustrated by Facsimile No. 3). A purposeful parallelism seems at work
here, between the ancient interpretation of the observable universe and the organization
of preexistent man. [See notes at (3:18, 22, 23)]. Some Latter-days Saints believe the
astronomy of chapter 3 should correspond with the modern understanding of cosmology.
Critics of Joseph Smith want chapter 3 to match 19th century astronomical theory.
However the text has distinct parallels to the geocentric ideas of Abraham’s own time.
This not only provides a better fit with the explanation of stellar/planetary operations in
the text, but makes perfect sense when the purpose of the information is considered:
conversation topics with Egyptians. Whatever Abraham passed on, it would have to
correspond to an acceptable perturbation of their conceptual framework [D&C 1:24].
Figure 7 below would be similar to the Egyptian system - it comes from the Medieval
Cosmographia - published in 1539 - the superscription reads essentially that it is a
working model of the universe - and illustrates the celestial levels of governance - as
suggested in the Abrahamic stellar governement. Around the outer edge it reads “Heaven
the firey home of God and all the Elect.” See also Gee, et al. 2005, which argues for a
geocentric setting in several different ways. A different view is taken Rhodes and
Moody, 2005.]
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Figure 7. Geocentric World.
189. D&C 88:42-45:
And again, verily I say unto you, he hath given a law unto all things, by
which they move in their times and seasons;
And their courses are fixed, even the courses of the heavens and the
earth, which comprehend the earth and all the planets.
And they give light to each other in their times and in their seasons, in
their minutes, in their hours, in their days, in their weeks, in their
months, in their years--all these are but one year with God, but not with
man.
The earth rolls upon her wings, and the sun giveth his light by day, and
the moon giveth her light by night, and the stars also give their light, as
they roll upon their wings in their glory, in the midst of the power of
God.
There is some irony in the idea that while the book itself presents a geocentric view,
Joseph Smith himself may have interpreted the text in terms of his own contemporary
science (see note 34) much as some Latter-day Saints now see a modern view.
Curiously, this argues for an authentic text.

The Lord Visits Abraham - Promises Repeated
19. (3:11) Thus I, Abraham, talked with the Lord, face to face (190) , as one man talketh
with another; and he told me of the works which his hands had made; (3:12) and he said
unto me, my son, my son (191) , and his hand was stretched out, behold I will shew you all
these. And he put his hand upon mine eyes (192) , and I saw those things, which his hands
had made, which were many; and they multiplied before mine eyes, and I could not see
(193)
the end thereof: (3:13) and he said unto me this is Shinehah (194) , (which is the sun.)
And he said unto me, Kokob (195) , which is a star. And he said unto me, Olea (196) , which
is the moon. And he said unto me, Kokaubeam (197) , which signifies stars, or all the great
lights, which were in the firmament of heaven. (3:14) (198) And it was in the night time
when the Lord spake these words unto me, I will multiply thee, and thy seed after thee,
like unto these; and if thou canst count the number of sands so shall be the number of thy
seeds (199) .

Notes on Verses (3:11) to (3:14)
190. The statement is interesting in light of the immediately preceding information.
Several explanations are possible.
1.

2.

Abraham is combining two revelatory experiences concerning astronomical
information. "Thus, I Abraham. . ." may simply indicate the joining of two
separate experiences, one involving the Urim and Thummim, the other a
face to face encounter with “the Lord.”
The Lord, while present with Abraham, employs the Urim and Thummim to
give him certain information. This is not without precedent (that is, a Urim
and Thummim object is used to receive information, even while in the
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presence of divine messengers). For example, Joseph Smith records this
experience after the loss of the 116 manuscript pages translated from the
plates of Mormon:
I was walking out a little distance, when, behold, the former
heavenly messenger appeared and handed to me the Urim and
Thummim again - for it had been taken from me in
consequence of me having wearied the Lord in asking for the
privilege of letting Marin Harris take the writings, which he
lost by transgression - and I inquired of the Lord through it,
and obtained the following: (there follows section 3 of the
Doctrine and Covenants.) After I had obtained the above
revelation, both the plates and the Urim and Thummim were
taken from me again; but in a few days they were returned to
me [HC, 1:21-3, emphasis added. Note that this passage was
written in 1838.]
3.

The text represents the joining of two traditions by a redactor(s). Since the
text has clearly passed through hands other than Abraham's, it is not
unreasonable to suppose that editorial functions were exercised. Indeed, one
can see such editorial functions in the various modern editions of the book
both before and after it became part of the Pearl of Great Price. Joseph
Smith, Parley Pratt, Franklin D. Richards, Willard Richards, Orson Pratt,
James E. Talmage and the editorial team for the 1981 edition have all
contributed to the text in minor ways.

191. my son. The language is a repetition of a similar text produced by Smith in 1830.
See Moses 1. The expression suggests that Abraham is redeemed from “the fall” [see the
emphasis on Adam in the opening verses] and brought back into presence of God, also a
theme of Joseph’s earlier Enoch text. In it is contained a hint of those things that will
shortly be shown to Abraham as the prehistory of the plan of salvation is unfolded to him
as well as the nature of the God(head), the nature of man, Abraham in particular, and
even the future state of Abraham himself. [D&C 132:37]
192. Joseph Smith explains the fundamental importance of understanding the nature of
God: "[It is the] first principle of truth to know for a certainty the character of God that
we may converse with him same as a man & God himself the father of us all dwelt on an
Earth same as Jesus himself did. . ." [April 7, 1844, Thomas Bullock report, Archives (see
also Times and Seasons vol. 5, no. 15, August 15, 1844); see PJ or WJS under date.]
For Mormon theology, the question then arises as to who is conversing with Abraham
here. (See Rev. 22:7-9, for precedent for such a question.) While it is impossible to
know with complete surety the answer to this question without further pronouncement,
there is ample evidence to lead us to the conclusion that the consistent answer for modern
Mormons is that a preexistent Christ is the person speaking to Abraham (although other
considerations might suggest a person such as Enoch in the spirit of authority vestment based on other questions about the experience - see further, this note).
In 1916 the First Presidency and the Council of the Twelve of the The Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints issued a doctrinal statement (from a draft submitted by James
E. Talmage) concerning the relationship between the Father and the Son. Various
opinions on the identity of theologically important figures existed among Church
members from 1830 to the time the statement was issued. Some of the recorded
statements of Joseph Smith were not fully trusted (see notes below) and passages of
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scripture seemed contradictory or confusing to some (e.g., Mosiah 15). Additionally,
with the retraction of permission to contract polygamous marriages, various
"undergound" movements had arisen to keep the practice alive. Church leaders initially
were reluctant to take drastic action against such movements. Meanwhile, it seemed
others were vulnerable to these somewhat shadowy polygamy cults (that were now
beginning to become more organized) through their adherence to a web of esoterica like
the now deprecated Adam-God doctrines (see note 263). By 1916 however, it was clear
that in spite of several previous advisory pronouncements, many Latter-day Saints still
had questions. It was felt a statement undercutting cults, and offering a more formal
theology/Christology was necessary. To do this, and provide an authoritative source for
future Church publications, President Joseph F. Smith asked Elder James E. Talmage to
help in resolving the matter and after changing some minor items in the Talmage draft,
the statement was issued over the signatory approval of the First Presidency and the
Twelve. [Clark, 1965-75, 5:26; Anthon H. Lund journal, June 29, 1916.]
The statement, while not having the force of canonical revelation, gives four ways in
which Jesus Christ may be called Father. Undoubtedly, the applicable sense of the term
here is "divine investiture of authority," as Talmage calls it. The statement gave several
reasons why this is the case, but did not give specific passages of scripture where the
personage speaks as the Father, but is really Christ (where the situation is not already
apparent from the context) [Clark, 5:32]. The same message declares, "Jehovah, who is
Jesus Christ the Son of Elohim . . . " specifically naming the Jehovah of the Old
Testament as one in the same with Jesus Christ. [See also D&C 29:1; 38:1-7; 110:3-4,
and also Moses 5:9 (where the “Holy Ghost” speaks as Christ).]
It will be noticed that on two occasions in the Book of Abraham, a divine speaker is
identified as Jehovah. However, the word is not used in the interview in chapter 3 of our
text. The name Jehovah (Yahweh) is a title, and seems an appropriate title for the Father
as well as the Son when the suggested meanings of the name are considered [see notes at
(1:16)]. Under the principle of “divine investiture of authority,” both the Father and the
Son could use this title. The Book of Mormon (Ether 3) has the preexistent Christ saying
"never have I showed myself unto man whom I have created, for never has man believed
in me as thou hast" implying perhaps, that up to that point Christ had always represented
the Father in divine communications to man. Anciently, in post-exile movements and
again in the diaspora it seems that much was submerged about the nature and relationship
of Jehovah and El Elyon in the OT, adding and discarding text to create a fusion of the
“father and the son” gods originally found in the text. However, enough of the ancient
tradition was in effect that the identification of Jesus with Jehovah, by the scribes and
pharasees of Jesus’ time, given his own provocative statements, was natural. “The fusion
of Yahweh and El Elyon led to the widely attested tradition of the two Yahwehs, where
both High God and Angel had the same name. In the Apocalypse of Abraham, the
guardian angel is Jaoel, but this is also one of the names for God. In the song of praise
which Abraham was instructed to sing before the fiery presence of God, among the
names of God are ‘El, El, Jaoel’ (Ap. Abr. 17.13).” [See Barker, 1992, 81f; see also note
241 below; see also Ex. 6:3, JST.]
A similar situation arises in the first chapter of the book of Moses in the Pearl of Great
Price. In addition, Jesus, in a number of passages declares himself to be both "the Father
and the Son," and so may act in both capacities, even at the same time e.g., Ether 3:14.
Beliefs among early Church members regarding such passages are unclear, but probably
led, together with some of Joseph Smith's and Brigham Young’s statements about the
nature of God, to the Godhead controversies that resulted in the 1916 statement
mentioned above. [See journal of Wilford Woodruff, February 14, 1897.] The
uniformity generated by the Talmage document eventually had the effect of cementing
and clarifying the doctrinal background against which Church teaching occurred. It
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clearly marked the boundaries for the faith with prophetic inspiration, about to undergo
explosive expansion in the coming decades.
Hence, for example, it is not contradictory in Latter-day Saint doctrine for Christ to
declare himself as Jehovah, and the sole object of worship in Moses 1:6. [For examples
see also D&C 29:1, 42; 38:1, 4, 16.] In order to make clear how Latter-day Saints should
treat this information in acts of worship, the LDS First Presidency wrote,
It should be remembered that it was Christ before he was in the flesh
who gave the law and the commandments to Moses, and who spoke for
the Father, as He explained to the Nephites when he appeared to them
after his resurrection (3 Nephi 15:5.). He "was in the beginning with
God and was God," according to John 1:1. The Father was represented
by Him and He acted and spoke for the Father, in the creation and from
that time forward in all the divine dispensations. Angels also, under
Him, have been appointed to speak for God, being so authorized and
empowered. (See Ex. 23:20, 21). But the sole object of worship, God
the Eternal Father, stands supreme and alone, and it is in the name of
the Only Begotten that we thus approach Him, as Christ taught always.
[Clark, 4:270, emphasis added.]
Placing the experience of this passage in the Book of Abraham into the context of Joseph
Smith's theological statements presents some intriguing questions. Notice that assuming
the divine personage conversing with Abraham is a “spirit” Christ and puts his hand upon
Abraham's eyes, the provisions of D&C 129 are not technically violated. Moreover, the
words do not require the interpretation that actual contact occurs or was intended. It is
also possible that the person Abraham sees is in fact a translated being with the special
duty to instruct Abraham. D&C 129 records an incident from February 9, 1843, but had
numerous antecedents - for example on June 27, 1839, Joseph Smith gave these
instructions:
When an angel of God appears unto man face to face in personage &
reaches out his hand unto the man & he takes hold of the angels hand &
feels a substance the Same as one man would in shaking hands with
another he may then know that it is an angel of God, & he should place
all Confidence in him Such personages or angels are Saints with there
resurrected Bodies, but if a personage appears unto man & offers him
his hand & the man takes hold of it & he feels nothing or does not sens
any substance he may know it is the devel, for when a Saint whose
body is not resurrected appears unto man in the flesh he will not offer
him his hand for this is against the law given him & in keeping in mind
these things we may detec the devil that he decieved us not. [Journal of
Wilford Woodruff, Archives.]
The nature of the Divine comes starkly into play in this section of the text. It is clear that
the words intend that we picture “the Lord” as having human appearance. In this sense
the text clearly echoes its claimed setting. In Christian history, among the first to assert
the notion of creatio ex nihilo was Tatian (ca. 160 AD), [Hubler, 121; Gold] while the
Rabbis waited (with one possible exception) some 700 hundred years before taking the
same step. The corollary to this claim was that God is incorporeal. Placing such an
assertion on a logical foundation was naturally a necessity for a theology which eschewed
revelation as administrative currency. The first and still primary argument for the god
without body is from St. Anselm. Anselm’s argument (known as the “ontological
argument,”) dates from the 11th century AD and begins with the postulate that God is
“that than which none greater can be conceived,” the modern interpretation here is that
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Anselm meant “that than which a greater is logically impossible.” Anselm claims that
this entails God must be without body. Paulsen, [Paulsen, 1989] examines 6 expansions
of Anselm’s claim and concludes that all have suspect premises and hence that an
incorporeal God is not logically necessary even under Anselm’s definition. [See also
Paulsen, 1990; Griffin and Paulsen, 2002; Paulsen, 2003.]
Joseph Smith: “That which is without body or parts is nothing. There is no other God in
heaven but that God who has flesh and bones. John 5-26, ‘As the father hath life in
himself, even so hath he given the son to have life in himself’. God the father took life
unto himself precisely as Jesus did.” [William Clayton, January 5, 1841; WJS or PJ.]
“As the father hath power in himself so the Son hath power in himself, then the father
has some day laid down his body & taken it again so he has a body of his own--so has his
son a body of his own so each one will be in their own body.” [Journal of Wilford
Woodruff, June 11, 1843; ibid; also see April 7, 1844.]
193. ". . . no man can behold all my works, except he behold all my glory; and no man
can behold all my glory, and afterwards remain in the flesh on the earth." [Moses 1:5]
194. Shinehah. Possibly a Hebrew word, but may be Egyptian, from Shenha, meaning to
"go round forever" hence, perhaps a shorthand for the "sun." The word was inserted in
several early revelations at publication [1835] (e.g., sections 82 and 96 of the Doctrine
and Covenants) as a code word for the city of Kirtland, Ohio, then the headquarters of the
Church. The use of these code words was necessitated by the persecution which hovered
over the LDS Church at the time so that enemies of the Church would find it more
difficult to impede certain economic interests of the Church. (See the heading of section
78, printings from 1921 to 1981 and HC 1:255. In 1981 these code words were replaced
by their intended meanings.) The word shinehah also appears in D&C 117:8 with early
spellings like "shinihah." The occurrence of the word in the 1835 D&C suggests that the
Book of Abraham translation had progressed at least into chapter 3 by the fall of 1835.
See notes 34, 58 and 164.
195. Kokob. A Hebrew word, meaning as the text declares, star. These explanatory
phrases could be editorial remarks of Joseph Smith, or they may be explanations of these
words by Abraham to clarify their meaning. The name appears on occasion in the OT
with reference to pagan deities (a use mentioned in the Book of Abraham) as in Amos
5:26
You shall carry Sakkuth, your king,
and Kaiwan, your images; Kokab, your god,
which you have made for yourselves.
196. Nibley has speculated, "Since the most important sound-shift in Egyptian takes
place between l, r, and a, the one being read for the other in almost any operation, the
Egyptian word for Moon, ich however pronounced could with the greatest of ease, if not
invariably, slip into Olea. Egyptian dictionaries dually note the undoubted relationship
between the Egyptian word for moon and the Hebrew yare-ah, which is even closer to
Olea." [Nibley, 1980, 71] We must remember Joseph Smith (or his secretary) employs
phonetic equivalents for Hebrew words in the text apparently derived from the Hebrew
guide of Josiah Seixas. See note 41.
If Joseph Smith did produce Egyptian translation work in 1838 as entries in the Scriptory
Book may suggest, then his scribe would undoubtedly have been Sidney Rigdon. No
surviving ms shows the handwriting of Sidney Rigdon, but there were certainly other mss
than those presently extant. Perhaps Rigdon was involved with the production of Book
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of Abraham mss which contained Hebrew words (chapter 3) clearly drawn from Sexias'
grammar. BAms-4 suggests however that Hebrew words may have been added in
Nauvoo.
197. Undoubtedly a phonetic representation of the Hebrew plural of kokab (star). In fact
this term appears in Joseph Smith's Hebrew teacher's book A Manual Hebrew Grammar,
J. Seixas, 1834, with precisely the transliteration found in this verse.
198. Gen 13:16 And I will make thy seed as the dust of the earth: so that if a man can
number the dust of the earth, then shall thy seed also be numbered.
199. Once again, the text repeats the promise given earlier to Abraham. The text points
out again the similarity between Abraham and his ancestor, Noah. As Noah is counted as
the literal father of all Abraham's family on the earth, the import would be Abraham is
the spiritual father of the faithful.
For Christians, the text places Abraham as a type of both the Father and the Son. The
Father because of his blessings of posterity (and the sacrifice of Isaac in which he plays
the role of the father to sacrifice his "only" son) and the Son because the faithful also
become the children of Christ. Father of the faithful is an appropriate title of the
Messiah. Hence the likeness of Abraham to the Son of God. On another level, since he
is both a type of the Father and the Son, he is a type of the Messiah. [Mosiah 15:1-4;
Ether 3]. It is interesting that Jewish legends tell us that the Damascusene servant/agent
of Abraham, Eliezer, was his exact image so that they could not be distinguished from
each other. Eliezer often performed the work of Abraham in his name. [ANP, 158]
In a revelation to Joseph Smith, found in section 132 of the Doctrine and Covenants the
Abrahamic position is to be filled by all through the LDS temple ordinances:
Abraham received promises concerning his seed, and of the fruit of his
loins--from whose loins ye are, namely, my servant Joseph--which
were to continue so long as they were in the world; and as touching
Abraham and his seed, out of the world they should continue; both in
the world and out of the world should they continue as innumerable as
the stars; or, if ye were to count the sand upon the seashore ye could
not number them.
This promise is yours also, because ye are of Abraham, and the promise
was made unto Abraham; and by this law is the continuation of the
works of my Father, wherein he glorifieth himself. [D&C 132:30-1]
Jewish tradition likewise gives a Messianic character to Abraham [ANP, 166.] Josephus
notes the following concerning the sacrifice of Isaac:
Now Abraham greatly loved Isaac, as being his only begotten, and
given to him at the borders of old age, by the favor of God. The child
also endeared himself to his parents still more, by the exercise of every
virtue, and adhering to his duty to his parents, and being zealous in the
worship of God.
Abraham also placed his own happiness in this prospect, that, when he
should die, he should leave this his son in a safe and secure condition;
which accordingly he obtained by the will of God; who, being desirous
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to make an experiment of Abraham's religious disposition towards
himself, appeared to him, and enumerated all the blessings he had
bestowed on him; how he had made him superior to his enemies; and
that his son Isaac who was the principal part of his present happiness,
was derived from him; and he said that he required this son of his as a
sacrifice and holy oblation.
. . . Now Abraham thought that it was not right to disobey God in
anything, but that he was obliged to serve him in every circumstance of
life, since all creatures that live enjoy their life by his providence, and
the kindness he bestows on them. [Josephus, Antiquities, 13.1, 2.
Emphasis added. Compare (3.24-25).]

Comparisons Drawn Between the Cosmos and Man
20. (3:15) And the Lord said unto me, Abraham, I shew these things unto thee, before ye
go into Egypt, that ye may declare all these words (200) . (3:16) If two things exist, and
there be one above the other, there shall be greater things above them; therefore, Kolob
is the greatest of all the Kokaubeam that thou hast seen, because it is nearest unto me (201)
: (3:17) now if there be two things, one above the other, and the Moon be above the
earth, then it may be that a planet, or a star may exist above it, and there is nothing that
the Lord thy God shall take in his heart to do, but what he will do it (202) : (3:18) (203)
Howbeit (204) that he made the greater star, as, also (205) , if there be two spirits (206) , and
one shall be more intelligent than the other, yet these two spirits, notwithstanding one is
more intelligent than the other, yet they (207) have no beginning (208) , they existed before;
they shall have no end, they shall exist after, for they are Gnolaum (209) , or Eternal. (210)

Notes on Verses (3:15) to (3:18)
200. Just what portion of the information in this chapter is to be given to the Egyptians is
not made clear. Several recently discovered sources deal with Abraham as student and
teacher of science, and Jewish legend long held him in this light. Pseudo-Eupolemus,
states that Abraham "surpassed all men in nobility and wisdom, who also discovered [the
study of the stars] . . . " After migrating to Canaan, the book claims he taught the people
about "the changes of the sun and moon and all things of that kind." While Abraham was
in Egypt during the famine, the same work claims "Abraham lived with the Egyptian
priests in Heliopolis [On], teaching them many things. And he introduced [the study of
the stars] and other sciences to them, saying that . . . he traced the discovery to Enoch."
Another fragment of the same work says that Abraham taught the principles of astronomy
to both the Phoenicians and the Egyptians. [R. Doran, "Pseudo-Eupolemus" in OTP
2:881-2; also see TELA, 545.]
Reference to such instruction in Egyptian literature is hard to determine. Records from
the time of Abraham that speak of such matters are sparse. Whatever their impressions of
Abraham, it would probably have been considered bad form to give him credit for
anything and it is perhaps unlikely that he had sustained influence in such matters.
[Lesko, 1991.] The astrology/astronomy angle was perhaps something of interest for the
Egyptians, and the motivation for it was to keep Abraham out of trouble (see note 201).
Once again, we see the comparison between Noah and Abraham. Abraham seems to
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have had little success in converting the Egyptians, compared to his moderate success in
Harran.
201. nearest unto me. The allegory of two Deities. This is clearly an OT-era text if we
understand the Enoch parallels. Part of the reputation of any holy man was being a wise
man, and the Enoch literature is clear on the subject, traditions essentially erased from
the canon. This view of scientific knowledge may seem odd today when science and
religion are opposed in much of the popular media. In the ANE a holy man was expected
to understand science, engineering, mathematics, etc. All knowledge was knowledge of
creation and knowing the laws of God was vital. Enoch’s Astronomy Book has the angel
Uriel telling Enoch all about the laws that govern the movements of the cosmos. (Uriel
often appears as a substitute for Jehovah in the Enoch literature.) [Barker, 1988, 25f;
Barker, 1992, 71, 76-77, 203.]
202. The Apocalypse of Abraham says [Abraham speaking] "And I said . . . wherefore
has thou decreed that it should be so? . . . And He said . . . Hearken, Abraham: as the
decree [will] of your father [Terah] was within him, and as your will is in you, so also is
the will of my decree in me.'" [Apocalypse of Abraham, in OTP 1:694]
When Moses [Moses 1:30-31] asked a similar question, the Deity answers: "For mine
own purpose have I made these things. Here is wisdom and it remaineth in me." That
which enters the heart of God (to do) is only righteousness. Whatever God decides to do
he can and will accomplish. Such is the meaning of omnipotent for Joseph Smith.
203. This verse is found in BAms-4. It was probably translated in 1835, but as the reader
will see in the following notes, Joseph began to teach some of the doctrines in this part of
the text by the summer of 1839. [See note 209.] BAms-6, TS-1 and MS-1 have the
reading yet they have no beginning but except for TS-2 and MS-4, all published texts read
have no beginning. The Franklin D. Richards text [MS-2] became the standard text.
BAms-4 does not have the words yet they at this point. The 1981 English text continues
the reading of MS-2.
204. Howbeit that. The archaic "howbeit" gives the words howbeit that the meaning
however or nevertheless.
205. as, also. This somewhat archaic word combination which may seem awkward now,
was generally used as a conjunction. Modern usage would usually replace as, also with
but or but also, possibly and also or just also, depending upon the context (compare KJV
Acts 22:5 for example). A longer but appropriate common phrase substitute would be "on
the other hand."
206. The Egyptian 12th dynasty concept of what we might call the soul is now thought to
consist of various aspects; the major parts being the ba, ka, and akh. [For a fuller
explanation, see Wolf-Brinkmann, 1968; Zabkar, 1968; Goedicke, 1970; Hornung, 1992,
179-84; for an example of the thought of the period see the interesting parable "Dispute
between a man and his ba", AEL, 1:163.] Each part of the soul was thought to be made at
birth. Perhaps Abraham's duty was in part to teach the correct idea. The comparison of
heavenly bodies to pre-existent spirits [see the relevant section in Appendix II] of the text
would not be lost on the priests of Pharaoh. It is doubtful that Abraham was to teach
modern planetary physics to the Egyptians who would have neither valued nor
understood it, even if Abraham could have (see note 200).
207. they. That is, both as individuals. Joseph Smith's remarks about this phrase (given in
the following notes) topple centuries of philosophy mingled with biblical canon. The
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years have seen ever more detailed mental gymnastics over the issues surrounding the
relationship between God and man that were handed down from Augustine, Thomas
Aquinas and others. [For example, Braine, 1988.] The notion that man is not dependent
upon God in an ultimate sense for his existence as an intelligent “being” would most
certainly be seen as heresy in the eyes of the Medieval Church. [See for example
Denzinger, 1963, 806; Hubler, 1995, 160.] The classical substantial arguments of
philosophical theology are irrelevant in the context of Mormonism since they show that a
radical difference in kind must exist between a god (who can create existence) and that
creature; a doctrinal axiom of Joseph Smith was that God and man differ in the extreme
by degree, although they are alike in kind. [See notes at (3:21); Roberts, 1907.]
208. The texts of a number of ancient Christian documents discovered well after the time
of Joseph Smith resemble this. For example, the Sophia of Jesus Christ says, "The spirits
are equal in age [because they have no beginning] but different in power, intelligence and
appearance, and have been so throughout all time." It goes on to make clear that "in
respect to imperishableness they are equal. However, in respect to power, they are
different . . ." This in turn resembles the teachings of Joseph Smith mentioned in these
notes concerning the nature of spirits. Somewhat like the Book of Abraham [Abr. 3:15],
the above mentioned work was said to be written to counter "the theoreticians of
Babylonian astrology." [The Coptic Gnostic Library, Nag Hammadi Codices,
(Introduction) II, 3-4, and V, 1] Some early Christian thinkers were very concerned with
the idea of differences among human beings. Like the ancient Apostles, they came to the
conclusion that some mortal differences were a result of "preexisting" differences. The
text also points out that differences of one sort (intelligence) do not necessarily imply
differences of another sort (age, for example). [Sophia of Jesus Christ in NHLE.] See
also NHLE, 209 (quoted later in these notes) for another interesting confirmation of these
ideas. William J. Hamblin suggests a way that at least some of early Christian doctrine
found its way into Gnostic teachings (of which Sophia is an example). [See "Aspects of
an Early Christian Initiation Ritual," in Lundquist and Ricks, 1990, 202-21.]
One translation of the Apocalypse of Abraham applies almost these exact words and those
in the next phrase to God [Box, 1919, 58]. Compare this with another Joseph Smith text,
Moses 1:3, "And God spake unto Moses, saying: Behold, I am the Lord God Almighty,
and Endless is my name; for I am without beginning of days or end of years; and is not
this endless?"
209. Gnolaum. BAms-4 has the word immortal stuck out, suggesting that possibly the
Hebrew word was inserted later, well after Joseph Smith studied Hebrew. Joseph Smith
used the Sephardic system found in Seixas 1834, instead of the now more common
Eastern European (Ashkanazi) system, so that "gnolaum" appears instead of the modern
textbook version, 'ôlâm. (For another example of its use with this spelling, see Times
and Seasons, September 1843. (vol. 4, No.20, 318a and compare the Hebrew text of
Deut. 33:15 [ancient]). See also, TPJS, 359. The word appears here exactly as in the
Seixas grammar owned by Joseph (Seixas 1834) as "eternity" and the word appears in
BAms-4. This confirms that BAms-4 dates from after Dec. 1835. Since there is no record
of a translation effort between that date and 1841, perhaps this word was added to the text
in 1841-2. BAms-4 also contains explanations for Facsimile No. 1, but they are missing
some Hebrew material in our current explanation 12. Perhaps Joseph Smith inserted
material from his Hebrew studies during his final translation efforts in Nauvoo. The
biblical meaning of the word gnolaum is somewhat variable, where it may be used to
mean simply an indefinite (but usually long) period. [J. Guhrt, "Time" in NIDNT.] It may
also refer to time without beginning and/or time without end. This use suggests the
wording of 1 Nephi 10:18, 19 (compare Matt. 19:16, John 3:15, Rom.1:20, Rev. 14:6,
where corresponding Greek terms, aionios [without beginning or without end,
everlasting], aidios [everlasting] are used). The word (`olam) appears in translation in the
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Bible [OT] as "eternal," "always," or "for ever," etc. when often the meaning is some
period of finite duration in modern terms. [Some other Hebrew words are used similarly,
such as `ad, tsmiythuth, or netsach]. For example the word is used to describe a servant's
obviously finite term of service in Ex 21:6 and in general the time horizon implied by the
context is usually important in understanding the meaning of this term in its biblical
usage. This use is suggested in D&C 19 which teaches that words like eternal or endless
[perhaps commenting on Book of Mormon passages - which would have a Hebrew
basis], do not necessarily mean unbounded duration.
However the meaning assigned by the present text "without beginning or end" is an
accepted (biblical) use of the word. In modern revelation we have similar meanings
assigned to words like eternal, compare Ps. 90:2 and the meaning assigned by D&C
132:20 :
. . . therefore shall they be from everlasting to everlasting, because they
continue ; then shall they be above all, because all things are subject
unto them . . . [Emphasis added.]
Hence there is more than one legitimate use of the word "eternal" and its synonyms (i.e.
words like everlasting, for ever, etc.) in scripture. One definition employed by Joseph
Smith in reference to the present verse (3:18) was "Eternity means that which is without
beginning or end . . . " (see notes at the end of this verse for the citation and other similar
statements). Again, it is important to judge the meaning of the words eternal, eternity,
for ever, etc. by the scriptural context in which they occur. The Greek idea, adopted by
the church doctors of post-apostolic Christianity, of interpreting eternal as outside of time
or timelessness or supratemporal [see for example, Augustine's Confessions book 11] is
entirely foreign to the biblical record, nor did the Egyptians of Abraham's time have such
a concept. Maximus of Tyre expresses notions of Greek thought that influenced the
minds of Christian thinkers (ca. A.D. 300) in his (amazingly contemporary) apology for
the use of idols in pagan worship:
God the father and the fashioner of all that is, older than the sun or sky,
greater than time and eternity and all the flow of being, is unnameable
by any lawgiver, unutterable by any voice, not to be seen by any eye.
But we, being unable to apprehend His essence, use the help of sounds
and names and pictures, of beaten gold and ivory and silver, of plants
and rivers, torrents and mountain peaks, yearning for the knowledge of
Him, and in our weakness naming after His nature all that is beautiful
in this world . . . If a Greek is stirred to the remembrance of God by the
art of Pheidias, or an Egyptian by worshiping animals, or another man
by a river or a fire, I have no anger for their divergences; only let them
note let them remember, let them love. [Quoted in Murray, 2004, 100.]
Joseph Smith's experience with the Divine was more concrete:
[it is] the simple and first principle of truth to know for a certainty the
character of God that we may converse with him as one man with
another and that God himself; the Father of us all dwelt on a earth the
same as Jesus Christ himself did [April 7, 1844, Times and Seasons,
(August 15, 1844) see PJ or WJS under date.]
The meaning given in the text for "gnolaum" is informed by the notions of reality at the
time of Abraham. Furthermore, the Lord makes it clear to Abraham that God lives in time
and the notions of time like "day" are meaningful for God. It in turn fits perfectly with
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the notion introduced in (3:18) that individual man is not wholly the creature of God and
is in sharp contrast to the ideas promoted by the schools which came, for the most part, to
be the standard of belief in post-apostolic Christianity. [See notes at (3:23).]
As for the Egyptians themselves, they clearly had a notion of the infinite matching the
one of the text as found in Amun theology based in the Coffin Texts. [See for example,
Hubler, 1995, 19.]
The nature of time and eternity as metaphysical concepts, if obscure, is not more opaque
(for different reasons) than current physical notions. In modern physics space-time is a
term that derives little meaning from every-day intuition. Instead, such fundamental
physical notions, while in many aspects confirmed by experiment, are treated by intuition
developed from the mathematical expressions that describe special and general relativity
and quantum theory. As a result, time, as used in the practical sense in common
discourse, has little connection with the ultimate nature of the physical universe as
construed in mainstream modern physics. Nevertheless, Book of Abraham notions about
eternity and Joseph Smith's corresponding ideas have meaning in these terms as well. The
proper translation for ideas such as the eternity of the self: Smith’s own term of “selfexistent” seems to come closest perhaps. However, it must be recalled that in Joseph’s
cosmology, God deals in and exists in both the “spiritual” dimension (D&C 131:7-8) and
the physical. Precious little is revealed about the interaction of the two and whether and
how one may serve as some point of reference in the other, etc.
The descriptive
language of the two relms has no reliable translation system. In any case, it seems we are
to understand that the fundamental part of man, the person in some sense, is a conserved
quantity of reality. But how does one deal with the interface of Smith’s comology and
scientific/philosophic theory? The answer is given by Joseph himself: extract every truth
you can from wherever you can find it in legitimate research. This is not an easy process
and Smith’s life illustrates it. He himself was on a never-ending quest with “careful,
ponderous and solemn” thinking, study and faith.
He took his own revelations
completely seriously, qua “line upon line.”
The present scientific ideas about the origin of the known universe adhere in the main to
the "big bang" theory. This means that at some point the universe consisted of a spacetime singularity which "expanded" to form the present cosmos. Complete theoretical
considerations are not resolved at this point, but the evidence is regarded as strong that
something of this sort defines the origin of the physical universe. It would be an error
however to base fundamental interpretation of scripture on such ideas. They would be
transient at best and at worst completely misleading. On the other hand, we must be
extremely careful in regard to using scripture to provide proof of physical concept except
in the most general terms. For example, scripture provides no indication with regard to
physical details of bodily resurrection or the operation of a Urim and Thummim or the
details of the creation stories. And opinion often differs as to what in scripture must be
taken as literal and what is not, together with various shades of such debate.
Hence, any attempt to reconcile the language of science (which more and more is
mathematical: the equations are what we test, not metaphysical interpretations or models)
and the language of scripture meets with impossibility except in a very tentative way.
Both are ways of seeking the truth but founded on their own assumptions about reality
which are taken on faith. When either side claims absolute access to truth, conflict arises.
Both sides must maintain regular doses of humility. Our perception in each is narrow and
passes through a damping medium of interpretation. Both require continued searching
for truth. Thus, the revelation of the true nature of reality awaits not just a valid grand
unification theory, but a truly grand unification of reality which can come finally and
completely only from the Divine. [D&C 121:26-32.] Until that takes place, we are left
with holes in our correspondence of scriptural descriptions of what is fundamental reality
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and what science may tell us concerning physical nature. [For a review of Mormon ideas
and their relation to cosmology see Paul, 1991, and references cited in Paul's article
"Science and Religion" in EM, vol. 3; Brooke, 1991; Johnson, 2004; see also, Buskirk,
2005.]
210. This verse (verses (3:15)-(3:18) in the current edition) appears to make some
profound parallels on several levels. Part of the point of explaining to Abraham how the
physical/spiritual universe operates (compare a similar experience in Kirtland: D&C 88)
and how it is classified for governing purposes is to draw several analogies between the
visible kingdom and another (invisible to mortals) part of God’s kingdom: The stars
(physical creation) are compared and contrasted with the spirits of premortal human
beings. The stars are declared to be the handiwork of God. The spirits are declared not to
be the handiwork of God - they have no beginning. The stars differ from one another in
glory, power, might and dominion. The spirits differ from one another in essentially the
same way. The stars in the heavens are to remind us of the nature of man. Some stars are
more noble and greater than others. In just the same way, the spirits are different than
one another. The "glory" of a spirit is its intelligence. It is a perfect analogue up to a
point. That point is reached when it comes to origins.
While the stars are made from eternal substrate, the spirits [meaning the mind-in Joseph
Smith's terminology- the personality, not (apparently) the "spirit body" (Ether 3:16)] are
not made at all. The word organized occurring in (3:22) refers not to some kind of
construction project, but to the leadership organization mentioned in verse (3:23) [See
the cycle which illustrates this in these verses as found in Appendix II; there is an
especially interesting structure relating verses (3:17) and (3:18), parallel and contrasting
"doubled" thoughts, suggesting an important transition in the text - there is a parallel
structure between spirits and stars, but they have decidedly different ultimate natures.].
These ideas may have been first suggested by D&C 93, in abstract terms. A great deal
more is added here. A short time after he escaped from Liberty Jail, Joseph Smith began
to teach the ideas found in this verse. We give some of these teachings here:
"The Spirit of Man is not a created being; it existed from Eternity & will exist to eternity.
Anything created cannot be Eternal. & earth, water &c--all these had their existence in an
elementary State from Eternity." [(Previous to) August 8, 1839, Willard Richards, Pocket
Companion notebook, Archives, emphasis added; see PJ or WJS under date.] Joseph is
possibly referring to the Platonic-Aristotelian idea of the physical universe still in
popular discourse: the four elements understood as earth, air, fire, water. [Plato’s
Timaeus, 57 C 7.] Webster's 1828 dictionary gives this as the definition in "popular
language," but also defines the word as the minutest part of anything. It also gives a
definition in the "chemical sense" as an "atom" the minutest part of a substance, the last
result of chemical analysis, the simplest substance. The first periodic table was published
in 1862. However the notion of chemical element was known in scientific circles as early
as 1649 with the discovery of phosphorous. The late 18th century brought the first
element lists (33) and by 1829 the relation of atomic weight to physical properties.
"Eternity means that which is without beginning or end. I believe, that the soul is eternal.
It had no beginning; it can have no end." [February 5, 1840, ms History of the Church
vol. C-1, 152 (Thomas Bullock); Also, HC, 4:78; Matthew Livingston Davis report of
Joseph Smith's "Washington discourse." See PJ or WJS.] The Egyptian shen a loop of
rope that has no beginning or end, symbolized eternity (see above shinehah). The sun
disk is often depicted in the center of it.
"The elements are eternal. That which has a beginning will surely have an end. Take a
ring, it is without beginning or end; cut it for a beginning place, and at the same time you
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will have an ending place. [This ring analogy is used by Joseph Smith on several
occasions.] . . . If the soul of man had a beginning it will surely have an end . . . The first
step in the salvation of men is the laws of eternal and self-existent principles. Spirits are
eternal." [January 5, 1841, Journal of William Clayton, Archives, emphasis added. See
PJ or WJS under date.]
“he (Joseph Smith) says the spirit or the intelligence of men are self Existent principles
before the foundation this Earth--& quotes the Lords question to Job ‘where wast thou
when I laid the foundation of the Earth’ Evidence that Job was in Existing [existence]
somewhere at that time” [March 28, 1841, Minute Book of William P. McIntire
(hereafter, McIntire Minute Book), Archives; PJ or WJS under date.]
". . . I would just remark, that the spirits of men are eternal, that they are governed by the
same Priesthood that Abraham, Melchizedek, and the Apostles were: that they are
organized[ordered] according to that Priesthood which is everlasting, "without beginning
of days or end of years,"--that they all move in their respective spheres, and are governed
by the will of God;" [April 1, 1842 , Times and Seasons; PJ under date.]
". . . the soul, the mind of man, the immortal spirit. All men say God created it in the
beginning. The very idea lessens man in my estimation; I do not believe the doctrine, I
know better. Hear it all ye ends of the world, for God has told me so. I will make a man
appear a fool before I get through, if you don't believe it. I am going to tell of things more
noble-- . . . The mind of man is as immortal as God himself. I know that my testimony is
true, hence when I talk to these mourners; what have they lost, they are only separated
from their bodies for a short season; their spirits existed co-equal with God, and they now
exist in a place where they converse together, the same as we do on the earth. Is it logic
to say that a spirit is immortal, and yet have a beginning? Because if a spirit have a
beginning it will have an end; good logic" [April 7, 1844, Times and Seasons; PJ or WJS
under date. Emphasis added.]
This statement becomes all the more interesting perhaps, when we note that in the very
old Sophia of Jesus Christ, (NHLE, E.J. Brill, 1977, 209), the Lord is quoted as saying:
"everyone who has a beginning has an end" and "God is eternal having no birth for
everyone who has birth [beginning] will perish." Origen, the greatest of the postapostolic theologians, inherited information from primitive Christian sources which
shows that the ideas of preexistence taught by Joseph Smith have ancient Christian
counterparts. For example, Origen writes that human souls are co-eternal with God. In
order to avoid what he saw as difficulties surrounding the idea that God was just a
superior being among other beings, Origen employs the Greek escape clause: God really
did create souls, but before He created time. Hence, souls have no beginning in time but
the mind of man is yet a creation of God. (See notes at “gnolaum.”) While for Origen and
apologists, the old notions surrounding preexistence needed to be modified to make
doctrine more easily defended from attacks by "heretics" and intellectual ridicule of the
day, for Latter-day Saints it is taken as evidence of the inspiration of Joseph Smith for the
restoration of all things. Noised about in private in Kirtland they were opened to the
public in Nauvoo. With the departure of David Whitmer in particular and the furnace of
Liberty Jail, Joseph Smith’s reticence to share the new knowledge from his post Book of
Mormon experiences appears to have dissipated to some degree. [Hubler, 1995, 115-117,
121; Crawley 1997, 14.]
The first century Clementine Recognitions narrates Clement's musings on eternal things
which remind us of Joseph Smith's teachings: "But this also was being ever turned over in
my mind, when was this world (physical universe) made? Or, what was there before it
existed? Or, has it really always existed? For it seemed certain, that if it was created it
must surely in time be dissolved again, and if it was to pass away, what would be then?
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Unless only complete oblivion and silence should ensue, there would have to be
something else totally beyond the present comprehension of the human mind."
(Clementine Recognitions, I emphasis added, Roberts and Donaldson, Antenicene
Fathers)]
"I want to reason more on the spirit of man . . . I take my ring from my finger and liken it
unto the mind of man, the immortal spirit, because it has no beginning. Suppose you cut it
in two; but as the Lord lives there would be an end.--- All the fools learned and wise men,
from the beginning of creation, who say that man had beginning, proves that he must
have an end and then the doctrine of annihilation would be true. But, if I am right I might
with boldness proclaim from the house tops, that God never did have power to create the
spirit of man at all. God himself could not create himself: intelligence exists upon a self
existent principle, it is a spirit from age to age [see the note at "gnolaum" above], and
there is no creation about it. . . . The first principles of man are self existent with God . . .
I know that when I tell you these words of eternal life, that are given to me, I know you
taste it and I know you believe it." [April 7, 1844, written by Thomas Bullock based on
his own and William Clayton’s notes, published in Times and Seasons Vol. 5 No. 15
Aug. 15, 1844, emphasis added; PJ or WJS under date.]
The reader will see that the Joseph taught that the spirit of man as a being has no
beginning and no end. The word spirit as used by Joseph Smith and in 19th century
discouse in general had variable meaning. When Joseph Smith says that the spirit of man
is eternal, he also uses the words "mind" and "soul" in this same context (compare (2:24)
and (3:23) for two different uses of the word "soul" in the Book of Abraham itself). This
is apparently something different than spirit body which in traditional LDS doctrine is the
"creation" of God. Joseph Smith makes it clear that the comfort of those who lose loved
ones in this life is that the individual personality has no beginning and therefore has no
end (that the logic of the conditional might be challenged is not the point – Joseph was
using the phrase to illustrate what he regarded as fact). Joseph’s point in many sermons
was that since the soul or mind of man has no beginning, those who lose a friend or
family member in death may be assured that the person is still living and can never die.
This is certainly something different than saying that the material from which the spirit
body is constructed is eternal. On that basis he could have said that the physical body is
eternal. That kind of impersonal abstraction seems of small comfort to someone
mourning the loss of a loved one. Joseph’s typical deep sympathy for the tragedies of
others, especially loyal followers, dictates that it is unlikely he would have pressed the
eternal duration of matter as some sort of comfort in that circumstance – however
exegesis might provide some satisfying abstraction. Instead, he might expand on this
fundamental truth with the plan of salvation, e.g., the resurrection of the body (which he
had seen in vision). Once again, paraphrasing the words of Joseph Smith, that which is
without beginning (the mind, the person) is without end.
Already noted is the fact that the Book of Abraham draws both an analogy and at the
same time makes a clear distinction between the nature of man and the nature of the rest
of divine dominion (characterized by the stars). The contrast points to the eternal nature
of man which in turn provides the context for the plan of salvation.
It may be asked why Joseph Smith felt this idea was so important, returning to it again
and again in his teaching. In addition to the immediate comfort it might provide those
who lose loved ones in death, we suggest that he wanted to provide a more complete
perspective on life; an expanded view of the grace of God which can motivate to
obedience, and an enobling, encouraging view of election. The perspective of Smith is
that all life has purpose, that experience is the training prescribed by God, to instruct man
according to a plan long since accepted by him may give patience to endure to the end
and to have joy in it. This view is echoed in current LDS teaching in a number of ways.
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[See Spencer W. Kimball, below; also Neal A. Maxwell, “If thou endure it well,”
December 4, 1984, BYU fireside.] Again, Joseph says: "The first step in the salvation of
men is the laws of eternal and self-existent principles. Spirits are eternal." See the notes
at (3:22).
Evidence shows that while these ideas may have existed in the primitive Church, they
were eventually opposed vigorously. Plotinus (b. A.D. 203), the last great pagan
philosopher, gave out a sequence of ideas nearly completely incorporated into creedal
Christianity. One of his notions partly reflected later in Christian dogma and modern
popular religious thought bears on the present subject. He wrote "the individual soul is
eternal only as vitality or energy, not as a distinct character. Immortality is not the
survival of personality; it is the absorption of the soul in deathless things." [Durrant,
1944, 610; Hubler, 1995, 127, 128 n2.]
Some of Joseph’s remarks suggest that the spirit body does have a beginning and that it is
“begotten” by heavenly parents as in the following discourse at the Nauvoo temple site:
Joseph said July 16th All Blessings that were ordained for man by the
Council of Heaven were on conditions of obedience to the Law there of.
No man can obtain an eternal Blessing unless the contract or covenant
be made in view of Eternity All contracts in view of this Life only
terminate with this Life. Case of the woman & 7 husbands Luke 20-29
&c Those who keep no eternal Law in this life or make no eternal
contract are single & alone in the eternal world (Luke 20-35) and are
only made Angels to minister to those who shall be heirs of Salvation
never becoming Sons of God having never kept the Law of God ie
eternal Law The earthly is the image of the Heavenly shows that is by
the multiplication of Lives that the eternal worlds are created and
occupied that which is born of the flesh is flesh that which is born of
the Spirit is Spirit. [Quoting John 3:6; see PJ or WJS under date of
July 16, 1843; Franklin D. Richards record, emphasis added.]
[A young Franklin D. Richards (later Apostle Richards and compiler of the Pearl of
Great Price -see Appendix VI) added this remark: "From the above I deduce that we may
make an eternal covenant with our wives and in the resurrection claim that which is our
own and enjoy blessings & glories peculiar to those in that condition even the
multiplication of spirits in the eternal world. July 16, 1843 "Scriptural Items" notebook
kept by Franklin D. Richards, emphasis added. PJ or WJS under date.]
A revelation dictated at almost the same time as the statement above evidently refers to
the condition of God by analogy:
“And again, verily I say unto you, if a man marry a wife by my word, which is my law,
and by the new and everlasting covenant, and it is sealed unto them by the Holy Spirit of
promise, by him who is anointed, . . . it shall be done unto them in all things whatsoever
my servant hath put upon them, in time, and through all eternity; and shall be of full force
when they are out of the world; and they shall pass by the angels, and the gods, which are
set there, to their exaltation and glory in all things, as hath been sealed upon their heads,
which glory shall be a fulness and a continuation of the seeds forever and ever.” [D&C
132:19, emphasis added.]
Taken with the statement above, this suggests a condition of bringing forth spirit bodies
for eternal minds. (The "earthly in the image of the Heavenly.") [ See Harrell, 1988, and
Ostler, 2001 for other views. Also, Godfrey, 1989, and Ostler, 1982, Harrell, 1990, 110110

1. Peter Crawley suggests that these doctrines were known in Kirtland, see Crawley,
1997, 14; Crawley, 1980; also Richard G. Scott, Ensign, (May 2004), 100.] B. H.
Roberts seems to be the first to have given a formal reconciliation of Smith’s various
statements on “spirits.” This is certainly because of his work in bringing the ms history
of the Church to publication in book form. An early response of Roberts to Church
critics of his ideas is instructive. See Roberts, 1907. Since Roberts based his discussion
around one discource of Joseph Smith, and some of his contemporaries regarded records
of Smith’s remarks as unreliable, his ideas were greeted with private and in some cases
public, skepticism in some quarters. The evidence now however is so overwhelming that
Smith taught the self-existence of persons, that Robert’s conclusions gain some
credibility. Not all exegetes agree with this point however. Obviously, the idea of
creation ex nihilo contradicts the self-existence of persons. Aquinas believed creation ex
nihilo was provable, not from scripture, but outright. He recognized that this affronted
the same principle Joseph Smith advocated: anything that has a beginning can have an
ending. Aquinas falls back to the Platonic notions of time and eternity to avoid the
problem.
Once again it is very interesting that some of the ancient texts that have come to light
since Joseph Smith's day suggest that “spirit bodies” are begotten by God. Early
Christians seem to have come close to the Stoic dogma that "that which is immaterial is
nothing." Primitive Christian's even regarded statements like John 4:24, "God is a Spirit .
. ." to imply that God was corporeal with a body of refined matter. An idea startlingly
close to Joseph Smith's statements (compare D&C 131:7-8). The idea of God being the
Father of spirits circulated among early Christians. For example, Apocryphon of James:
"When they ask you who you are, say `I am a son and I come from the Father.' And when
they ask you what sort of son and from what father, answer, `From the preexistent Father
and I am a son of the Preexistence.'" An ancient hymn, "The Pearl" notes that the
premortal spirit was nurtured in the royal house by the Heavenly Father and Mother.
[Klijn, 1962, 120-5.] Compare also remarks by various antenicene fathers, for example
Aristides, Apologia I (Roberts and Donaldson, 1893, II, 105.) The mechanics of this
fatherhood has been a point of differing opinion the LDS thought.
Fatherhood as a literal ideal is connected to the Mormon concept of a corporeal God.
Augustine's great problem with his mother's teachings on Christianity was the notion that
God was "bounded by the figure of a human body." St. Ambrose informed him that such
primitive teaching may be interpreted as allegorical and this eventually gets Augustine
over the hump to become an official Christian. Hence the eventual official doctrine of
Christianity that God is immaterial, a major step in protecting the 4th century Church
from the finger of scorn of the philosophers and indeed a lever they used against critical
philosopers. [Cf. CWHN 3:93-4; Paulsen, 1990; Hubler 1995, 117-121.]
P. Chester Beatty IV (19th dynasty ca 1200 B.C.) [BM 10684] contains ancient hymns
teaching that God is the "great herdsman" and nearest kinsman of man - but animals and
plants owe their creation to God.
Spencer W. Kimball summarized both aspects of LDS doctrine - that each individual is
without beginning or ending, but also that God is the Father of mankind, the Father of
spirit bodies - and the plan of salvation as we learn of it in the Book of Abraham:
God has taken these intelligences and given to them spirit bodies and
given them instructions and training. Then he proceeded to create a
world for them and sent them as spirits to obtain a mortal body, for
which he made preparation. And when they were upon the earth, he
gave them instructions on how to go about developing and conducting
their lives to make them perfect, so they could return to their Father in
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heaven after their transitions. Then came the periods of time when
souls were to be placed upon the earth and born to parents who were
permitted to furnish the bodies. But no parent has ever yet on this earth
been the parent of a spirit, because we are so far yet from perfection.
Remember what I said a while ago, that `As man is, God once was; and
as God is, man may become.' [Conference Report, (general priesthood
meeting) April 1977, emphasis added. Cp. Richard G. Scott, ibid.]

The Lord Reasons with Abraham - More on the Nature of Man
21. (3:19) And the Lord said unto me, these two facts do exist, that there are two spirits,
one being more intelligent than the other, there shall be another more intelligent than
they (211) : I am the Lord thy God, I am more intelligent than they all (212) . (3:20) The
Lord thy God sent his angel to deliver thee from the hands of the Priest of Elkenah (213) .
(3:21) I dwell in the midst of them all (214) ; I, now, therefore, have come down unto thee,
to deliver (215) unto thee the works which my hands have made (216) , wherein my wisdom
excelleth them all (217) , for I rule in the heavens above, and in the earth beneath, in all
wisdom and prudence (218) , over all the intelli-gencies (219) thine eyes have seen from the
beginning (220) ; I came down in the beginning in the midst of all the intelli-gencies thou
hast seen.

Notes on Verses (3:19) to (3:21)
211. One of the traditional puzzles of philosophy, theology, psychology and biology is
the (Cartesian) mind-body problem. Essentially, the difficulty results from the
connection(?) of the mind (immaterial) and body (material). Partly the problem is
axiomatic, but most can appreciate the question, how can there be a connection between
the two, and what or where is the interface. This is a crude expression of a sophisticated
collection of ideas. The discussion is by no means confined to the speculation of
metaphysical thought. The nature and connection of mind to body is being looked at from
such seemingly diverse fields as quantum theory, using some of the tools of quantum
mechanics, and behavioral biology. [See for example the whole no. 1 issue of volume
171 of The Journal of Theoretical Biology.] Some Mormon expositors have claimed that
in Mormonism lies the solution of this problem, but in fact Mormonism seems even more
complex in its world-view with its (at least in one interpretation) mind-spirit bodyphysical body triad. At best the difficulty is put off by one level of being. Joseph Smith's
dictum that "all spirit is matter" [D&C 131:7-8] does not help a great deal since he never
actually defines the use of "spirit" and obviously uses it in different ways elsewhere. A
variety of theories have been proposed on such questions. [See for example, Lycan,
1996; also Ostler, 2001; Ostler, 1982.]
212. Joseph Smith referenced the papyri as the source of Abrahamic teachings which he
used to lay groundwork for doctrine:
I want to reason--- I learned it by translating the papyrus now in my
house---I learned a test. concerning Abraham & he reasoned concerng.
the God of Heaven-- in order to do that sd. he--suppose we have two
facts that supposes that anotr. fact may exist two men on the earth--one
wiser than the other-- wod. show that another who is wiser than the
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wisest may exist-- intelligences exist one above anotr. that there is no
end to it-- if Abra. reasoned thus-- f J. C. was the Son of God & John
discd. that God the Far. of J. C. had a far. you may suppose that he had
a Far. also---where was ther ever a Son witht. a Far.---where ever did
tree or any thing spring into existence witht. a progenitor-- & every
thing comes in this way--Paul says that which is Earthyly is in
likeness of that which is Heavenly-- hence if J. had a Far. can we not
believe that he had a Fa.r also--I despise the idea of being scared to
death--I want you all to pay particr. attent. J. sd. as the Far. wrought
precisely in the same way as his Far. had done bef-- as the Far. had done
bef--he laid down his life & took it up same as his Far. had done before-he did as he was sent to lay down his life & take it up again & was
then committed unto him the keys &c I know it is good reasoning-[June 16, 1844, Thomas Bullock report, Archives; see PJ or WJS.]
Whence, the doctrine of deification is a doctrine Joseph Smith founded in part on the
inductive principle given in the Book of Abraham. Hale suggests that Joseph concluded
this spoke to a never-ending recession. [Hale, 1978, 4ff.] Isaac Scott, a disaffected
Mormon, wrote apparently in response the April 7, and June 16, 1844 sermons:
Joseph says there are Gods above the God of this universe as far as he
is above us, and if He should transgress the laws given to Him by those
above Him, He would be hurled from his Throne to hell. [Partridge,
1936, 594; as quoted in Hale, p. 7.]
This idea is not present in Bullock’s record, however Bullock did not record the entire
discourse. It may have been a gloss of a part of Joseph’s remarks. [See notes 224, 232.]
213. This verse (3:20), while it seems oddly out of place at first, forms part of an
important text structure. See Appendix II.
214. That is, in the midst of the angels, the intelligences spoken of previously. The word
intelligences was used to refer to mankind in any of the various states of existence
identified by Smith. Joseph Smith claimed that God speaks to us with a view to our state
in eternity, not in the narrow space of mortality only. See note 235.
Religions of the world (or belief systems in general) might be classified with regard to
how they understand the existence of man: there is this world that we live in, but what
about before this world? And what comes after. In Cambridge, during the first part of
the 20th century, the great scientists and mathematicians, like Rutherford, G. H. Hardy,
logician-philosopher Bertrand Russell, enjoyed the adulation of the world: politicians,
lesser lights in the academic world worshipped at their feet in effect. But, "Does anyone
really imagine that Bertrand Russell; G. H. Hardy, the great mathematician; Rutherford;
Blackett; and the rest were bemused by cheerfulness as they faced their own individual
state? In the crowd they were leaders, they were worshipped; but by themselves they
believed with the same certainty that they believed in Rutherford's atom that they were
going after this life into annihilation. Against this they had only to offer the nature of
scientific activity." [Nibley, 1986, lecture 5, quoting C. P. Snow.] They were bright
lights while they lasted, but all believed they and everybody else was headed into the dark
of nonexistence. They have all disappeared below the horizon now. This kind of belief
system Nibley named DLD for “dark, light, dark” the dark meaning either nonexistence or
a miserable place, light meaning the opposite. DLD for what it offers, is an excessively
popular system and in recent times a banner carrier was Carl Sagan [see his Demon113

Haunted World for example].
It’s value seems to fade with age however.
Most
religions of the world have to offer something better than this sort of heroic damn-thetorpedos-full-speed-ahead however. Generally, the systems come in as DLL or DDL.
It is an interesting exercise to plot belief systems in this way. The Book of Abraham
clearly is LLL, with extra proviso that it’s an option you can select instead of LDD. [See
Nibley, 1986, lecture 11.] Joseph Smith, in a dual commentary on these positions and
what LLL might have to offer said:
There is a thought more dreadful than that of total annihilation That
thought is the an assurance thought that we shall never again meet with
those we loved here on earth Suppose I had died believing that when
having some Idea of a resurrection and glory beyond the grave which
God and angels had secured and yet had not any knowledge intelligence
of any Law or any order by which it is to [be] obtained.
Well you lose a friend you come up in the resurection hoping to [meet]
him again but find yourself separated from them to all eternity and
become aware of the fact that through ignorance of the principles of the
resurection and reunion you will never behold that dear friend nor ever
enjoy his society this thought I say of being disappointed in meeting
my friend in the resurection is to me more dreadful than of ceasing to
suffer by a cessation of being [Martha Coray notebook, August 13,
1843; PJ or WJS.]
all your losses will be made up to you in the resurrection provided you
continue faithful. by the vision of the almighty I have seen it.--More
painful to me the thought of annihilation than death. if I had no
expectation of seeing my mother Brother & Sisters & friends again my
heart would burst in a moment & I should go down to my grave. The
expectation of seeing my friends in the morning of the resurrection
cheers my soul. and make be bear up against the evils of life. it is like
their taking a long journey. & on their return we meet them with
increased joy.
God has revealed his son from the heavens. & the doctrine of the
resurrection also. & we have a knowledge that these we lay bury here
God bring them up again. clothed upon & quickened by the spirit of the
great god. & what mattereth it whether we lay them down, or we lay
down with them. when we can live keep them no longer
Then let them sink down; like a ship in the storm. the mighty anchor
holds the storm so let these truths sink down in our hearts, that we may
even here begin to enjoying that which shall be in full hereafter.
Hosanna. Hosanna. Hosanna, to Almighty god that rays of light begin
to burst forth upon us even now. I cannot find words to express myself
I am not learned. but I have as good feelings as any man. O that I had
the language of the archangel to express my feeling. [Willard Richards
in the Joseph Smith diary, April 16, 1843; PJ or WJS.]
215. deliver is changed to declare in the 1981 edition of the Pearl of Great Price. See the
following note.
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216. deliver unto thee. The phrase implies the thoughts expressed by other passages of
scripture. Note especially Smith’s letter from jail which suggests his moving out in the
open with Book of Abraham doctrines:
Wherefore, as it is written, they are gods, even the sons of God-Wherefore, all things are theirs, whether life or death, or things present,
or things to come, all are theirs and they are Christ's, and Christ is
God's. [D&C 76:58-59]
God shall give unto you knowledge by his Holy Spirit, yea, by the
unspeakable gift of the Holy Ghost, that has not been revealed since the
world was until now;
Which our forefathers have awaited with anxious expectation to be
revealed in the last times, which their minds were pointed to by the
angels, as held in reserve for the fulness of their glory;
A time to come in the which nothing shall be withheld, whether there
be one God or many gods, they shall be manifest.
All thrones and dominions, principalities and powers, shall be revealed
and set forth upon all who have endured valiantly for the gospel of
Jesus Christ.
And also, if there be bounds set to the heavens or to the seas, or to the
dry land, or to the sun, moon, or stars-All the times of their revolutions, all the appointed days, months, and
years, and all the days of their days, months, and years and all their
glories, laws, and set times, shall be revealed in the days of the
dispensation of the fulness of times-According to that which was ordained in the midst of the Council of the
Eternal God of all other gods before this world was, that should be
reserved unto the finishing and the end thereof, when every man shall
enter into his eternal presence and into his immortal rest. [D&C
121:26-32]
The Pauline deification doctrine is part of this circle of ideas:
The Spirit itself beareth witness with our spirit, that we are the children
of God: And if children, then heirs; heirs of God, and joint-heirs with
Christ; if so be that we suffer with him, that we may be also glorified
together. [Romans 8:16-17]
217. Joseph apparently sees a larger picture here. See note 212.
218. Prudence. Canniness, discretion, foresight, forethought.
219. Hyphenated words in the text are preserved, but they generally (but not always)
occurred when a word was divided by the printer at the end of a line. Original spelling is
also preserved in the main text as it appeared in TS-1. While the word intelligencies is
perhaps a spelling error, the (archaic) word "intelligency" (of which the present word
appears as a plural) was employed as a reference to "mind" or intellect in 19th century
discourse. BAms-6 has intelligences for all occurances of this word.
220. This reference to "beginning" is indicated to mean the beginning of his work with
these intelligences as in the next phrase.
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How The Intelligences were Organized - Abraham Chosen Before Birth- Purpose of
Mortality (221)
22. (3:22) Now the Lord had shewn (222) [sic] unto me, Abraham, the intelligences (223)
that were or-ganized (224) before the world was; and among all these there were many of
the noble and great ones,(3:23) and God saw these souls (225) that they were good, and he
stood in the midst of them, and he said, these, I will make my rulers (226) ; for he stood
among those that were spirits (227) , and he saw that they were good; and he said unto me,
Abraham, thou art one of them (228) , thou wast chosen be-fore thou wast born (229) . (3:24)
And there stood one among them that was like unto God (230) , and he said (231) unto those,
who were with him, we (232) will go down, for there is space there, and we will take of
these materials, and we will make an Earth whereon these (233) may dwell; (3:25)and we
will prove them herewith (234) , to see if they will do all things whatsoever the Lord their
God shall command (235) them; (3:26) (236) and they, who keep their first estate, shall be
added upon; and they, who keep not their first estate (237) , shall not have glory in the
same kingdom, with those who keep their first estate (238) ; and they, who keep their
second estate, shall have glory added upon their heads forever and ever (239) .

Notes on Verses (3:22) to (3:26)
221. The (possibly 1st century AD text) Clementine Recognitions, 1:33 repeats the story
of the Book of Abraham saying that Christ "appeared to Abraham and taught him the
knowledge of godhead [see notes at Facsimile No. 3]; showed him the origin of the
world [Abr. chapters 4, 5] and its end; revealed to him the immortality of the soul [Abr.
chapter 3] and the manner of life which was pleasing to God; declared also to him the
doctrine of the resurrection of the dead [see various notes in chapters 1, 2 and 3], of the
future judgments, and of rewards and punishments to come [Abr. chapter 3]." [ANP, 167;
TELA, 186.]
222. This and the preceding sentence may recall an earlier vision to which the present
makes reference or it may be just a parenthetical explanation of a simultaneous visual
experience. The third person explanation continues to set the context of the current
information. Joseph Smith comments on the experience of seeing into heaven in this
famous summary from Willard Richards. It should also be read in conjunction with (3:23
- 3:26)
All men know that all men must die.--What is the object of our coming
into existence then dying and falling away to be here no more? This is a
subject we ought to study more than any other. which we ought to
study day and night.--If we have any claim on our heavenly father for
any thing it is for knowledge on this important subject--could we read
and comprehend all that has been written from the days of Adam on the
relations of man to God & angels. and the spirits of just men in a
future state. we should know very little about it. Could you gaze in
heaven 5 minutes you would know more than you possibly can know
by read all that ever was written on the subject. We are one only
capable of comprehending that certain things exist. which we may
acquire by certain fixed principles-- If men would acquired salvation they
have got to be subject to certain rules & principles which were fixed by
an unalterable decree before the world was, before they leave this world.
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[October 9, 1843, Joseph Smith diary kept by Willard Richards,
Archives, emphasis added. Compare Times and Seasons for Sept. 15,
1843; see PJ or WJS.]
223. Compare Moses 6:36. "And he [Enoch] beheld the spirits that God had created; and
he beheld also things which were not visible to the natural eye; [September 26, 1830]
The text reveals the meaning of the word created as used in this passage, in the Book of
Abraham. Substituting the word organized gives further insight here: "the spirits that God
had organized . . . " See the following note on Joseph Smith's explanation of the use of
the word organized. A similar passage is found in The Doctrine and Covenants:
"But remember that all my judgments are not given unto men; and as the words have
gone forth out of my mouth even so shall they be fulfilled, that the first shall be last, and
that the last shall be first in all things whatsoever I have created by the word of my
power, which is the power of my Spirit. For by the power of my Spirit created I them;
yea, all things both spiritual and temporal- First spiritual, secondly temporal, which is
the beginning of my work; and again, first temporal, and secondly spiritual, which is the
last of my work-- Speaking unto you that you may naturally understand; but unto myself
my works have no end, neither beginning; but it is given unto you that ye may
understand, because ye have asked it of me and are agreed. Wherefore, verily I say unto
you that all things unto me are spiritual, and not at any time have I given a law which was
temporal; neither any man, nor the children of men; neither Adam, your father, whom I
created." [D&C 29:30-34.]
Intelligences. The word was not unusual in 19th century writing. The word is defined in
Webster's 1829 dictionary as "4. A spiritual being; as a created intelligence. It is believed
that the universe is peopled with innumerable superior intelligences." Oliver and Warren
Cowdery quote from a popular philosopher, Thomas Dick in the Messenger and
Advocate Vol. 3 no. 27, December 1836, p. 423f (Oliver), continued in the February and
(Warren) March 1837 issues. Some parallels with the Book of Abraham exist at first
glance. The question might be and has been asked, did Joseph Smith borrow from Dick's
book for the Book of Abraham? It is legitimate to compare Joseph Smith's own apparent
interpretation of the book to answer this. [Dick, 1827, part 1, section 10. An 1849
printing of Dick's book Philosophy of a Future State, found its way into the Utah
Territorial Legislature Library and page numbers below are from this printing.]
First, we note that mention of Dick's or anyone else's philosophical works fails to find a
place in the journals of Book of Abraham principals. A careful study shows that Dick's
philosophical notions differ in the most fundamental ways from Joseph Smith's. For
Dick, God creates the soul (the parallels with Origen are strong) and its annihilation is
argued against via analogy with the conservation of matter (which for Dick is created ex
nihilo). Dick states that intelligences are created (p. 88), that intelligence is created by
God (p. 222) and that "Self Existence" applies only to God (p. 100 capitalization in
original) and the creator perpetuates the other rational minds he has created (p. 107).
Joseph Smith's notion is quite different as indicated in statements above. In Smith's
philosophy, the soul has necessary existence or at least "given" existence.
The similarity between Joseph Smith and Thomas Dick, lies in some terminology, a
terminology common to the day, and indeed commonly found in discourse for many
years before Joseph Smith. Warren and Oliver Cowdery never threw down the gaunlet
of plagiarism at Smith’s feet. The quotations from Dick are clearly not made for that
reason. Retrieving every contemporary instance of a term used by Joseph Smith and
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claiming that he was deliberately derivative is a technique often used by critics - and in
some poor historical scholarship in general. [See Goshen-Gottstein, 1963, 89-90.]
The fact is, Joseph Smith did not use a contemporary source from which to draw his
notions about necessary existence of souls. Conversely, the general idea of the
preexistence of souls itself is hardly original with Joseph Smith. As already indicated,
there is evidence that the primitive Christian church had the same doctrine. Plato and
many of his successors taught it. Scottish philosopher, John McTaggart (1866 - 1925)
offered the variation of uncreated souls, ala Smith, but in a setting of atheism and much
later than Smith. Joseph Smith's individual based philosophy contrasts with Mary Baker
Eddy's (1866) ideas of divine Mind, i.e., Joseph Smith's ideas taken together were clearly
fundamentally original among his U.S. contemporaries.
It is interesting in light of this to note Oliver Cowdery's introduction to his and his
brother’s extensive quotations from Dick: “We extract the following chapter from
‘Dick’s philosophy of a future state,’ There are reasonings sufficient, we think, to
commend it to the attention of the reader-Ed. Mes.” [Emphasis added.] The quotation
begins under the subtitle
ON THE ABSURDITY OF SUPPOSING THAT THE THINKING PRINCIPLE IN MAN WILL EVER BE
ANNIHILATED.

Oliver Cowdery clearly saw a connection with Dick and the Book of Abraham. The
subtitle assures us that that something was chapter 3 of the Book of Abraham. Was Smith
even aware of the Dick material? He never mentioned it, while he was not afraid to cite
supporters of his notions, and a copy of Dick’s book was donated by Smith to the Nauvoo
Literary Institute in January 1844. Witness his reference to Jasher, German translators,
Anthon’s supposed approval to Harris, Central American explorers and the Book of
Mormon, and virtually anyone that seemed remotely in favor of his ideas. His mother
noted the extreme relief he experienced with having the three Book of Mormon witnesses
on board. And we should make no mistake, Oliver is clearly making subtle reference to
an already available Abraham text, something he was not involved in after October 1835.
Additionally, Oliver apparently saw something in Dick's enthusiasm about astronomy
reminiscent of the Book of Abraham. Dick has astronomical conjecture in his Philosophy
of Religion (at least some of the Book of Abraham "astronomy" was available to
Cowdery in the Kirtland period), with some superficial parallels to the Book of Abraham
terminology. There is no doubt that this attracted Oliver to Dick's work.
Dick postulates that the Sun is rotating about some central body and that the "nebula" are
all rotating around some center as well which might be designated as the "throne of God"
(Dick did not however subscribe to a corporeal God. This language was merely
metaphorical.) Since the astronomical setting of the Book of Abraham appears to be
geocentric (see note 188), Book of Abraham astonomy is many centuries removed from
Dick’s. Warren Cowdery might have seen something of a parallel with the well known
revelation in D&C 76 (current edition). Again, one thing is clear: if Oliver or Warren
Cowdery wanted to connect Dick with the Book of Abraham, it was because the Book of
Abraham text was already available. Joseph Smith apparently made no effort to hide it
from interested parties. Once again: though Dick argues for the non-dissolution of the
“intelligent principle” based on a faulty understanding of conservation, he clearly
subscribes to creatio ex nihilo as well the possibility of annihilation of the soul. Joseph’s
axiom was “anything that has a beginning may have an ending.”
Whatever the reasons may have been, it is apparent that Joseph Smith's ideas don't seem
to derive from the philosophical speculators of his day, though he is not afraid of parallels
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when they can be found. [For a wider comparative study of Smith's and Dick's ideas
independent of the one here, see Jones, 1969. For Joseph’s reluctance to go public with
new doctrinal elements himself, see Crawley 1997, 14, along with the response of
followers to various other doctrinal expansions he made – see Partridge, 1936 for
example, and Brigham Young’s response to D&C 76.]
Take of these materials. The statement implies preexisting matter was to serve as source
material for the creative act. The Genesis text follows the same line of thought, the
preexisting stuff characterized as “waters.” Ostler shows that the Abrahamic text fits the
notion of creation in OT period texts. [Ostler, 2005]
224. The term organized as used in regard to the spirits here mentioned is once again in
analogy with the stars in the heavens (the text structure seems to focus on this
comparison-see Appendix V). Organized means to set up an administrative structure for
them, the very thing spoken of in the next verse (3:23). Joseph Smith made several
comments which are relevant to these verses:
". . . the organization of the spiritual and heavenly worlds, and of spiritual and heavenly
beings, was agreeably to the most perfect order and harmony--that their limits, and
bounds were fixed irrevocably, and voluntarily subscribed to by themselves . . . " [Times
and Seasons 4 (15 September 1843):331-2, emphasis added.] [Note the juxtaposition of
the two organizations, exactly as it occurs in the Book of Abraham.]
"The Father called all spirits before him at the creation of Man & organized them. He
(Adam) is the head, was told to multiply. The Keys were given to him [Adam], and by
him to others & he will have to give an account of his Stewardship, & they to him."
[Willard Richards Pocket Companion, prior to August 8, 1839, Archives, emphasis
added; see PJ or WJS.]
Knowledge is Revelation hear all ye brethren, this grand Key;
Knowledge is the power of God unto Salvation.
What is salvation. Salvation is for a man to be Saved from all his
enemies even our last enemy which is death and for David Saith, "and
the Lord Said unto my Lord 'Sit thou on my right hand until I make
thine enemies thy footstool." The design of God before the foundation
of the world was that we should take tabernacles that through
faithfulness we should overcome & thereby obtain a resrection from the
dead, in this wise obtain glory honor power and dominion for this thing
is needful, inasmuch as the Spirits in the Eternal world, glory in
bringing other Spirits in Subjection unto them, Striving continually
for the Mastery, He who rules in the heavens when he has a certain
work to do calls the Spirits before him to organize them. they present
themselves and offer their Services-When Lucifer was hurled from Heaven the decree was that he Should
not obtain a tabernacle not those that were with him, but go abroad
upon the earth exposed to the anger of the elements naked & bare, but
ofttimes he lays hold upon men binds up their Spirits enters their
habitations laughs at the decree of God and rejoices in that he hath a
house to dwell in, by & by he is expelled by Authority and goes abroad
mourning naked upon the earth like a man without a house exposed to
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the tempest & the storm-- [Howard and Martha Coray Notebook, May
21, 1843, Archives, emphasis added; PJ or WJS under date.]
"God himself finds himself in the midst of spirits and glory, because he was greater, and
because he saw proper to institute laws, whereby the rest could have a privilege to
advance like himself, that they might have one glory upon another, in all that knowledge,
power, and glory, &c., in order to save the world of spirits." [April 7, 1844, combined
Thomas Bullock and William Clayton records, published in Times and Seasons Vol. 5
No. 15 Aug. 15, 1844, emphasis added (see PJ or WJS). This is not an amalgamation but
a kind of supplementation by one of the eye-witnesses.]
Brigham related instructions he had received from Joseph Smith in a dream, February 17,
1847:
I dreamed that I saw Joseph sitting in a room, in the South West corner,
near a bright window. He sat in a chair, with his feet, both on the lower
round. . . [Joseph said] `When the small still voice speaks, always
receive it, and if the people will do these things, when they come up to
the Father, all will be as in the beginning, and every person stand as at
the first.' I saw how we were organized before we took tabernacles and
every man will be restored to that which he had then, and all will be
satisfied." [Brooks, 1964, 1:238, also Manuscript History of Brigham
Young under date February 23, 1847, Archives]
Joseph here says that the grace of God has a preexistent component, seemingly little
understood outside of Mormonism: "he saw proper to institute laws, whereby the rest
could have a privilege to advance like himself, that they might have one glory upon
another, in all that knowledge, power, and glory." For Joseph, God is the necessary
nuturerer helping man to reach full potential [Mosiah 4:11].
if J. C. [Jesus Christ] was the Son of God & John discd. [discovered]
that God the Far. [Father] of J. C. had a far. you may suppose that he
had a Far. also---where was ther ever a Son witht. a Far.---where ever
did tree or any thing spring into existence witht. a progenitor-- & every
thing comes in this way--Paul says that which is Earthyly is in
likeness of that which is Heavenly-- hence if J. [Jesus] had a Far. can
we not believe that he had a Fa.r also--I despise the idea of being scared
to death--I want you all to pay particr. attent. J. sd. as the Far. wrought
precisely in the same way as his Far. had done bef-- as the Far. had done
bef--he laid down his life & took it up same as his Far. had done before-he did as he was sent to lay down his life & take it up again & was
then committed unto him the keys &c I know it is good reasoning-[Thomas Bullock record, June 16, 1844; see PJ or WJS.]
What Joseph Smith is suggesting here has been interpreted in various ways. Some
exegetes claim these remarks inductively imply an infinite recession of “fathers.”
“Where was there ever a son without a father.” Others that, taken with previous
statements of Joseph Smith, a presiding father (way back?) is the original “God.” One
thing is certain: this, joined with others of Smith’s ideas clearly upset some of his
colleagues enough that they joined in Warsaw, Ill. editor Thomas Sharp’s calls for action.
[For two dissenter’s (one of which was seemingly turned by the doctrine) reactions see
Partridge, 1936 - Compare Sarah Scott’s very positive impressions of Joseph at the April
7 sermon, with her apparent shock at the June 16, 1844 sermon: undoubtedly assisted by
husband Isaac’s long-brewing criticisms of Smith.] Whatever extension Joseph made of
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the Abraham text (and his remarks [see note 212] clearly appeal to it) he wanted it
understood that the heavenly council concept typifies government in heaven and he
clearly preached that this is the ideal paradigm for family and Church government. [See
note 232.]
225. Souls. The term is undoubtedly used differently here than, for example, D&C 88:15.
The meaning here is evidently equivalent to "spirits" and "intelligences," i.e., the
individuals observed by Abraham in his vision. Compare also (2:25) .
226. Joseph Smith said: "every man who has a calling to minister to the Inhabitants of the
world, was ordained to that very purpose in the grand Council of Heaven before this
world was --I suppose that I was ordained to this very office in that grand Council" [May
12, 1844, Thomas Bullock record, Archives; see PJ or WJS under date.]
"At the general & grand Council of heaven, all those to whom a dispensation was to be
committed, were set apart & ordained at that time, to that calling. The Twelve also as
witnesses were ordained" [May 12, 1844, Samuel W. Richards record, Archives; also PJ
or WJS.]
George Laub summarizes Joseph Smith:
The time the grand council Set in heaven to organise this world Joseph
was chosen for the last & greatest Prophet to lay the foundation of gods
work of the Seventh Dispensation therefore the Jews asked John the
Baptist if he was Elias or Jesus or that great prophet that was to come.
the Devil lusifer also organised his kingdom in opposition to overthrow
gods kingdom & he became the Son of perdition [May 12, 1844,
George Laub Journal, Archives; also PJ or WJS under date.]
J. Reuben Clark, Jr. [counselor to Heber J. Grant, George Albert Smith and David O.
McKay] felt that the meaning of this teaching could be expanded to include more than
just those who head dispensations:
I do not know whether we have a right to interpret the Prophet's
statement, "Every man who has a calling to administer to the
inhabitants of the world was ordained to that very purpose in the grand
council of heaven, before the world was," I do not know that we may
interpret that to mean any but those who have charge of dispensations
or are leaders therein, but I like to think that it does include those of us
of lesser calling and lesser stature. We have been told ever since I was
old enough to remember that those who are coming forth among the
Latter-day Saints were choice spirits, and I like to think that perhaps in
that grand council something at least was said to us indicating what
would be expected of us, and empowering us, subject to the re
confirmation here, to do certain things in building up the kingdom of
God on earth. [Conference Report, October, 1950.]
The Apocalypse of Abraham recalls the grand council in heaven and the premortal life of
man in the following words: "And I saw there a great multitude - men and women and
children . . . and he [God] said unto me: `This is my will with regard to those who exist in
the world-counsel, and it seemed well-pleasing before my sight, and then afterwards I
gave commandment to them through my word. And it came to pass whatever I had
determined to be, was already planned beforehand in this and it stood before me ere it
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was created, as thou hast seen . . . these are they whom I have ordained to be born of
thee’ . . ."
227. The spirits of men could choose good or evil since some are declared to be "good."
Some post-apostolic Church fathers (and later the post-apostolic Church itself) rejected
the idea of preexistence in order to combat what they felt were heretical notions
concerning other divine beings beside God who assisted in the creation, a fact actually
confirmed by the Book of Abraham. While he does not mention creatio ex nihilo
explicitly, the beginning of existence as a conscious being is implied by Tatian (A. D.
160) who says "For just as not existing before I was born I knew not who I was . . . I have
obtained through my birth a certainty of my existence" a position Joseph Smith would
have apparently disagreed with (see notes at (3:18)). [As quoted in Winston, 1986, 88;
see also Goldstein, 1984; Goldstein, 1987.] While the reasons Christian, Jewish and
Muslim thinkers had for asserting creation ex nihilo are perhaps obscure, it is clear that
Joseph Smith thought that the Book of Abraham supported the contrary idea.
Meanwhile, the two major Egyptian cosmogonies, first from the Pyramid Texts and later
from the Coffin Texts, taught creation from preexistent materials.
228. This indicates an unusual experience in sacred literature, a man observes himself in
the preexistent state. (Actually, the text does not say this overtly, but we can at least infer
that Abraham recognized the fact.) This passage is one of the most direct in all scriptural
literature of Mormonism witnessing to the preexistance of mankind. It specifically
identifies a certain mortal individual other than Jesus Christ for example (cp. John 1) as
having lived before mortality. This passage is not open to the usual rationalizations of
biblical passages which concern premortal life. Both the rabbis and the church doctors
struggled with and finally abandoned this perspective. Much of the theological effort
after the Alexandrian period, sought to fill in the blanks between the bits and pieces that
were "safe." For example, Gregory the Great, a great man in Christian history, was also
known as Pater Superstitionum for his filling in the soteriological blanks left from the
purging of primitive Christianity by Alexandria. A somewhat similar trend is found
today. [Nibley, 1986, lecture 1; Sanders, 2001.]
229. Latter-day Saint literature often points to the following as an instance where God
told Jeremiah he was among those chosen in the preexistence:
Then the word of the LORD came unto me, saying,
Before I formed thee in the belly I knew thee; and before thou camest
forth out of the womb I sanctified thee, and I ordained thee a prophet
unto the nations.
Then said I, Ah, Lord GOD! behold, I cannot speak: for I am a child.
But the LORD said unto me, Say not, I am a child: for thou shalt go to
all that I shall send thee, and whatsoever I command thee thou shalt
speak." [Jeremiah 1:4-6.]
Elder Neal A. Maxwell gives us further insight concerning the current view of the Book
of Abraham and Joseph Smith’s teachings on the relation between mortality and
premortality:
Premortality is not a relaxing doctrine. For each of us, there are choices
to be made, incessant and difficult chores to be done, ironies and
adversities to be experienced, time to be well spent, talents and gifts to
be well employed. Just because we were chosen "there and then,"
surely does not mean we can be indifferent "here and now." Whether
foreordination for men, or foredesignation for women, those called and
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prepared must also prove "chosen, and faithful." (See Rev. 17:14; D&C
121:34-36.)
In fact, adequacy in the first estate may merely have ensured a stern,
second estate with more duties and no immunities! [This certainly
applies to Abraham's mortal probation.] Additional tutoring and
suffering appears to be the pattern for the Lord's most apt pupils. (See
Mosiah 3:19; 1 Pet. 4:19.) Our existence, therefore, is a continuum
matched by God's stretching curriculum. This doctrine brings
unarguable identity but also severe accountability to our lives. It
uniquely underscores the actuality of the Fatherhood of God and the
brotherhood of man. It also reminds us that we do not have all of the
data. There are many times when we must withhold judgment and trust
God, even in the midst of "all these things." Only with the help of this
doctrine can we begin to understand things as they really were, are, and
will become. (See Jacob 4:13; D&C 93:24.) Agreeing to enter this
second estate, therefore, was like agreeing in advance to anesthetic--the
anesthetic of forgetfulness. Doctors do not de-anesthetize a patient, in
the midst of what was previously authorized, to ask him, again, if it
should be continued. We agreed to come here and to undergo certain
experiences under certain conditions. Elder Orson Hyde said, "We have
forgotten!...But our forgetfulness cannot alter the facts." (Journal of
Discourses, 7:315.) Yet, on occasions, there are inklings. Joseph F.
Smith observed how "we often catch a spark from the awakened
memories of the immortal soul, which lights up our whole being as
with the glory of our former home." (Gospel Doctrine, 5th ed., Salt
Lake City: Deseret Book, 1939, 14.) There can be sudden surges of
deja vu. A flash from the mirror of memory can beckon us forward to
that far pavilion, filled with "everlasting splendours" and resurrected
beings. C. S. Lewis wrote, "We cannot mingle with the splendours we
see. But all the leaves of the New Testament are rustling with the
rumour that it will not always be so." (C. S. Lewis at the Breakfast
Table and Other Reminiscences, ed. James T. Como, New York:
Collier Books, 1985, 34.) Thanks to the Prophet Joseph Smith,
hundreds more leaves of scripture are rustling, rustling resoundingly for
all who have ears to hear. Thus, when we now say "I know," that
realization is rediscovery; we are actually saying "I know--again!"
From long experience, His sheep know His voice and His doctrine.
[Conference report, October, 1985]
Elsewhere Elder Maxwell states:
"We do not know with any precision exactly what we "brought with us" from being
intelligences as, later on, we become spirit sons and daughters of our Father in heaven.
But we can scarcely blame God for our untoward propensities, for it is clear that God did
not fashion us ex nihilio. Our intrinsic makeup is not His responsibility; there is no such
"easy out" in the true gospel of Jesus Christ. Perhaps the input from our intelligence state
was a "given" within which God Himself had to work -- in which case it would help to
explain why this proving estate is so vital and why our obedience to God is so important."
[Maxwell, Even As I Am, 37.]
"Perhaps what we brought with us as intelligences into our creation as spirit children
constitutes a given within which even God must work. Add to that possibility the certain
reality of God's deep commitment to our free agency, and we begin to see how essential
meekness is." [Maxwell, Plain and Precious Things, 52.]
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Hugh Nibley remarks:
And who are we? Abraham sees that as the ultimate question and meets
it handily: intelligence--awareness--is the beginning and ending of it
all. You start out with "intelligences," beyond which nothing is to be
said. You can doubt everything else, but that much you must grant-there were those intelligences, because they still are. What the book of
Abraham tells me is that, if this moment of consciousness is real, then
it is all real. I can bear unshakable testimony to one thing: I am here.
[CWHN, 1:76.]
See EM, entries on "Evil" and "Mankind."
230. one like unto God. While the text itself is not specific, Latter-day Saints have a fund
of knowledge on which to base the idea that this person came to mortality as Jesus Christ.
Here surfaces another and more subtle theme of the Book of Abraham, its Christianity.
From the opening paragraphs of the Book of Abraham, we see the mention of the
priesthood, which according to Joseph Smith, Abraham may have known was "the Holy
Priesthood after the order of the Son of God." [D&C 107:2-3; Alma 13.] Smith’s view of
a “global” grace of God (see notes at (3:18)) is permeated by the events of (3:27). Joseph
Smith’s remarks suggest that the first estate (3:26) came by the grace of God the Father,
with the view of the future ministry of the Christ, for without that, his covenant with
mankind in granting them this first estate would have been in vain. Joseph Smith makes
this clear for example in his famous sermon of April 7, 1844 [PJ under date].
Meanwhile, Joseph fleshes out the Book of Abraham to show that it is the preexistent
Christ who takes a leadership role in the creation of the earth and its preparation for man.
This idea is well attested in the NT. Hence the second estate of mankind also comes by
the grace of God the Father, through Jesus Christ, by the power of the Holy Spirit
(facsimile 3.1). Those who keep the commandments of Christ (D&C 20:77) shall have
glory added upon them forever (3:26). Smith certainly saw submerged in, and
undergirding all the Book of Abraham, the reality of Christ and (for Abraham) the future
sacrifice and resurrection (cf.. Heb. 11:13). The fundamental creedal statements Smith
gave in 1842 and eventually canonized by the Church as the Articles of Faith, place
Christ in the primary role in LDS salvic scheme. Meanwhile, the connection between
the Book of Abraham and the temple rituals is clear on several levels. The temple
ceremonies are in turn clearly connected to Jesus in many ways. Matthew Livingston
Davis, reporter, politico and friend and biographer of Aaron Burr reported Smith giving
an outline of Mormon beliefs while Smith was visiting Washington, petitioning the
government over Missouri injustice:
I Believe in the fall of man, as recorded in the Bible

I believe that God foreknew every
thing; I deny that foreordain and foreknow is the same thing. He fore
ordained the fall of man; but all merciful as he is, he foreordained at the
same time, a plan for Redemption for all mankind. I believe in the
Divinity of Jesus Christ, and that he died for the sins of all men, who in
Adam had fallen - He then entered into some details, the result of
which tended to show his total unbelief of what is termed original sin.
He believes that it is washed away by the Blood of Christ, and that it no
longer exists. -As a necessary consequence, he believes that we are all
born pure and undefiled. [Cp. D&C 93:38.] That all children dying at
an early age (say eight years) not knowing good from evil, were
incapable of sinning; and that all such assuredly go to Heaven. [Cp.
D&C 29:46-47; Moro. 8:11-12.] I believe, said he, that a man is a
moral, responsible, free agent, that although it was foreordained he
should fall, and be redeemed, yet after the redemption it was not fore
^
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ordained that he should again sin. In the Bible a rule of conduct is laid
down for him, In the old and new Testaments the law by which he is to
be governed may be found. If he violates that law, he is to be punished
for the deeds done in the body. [February 5, 1840, see PJ or WJS.
Thomas Bullock in ms history of the Church, book C-1, 152-3,
insertion by another hand.]
The name Jehovah is nearly always thought by Latter-day Saints to be the premortal
name of Jesus Christ [see note 192]. Margeret Barker suggests that the intellectual
environment at the time of Jesus made his sometimes subtle-seeming claims a straightforward identification with the OT Yahweh for his listeners, and moreover that Yahweh
[Jehovah] was subordinate to the supreme god El. [Barker, 1992.] At times, Church
leaders have also used the title Jehovah, as a name for God the Father. For example,
Orson Pratt said:
"God is love," says the Apostle John," and he that dwelleth in love
dwelleth in God, and God in him." If, then, this is one of the great
attributes of Jehovah, if he is filled with love and compassion towards
the children of men, if his son Jesus Christ so loved the world that he
gave his life to redeem mankind from the effects of the fall, then,
certainly, God the Eternal Father must be in possession of this passion.
[Nov. 12, 1876, JD 18:286; cp. D&C 109.]
While it has become standard in LDS Church discourse to use the name Jehovah to refer
to the premortal identity of Jesus, as late as 1961 President David O. McKay spoke of
"Jehovah and His Son Jesus Christ." [Church News, July 1, 1961, 14], pointing to the
idea that "Jehovah" with its traditional meaning, might also be an appropriate title for the
Father. The LDS cross-reference tool known as the “Topical Guide” acknowledges this
idea with a section devoted to scripture passages using this name for the Father. The
1916 Talmage statement [note 192] regularized the referents for Divinity, but must be
viewed in context: those who came before were not bound by it.
The following selection illustrates the usual (since 1916) way Latter-day Saints use the
name Jehovah:
So also the glory of the Lord overshadowed Joseph Smith, and God
himself, in the glory and majesty of his person, with his Only Begotten
Son, Jehovah, revealed himself in vision, and with his own voice
designated Joseph Smith to be the instrument through whom the
greatest gospel dispensation of the ages was to be ushered in. [First
Presidency Centennial Message, April 10, 1930, Improvement Era
33:453-8; see also D&C 110, D&C 38:1; cp. Moses 1:6.]
231. he said. It is clear from the next verses that the speaker is well acquainted with the
plan as conceived by the God as suggested in part by (3:23). [D&C 132: 28] Compare
Moses 1:30-33. Moreover, this person who Latter-day Saints generally identify as the
premortal Jesus (see other notes at this verse) is clearly the leader/spokesman in the
program.
232. The notion of the heavenly council (for biblical references see for example Ps. 82:1;
1 Kgs. 22:19-23; Isa. 6; Ps. 89: 6-9 - in Joseph Smith's writings and revelations, the
notion is explicit or hinted at in several passages, for example D&C 121:32, D&C
124:33, D&C 127:2, D&C 130:20-21, D&C 132:5, Moses 2:26) is a very old one and is
found interestingly, from the time of Abraham; it is traceable to at least the second
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millennium in Canaan and elsewhere. [Mullen, 1980.] The text implies that a significant
number of individuals are involved. The ancient texts which concern the "assembly" in
Canaanite, Hebrew, Phoenician and Mesopotamian lore all confirm its function in exactly
the same way as the Book of Abraham: the council was a confirmatory body, not a rulemaking one. The Hebrew prophetic office, the Hebrew tradition's major break [i.e., the
role of the prophet] with the other ancient traditions is here fulfilled by Abraham himself
precisely and in fact literally as in the Hebrew texts. Mullen writes:
One of the most unique aspects of Hebrew religion is the unparalleled
phenomenon of the classical prophets. These men, called by Yahweh,
served as the couriers of . . . the assembly . . . asserting that their
message and authority was equal in power to that of the council itself
[here we find the Mormon concept of priesthood displayed]. . . in Israel
the prophet was introduced as a participant in the heavenly assembly
who then served as the courier of the judgment of Yahweh. [Mullen,
1980, 283, emphasis added.]
Hebrew literature subtly parallels the Book of Abraham in another way. That is the
evident nature of the council structure. There is a God (El) who is superior to Yahweh
(text: one like unto God) and the council. [Mullen, 204] Mullen notes that: ". . . it is
probable that Yahweh recognizes the superiority of 'El/'Elyon," in reference to Deut.
32:8-9, "here regarded as a distinct deity (cf.. Isa 14:13; Ezek 28:2)[“El and Yahweh,"
Journal of Jewish Studies, 1 (1956), 28-30]. The preservation of such a view in Hebrew
literature would be most remarkable, however." and . . . "neither biblical nor extrabiblical tradition reflects of the exact nature of ['Elyon]." Barker’s 1992 study however
takes us much further in understanding how post-exilic and post-apostolic Jewish (and
consequently Christian) orthodox movements altered scripture and tradition to erase the
true relationship of El Elyon and Jehovah in OT thought. [Mullen, 204, emphasis added;
see Barker, 1992.]
Ps. 89 explicitly identifies the members of the council as holy ones. Mullen gives the
translation:
The heavens praise your wonders, O Yahweh,
And your truth in the council of the holy ones.
For who in the skies can compare to Yahweh?
Who is like Yahweh among the sons of god (i.e. the gods)?
A dreadful god in the council of the holy ones,
Great and terrible above all those around him.
Yahweh, god of (the heavenly) hosts, who is like you?
Mighty Yah(weh), your faithful ones surround you.
[Mullen, 191 gives the Hebrew, see n134]
But the parallel goes further (compare again Barker, 1992). This plan is typical, each one
of the council contributes as assigned, the Almighty makes up the rest. Nevertheless,
LDS teachings declare that man has moral agency to act in that "sphere" in which he is
placed [D&C 93:30]. Joseph Smith repeated this instruction to the Nauvoo Female Relief
Society:
He continued to read [1Cor. 12] and give instructions respecting the
different offices, and the necessity of every individual acting in the
sphere allotted him or her; and filling the several offices to which they
were appointed--Spoke of the disposition of man, to consider the lower
offices in the church dishonorable and to look with jealous eyes upon
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the standing of others--that it was the nonsense of the human heart, for
a person to be aspiring to other stations than appointed of God--that it
was better for individuals to magnify their respective callings, and wait
patiently till God shall say to them come up higher. [April 28, 1842,
Eliza R. Snow minutes. Archives. See PJ or WJS under date.]
233. These. Not all the spirits were among the council of Gods. Those who are not
members of this council are referred to here. However, Joseph Smith’s revelations
clearly caution that this way of speaking, as though all God’s children are involved and
participating in these particular incidents is only so that we may understand. In Joseph’s
view, God’s works have no end and the “creation” are always expanding. It is only our
local part of his work that we are allowed to view in some detail, for example, D&C
29:33 and Moses 1:4, 30, 31, 35.
234. For some examples of the 20th century interpretation of these ideas compare Elder
Howard W. Hunter:
We came to mortal life to encounter resistance. It was part of the plan
for our eternal progress. Without temptation, sickness, pain, and
sorrow, there could be no goodness, virtue, appreciation for well-being,
or joy. The law of opposition makes freedom of choice possible;
therefore, our Heavenly Father has commanded his children, "Choose
ye this day, to serve the Lord God who made you (Moses 6:33). He has
counseled us to yield to his spirit and resist temptation. Free agency, of
course, permits us to oppose his directions; thus, we see many who
resist the truth and yield to temptation. [Conference Report, April
1980.]
Lehi's well-used phrase about opposition in all things echoes the words here [2 Nephi
2:11]. Elder Boyd K. Packer states: " Life is meant to be a test to see if we will keep the
commandments of God (see 2 Nephi 2:5). We are free to obey or to ignore the spirit and
the letter of the law. But the agency granted to man is a moral agency (see D&C
101:78). We are not free to break our covenants and escape the consequences."
[Conference Report, October 1990, emphasis added.]
Elder Russell M. Nelson gives some further thoughts on the nature of man's right to
choose: "That precious privilege of choice man's agency-was decreed before the world
was created (see D&C 93:29-31). It is a moral agency (see D&C 101:78). Thus, it was
opposed by Satan (see Moses 4:3) but affirmed by the Lord (see Moses 4:2) and
reaffirmed through prophets in ancient and in modern times, (see D&C 58:26-28; Moses
6:56; 7:32).' The proper exercise of moral agency requires faith. Faith in the Lord Jesus
Christ is the first principle of the gospel (see Articles of Faith 1:4). Because of Him, you
have your agency. He must be the very foundation of your faith, and the testing of that
faith is a fundamental reason for your freedom to choose." [Conference Report, October
1990]
235. "all things," Joseph Smith tells us, "whatsoever God of his infinite wisdom has seen
proper to reveal to us, while we are dwelling in mortality, in regard to our mortal bodies,
are revealed to us in the abstract and independent of affinity of this mortal tabernacle; but
are revealed to us as if we had no bodies at all, and those revelations which will save our
dead will save our bodies; and God reveals them to us in view of no eternal dissolution of
the body; . . . When his commandments teach us, it is in view of eternity. " [Thomas
Bullock record, April 7, 1844, Times and Seasons Vol. 5 No. 15 Aug. 15, 1844; see PJ
or WJS under April 7, 1844.]
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Clearly, Joseph Smith means to include in these commandments, the ordinances and
covenants of the Gospel of Christ. Joseph Smith’s idea is that the power of redemption is
given to man in accordance with the plans established at the grand council in heaven: that
is, through the ordinances. He even uses the term, “plan of ordinances” (see below).
"Those who limit the designs [the context here would be the rejection of the temple
ordinances and ordinances in general] of God as concerted by the grand council of H
cannot obtain the Knowledge of God & I do not know but I may say they will drink in
the Damnation of their souls-- " [Aug 27, 1843, Franklin D. Richards, "Scriptural Items,"
Archives; see PJ or WJS under date.]
Ordinances were instituted in heaven before the foundation of the world
of in the priesthood, for the salvation of man. not be altered. not to be
changed. all must be saved upon the same principle.
that is only your opinion Sir--say Sectarians.--when a man will go to
hell it is more than my meat & drink to help them to do as they want
to.
where there is no change of priesthood there is no change of ordinances
says Paul. If god has not changed the ordinances & priesthood, howl ye
sectarians, if he has where has he revealed it. have ye turned revelators?
then why deny it?
Men have thought many things insolvable, in the last days, that he
should raise the dead. Things have been hid from before the foundation
of the [world] to be revealed to babes in the last days.
there are a great many wise men & women to in our midst to wise to
be taught. & they must die in their ignorance and in the resurrection
they will find their mistake.
Many seal up the door of heaven by saying so far god may reveal & I
will believe.-- heirs of God. &c. upon the same laws ordinance &c of
Jesus Christ. & he who will not live it all will come short. of that
glory if not of the whole.
ordinance of the baptism. God decreed before the foundation of the world
that this baptism should be performed in a house prepared for the
purpose.-- [June 11, 1843, Willard Richards in Joseph Smith Diary,
Archives; PJ or WJS under date.]
"God decreed before the foundation of the world that that ordinance [baptism for the
dead] should be administered in a house prepared for that purpose. If a man gets the
fullness of God he has to get it in the same way that Jesus Christ obtain it & that was by
keeping all the ordinances of the house of the Lord. Men will say I will never forsake you
but will stand by you at all times but the moment you teach them some of the mysteries
of God that are retained in the heavens and are to be revealed to the children of men when
they are prepared, They will be the first to stone you & put you to death." [June 11,
1843, Journal of Wilford Woodruff, Archives; PJ or WJS under date.]
"But to the text- why gather the people together in this place? For the same purpose that
Jesus wanted to gather the Jews, to receive the ordinances the blessings & the glories that
God has in store for his Saints. And I would now ask this assembly and all the Saints if
they will now build this house & receive the ordinances & Blessings which God has in
store for you, or will you not build unto the Lord this house & let him pass by & bestow
these blessings upon another. I pause for a reply" [June 11, 1843, Journal of Wilford
Woodruff, Archives; PJ or WJS under date.]
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Here we see the real origin and essence of Mormonism as interpreted by Joseph Smith
himself: the ordinances and covenants instituted in the Grand Council as he called it.
Joseph Smith taught that even Christ had to obey all the ordinances to obtain a fullness.
[TPJS, 308, 266.] This suggests the expansion of the early statement: "The fundamental
principles of our religion are the testimony of the Apostles and Prophets, concerning
Jesus Christ, that He died, was buried, and rose again the third day, and ascended into
heaven; and all other things which pertain to our religion are only appendages to it. But in
connection with these, we believe in the gift of the Holy Ghost, the power of faith, the
enjoyment of the spiritual gifts according to the will of God, the restoration of the house
of Israel [i.e., the covenant with Abraham], and the final triumph of truth." [TPJS, 121;
cp. Joseph’s remarks of October 5, 1840, instead of the terms of precedent, “plan of
salvation,” “plan of happiness,” “plan of redemption,” he employs the words, “plan of
ordinances.”]
236. This verse marks the end of BAms-4, the longest known prepublication ms of the
Book of Abraham.
237. The book of Jude employs a similar metaphor taken from Enoch:
And the angels which kept not their first estate, but left their own habitation, he hath
reserved in everlasting chains under darkness unto the judgment of the great day. Even
as Sodom and Gomorrah, and the cities about them in like manner, giving themselves
over to fornication, and going after strange flesh, are set forth for an example, suffering
the vengeance of eternal fire. Likewise also these filthy dreamers defile the flesh, despise
dominion, and speak evil of dignities. [Jude, 6-8. The Greek translated in the KJV as
"first estate" ςδπδζ means "leadership" or beginning or primary.]
238. Joseph Smith defined what it meant to keep the first estate:
"spirits of the eternal world are diverse from each other as [they are ] here in their
dispositions. Aspiring, ambitious, &c. As [a] man is [as] liable to enemies there as well as
here, it is necessary for him to be placed beyond their power in order to be saved. This is
done by our taking bodies, keeping our first estate" [May 21, 1843, F. D. Richards,
"Scriptural Items", Archives, emphasis added. PJ or WJS under date.] The Apocalypse
of Abraham prefigures the Abraham text in several ways, with a pre-planned creation and
preexistent persons:
And I said, “Eternal, Mighty One! What is this picture of creation?”
And he said unto me, “This is my will with regard to what is in the
light and it was good before my face. And then, afterward, I gave them
a command by my word and they came into existence. Whatever I had
decreed was to exist had already been outlined in this and all the
previously created (things) you have seen stood before me.” And I
said, “O sovereign, mighty and eternal! Why are the people in this
picture on this side and on that?” And he said to me, “These who are
on the left side are a multitude of tribes who existed previously . . . and
after you some (who have been) prepared for judgment and order,
others for revenge and perdition at the end of the age. Those on the
right side of the picture are the people set apart for me of the people
with Azazel; these are the ones I have prepared to be born of you and to
be called my people.” [TELA, 59.]
239. The use of the word “intelligences” in the following is further evidence that the
Book of Abraham text was available prior to the Nauvoo period:
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. . . he says God is Good & all his acts is for the benifit of infereir
intelligences-- God saw that those inteligences had Not power to Defend
themselves against those that had a tabernicle therefore the Lord Calls
them togather in Counsel & agrees to form them tabernicles so that he
might Gender the Spirit & the tabernicle togather so as to create
sympathy for their fellowman--  f or it is a Natureal thing with those
spirits that has the most power to bore down on those of Lesser power
so we see the Devil is without a tabernicle & the Lord as set bonds to
all Spirits & hence  C ome the Saying thou son of David why art thou
Come to torment us before the time, & Jesus Comanded him to Come
out of the Man & the Devil besought him that he might Enter in a herd
of swine Near by (for the Devil knew they were a Coveitous people &
if he Could Kill their Hogs that would Drive Jesus out of their Coasts
& he then would have tabernicle enough) & Jesus-- permitted him to
Enter into the swine. [March 28, 1841- McIntire Minute Book,
Archives; PJ or WJS under date.]
The necessity of mortal life and a physical body has been hotly debated among
theologians through the centuries. Why go through the exercise at all if God had already
decided what we shall be (extreme Calvinist predestination thus argues against itself)?
The answer has always been the capricious and mysterious will of God. But both Smith
(above) and ancient documents give us another insight into the cosmological reasons:
"through which [the spirit] is enabled to carry out its works in the worlds." There is
something missing for the “spirit body” alone. It is unable to fully manifest itself in the
physical world without being “clothed” in some way with elements of that world. [Hugh
Nibley, Unrolling the Scrolls - Some Forgotten Witnesses, (FARMS reprint.); cp.
Richard G. Scott, Ensign, May 2004.] Smith’s revelations also note that disembodied
spirits view an extended time in that condition as a "bondage." [D&C 138:50.]
Moreover, the acquisition of a body affords protection against the
unembodied/disembodied (see note 243).

The Son of Man - Satan - Planning for Creation
23. (3:27) And the Lord said, who shall I send? (240) And one answered like unto the Son
of Man, here am I, send me (241) . And another answered and said, here am I, send me.
And the Lord said, I will send the first (242) . (3:28) And the second was angry (243) , and
kept not his first estate, and, at that day, many followed after him (244) . (4:1) (245) And
then the Lord said, let us go down; and they went down at the beginning, and they
organized and formed, (that is, the Gods (246) ,) the heavens and the earth. (4:2) And the
earth, after it was formed, was empty and desolate; because they had not formed
anything but the earth (247) : and darkness reigned upon the face of the deep, and the spirit
of the Gods was brooding upon the faces of the water. (248)

Notes on Verse (3:27) to (4:2)
240. Smith frequently referred to an assembly he termed the Grand Council [see notes
145, 226, 235, 243, 246] at which these events took place. "At the first organization in
heaven we were all present and saw the Savior chosen and appointed, and the plan of
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salvation made and we sanctioned it." [Joseph Smith Jan. 5, 1841, Journal of William
Clayton, Archives; see PJ or WJS under date.]
Joseph Smith expanded on this verse as follows:
a sinner has his own mind & is in his own condemner for the G will
the torment of the mind of man is as exquisite as a lake burng. with fire
& brimstone--I know the Scriptures I understand them-- no man can
commit the unpardonable sin after the dissn. of the body but they must
do it in this World--hence the Saln. of J. C[hrist] was wrought out for
all men to triumph over the devil--for he stood up for a Savior--J.
continued that there wod. be certn. souls that wod. be condemned & the
d[evi]l sd. he cod. save them all--as the grand council gave in for J. C.
so the d[evi]l fell & all who put up their heads for him. All sin shall be
forgiven except the sin agt. the H. G. he has got to say that the Sun
does not shine while he sees it he has got to deny J. C. when the
heavens are open to him. & from that time they begin to be enemies
like many of the apostates of the Church of J. C. of L.D.S.--when a
man begins to be an enemy he hunts him--for he has the same Sp. that
they had who crucd. the Lord of life--the same Sp. that Sin agt. the H.
G. [April 7, 1844, Thomas Bullock record, Archives, emphasis added;
see PJ or WJS. See note 244 for a different version.]
A revelation given to Joseph Smith in December 1830 said:
And I, the Lord God, spake unto Moses, saying: That Satan, whom
thou hast commanded in the name of mine Only Begotten, is the same
which was from the beginning, and he came before me, saying-Behold, here am I, send me, I will be thy son, and I will redeem all
mankind, that one soul shall not be lost, and surely I will do it;
wherefore give me thine honor. But, behold, my Beloved Son, which
was my Beloved and Chosen from the beginning, said unto me, Father,
thy will be done, and the glory be thine forever. Wherefore, because
that Satan rebelled against me, and sought to destroy the agency of
man, which I, the Lord God, had given him, and also, that I should give
unto him mine own power; by the power of mine Only Begotten, I
caused that he should be cast down; And he became Satan, yea, even
the devil, the father of all lies, to deceive and to blind men, and to lead
them captive at his will, even as many as would not hearken unto my
voice. [Moses 4:1-4]
241. Son of Man. In many extra-canonical texts “Son of man . . . was a way of
describing an angelic being, the chief of whom was Yahweh, and so the New Testament
passeages which refer to the coming of the son of man in fact refer to the Day of the Lord
(e.g. Matt. 24.27-31) which is just how the first Chirstians described it (1 Thess. 5.2; see
chapter 10). It is not necessary to speculate how the day of Yahweh expectations were
transferred by the Christians to the Son of Man texts: Yahweh was the Man.” [Barker,
1992, 77.] From the Joseph Smith Enoch texts:
Wherefore teach it unto your children, that all men, everywhere, must
repent, or they can in nowise inherit the kingdom of God, for no
unclean thing can dwell there, or dwell in his presence; for, in the
language of Adam, Man of Holiness is his name, and the name of his
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Only Begotten is the Son of Man, even Jesus Christ, a righteous Judge,
who shall come in the meridian of time. [Moses 6:57; also Moses
7:35.]
Barker again: “. . . the earliest known depiction of a son of man figure is that of Dan. 7
which, as we have seen, is thought to have been based on a tradition of two deities, with
Yahweh as the son of man figure.” [Barker, 1992, 90.] Smith’s subtle yet contextual
linkage to a host of ancient traditions in the Book of Abraham is truly remarkable.
Joseph Smith taught that the Godhead consists of three persons. This presiding body was
formed in the premortal world. "he said [it] was the provence of the father to preside as
the Chief or President--Jesus as the Mediator & Holy Ghost as the testator or witness-the Son Had a Tabernicle & so had the father But the Holy Ghost is a personage of spirit
without tabernicle" [March 9, 1841 McIntire Minute Book, Archives, emphasis added;
see PJ or WJS under date.]
William Clayton tells us the Book of Abraham is a source of this circle of doctrines:
"[An] Everlasting covenant was made between three personages before the organization
of this earth and relates to their dispensation of things to men on the earth. These
personages according to Abraham's record are called God the first, the Creator; God the
second, the Redeemer; and God the third, the Witness or Testator" ["Extracts from Wm
Clayton's Private Book," 10-11, L. John Nuttall Collection, L. Tom Perry Special
Collections Library, BYU (undated), emphasis added; see PJ notes at March 9, 1841.]
Note that the Book of Abraham contains no such reference (however, see the explanation
of figure 1, Facsimile No. 3). Hence we infer that Joseph Smith understood more of the
record than we have available at present. Joseph Smith is as far from orthodoxy here as
he is in his comments found in notes at (3:18). However, early Christians held essentially
the same view. [See for example Paulsen, 1993.] That Joseph Smith fails to subscribe to
the Augustinian view from the 4th century entirely squares with his claim of divine
restoration of primitive Christianity. Some modern thinkers have begun to review the
Neoplatonist views of Boethius, Augustine and others of the early Christian Doctors in
light of Godhead doctrines. Consider Cornelius Plantinga’s humorous introduction to
the problem:
In the Creed of the (Eleventh) Council of Toledo (675) we find the
following statement of the doctrine of the Trinity: "Although we
profess three persons we do not profess three substances, but one
substance and three persons . . . If we are asked about the individual
Person, we must answer that he is God. Therefore we may say God the
Father, God the Son, and God the Holy Spirit; but they are not three
gods, he is one God . . . Each single Person is wholly God in himself
and . . . all three persons together are one God." This typically Latin
formulation, like others of its kind, possesses great puzzling power. Of
course the main problem or puzzlement here is that of threeness and
oneness. Suppose the divine life includes both a three and a one. What
are the referents of these numbers? Three what? One what? And,
especially, how are these three and this one related? . . . at least
initially, the relation of the three and one is by no means wholly clear.
Indeed, one who reads that each of Father, Son, and Spirit is a `single
person,' and `wholly God in himself,' and yet that `they are not three
gods, he is one God,' may be reminded of the seventeenth-century
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antitrinitarian complaint that Trinitarians are people who do not know
how to count. [Plantinga, 1989]
Augustine felt little need to explain the idea (i.e. define terms as applied to God) and the
notion that God is a "Person" was no more than just a manner of speaking. Many modern
expressions of God move even further from the intuitive meanings of standard descriptors
when applied to God. [Augustine, De Trinitate, 5.9.10, 7.4.9f] The struggle to
understand this doctrine mediated by the ancients trying to avoid the barbs of their
contemporaries (e.g., accusations of polytheism) continues. Few have questioned the
sensitivity over the issues of polytheism but it still exists even among modern theologians
(the reasons are probably different today). [See Brown, 1989, 48-78. Compare Norman
Kretzmann in the same volume, 79ff; Barker, 1992 chapter 10; see note 293.]
242. In Mormon doctrine, Jesus was the firstborn in heaven [D&C 93], and "beloved and
chosen from the beginning" [Moses 4:1-4]. Perhaps the ensuing conflict was a surprise to
no one. [See, D&C 29:36-37; D&C 76:25-28; Isaiah 14:12-15; Rev. 12:7-12.] See the
following note for Joseph Smith's statement regarding the fact that the desire for power
and the competition for followers was seemingly not unknown in this preexistent cohort
(in the population dynamics sense).
243. Considerable evidence exists to show that this person should be identified as Satan
and we won’t labor the point. In Joseph’s cosmology, Satan’s anger stems in part from
the fact that he is forever denied a physical body, and those souls he regarded as weaker
than himself are given power over him with the physical body. Joseph Smith taught that
the physical body provides a protection against Satan. Man may choose not to entertain
his temptations and desire for worship. Without the body, Joseph taught, mankind would
have become subject to Satan’s stronger force of will and personality. Hence the Christ
saves man from the overpowering influence of Satan through the resurrection, unless of
course an individual chooses Satan anyway. In that event, a few Latter-day Saint
thinkers have postulated that the resurrection would not apply to such.
Joseph Smith is recorded as saying:
"The Devil has no body, and herein is his punishment. He is pleased when he can obtain
the tabernacle of man and when cast out by the Savior he asked to go into the herd of
swine showing that he would prefer a swine's body to having none [Here Joseph Smith
uses "Devil" in a general sense referring to all who followed Lucifer in the conflict of
wills in heaven. He seems to assign the roll of possession by evil spirits to only those
spirits which have never obtained a mortal body.]. All beings who have bodies have
power over those who have not. The devil has no power over us only as we permit him;
the moment we revolt at anything which comes from God the Devil takes power.”
[January 5, 1841, Journal of William Clayton, Archives, emphasis added; PJ or WJS
under date; William McIntire (same sermon) adds: “the Difference Between us & Satin in
that Respect is that he fell & had Not opertunity to Come in the flesh—that he allways is
striving to get others as miserable as himself”.]
One of Smith's remarks mentioned previously seems relevant here, we repeat it:
-he [Joseph Smith] says God is Good & all his acts is for the benefit of inferior
intelligences-- God saw that those intelligences had Not power to Defend themselves
against those that had a tabernacle therefore the Lord Calls them together in Counsel &
agrees to form them tabernacles so that he might Gender the Spirit & the tabernacle
together so as to create sympathy for their fellowman-- for it is a Natural thing with those
spirits that has the most power to bore down on those of Lesser power so we see the Devil
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is without a tabernacle & the Lord has set bounds to all Spirits . . . " [March 21, 1841McIntire Minute Book, Archives emphasis added (see PJ or WJS under date). This last
phrase may perhaps be regarded as the correct interpretation of 2 Nephi 9:7]
The Prophet makes another statement which has reference to power over the devil: "he
says Satan Cannot Seduce us by his Enticements unless we in our hearts Consent &
yield--our organization is such that we can Resist the Devil If we were Not organized so
we would Not be free agents" [March 16, 1841, McIntire Minute Book; PJ or WJS under
date; see notes at (3:26).]
President Wilford Woodruff warned that Satan would never cease his attempts to trouble
the Saints while they were in mortality: "I will tell you the devil is not dead today, but
will war against us and against this Church, as far as he has power, while we dwell in the
flesh. I thank the Lord, however, that I know for myself that this Church will stand, and
the Lord will bear it off triumphant. We have passed those days of affliction and sorrow;
but I want to say to my brethren, one and all, we still have got to watch unto prayer. If
there is any place where the devil can lead us astray he will do it. We are not safe until
we get through with this probation." [Discourse delivered at the general conference of the
Church, April 7, 1893.]
Joseph Smith remarks further on the power to choose between good and evil. The
following excerpts are from a discourse delivered on May 16, 1841, the first from the
Times and Seasons and the second from the William Clayton’s private book,
respectively. Clayton’s is a brief summary.
He then observed that satan was generally blamed for the evils which
we did, but if he was the cause of all our wickedness, men could not be
condemned. The devil cannot compel mankind to evil, all was
voluntary.--Those who resist the spirit of God, are liable to be led into
temptation, and then the association of heaven is withdrawn from those
who refuse to be made partakers of such great glory--God would not
exert any compulsory means and the Devil could not; and such ideas as
were entertained by many were absurd. [Times and Seasons 2:429-30]
Clayton:
There are three independent principles--the spirit of God, the spirit of
man, and the spirit of the devil. A ll men have power to resist the devil.
They who have tabernacles have power over those who have not.
244. Many followed after him, indicates that all those present had the right to choose
whom they would follow. Those who followed Satan proved that moral agency existed in
the heavens and according to Joseph, always must, "otherwise there is no existence"
(D&C 93:30) or, in other words, the ability to choose is a part of intelligent existence.
However, the persons who followed after Satan apparently would have no desire to
revoke that choice. They rejected the plan and hence are not subjects of repentance.
Smith however was an advocate of freedom of religion: “Concerning religion we
consider that all men have a right to worship Almighty God according to the dictates of
their own conscience. And while we allow all men freely to enjoy this privilege
untrammeled by us, we look upon all men that would abridge us or others in their
religious rights as enemies to the constitution . . . .” [Nauvoo Neighbor, May 3, 1843.]
The fate of the devil and his “angels” is the subject of considerable space in Joseph
Smith’s revelations. Their fate is bound up with another class, the “sons of perdition”:
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Wherefore I will say unto them--Depart from me, ye cursed, into
everlasting fire, prepared for the devil and his angels. And now,
behold, I say unto you, never at any time have I declared from mine
own mouth that they should return, for where I am they cannot come,
for they have no power. [D&C 29:28-29]
Yea, verily, [they are] the only ones who shall not be redeemed in the
due time of the Lord, after the sufferings of his wrath. [D&C 76:38]
The division and hinted "war in heaven" here reflects an ancient motif buried in OT
cosmological passages and the other cosmologies of the ancient Near East known as the
"cosmic battle pattern." [Cross, 1973, 162-3; Ps. 29:10; 68:21-22; 89:9-10; Amos 9:2-3,
etc. Robert A. Oden, Jr., ABD 1:1164.]
Smith explained the fate of those who turn away from the truth after having received a
sure testimony:
This spirit of Elijah was manifest in the days of the Apostles in
delivering certain ones to the buffetings of Satan that they may be
saved in the day of the Lord Jesus, they were sealed by the spirit of
Elijah unto the damnation of Hell until the day of the Lord or revelation
of Jesus Christ. Here is the doctrine of Election that the world have
quarreled so much about, but they do not know any thing about it, The
doctrine that the Presbyterians & Methodist have quarreled so much
about once in grace always in grace, or falling away from grace I will
say a word about, they are both wrong, truth takes a road between them
both. for while the Presbyterian says once in grace you cannot fall the
Methodist says you can have grace to day, fall from it tomorrow, next
day have grace again & so follow it, but the doctrine of the scriptures &
the spirit of Elijah would show them both false & take a road between
them both for according to the scriptures if a man has receive the good
word of God & tasted of the powers of the world to come if they shall
fall away it is impossible to renew them again, seeing they have
Crucified the son of God afresh & put him to an open shame, so their is
a possibility of falling away you could not be renewed again, & the
power of Elijah Cannot seal against this sin, for this is a reserve made
in the seals & power of the priesthood, I will make every doctrine plain
that I present & it shall stand upon a firm bases And I am at the
defiance of the world for I will take shelter under the broad cover of the
wings of the work in which I am engaged, it matters not to me if all hell
boils over [I] regard it only as I would the crackling of thorns under a
pot A murderer; for instance one that sheds innocent Blood Cannot
have forgiveness, David sought repentance at the hand of God
Carefully with tears, but he could only get it through Hell, he got a
promise that his soul should not be left in Hell, Although David was a
King he never did obtain the spirit & power of Elijah & the fullness of
the Priesthood, & the priesthood that he received & the throne &
kingdom of David is to be taken from him & given to another by the
name of David in the last days, raised up out of his linage Peter referred
to the same subject on the day of Pentecost, but the multitude did not
get the endowment that Peter had but several days after the people
asked what shall we do, Peter says I would ye had done it ignorantly
speaking of crucifying the Lord &c He did not say to them repent & be
baptized for the remission of your sins but he said repent therefore &
be converted that your sins may be blotted out when the times of
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refreshing shall come from the presence of the Lord, Acts iii, 19 this is
the case with murderers they could not be baptized for the remission of
sins for they had shed innocent Blood. Again the doctrine or sealing
power of Elijah is as follows if you have power to seal on earth & in
heaven then we should be Crafty, the first thing you do go & seal on
earth your sons & daughters unto yourself, & yourself unto your fathers
in eternal glory, & go ahead and not go back, but use a little Craftiness
& seal all you can; & when you get to heaven tell your father that what
you seal on earth should be sealed in heaven I will walk through the
gate of heaven and Claim what I seal [Journal of Wilford Woodruff,
March 10, 1844, Archives; see PJ or WJS under date.]
Joseph Smith teaches here that two reserves exist in the “sealing power” of Elijah (the
same power held by Abraham). This power cannot seal against the sin against the Holy
Ghost, and it cannot seal against the sin of murder. Hence, those guilty of these sins, if
they have received the ordinances, suffer unconditional loss of blessings.
President Wilford Woodruff stated the doctrine of the Church in relation to the condition
of Church members guilty of murder:
It is part of our faith that the only atonement a murderer can make for
his "sin unto death" is the shedding of his own blood, according to the
fiat of the Almighty after the flood: "Whoso sheddeth man's blood by
man shall his blood be shed." But the law must be executed by the
lawfully appointed officer. This is "blood atonement," so much
perverted by maligners of our faith. We believe also in the atonement
wrought by the shedding of Christ's blood on Calvary; that it is
efficacious for all the race of Adam for the sin committed by Adam,
and for the individual sins of all who believe, repent, are baptized by
one having authority, and who receive the Holy Ghost by the laying on
of authorized hands. Capital crime committed by such an enlightened
person cannot be condoned by the Redeemer's blood. For him there is
"no more sacrifice for sin"; his life is forfeit, and he only can pay the
penalty. [Clark, 3:205, emphasis added.]
Finally, Joseph Smith on the fate of murderers:
All the priests in christendom might pray for a murderer on the scaffold
forever, but could not avail so much as a gnat towards their
forgiveness. There is no forgiveness for murderers. They will have to
wait until the time of redemption shall come and that in hell. Peter had
the keys of eternal judgment and he saw David in hell and knew for
what reason, and that David would have to remain there until the
resurrection at the coming of Christ [Acts 2:25-31]. [Extracts from
William Clayton's Private Book Remarks by Joseph, May 16th, 1841,
Archives; PJ under date.]
An expansion of the quote in note 240 gives some context here:
Knowledge saves a man, and in the world of spirits a man cannot be
exalted but by knowledge; so long as a man will not give heed to the
commandments, he must abide without salvation. A man is his own
tormenter, and is his own condemner: hence the saying they shall go
into the lake that burns with fire and brimstone. The torment of the
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mind of man is as exquisite as a lake burning with fire and brimstone-so is the torment of man. I know the scriptures; I understand them. I
said no man can commit the unpardonable sin after the dissolution of
the body, but they must do it in this world: hence the salvation of Jesus
Christ was wrought out for all men in order to triumph over the devil:
for if it did not catch him in one place, it would in another, for he [the
devil] stood up as a Savior. The contention in heaven was, Jesus said
there would be certain souls that would not be saved, and the devil said
he could save them all; the grand council gave in for Jesus Christ: so
the devil rebelled against God and fell, and all who put up their heads
for him. [Times and Seasons 5:612f (by Thomas Bullock), record for
April 7, 1844; PJ.]
245. That Abraham received a record of the creation introduced here is not mentioned in
the biblical account of his ministry. However, since 1900, several ancient documents
have come to light, telling of such experiences. [Lambert and Millard, 1969, 42-67 and
"Shabako Stone" in AEL 1:52-57; TELA, 545.]
246. See note 232. These are the individuals "that were with him [the Son of God]", those
that were with him included Abraham (3:23-24). Hence, the term "God" is applied to
Abraham himself. This is clearly a biblical notion surfacing in many places. For example
in Gen. 3:5, 3:22 the MT shows that the serpent promises that the man and woman will
literally be "as the divine persons" or as the Book of Abraham puts it, "as the Gods." This
is not a polytheistic sentiment, but a reference to the members of the heavenly council
(elohim) who continually form a background to OT texts.
Joseph Smith names himself as one who was in the council. We infer that Joseph Smith
was among the group who "were with him." In the theology espoused by Joseph Smith it
would be entirely consistent that those designated as heads of “dispensations” would be
among the planners and organizers of this earth. Joseph Smith summarizes the situation
here:
I believe in these Gods that God reveals as Gods---to be Sons of God &
all can cry Abba Father--Sons of God who exalt themselves to be Gods
even from before the foundation of the world & are all the only Gods I
have a reverence for. [June 16, 1844, Thomas Bullock record,
Archives, emphasis added; see PJ or WJS under date.]
The explicitness of the role of the heavenly council or council of the Gods is unique to
the Book of Abraham. That they are involved in the creative act is however evidenced in
the OT.
The creative function as portrayed in the Book of Abraham is also more explicit than the
biblical text. The philosophical issues of creation have gradually become embedded in
much of biblical commentary. However an objective consideration of the MT and other
Genesis texts shows that at the very least, the notion of ex nihilo creation is not justified
by those texts. [See for example, Winston, 1971; Paul, 1972; Young, 1991; May, 1994;
Barney, 2000.]
Joseph Smith frequently put down the idea that God created the world from nothing (see
notes at the next verse). His doctrinal axiom was "anything that has a beginning may
have an ending." Hence he declares, each mind and personality (the essence of a man)
has no beginning and matter (whether physical or spiritual) in its fundamental essence
has no beginning and therefore they are without end. This teaching is supported in the
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writings of certain early Christian fathers (as well as by the apostles themselves - D&C
93) before the Alexandrian doctors stamped out the idea. The church doctors rejected the
notion that God produced his works by molding and processing matter. It was too
physical, too straightforward but it was also connected with the idea that others beside
God participated in the creation. The "eternity" of each mind was closely allied with this ;
it was in effect a polytheism for the Church theologians. God had to be above and beyond
all that somehow. Thus the notion of ex nihilo creation (see notes at (3:23) for further
comments) came into being to protect the uniqueness of God and His sovereignty.
The changes made to simple primitive doctrine were profound in the haste to unify and
protect a faith from which the lifeblood of prophetic priesthood authority had been
drained long before. Hence also the transition away from the biblical notions of eternity.
The influence of Greek philosophy was naturally seductive: defending the faith against
the gentile intellectual critics was best performed on their playing field (wasn't it?). The
Greek ideas about "the eternal" helped to further differentiate God from man. The
original Christianity (and the literal interpretation of scripture) came to be viewed as
primitive, the reasons for its practices were lost in spiritual amnesia; it was in need of
sophistication and explanation. With the doctrine of the creation of the material world
from nothing, God himself became the immaterial all-pervasive mysterious "ground of
being" too great and incomprehensible to be personal in any layman's conception; by its
very nature God could do nothing - a god who "did" things said Augustine was a god
who was incomplete and unsatisfied and hence imperfect - a "mystery" theologians have
struggled with since.
The Book of Abraham in effect reverses this trend in one dramatic sweep. It wants to take
us back to the very introduction of truth into the world in purity, "another" restoration
(under Joseph Smith's definition this makes Abraham another "Elias" [TPJS, 159]). The
Abrahamic restoration is parallel to Joseph Smith in our own time. Joseph Smith taught
that God is both personal and approachable in a uniquely literal way:
truth is the touchstone [-] they are the simple and first principles of
truth to know for a certainty the character of God that we may converse
with him [God the Father] [the] same as a man [-] & God himself the
father of us all dwelt on a Earth same as Jesus himself did. [April 7,
1844, Thomas Bullock record, Archives; PJ or WJS under date.]
247. Joseph Smith suggested the idea that the earth was formed from recyled materials,
repeating the idea that creation ex nihilo was an incorrect notion: "This earth was
organized or formed out of other planets which were broke up and remodelled and made
into the one on which we live. The elements are eternal. That which has a beginning will
surely have an end." [January 5, 1841, Journal of William Clayton; PJ or WJS under
date.] The notion is repeated in many of the recently discovered documents recording the
teachings of early Christians. Joseph Smith had an accurate grasp of the reasons for the
ex nihilo idea: "Now I ask all the learned men who hear me, why the learned doctors who
are preaching salvation say that God created the heavens and the earth out of nothing.
They account it blasphemy to contradict the idea - they will call you a fool."[Times and
Seasons Aug. 15, 1844 (vol. 5, p. 615), emphasis added; PJ or WJS, April 7, 1844.]
In reference to the Christian teachings of the day, Joseph Smith said: "they infer that it
[the earth] must be [created] out of nothing. The word create came from the word Barau
[bara]--don't mean so--it means to organize--same as man would use to build a ship-hence we infer that God had materials to organize from--chaos--chaotic matter.--element
had an existence from the time he had. The pure principles of element are principles that
never can be destroyed--they may be organized and reorganized but not destroyed."[April
7, 1844, Journal of William Clayton, Archives; PJ or WJS under date.]
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Joseph Smith's brother, Hyrum Smith remarked on the creation possibly basing his ideas
on the teaching of Joseph. Hyrum takes a Kantian view regarding celestial bodies being
inhabited (it is of course unlikely that Hyrum was familiar with Kant):
Bro.HyrumSmith April 27th 1843
Concerning the plurality of gods & worlds.

Now I say unto you that there are lords meny & gods meny. But to us
there is but one God the Father & Jesus Christ the first begotten, who is
made Equil with God so that he himself is a god. And now the work
that the Father done did he doo also & So there is a whole trane &
leniage of gods, & this world was created by faith & works. The same
as if a man would build a house. He knows where the materials are &
believs he could do the work of that building, for he understood the
Sience of building & by faith he gained the work with his own hands
and compleated that Building. The Same way was this world by faith &
works & by understanding the principle. It was made by the hands of
God or gods. It was made of Element or in other words of cayus
[chaos]. It was in cayatick [chaotic] form from all Eternity and will be
to all Eternity, & again they held counsel together that they might ro[l]l
this world into form as all others are made, Showing you by the
building of a house as a sample or as figure in my Father's house are
many mantions, or in my Father's world are meny worlds. I will goe &
prepar a place for you, & then if there are meny worlds then there must
be meny gods, for every Star that we see is a world and is inhabited the
same as this world is peopled. The Sun & Moon is inhabited & the
Stars & (Jesus Christ is the light of the Sun, etc.). The Stars are
inhabited the same as this Earth. But meny of them are larger then this
Earth, & meny that we cannot see without a telliscope are larger then
this Earth. They are under the same order as this Earth is undergoing &
undergoing the same change. There was & is a first man Adam and also
a Saviour in the Meredien of times, the same computing times and all
things in order. Meny things are to be considered that will bring
knowledg to our understanding, but the foolish understand not these
things for this world was paternd after the former world or after
Mansions above. [George Laub journal, under date April 27, 1843.]
Hyrum's use of the word chaos as synonymous with "element," a word used in LDS
scripture, [see D&C 93:33] suggests "unorganized matter" and reflects not only Joseph
Smith ideas but those of the 1st century Christian Church.
William Clayton records:
"In the translation, without form and void" it should read `empty and desolate.' The word
`created' should be formed or organized."[January 5, 1841, Journal of William Clayton,
Archives. This is an accurate translation of the MT. As additional examples of the same
verb see Ps 51:10; Isa 43:15, 65:17.]
"The head God called together the Gods and sat in grand council to bring forth the world.
The grand councilors sat at the head in yonder heavens and contemplated the creation of
the worlds which were created at the time."[April 7, 1844, Journal of William Clayton,
Archives; PJ or WJS under date.]
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Current thinking in biblical scholarship has in many respects shed the theological
interpretations of Gen. 1:1. The MT portrays the primeval existence of chaotic materials
from which the world would be organized. Gen. 1:1-2:4a has been regarded in biblical
scholarship as being from the P source, Gen. 2:4b-2:25 from the J source. J was typically
dated from the 9th century BC, P as post exilic. However the material in these two
chapters is now recognized as much more ancient. [Robert A. Oden, Jr., ABD 1:11651166.] Critics of the Book of Abraham have used the documentary hypothesis to claim
that Joseph Smith was merely borrowing ideas from Genesis in writing the Book of
Abraham. But this is a less tenable position than it may have been formerly in the sense
that the Abraham text can also be cast in a light of a more ancient tradition than the MT,
in addition to its reference of non-biblical but now attested sites in the ANE (see text at
(1:10)). Moreover, the documentary hypothesis has come to be regarded by many as
fanciful [note 113]. The Book of Abraham presents a plausible uniting of the two texts,
which could be taken as a more ancient tradition or from whence they derive. The same
criticism has been leveled at Joseph Smith's "book of Moses," but once again the J and P
texts in Genesis 1-2 may have the more ancient antecedent. The book of Moses (as
presented by Joseph Smith in his Bible revision/translation [Pearl of Great Price "Book
of Moses"]) is independent of the Abraham text according to their internal claims.
Speculation that Joseph Smith's texts are a midrash on Genesis, based on speculations of
textual critics may be big news to some cultural Mormons, critical hobbyists and antiMormons in general but the pseudoscientific wind that carries such views with it is often
fickle. The technique of styling Joseph Smith's revelations as props of convenience for
his theological or economic adventures is not the only way to see things, even if it
violates the secular humanist assumptions of his "negative" sycophants. For some
differing points of view on text criticism especially as it relates to the present text in
Genesis see (Alter, 1981; Berlin, 1983; Kikawada, 1985; Tigay, 1985; Garrett, 1991;
Kitchen, 2003.)
248. All editions of the Pearl of Great Price after the 1878 Orson Pratt edition read face
of the waters.

First Period
24. (4:3) And they said, the Gods, let there be light, and there was light. (4:4) And they,
the Gods, comprehended the light, for it was bright; and they divided the light, or caused
it to be divided from the darkness, (4:5) and the Gods called the light day, and the
darkness they called night. And it came to pass that from the evening until morning, they
called night; and from the morning until the evening, they called day: and this was the
first, or the beginning of that which they called day and night (249) .

Notes on Verses (4:3) to (4:5)
249. Joseph Smith makes reference to symbolism in this narrative: "wherever light shone,
it stirred up darkness. Truth and error, good and evil, cannot be reconciled."[October 9,
1843, Times and Seasons vol. 4 (15 September 1843):331-2.]
The first act to separate the world from the background chaos is to institute regularity for
the clock. The naming of the two parts of the cycle is symbolic of the imposition of order.
By giving names, the cycle is made permanent.
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Second Period - An Expanse
25. (4:6) And the Gods also said let there be an expanse (250) in the midst of the waters,
and it shall divide the waters from the waters. (4:7) And the Gods ordered the expanse,
so that it divided the waters which were under the expanse, from the waters which were
above the expanse: and it was so, even as they ordered. (4:8) And the Gods called the
expanse, heaven. And it came to pass that it was from evening until morning, that they
called night; and it came to pass that it was from morning until evening, that they called
day: and this was the second time, that they called night and day.

Notes on Verses (4:6) to (4:8)
250. While this text is linked to Abraham, it certainly follows the same model as Genesis
1. Hence it is instructive to consider the Hebrew traditions about the matter. The KJV text
uses the term firmament. Job 37:18 describes the sky as a molten mirror. See also Dan.
12:3 and Ezek. 1:22. The atmosphere is perhaps seen as a glass dome. See also Gen 7:11.
Possibly we see here a link to other ancient cosmologies.
The scientific ideas from the 20th century do not correlate particularly with the notion of
creation seen here or in any scriptural account. However, the time lines seen in the Book
of Abraham are much more flexible than the literal interpretations sometimes made in the
Genesis creation account. The cosmology seen in chapter 3 of the Book of Abraham is in
clear accord with early Christian documents. The early NT Church had definite ideas and
teachings on cosmology. [Nibley, 1985. See notes 246 and 247 and Paul, 1991. For one
view of the Hebrew conception of the heavens, see Stadelmann, 1970, 37-60.]
The use of the term "water" here is a reference to chaos or chaotic matter. Hence the
import of the text is that some of the unorganized matter is now organized. The creative
act is styled as a carving out of the background material and "organizing" it into the
world. Hence the world is like an organized bubble in the chaotic bath.
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Third Period - Dry Land
26. (4:9) And the Gods ordered, saying, let the waters under the heaven be gathered
together unto one place, and let the earth come up dry, and it was so, as they ordered;
(4:10) and the gods pronounced the earth dry, and the gathering together of the waters,
pronounced they great waters: and the Gods saw that they were obeyed.-- (4:11) And the
Gods said, let us prepare the earth to bring forth grass; the herb yielding seed; the fruit
tree yielding fruit, after his kind, whose seed in itself yieldeth its own likeness upon the
earth; and it was so even as they ordered. (251) (4:12) And the Gods organized the earth to
bring forth grass from its own seed, and the herb to bring forth herb from its own seed,
yielding seed after his kind, and the earth to bring forth the tree from its own seed,
yielding fruit, whose seed could only bring forth the same, in itself, after his kind; and
the Gods saw that they were obeyed. (4:13) And it came to pass that they numbered the
days; from the evening until the morning they called night. And it came to pass from the
morning until the evening they called day; and it was the third time.

Notes on Verses (4:9) to (4:13)
251. Joseph Smith makes reference to the this part of the creation:
God has set many signs in the earth as well as in heaven - for instance
the oaks of the forrest the fruit of the tree, the herb of the field all bear a
sign that seed hath been planted there, for it is a decree of the Lord that
every tree fruit or herb baring seed should bring forth after its kind &
cannot come forth after any other law or principle. [March 20, 1842,
Journal of Wilford Woodruff, Archives; PJ or WJS under date.]
The separation of "earth" from the water shows the process of creation to be the
introduction of contrasts. See 2 Ne 2:11.
Rhodes and Moody offer a “nonlinear”
creation chronology trying to match the creative periods of the Book of Abraham with
geologic epochs. In summary, the first period is said to be 4.7 to 3.8 billion years ago,
corresponding to solar system formation, the second period, 4 billion to 400 million years
ago, corresponding to atmosphere formation. The third period they say is 3.7 billion to
57 million years ago, corresponding to continent processes and oceans and surface plant
life and fourth: 4.5 to 4.4 billion years ago, corresponding to light pressure from the sun
clearing out dust and gas. Fifth, 600 million to 150 million years ago: sea animals and
birds; sixth, 370 to 19 million years ago corresponding to the appearance of land
animals. [Rhodes and Moody, 2005, 36.]
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Fourth Period - Sun, Moon and Stars
27. (4:14) And the Gods organized the lights in the expanse of the heaven, and caused
them to divide the day from the night; and organized them to be for signs, and for
seasons, and for days, and for years (252) ; (4:15) and organized them to be for lights in
the expanse of the heaven, to give light upon the earth; and it was so. (4:16) And the
Gods organized the two great lights, the greater light to rule the day, and the lesser light
to rule the night; with the lesser light he set the stars, also; (4:17) and the Gods set them
in the expanse of the heavens, to give light upon the earth, and to rule over the day and
over the night, and to cause to divide the light from the darkness. (4:18) And the Gods
watched those things which they had ordered, until they obeyed. (4:19) And it came to
pass, that it was from evening until morning, that it was night; and it came to pass that it
was from morning until evening, that it was day; and it was the fourth time.

Notes on Verses (4:14) to (4:19)
252. Joseph Smith gives reasons for the physical creation, telling us that it exists in part
for man to contemplate: "God set the sun, the moon, the stars in the heavens, & give them
their laws conditions, & bounds which they cannot pass except by his command, they all
move in perfect harmony in there sphere & order & are as wonders, lights & signs unto
us." [March 20, 1842, Journal of Wilford Woodruff, Archives; PJ or WJS under date.]

Fifth Period - Birds, Sea Life
28. (4:20) And the Gods said let us prepare the waters to bring forth abundantly the
moving creatures that hath life; and the fowl that they may fly above the earth, in the
open expanse of heaven. (4:21) And the gods prepared the waters that they might bring
forth great whales, and every living creature that moveth, which the waters were to bring
forth abundantly after their kind; and every winged fowl after their kind; and the Gods
saw that they would be obeyed, and that their plan was good. (4:22) And the Gods said
we will bless them and cause them to be fruitful and multiply, and fill the waters in the
seas, or great waters; and cause the fowl to multiply in the earth. (4:23) And it came to
pass that it was from evening until morning, that they called night; and it came to pass
that it was from morning until evening, that they called day; and it was the fifth time.
Sixth Period - Land Animals - Man
29. (4:24) And the Gods prepared the earth to bring forth the living creature after his
kind, cattle and creeping things, and beast of the earth after their kind; and it was so as
they had said. (4:25) And the Gods organized the earth to bring forth the beasts after
their kind, and cattle after their kind, and every thing that creepeth upon the earth after
their kind; and the Gods saw they would obey.(4:26) And the Gods took counsel among
themselves, and said, let us go down, and form man in our image (253) , after our likeness,
and we will give them dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and
over the cattle, and over all the earth, and over every creeping thing, that creepeth upon
the earth. (4:27) So the Gods went down to organize man in their own image, in the
image of the Gods, to form they him, male and female, to form they them: (4:28) and the
Gods said we will bless them. And the Gods said we will cause them to be fruitful, and
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multiply and replenish (254) the earth, and subdue it, and to have dominion over the fish of
the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over every living thing that moveth upon the
earth. (4:29) And the Gods said, behold, we will give them every herb bearing seed that
shall come upon the face of all the earth, and every tree which shall have fruit upon it,
yea the fruit of the tree, yielding seed to them we will give it, it shall be for their
meat;(4:30) and to every beast of the earth, and to every fowl of the air, and to every
thing that creepeth upon the earth, behold we will give them life (255) , and also we will
give to them every green herb (256) for meat, and all these things shall be thus organized.
(4:31) And the Gods said we will do every thing that we have said, and organize them;
and, behold, they shall be very obedient. And it came to pass that it was from evening
until morning, they called night; and it came to pass that it was from morning until
evening, they called day; and they numbered the sixth time.

Notes on Verses (4:20) to (4:31)
253. Joseph Smith's famous statement clarifies the meaning of this passage: "God himself
who sits enthroned in yonder Heavens is a man like unto one of yourselves who holds
this world in its orbit & upholds all things by his power. if you were to see him today you
would see him a man. for Adam was a man like in fashion & image like unto him Adam
walked, talked & conversed with him as one man talks & communicates with another"
[April 7, 1844, Thomas Bullock record, Archives; PJ or WJS under date.]
The Book of Mormon suggests this idea as it has the preexistent Jesus Christ, speaking to
the brother of Jared say:
Behold, I am he who was prepared from the foundation of the world to
redeem my people. Behold, I am Jesus Christ. I am the Father and the
Son. In me shall all mankind have life, and that eternally, even they
who shall believe on my name; and they shall become my sons and my
daughters.
And never have I showed myself unto man whom I have created, for
never has man believed in me as thou hast. Seest thou that ye are
created after mine own image? Yea, even all men were created in the
beginning after mine own image.
Behold, this body, which ye now behold, is the body of my spirit; and
man have I created after the body of my spirit; and even as I appear
unto thee to be in the spirit will I appear unto my people in the flesh.
[Ether 3:14-16, emphasis added.]
254. Replenish. The Hebrew word male from which the KJV translators derived replenish
means to fill. There is no implication of being once filled, emptied and now to be filled
again. Whether that meaning (fill) may be applied here is not known, but it seems
reasonable to suppose this.
255. give them life. The meaning of life, of what is living and what is not has puzzled
biologists, philosophers, physicians, psychologists, religious leaders, etc., especially
when considering those borderline cases such as viruses. In a general sense, there is little
difference between life forms on the earth at the molecular level. The DNA of human
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beings and that of other primates for example is very nearly the same. A certain basic
unity exists among all life on earth. Its essentially common basic systems exhibit a simple
elegance which is yet capable of producing the variety of living things we find among us.
Nevertheless, for Joseph, life is much more than complex systems of organic molecules.
More questions surround the notions of consciousness and self-awareness as these
concepts apply to the animal world. This is a problem not fully considered in either the
biblical record or by Joseph Smith. However, we do have definite statements to the effect
that animals are possessed of "spirits":
Q. What are we to understand by the four beasts, spoken of in the same
verse [Rev. 4:6] ? A. They are figurative expressions, used by the
Revelator, John, in describing heaven, the paradise of God, the
happiness of man, and of beasts, and of creeping things, and of the
fowls of the air; that which is spiritual being in the likeness of that
which is temporal; and that which is temporal in the likeness of that
which is spiritual; the spirit of man in the likeness of his person, as also
the spirit of the beasts, and every other creature which God has
created. (D&C 77:2) [Given March, 1832, emphasis added.]
“And every plant of the field before it was in the earth, and every herb of the field before
it grew. For I, the Lord God, created all things of which I have spoken, spiritually, before
they were naturally upon the face of the earth. For I, the Lord God, had not caused it to
rain upon the face of the earth. And I, the Lord God, had created all the children of men;
and not yet a man to till the ground; for in heaven created I them; and there was not yet
flesh upon the earth, neither in the water, neither in the air;
“And out of the ground made I, the Lord God, to grow every tree, naturally, that is
pleasant to the sight of man; and man could behold it. And it became also a living soul.
For it was spiritual in the day that I created it; for it remaineth in the sphere in which I,
God, created it, yea, even all things which I prepared for the use of man;” [Moses 3:5, 9]
Furthermore, scriptural support exists for the idea that for man at least, the body without
the “spirit” in it, is dead. An authoritative precise interpretation of this idea has not been
given. For example, could dead mean brain dead or without evidence of mind, or does it
mean the cessation of all organ function, etc. An unborn baby seems to exhibit the signs
of life but LDS scripture could be given suggesting that the spirit of the child may not be
present in the body (see for example 3 Nephi 1:13). In any case, the relation between
functions of the physical body and the presence or absence of the spirit do not seem to be
fully understood and although many have asked the First Presidency of The Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints concerning these matters for many years, no further
clarification has been forthcoming.
There still seems to be a distinction drawn between man and the plants and animals of the
earth. Whether forms of life other than men are possessed of agency, and hence
intelligence [D&C 93:30] has not been clarified. Instances exist in the canon depicting
animals and strange creatures speaking and acting intelligently. How this is to be
interpreted in terms of agency being an attribute of life other than for mankind is not
mentioned in scripture. Joseph Smith, speaking of certain beasts found in the book of
Revelations states:
John learned that God glorified himself by saving all that his hands had
made whether beasts, fowl fishes or man. Any man who would tell you
that this could not be, would tell you that the revelations are not true.
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John heard the words of the beasts giving glory to God and understood
them. God who made the beasts could understand every language
spoken by them; The beasts were intelligent beings and were seen and
heard by John praising and glorifying God. [April 8, 1843, William
Clayton report, Archives, emphasis added; PJ or WJS under date.]
One LDS First Presidency, Joseph F. Smith, John R. Winder and Anthon H. Lund wrote:
He formed every plant that grows, and every animal that breathes, each
after its own kind, spiritually and temporally -- "that which is spiritual
being in the likeness of that which is temporal, and that which is
temporal in the likeness of that which is spiritual." He made the tadpole
and the ape, the lion and the elephant but He did not make them in His
own image, nor endow them with Godlike reason and intelligence.
Nevertheless, the whole animal creation will be perfected and
perpetuated in the Hereafter, each class in its "distinct order or sphere,"
and will enjoy "eternal felicity." That fact has been made plain in this
dispensation (Doctrine and Covenants, 77: 3). [Improvement Era 13:75
(November, 1909). See also Clark, under date. Emphasis added.]
The position here echoes (though surely is not derived from) that of the
medieval church when Aquinas pronounced man the only rational creature.
256. Herb. As used here, the term probably means any seed-producing plant with no
woody stem, dying back at the end of the growing season, for example, wheat.

Conclusion of The Creative Plans - Spirit of Adam
30. (5:1) And thus we will finish the heavens and the earth, and all the hosts of them. (257)
(5:2)And the Gods said among themselves, on the seventh time, we will end our work,
which we have counselled; and we will rest on the seventh time from all our work which
we have counselled. (5:3) And the Gods concluded upon the seventh time, because, that
on the seventh time they would rest from all their works, which they, the Gods,
counselled among themselves to form, and sanctified it (258) . And thus were their
decisions, at the time that they counselled among themselves to form the heavens and the
earth (259) . (5:4) And the Gods came down and formed these, the generations of the
heavens, and of the earth, when they were formed, in the day that the Gods formed the
earth and the heavens, (5:5) according to all that, which they had said, concerning every
plant of the field, before it was in the earth, and every herb of the field, before it grew
(260)
; for the Gods had not caused it to rain upon the earth, when they counselled to do
them; and had not formed a man to till the ground;(5:6) but there went up a mist from the
earth, and watered the whole face of the ground. (5:7) And the Gods formed man (261)
from the dust of the ground, and took his spirit, that is the man's spirit (262) , and put it
into him, and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life, and man became a living soul.

Notes on Verses (5:1) to (5:7)
257. The First Presidency, George Albert Smith, J. Reuben Clark, Jr. and David O.
McKay in commenting on the relation of scientific theory and the scriptural accounts of
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creation and nature of man made this statement (the remarks were written by J. Reuben
Clark):
We here [in the Church and the Church Educational System] deal with
absolute truth, rarely the whole, the complete truth, for that we may not
comprehend, but that part of it which we can understand, and which
never ceases to be truth even when the full measure is finally revealed.
Man has his limitations, the limitations of the finite mind and intellect
which obviously cannot encompass the infinite. . .
[God] has taught us the immortality of the human soul, itself a trinity of
intelligence, of spiritual body, and of mortal body, and that after the
resurrection, our trinity reunited, we become perfected beings.
He has given to us the knowledge that our spirits existed in the spirit
world before they came to the earth and took a body; that they live here
on the earth in our bodies; that they will live hereafter through the
eternities, finally being reunited with bodies after the resurrection.
[Clark, 5:234, 236. Emphasis added.]
The First Presidency (Heber J. Grant was President of the Church) also considered the
question of whether men lived on the earth prior to Adam - the popular term of the day
was "pre-Adamites." Their conclusion, based on much consideration was that it was not
possible to settle the question and those which surround it, such as the age of the earth,
without further revelation. The General Authorities were counseled to leave the subject
alone. Elder James E. Talmage remarks in his journal on the subject, on the mentioned
counsel of the First Presidency, the discussion of the subject among the general
authorities and his speech on the general area of science and scripture titled "The Earth
and Man" given August 9, 1931:
Many of our students have inferred . . . that the Church refuses to
recognize the findings of science if there be a word in scriptural record
in our interpretation of which we find even a seeming conflict with
scientific discoveries or deductions, and that therefore the "policy" of
the Church is in effect opposed to scientific research.
In speaking at the Tabernacle on August 9 last I had not forgotten that
in the pronouncement of the First Presidency mentioned under date of
April 7 last [in his journal] it was advised and really required that the
General Authorities of the Church refrain from discussing in public,
that is preaching, the debatable subject of the existence of human kind
upon the earth prior to the beginning of Adamic history as recorded in
scripture; [the actual statement of the First Presidency was "The
statement made . . . that the existence of pre-Adamites is not a doctrine
of the Church is true. It is just as true that the statement: `There were
not pre-Adamites upon the earth,' is not a doctrine of the Church.
Neither side . . . is a doctrine at all. . . Upon the fundamental doctrines
of the Church we all agreed. Our mission is to bear the message of the
restored gospel to the people of the world. Leave Geology, Biology,
Archaeology and Anthropology, no one of which has to do with the
salvation of the souls of mankind, to scientific research, while we
magnify our calling in the realm of the Church"] but, I had been present
at a consultation in the course of which the First Presidency had
commented somewhat favorably upon the suggestion that sometime,
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somewhere, something should be said by one or more of us to make
plain that the Church does not refuse to recognize the discoveries and
demonstrations of science, especially in relation to the subject at issue. .
..
I am very grateful that my address has come under a very thorough
consideration, and I may say investigation, by the First Presidency and
the Council of the Twelve. The discussions throughout as relating to
the matter have been forceful but in every respect friendly, and the
majority of the Twelve have been in favor of the publication of the
address from the time they first took it under consideration. I have
hoped and fervently prayed that the brethren would be rightly guided in
reaching a decision, and, as the Lord knows my heart, I have had no
personal desire for triumph or victory in the matter, but have hoped that
the address would be published or suppressed as would be for the best.
[Journal of James E. Talmage, vol. 29, 68-9, L. Tom Perry Special
Collections Library at Brigham Young University.]
The reader is referred to the remarks of Elder Talmage found in The Church News of
November 21, 1931. The First Presidency also had the remarks published in pamphlet
form. We quote one paragraph from Elder Talmage's speech:
The opening chapters of Genesis, and scriptures related thereto, were
never intended as a textbook of geology, archeology, earth-science or
man-science. Holy Scripture will endure, while the conceptions of men
change with new discoveries. We do not show reverence for the
scriptures when we misapply them through faulty interpretation. [The
article was republished in the Sunday School magazine, The Instructor,
December, 1965 and concluded with the January, 1966 issue See page
475 of the December issue for this excerpt.]
The resulting position seems to be this: the trial and error derived concepts of science
may be forever inadequate to describe, finally, the creative power and methods of God.
In any case, we are left at the present time to exercise faith in Him, that He did create the
earth and chose or placed Adam, an historical personage, upon it by some means, some of
which we are able to discover by scientific investigation.
Since the publication by the Church of Elder Talmage's speech, the Church has taken no
further position on these matters, even though individual General Authorities and other
members of the Church have expressed various opinions.
258. The notion of the sanctification of the seventh day antedates the Ten
Commandments.
259. The account of creation given above is here named as (at least in part) a recital of
the plan formed in the "council of Gods" or heavenly council and not a narrative of the
actual creative acts of the Gods.
260. The reader should compare the meaning here with Moses 3:5 which has a decidedly
different implication. Both address the statement ". . . and every herb of the field before it
grew" in two different ways.
261. The First Presidency, commenting on the placement of man on the earth made this
statement regarding the position of Adam as our progenitor:
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It is held by some that Adam was not the first man upon this earth, and
that the original human being was a development from lower orders of
the animal creation. These, however, are the theories of men. The word
of the Lord declares that Adam was "the first man of all men" (Moses
1:34), and we are therefore in duty bound to regard him as the primal
parent of our race. It was shown to the brother of Jared that all men
were created in the beginning after the image of God; and whether we
take this to mean the spirit or the body, or both, it commits us to the
same conclusion: Man began life as a human being, in the likeness of
our heavenly Father.
True it is that the body of man enters upon its career as a tiny germ
embryo, which becomes an infant, quickened at a certain stage by the
spirit whose tabernacle it is, and the child, after being born, develops
into a man. There is nothing in this, however, to indicate that the
original man, the first of our race, began life as anything less than a
man, or less than the human germ or embryo that becomes a man.
Man, by searching, cannot find out God. Never, unaided, will he
discover the truth about the beginning of human life. The Lord must
reveal Himself, or remain unrevealed; and the same is true of the facts
relating to the origin of Adam's race --God alone can reveal them.
Some of these facts, however, are already known, and what has been
made known it is our duty to receive and retain. [Clark, 4:205-6. See
also, 5:243-4]
262. Joseph Smith made this remark about the creation of Eve:
In the evening we went to hear a Methodist preacher lecture. After he
got through President Joseph offered some corrections as follows. The
7th verse of Chapter 2 of Genesis ought to read God breathed into
Adam his spirit or breath of life, but when the word "ruach" applies to
Eve it should be translated lives. [17 May 1843, William Clayton
Diary; PJ or WJS under date.]
One interesting thing about this diary entry of William Clayton is that the Hebrew word
ruach is never applied to Eve in the biblical account. Several possibilities exist in trying
to understand the meaning of this statement. It may mean that the word should be applied
to Eve. There is no narrative of placing the spirit of Eve into her body. This may be a
case of Joseph Smith making reference to the meaning of Eve which could be translated
as life. [See WJS, 281.]
In December 1844, Brigham Young remarked on the events of this section with reference
to the temple ordinances introduced by Joseph Smith. His speech gives some indication
of the instructions Joseph Smith left with his intimates:
Commencing the Kingdom. At the dedication of the Seventys Hall.
Now concerning the organisation of the kingdom of God is brought to
pass. The Saviour told his deciples as he Seen the father do so does he,
& as Joseph Smith seen Jesus doo so did Joseph do, & as I seen Joseph
do so do I also, though follow me & I will lead you into the Kingdom
& If I do not then my Soul for yours. All I want you to do is to obey my
council to what I tell you. The Kingdom is first organised with puting a
head to it, then the various members belonging to the body, First
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Joseph, then the Twelve, then the High Priests, then the Seventys &
Elders, then the leser priesthood & Teachers & Decons & members.
This fills the Whole body & if we take any of these offices away the
body has a vacancy or a cisem [chasm?] is in the body. But Christ is the
head of all, for he is our head & Elder Brother. For we was once
organised before God, & Jesus was the first born or begotten of the
Father & we ware sent here upon this Earth to choose bodys & dwell
here in the flesh as our Father who is in heaven. God sent our father
Adam first & Eve. He placed them in the garden. Then he gave Adam a
commandment to people this Earth, to multyply & replenish the Earth,
& told him not to eat of the tree of forbiden fruit, But the devil, being
one of the organised of the hevenly body, third in power, prince of the
Eir, he had a Spirit like Cain. He saw, that Jesus was the most
[acc]epted before the Father, for he loved rituousness & hated
in[i]quity. This gave a jelousy to him & he began to accuse the
brethren, Which soon herld him out, Adam & Eave then being sent to
this Earth. Saten then went forth & told Eve that She Should know
good & evil if She Eat of the forbiden or of the tree of knowledg, &
She did Eat, for he told her meny truith and some lies. But yet this was
the decree of the Father. For when he sent Adam on this Earth he
decreed it to that he might for get all about his former Estate, and this is
the way that God first introduced Sin into the world that man might be
Exalted & bring about the great purpus of God. For this was
foreordained from before the foundation of the world, that men might
be Exalted, & first to decend below all things that he or they might
raise above all things as the Father did before us & be able to create
worlds & goe from world to another. Therefore the heavens cannot
contain him because he can goe where he pleases & any that are noe
hier then [no higher than] himself, and this is what he wants us to doo,
& the relationship we sustain to God is that we are Sons of God and
heirs Joint [h]eirs with Jesus. For he came and pertook a body as we
did, left the Father that he might Exalt himself & redeem this world
among his brethren by establishing the priesthood after the order of
Melcesadeck and was a Saviour to the Brethren, and now we are to be
Saviours of men of our brethren to redeem our dead friends & the
friends of those who will not save their own friends, to Exalt our selvs
untill we are all linked together again. For one despensation will hand
in their work after another, till the Son Jesus hath them all or our Elder
Brother. And so we will return home to our Father who sent us that we
may exalt ourselvs & glorify him who sent us. Then we shall have
power to create worlds ourselvs & rule them as Jesus did, for Jesus
when on the Earth called the twelve deciples his brethren & all who do
the will of the Father in heaven, & the Scripture also tels us of the
prodigal Son who left his fathers house & went a far Jurney, also that
there is non our Father but one who is in heaven. [George Laub journal.
See PJ under date.]
In relation to this theme, Joseph gave an uncommon interpretation of the Genesis “fall”
when he remarked at the Nauvoo Lyceum, February 9, 1841 that
. . . in answer to Mr Stout that Adam Did Not Comit sin in ating
[eating] the fruits for God had Decred that he should Eat & fall--But
incomplyance with the Decree he should Die--only he should Die was
the saying of the Lord therefore the Lord apointed us to fall & also
Redeemed us--for where sin a bounded Grace did Much more a bound 150

-for Paul says Rom--5.10 for if--when were enemys we were
Reconciled to God by the Death of his Son, much more, being
Reconciled, we shall be saved by his Life—[McIntire Minute Book]
But compare his remarks in his Washington sermon, February 5, 1840 at note 230.

Garden Planted in Eden
31. (5:8) And the Gods planted a garden, eastward in Eden, and there they put the man,
whose spirit they had put into the body, which they had formed. (5:9) And out of the
ground made the Gods to grow every tree that is pleasant to the sight, and good for food:
the tree of life, also, in the midst of the garden, and the tree of knowledge of good and
evil. (5:10) There was a river running out of Eden, to water the garden, and from thence
it was parted and became into four heads. (5:11) And the Gods took the man and put him
in the Garden of Eden, to dress it and to keep it: (5:12) and the Gods commanded the
man, saying, of every tree of the Garden, thou mayest freely eat, (5:13) but of the tree of
knowledge of good and evil, thou shalt not eat of it, for in the time that thou eatest
thereof, thou shalt surely die. Now I, Abraham, saw that it was after the Lord's time,
which was after the time of Kolob; for as yet, the Gods had not appointed unto Adam (263)
his reckoning (264) .

Notes on Verses (5:8) to (5:13)
263. In Joseph Smith’s teachings, Adam is an exalted personage known in the
preexistence as Michael. Against this background note that the Testament of Abraham
portrays Michael as having frequent contact with Abraham. Michael is certainly
identified in LDS theology as one of the noble and great ones observed by Abraham,
hence one of those involved in the creative activities narrated in chapters 4 and 5 of our
text. Zebedee Coltrin related the following account of an experience involving Adam:
"Once after returning from a mission, he [Zebedee Coltrin] met Brother Joseph in
Kirtland, who asked him if he did not wish to go with him to a conference at New
Portage. The party consisted of Presidents Joseph Smith, Sidney Rigdon, Oliver Cowdery
and myself [Zebedee Coltrin]. Next morning at New Portage, he noticed that Joseph
seemed to have a far off look in his eyes, or was looking at a distance and presently he,
Joseph, stepped between Brothers Cowdery and Coltrin and taking them by the arm, said,
`Let's take a walk.' They went to a place where there was some beautiful grass and
grapevines and swampbeech interlaced. President Joseph Smith then said, `Let us pray.'
They all three prayed in turn--Joseph, Oliver, and Zebedee. Brother Joseph then said,
`Now brethren, we will see some visions.' Joseph lay down on the ground on his back and
stretched out his arms and the two brethren lay on them. The heavens gradually opened,
and they saw a golden throne, on a circular foundation, something like a light house, and
on the throne were two aged personages, having white hair, and clothed in white
garments. They were the two most beautiful and perfect specimens of mankind he ever
saw. Joseph said, `They are our first parents, Adam and Eve.' Adam was a large, broadshouldered man, and Eve as a woman, was as large in proportion." [Minutes, Salt Lake
City School of the Prophets, October 11, 1883, Archives]
Joseph Smith tells of an instance where he had contact with Adam:
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" . . . The voice of Michael on the banks of the Susquehanna, detecting the devil when he
appeared as an angel of light!"(D&C 128:20)
Joseph notes another vision of Adam: " I saw Adam in the valley of Adam-ondi-Ahman-he called together his children & blessed them with a Patriarchal blessing. The Lord
appeared in their midst, & he (Adam) blessed them all, & foretold what should befall
them to the latest generation" (cf. D&C 107:53) [Prior to August 8, 1839, Willard
Richards, (pocket companion); see PJ or WJS under date.]
Joseph Smith stated that Adam held the priesthood (all the following may be found in PJ
or WJS):
"The Priesthood was first given to Adam: he obtained the First Presidency and held the
Keys of it from generation to generation; he obtained it in the creation before the world
was formed-He is Michael, the Archangel, spoken of in the Scriptures" [Prior to August
8, 1839, Willard Richards, (pocket companion).]
"The Keys were given to him [Adam], and by him to others & he will have to give an
account of his Stewardship, & they to him."[Prior to August 8, 1839, Willard Richards,
(pocket companion).]
Christ is the Great High priest; Adam next [Prior to August 8, 1839,
Willard Richards, (pocket companion).]
The Prophet also spoke of the concern Adam and the other ancient patriarchs have for
their posterity:
Those men to whom these Keys have been given will have to be there.
(I.E. when Adam shall again assemble his children of the Priesthood, &
Christ be in their midst, the Ancient of Days come &c &c J.T.) And
they without us cannot not be made perfect. These men are in heaven,
but their children are on Earth. Their bowels yearn over us. God sends
down men for this reason [Prior to August 8, 1839, Willard Richards,
(pocket companion), the note "&c &c J.T." may refer to notes copied or
received from John Taylor.]
Joseph Smith notes that Adam, under the direction of Christ, has charge of the ordinances
of the priesthood:
The Keys [of the Priesthood] have to be brought from heaven whenever
the Gospel is sent, When they are revealed from Heaven it is by Adam's
authority. [Prior to August 8, 1839, Willard Richards, (pocket
companion).]
Again from Joseph Smith:
Commencing with Adam who was the first man who is spoken of in
Daniel as being the `Ancient of days' or in other words the first and
oldest of all, the great grand progenitor of whom it is said in another
place he is Michael because he was the first and father of all, not only
by progeny, but he was the first to hold the spiritual blessings, to whom
was made known the plan of ordinances for the Salvation of his
posterity unto the end, and to whom Christ was first revealed, and
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through whom Christ has been revealed from heaven and will continue
to be revealed from henceforth. Adam holds the Keys of the
dispensation of the fullness of times, i.e. the dispensation of all the
times have been and will be revealed through him from the beginning
to Christ and from Christ to the end
And again, God purposed in himself that there should not be an eternal
fullness until every dispensation should be fulfilled and gathered
together in one and that all things whatsoever that should be gathered
together in one in those dispensations unto the same fullness and
eternal glory should be in Christ Jesus, therefore he set the ordinances
to be the same for Ever and ever and set Adam to watch over them to
reveal them from heaven to man or to send Angels to reveal them
Hebrews 1 Chapter 16 verse. Are they not all ministering spirits sent
forth to minister to those who shall be heirs of Salvation. These angels
are under the direction of Michael or Adam who acts under the
direction of Christ [October 5, 1840, manuscript dictated by Joseph
Smith to Robert B. Thompson, HC, 4:207, emphasis added.]
In the last quote, Smith places Adam as Daniel’s “Ancient of Days” [Dan. 7] placing this
person in temporal context, rather than the traditional context (the traditional Jewish and
Christian interpretation of Ancient of Days is Jehovah). [See for example, Barker, 1992,
38.]
However clear the current understanding of the heavenly hierarchy may seem to Latterday Saints now, it was not always so, and Adam stands as one of the most controversial
personalities in scripture for Mormons. Brigham Young appears to have placed Adam in
a new position in the Heavenly order: Adam for him may have become father of both
mankind in the spirit and Christ in spirit and body. He claimed Joseph Smith for his
authority at times and at other times an independent revelation. Whether he was
misunderstood, misquoted or beat a new doctrinal path, after his term of office the
Church distanced itself from his language. [See for example Spencer W. Kimball,
Conference Report, Oct. 1976, 115.] This peculiar notion, misinterpreted or not,
combined with others like polygamy and a solid mixture of church and state in early Utah
made for some withering criticism from the outside world. The idea was also
controversial among Latter-day Saints themselves, both in the hierarchy and rank and file
[see for example, James Harwood, autobiography, L. Tom Perry Special Collections
Library, BYU. Harwood was baptized in England, was informed of strange doctrines
enroute to Utah and eventually left Mormonism. Harwood was the father of famous
Utah-born painter, J. T. Harwood]. Even though Young may have been hyperbolic for
effect, many took his comments seriously [for example see A. H. Cannon journal June
23, 1889; St. George Stake High Council Minutes, December 13, 1890; also Eliza R.
Snow in Stenhouse’ Women of Mormondom, 181ff.] and a rather confusing array of
variant beliefs about the the Godhead [see Wilford Woodruff’s cautionary statement MS
57:355-6; also Wilford Woodruff journal, February 23, 1898] and the identity of
scriptural personalities developed, which while pushed back to some of Joseph Smith’s
Nauvoo views of record in the beginning of the 20th century by Church leaders (see note
192), hung on with undergound Mormon dissidents who felt (and feel) they preserve the
“original” Mormonism. We will not survey the data here but the direct the reader to
some of the sources. [See for example, Turner; Buerger; Alexander; Petersen.]
264. An important theme of the Book of Abraham: time. That God has his own
reckoning or way to measure or calculate time is the import of the text. The measurement
of time, while different for God, nevertheless exists. (See notes at (3:18) concerning the
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meaning of "gnolaum.") The meaning of the phrase seems to suggest that “time” was to
be part of the instructional course.

Creation of Eve - Adam Names The Creation
32. (5:14) And the Gods said, Let us make an help meet for the man, for it is not good
that the man should be alone, therefore we will form an help meet for him. (5:15) And
the Gods caused a deep sleep to fall upon Adam; and he slept, and they took one of his
ribs, and closed up the flesh in the stead thereof, (5:16) and the rib which the Gods had
taken from man, formed they a woman, and brought her unto the man. (5:17) And Adam
said this was bone of my bones, and flesh of my flesh, now she shall be called woman,
because she was taken out of man;(5:18) therefore shall a man leave his father and his
mother, and shall cleave unto his wife, and they shall be one flesh. (5:19) And they were
both naked, the man and his wife, and were not ashamed. (5:20) And out of the ground
the Gods formed every beast of the field, and every fowl of the air, and brought unto
Adam to see what he would call them; and whatsoever Adam called every living
creature, that should be the name thereof. (5:21) And Adam gave names to all cattle, to
the fowl of the air, to every beast of the field; and for Adam there was found an help
meet for him. (265)

Notes on Verses (5:14) to (5:21)
265. The text contains an interesting reordering of events in this section, as compared to
Genesis. In the Genesis account [and JST], the creation of Eve follows after the naming
of the animals. The Genesis account gives the impression that after the animal creation, it
is noticed that man has no appropriate companion. The present text states that the woman
was created as a suitable mate first. In all texts of the story, Adam receives instruction
regarding the “two trees” prior to his encounter with Eve. The eventual disciplinary
actions are closely related to that part of the dramatic ordering.
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Figure 8. Facsimile No. 2 from TS-1.
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Figure 9. Missing Portions of Facsimile No. 2 Prototype.
A FACSIMILE FROM THE BOOK OF ABRAHAM, NO. 2,
[At least those portions heavily outlined may have been damaged or missing from the
original hypocephalus (266) . Those outlined parts form a conservative estimate of what
may have been missing from the original document. Additionally, the illustration at the
center of the hypocephalus may have had some damage. The double head which appears
to be identical to the two-headed god in fig. 2 of the facsimile suggests this. The left of
the hypocephalus [fig. 9] may have been damaged slightly more than shown here. At
least the characters outlined were added either by Joseph Smith (267) , the engraver Reuben
Hedlock (268) , or possibly someone else, probably for aesthetic purposes. A notation in
Joseph Smith's journal may refer to this: (March 4, 1842, "Exhibeting the Book of
Abraham, in the original, To Bro Reuben Hadlock [Hedlock] so that he might take the
size of the several plates or cuts & prepare the blocks for the Times & Seasons & also
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gave instruction concerning the arrangement of the writing on the Large cut illustrating
the principles of Astronomy. (in his office) with other general business" [emphasis
added]. The "Large cut" meant Facsimile No. 2). Facsimile No. 2 was published as a
fold-out page with the April 1, 1842 issue of Times and Seasons. The Facsimiles were
made and printed to actual size. The entries in Joseph Smith's journal at this time appear
in the third person since the journal was kept by Willard Richards (269) and not Joseph
Smith himself. The characters added are not hieroglyphics like the rest of the figures,
instead they are a form of writing known as hieratic (270) (priestly), a cursive form of
hieroglyphics.]

EXPLANATION OF THE ABOVE CUT (271) .
Fig. 1. (272) Kolob, signifying the first creation, nearest to the celestial, or the residence of
God. First in government, the last pertaining to the measurement of time. The
measurement according to celestial time; which, celestial time, signifies one day to a
cubit (273) . One day, in Kolob, is equal to a thousand years, according to the measurement
of this earth, which is called by the Egyptians Jah-oh-eh (274) .
Fig. 2. (275) Stands next to Kolob, called by the Egyptians Oliblish, which is the next grand
governing creation near to the celestial or the place where God resides; holding the key of
power also, pertaining to other planets; as revealed from God to Abraham, as he offered
sacrifice upon an altar, which he had built unto the Lord (276) .
Fig. 3. (277) Is made to represent God, sitting upon his throne, clothed with power and
authority; with a crown of eternal light upon his head; representing, also, the grand Key
words of the Holy Priesthood, as revealed to Adam in the Garden of Eden, as also to
Seth, Noah, Melchisedek [sic], Abraham and all to whom the Priesthood was revealed.
Fig. 4. Answers to the hebrew word Raukeeyang (278) , signifying expanse, or the
firmament of the heavens: also, a numerical figure, in Egyptian, signifying one thousand;
answering to the measuring of the time of Oliblish, which is equal with Kolob in its
revolution and in its measuring of time.
Fig. 5 (279) , Is called in Egyptian Enish-go-on-dosh (280) ; that is one of the governing
planets also; and is said by the Egyptians to be the Sun, and to borrow its light from
Kolob through the medium of Kae-e-vanrash, which is the grand Key, or in other words,
the governing power, which governs fifteen other fixed planets or stars, as also Floeese or
the Moon, the earth and the Sun in their annual revolutions. This planet receives its
power through the medium of Kli flos-is-es (281) , or Hah-ko-kau-beam (282) , the stars
represented by numbers 22, and 23, receiving light from the revolutions of Kolob.
Fig. 6, Represents this earth in its four quarters (283) .
Fig. 7, Represents God sitting upon his throne, revealing, through the heavens, the grand
Key words of the Priesthood (284) ; as, also, the sign of the Holy Ghost unto Abraham, in
the form of a dove (285) .
Fig. 8, Contains writing that cannot be revealed unto the world; but is to be had in the
Holy Temple of God. (286)
Fig. 9, Ought not to be revealed at the present time (287) .
Fig. 10, Also.
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Fig. 11, Also. If the world can find out these numbers, So let it be, Amen (288) .
Figures 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, and 21, will be given in the own due time of the
Lord. (289) The above translation is given as far as we have any right to give, at the present
time.

Notes on Facsimile No. 2
266. Hypocephalus. A Greek word, meaning literally, below the head, a translation of an
Egyptian word meaning the same thing and first used by Champollion himself seven
years before Chandler delivered the papyri to Joseph Smith. A hypocephalus is a small
disk-shaped object made of papyrus, stuccoed linen [linen stiffened with plaster, the most
common sort of the 150 or so that have been discovered], bronze [for example BM 37330
from Abydos - of Jehor son of Ujashu, also Louvre N3526 and N3527], gold, wood or
clay, which the Egyptians placed under the head of their dead [The Book of the Dead
prescribes that they should be made on new papyrus]. Its purpose was to magically cause
the head and body to be enveloped in flames or radiance thus making the deceased
divine. The hypocephalus itself symbolized the eye of Re or Horus [but perhaps also of
Shu], i.e., the sun, and the scenes portrayed on it relate to the Egyptian concept of the
resurrection and life after death. To the Egyptians the daily rising and setting of the sun
was a vivid symbol of the resurrection. Indeed, the hypocephalus itself represented all
that the sun encircles, i.e. the whole world. The upper portion represented the world of
men and the day sky, and the lower portion (the part with the cow) the nether world and
the night sky. They first appeared about 600 B.C. and were used down to the Christian
era. Many Egyptologists feel that the notions connected with use of such documents were
influenced by Semitic or other foreign cultures. [Rhodes, 1994, 9]
Note that the text makes no direct reference to this illustration, or to Facsimile No. 3. It
can legitimately be asked, why are facsimiles 2 and 3 included at all? It is of course
dangerous to speculate about what Joseph Smith considered inspired links between the
facsimiles and the text but a few ideas might be useful to consider. We will discuss this in
the treatment of Facsimile No. 3, but part of the answer may lie in the method of
transmission of the text. If it was brought to Egypt with Jewish migrations [Gee, 1995,
72, 76-9.] and translated by Egyptian priests, the typical genre of the period would be
employed [see notes on the Explanations for Facsimile No. 3]. Some extra-canonical
sources make reference to objects like the hypocephalus. For example, the Apocalypse of
Abraham relates a vision shown to Abraham concerning "what is in the heavens, on the
earth, in the sea, and in the abyss" almost the exact words of the left middle portion of the
hypocephalus, "the fullness of the whole world and its circle," in a picture with two sides.
The Apocalypse also contains a description of the four canopic figures (fig. 6 of
Facsimile No. 2). Both the hypocephalus and the Apocalypse date from the same era and
both have to do with Abraham [Rhodes, 1994, 6]
The fact that this type of document dates well after the lifetime of Abraham should
present no problem to Latter-day Saints. Such hypocephali became commonly used as
funeral artifacts from 635 B.C. although the idea for the object is far older. However, the
age of the genre is of less relevance than one might think - see the discussion of
Facsimile No. 3. Furthermore the reader should not receive the impression that all such
hypocephali are in any sense identical. Facsimile No. 2 exhibits considerable differences
from other known hypocephali.
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Interestingly, Jewish tradition indicates that Abraham spent some time in Heliopolis, a
place mentioned in Facsimile No. 2, teaching and debating the priests of Pharaoh
concerning such things as the stars. Heliopolis lies about 10 miles northeast of Cairo. Old
Kingdom royal princes were high priests at Heliopolis, and Heliopolitan temples were
even more powerful in the Middle Kingdom. Little of the site of the ancient city remains;
the suburbs of Cairo have flowed over and enclosed it.
The figures most often depicted on hypocephali are
•
•
•
•
•

•

A two-faced god holding a Jackal-scepter.
Divine boats.
The sons of Horus.
The cow of Hathor behind which is a female deity holding
either a fan or flower.
Nekhebkau - a serpent with human arms and legs stands
offering the Eye of Horus to the bird-like owner of the
hypocephalus
The four-headed ram of Mendes adorned by baboons.

Text on hypocephali generally consists of utterances by the gods or invocations to them.
They are invariably garbled and mistakes are frequent. [BM] On the other hand,
hypocephali can exhibit wide variations in form, for example the complex Louvre N3128
and the extremely crude and simple E18940. Compare these with Louvre N3525C. The
comments of Oliver Cowdery about the records suggest that the JS hypocephalus was not
bronze, a relatively expensive form. The most common being stucco, it is assumed the
Joseph Smith hypocephalus was of this type.
267. If Joseph Smith is responsible for the "fill" characters, since they appear to be taken
from the sn-sn papyrus, this would argue against the sn-sn document being the "source"
of the Book of Abraham, either by "code -revelation" [see notes at Facsimile No. 1 and
associated speculations about the Egyptian Alphabet and Grammar and see note 25 of
Appendix V and also the copy of the hypocephalus in the KEP (fig. 3)] or otherwise, as
he apparently regarded the characters as unimportant except to be used to give a more
complete appearance to the hypocephalus. Some critics have suggested Joseph Smith
also inserted figure 3 for a damaged portion. But other hypocephali contain entirely
similar illustrations [for example see Ensign July 1996, p. 55]. Also see notes on figure 3
below.
268. Reuben Hedlock made "woodcuts" (for the use of the printer of TS-1 - Wilford
Woodruff among others) of the three facsimiles of the Book of Abraham. A woodcut was
a type-high block of finely grained wood, engraved with a picture, design, etc.
Sometimes the print from such a block would be called a woodcut. The method was
popular with newspapers until the end of the 19th century when photographic processes
came into general use.
Reuben Hedlock [Hadlock?], born about 1805, was a carpenter living in Avon,
Livingston County, New York, in 1830. He joined the Church early in its history and
served as a counselor and president of the Elders Quorum in Kirtland, Ohio. He was a
missionary in England and Scotland from April 1840 to April 1841 and was ordained a
high priest October 3, 1841. He was President of the British mission of the Church (18431845) until he became involved in a financial scheme which eventually defrauded Church
members in the British Isles. When members of the Twelve arrived to correct the
situation, Hedlock fled to London according Parley P. Pratt; census records show a (US
born) Reuben Hedlock living in Surrey in 1861, married to Mary A. Hedlock. Hedlock
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was connected with the publication of the Book of Abraham in more than one way. For
example: "The Church in Kirtland voted to sanction the appointment of Brother Phinehas
Richards and Reuben Hedlock by the Presidency, to transact business for the Church in
procuring means to translate and print the records taken from the Catacombs of Egypt,
then in the Temple." [HC, 2:520, Nov. 2, 1837.]
Reuben Hedlock was a carpenter and knew something of the trade of printing. The skill
he exercised in making the "woodcuts" of the facsimiles can be seen by comparing the
original of Facsimile No. 1 acquired by the LDS Church in 1967, and the version given
above or in the 1981 edition of the Pearl of Great Price (earlier editions of the Pearl of
Great Price contain rather poor reproductions of the facsimiles with parts missing, added
or distorted, etc. [Cf. Gee, Guide: changes in Facsimile No. 2.]
There are some differences between the original woodcut of Facsimile No. 1 and the
papyrus. For example the papyrus depicts the priest as being in between the altar and the
feet of the Abraham figure (a rather “Escheresque” position to be in) whereas the
woodcut depicts the priest as being behind the altar. On the papyrus, there appears to be a
box, with glyphs in it perhaps, which does not appear in the woodcut. For some
comments concerning the unique positioning of priest and victim in the papyrus from
which Facsimile No. 1 is taken, see ANP, 127. Hedlock’s woodcuts were transported to
Utah and used in the Deseret News printing of the Book of Abraham. The woodcuts
were inventoried October 17, 1855 when they were transferred to the new Church
Historian’s Office vault in Salt Lake City.
269. Filed with BAms-4 in the Church archives are four sheets containing the
explanations of Facsimile No. 2 in the handwriting of Willard Richards. They probably
date from between December 1841 and March 1842.
270. The Egyptian language is generally characterized by three categories: Old Egyptian,
Middle Egyptian and Late Egyptian, roughly corresponding to the kingdom periods.
Egyptian script occurs in four forms, hieroglyphic, hieratic, Demotic, and Coptic. With
the exception of Coptic, all are consonantal (vowels not represented). Hieroglyphic is the
earliest script (before 3200 B.C.) and remained in use until 400 A.D. There are two kinds
of signs: ideograms depicting concrete things or actions or concepts and phonograms
depicting sounds. Hence words could be written phonographically or ideographically,
most often as a combination of the two. There are no punctuation marks. The script could
be written right to left, left to right, up to down, down to up, the signs usually facing the
direction from which reading is intended. Hieratic script is a cursive form of
hieroglyphic. It was written right to left generally. It was the standard script by Middle
Kingdom times and was the writing system learned first in scribal education. Both Old
and Middle Egyptian is represented in hieratic and Late Egyptian almost exclusively.
Demotic developed from an administrative hieratic script and came into use ca. 650 B.C.
Hieroglyphic and hieratic remained in use alongside Demotic for religious texts written in
the older language. Unlike the other scripts, Coptic is alphabetic, borrowing signs from
Greek and demotic. [James P. Allen, ABD 4:188ff]
271. It is interesting to view the Egyptian intention behind the hypocephalus in the
context of the Book of Abraham which contains great emphasis on and knowledge of the
plan of salvation. Michael Rhodes tells us [Rhodes, 1994], "The text as well as the
figures and illustrations all point toward the Egyptians' hope in a resurrection and life
after death as a divine being. Although to our modern way of thinking, this message is
conveyed by a strange assortment of gods, animals, and other bizarre figures, it is
important to remember, that to the Egyptians, who always tried to express abstract ideas
with concrete representations, these were all aspects of the One God who manifested
himself in many forms." Dr. Edith Varga (Budapest) foremost modern expert on
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hypocephali, has examined some 150 of them. Among other extant hypocephali, one
which is similar in design to the Joseph Smith hypocephalus is the Wst-wrt hypocephalus
in the Kunsthistorisches Museum of Vienna.
272. "Joseph Smith says that this is `Kolob, signifying . . .[etc.]' This agrees well with the
Egyptian symbolism of god endowed with the primeval creative force seated at the center
of the universe . . . The apes can represent . . . stars and constellations . . . which is in
complete harmony with [Joseph Smith's interpretation] " [Rhodes, 1994, 8]
273. Cubit. The use of cubit may refer to a time unit, based on the distance an
astronomical object moves in some periodic way.
274. "This would be a reasonable rendering of the Egyptian i 3h.t, `O Earth'" [Rhodes,
Hypocephalus, 8] See notes at fig. 5.
275. In part symbolizes the "Opener of the Way". The symbol held by the god in this
illustration was considered to be a symbol of the gods power. This agrees well with
Joseph Smith's interpretation. [Rhodes, 1994, 8]
276. Does this have reference to the teachings of chapter 3 of the Book of Abraham?
There is no reference to an altar there so this may be additional information about the
same experience. On the other hand, the Apocalypse of Abraham mentions an experience
very similar to this one.
277. See the notes at figure 7. Some of Joseph's critics claim that this figure was missing
from the original hypocephalus and was copied from JSP IV (see Plate 6, Nibley, 2005).
[Insurance salesman and Joseph Smith critic Edward Ashment evidently believes this:
Ashment 1979, 40-41] but the figure in JSP IV fails to correspond with figure 3 in several
important respects. Indeed, if Joseph Smith copied this figure from JSP IV, then he was
incredibly lucky. For Joseph Smith has placed three signs to the left of the boat which in
spite of Ashment's conjectures, do not appear in JSP IV. The meaning of the signs?
Michael Rhodes [Rhodes 1995, 5] translates them as "Divine ship." If Joseph copied the
figure, how did he manage to select just the right signs to go with it?
278. Raukeeyang. Probably Siexas' phonetic rendering of the Hebrew raqia (indeed this
is exactly the transliteration in Joseph's Hebrew grammar authored by his Hebrew
teacher), referring to the outstretched wings. Hugh Nibley notes the vessel is called "the
ship of 1000 cubits long," suggesting the interpretation of Joseph Smith. [Nibley, 1975,
138.] Michael Rhodes writes in regard to this figure, "A hawk in mummy wrappings
with outspread wings, seated upon a boat. This can represent either Horus-Soped or
Sokar, both hawk gods, which are symbolized by a mummiform hawk. One outstanding
feature of this figure is its outspread wings, which are not normally found in
representations of these two gods. The wings show a clear connection with Horus, the
personification of the sky, as well as emphasizing the emerging of the hawk from his
mummy bindings in the resurrection. The association with Sokar, the ancient god of
Memphis, is even more interesting. In the festival of Sokar, which was celebrated in
many parts of Egypt, a procession was held in which the high priest would place the
Sokar-boat on a sledge and pull it around the sanctuary. This procession symbolized the
revolution of the sun and other celestial bodies. Joseph Smith sees here symbolism for the
expanse or firmament of the heavens, which concept, as stated above, the Egyptians often
represent by the hawk-god Horus. Joseph's explanation that this figure represents the
revolutions of Kolob and Obilish agrees favorably with what we know of the use of the
Sokar-boat in the festival of Sokar to represent the revolutions of the sun and other
celestial bodies. Joseph also says that it is a numerical figure in Egyptian signifying one
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thousand. While this is not the standard hieroglyph for one thousand, there is a clear
connection between the number one thousand and the ship of the dead. For example, in
the Coffin Texts we read, `He takes the ship of 1000 cubits from end to end and sails it to
the stairway of fire.' On the sarcophagus of the princess Anchenneferibre is found a
description of the `Khabas in Heliopolis' and `Osiris in his ship of a thousand.' The term
Khabas . . . means `A Thousand is her souls' and refers to the starry hosts of the sky,
confirming again Joseph Smith's explanation that it represents the expanse of the
heavens." [Rhodes,1994] Barguet in his 1986 book on the coffin texts translates this as a
boat with a “multitude at both ends.” [Barguet, 1986, 165.]
279. The collection of Egyptian documents in the Church Archives contains some
notations which appear to be related to various portions of the explanations for Facsimile
No. 2. For example, "Kli flosisis signifies Kolob in its motion, which is swifter than the
rest of the twelve fixed stars; going before, being first in motion, being delegated to have
power over others to regulate others in their time, for example, one cubit of times
signifies three days. Therefore that which is appointed to run three days, runs one cubit
according to the measure of time in cubits a cubit of motion is increased or lessened
according to the sign of the degrees . . ." and "Flosisis - The highest degree of light,
because its component parts are light. The governing principle of light. Because God has
said `Let this be the centre for light, and let there be bounds that it may not pass.' He hath
set a cloud round about in the heavens, and light of the grand governing of 15 fixed stars
centre there - and from there it is drawn by the heavenly bodies according to their
portions; according to the decrees that God hath set, as the bounds of the ocean, that it
should not pass over as a flood, so God has set the bounds of light lest it pass over and
consume the planets."
Another similar notation with an interesting twist is "Jah-oh-eh. The earth under the
governing power of oliblish, Enish-go-on-dosh, and Kai-e-van-rash, which are the grand
key or in other words, the governing power, which governs the fifteen fixed stars (twelve
that govern the earth, sun, and moon, (which have their power in one) with the other
twelve moving planets of this system. Oliblish, Enish-go-on-dosh, and Kai-ven-rash, are
the three grand central powers that govern all the other creations, which have been sought
out by the most aged of all the fathers, since the beginning of the creation, by means of
the Urim and Thummim: The names of the other twelve of the fixed stars are: Kolob,
Limdi, Zip, Vusel, Venisti, Waine, Way-oh-ox-oan, Oansli, Kible, Shineflis, Flis, Os.
The Egyptian names of the fifteen moving planets are: Oan isis, Flos isis, Flo ese,
Abbesels, Ele ash, Subble, Slundlo, Car roam, Crash ma Kraw, Obbles isim, I Zins bah,
Missel, Nah mesile, Ohee oop Zah, Zool."
What, if anything, these notations have to do with Joseph Smith's work on the Book of
Abraham is unknown. In any case some of what is written here is clearly related to the
explanations of Facsimile No. 2. It may be an initial or intermediate attempt at translation
of portions of Facsimile No. 2 or some other document, or it may be an alternate
explanation(s) attempted by the men working with Joseph in Kirtland who seemed to be
active in trying their hand at the process of translating the papyri. The remarks about
cubits and time are rather interesting. They seem to imply that the term "cubit" is a
variable length measure and can also be a time unit, based on the distance an
astronomical object moves in some periodic way. In any case, we can be assured that
where these notes from the Kirtland attempts at translation conflict with the published
Book of Abraham, they should be regarded as in error or requiring a more complete
explanation. These writings were never published or submitted as revelation by anyone.
They were evidently regarded as preliminary or conjectural.
280. Hugh Nibley tells us that the meaning is "The Exalted One who opens at the call," or
possibly, "The Exalted One who becomes as he who is continually turning into a
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multitude." The first interpretation is suggestive of a guardian function. "It is said by the
Egyptians to be the Sun" (capitalization in original) seems to correspond well with the
interpretation of the Egyptian: "A cow wearing a sun disk and double plumes with a
menit-necklace (symbol of Hathor, Ihet, etc.) This is the cow Ihet mentioned in chapter
162 of the Book of the Dead, which should be drawn on a piece of new papyrus to make
a hypocephalus. Hence this picture of a cow is common to almost all hypocephali. Ihet is
a form of Hathor, a personification of the original waters from which the whole of
creation arose and the one who gave birth to the sun. She is also connected with
Mehweret, another cow goddess who symbolized the sky and is the celestial mother by
whom the sun is reborn each day. The name Mehweret (Mh-wr.t) means, "Great
fullness," i.e., the primeval waters from which Re, the Sun, first arose. Standing behind
the cow is the goddess Wedjat who is holding a lotus blossom, the symbol of rebirth [in
this case], here indicating the daily and annual renewal of the sun. . . strange
incomprehensible names are typical of this class of Egyptian religious documents."
[Rhodes, 1994, 9]
Joseph Smith, demonstrating the amount of study he put into the papyri by recalling the
strange and unfamiliar words, mentions Enish-go-on-dosh a year later with the
explanation:
Were I an Egyptian, I would exclaim Jah-oh-eh, Enish-go-on-dosh, Flo-ees-Flos-is-is; [O
earth! the power of attraction, and the moon passing between her and the sun.] [Times
and Seasons, vol. 4, no. 24, November 1, 1843, emphasis added.]
281. Kli-flosises. Related to Floeese apparently which Professor Nibley suggests may be
the "Egyptian Faw meaning glory, splendor and yys, primal time, primordial in nature. . .
the Egyptian [Kli or] Kri - [is equated] with the Hebrew keleh, meaning chamber or
chapel, suggesting the heavens divided up into houses. . . . We are told that it means the
same as ha-ko-kau-beam . . . [the stars (Hebrew prefix ha = the)]."
282. Phonetic representation of the Hebrew word for "the stars." Follows exactly the
transliteration in Seixas' grammar.
283. This is precisely the import the Egyptians gave the four canopic figures. [See for
example, Luscher, 1990; Dodson, 1994.]
284. Joseph Smith discussed the key-words of the priesthood usually in the context of the
ordinances of the temple:
"Washings, anointings, endowments, and the communication of keys, [are essential to
enable one] to secure the fulness of those blessings which have been prepared for the
Church of the Firstborn, and come up and abide in the presence of Elohim in the eternal
worlds'". [TPJS, 237]
[we] "have got to learn how to be Gods" and "to be kings and priests to God, the same as
all the Gods have done before" [us]. [TPJS, 346-7]
[June 15, 1844. Saturday.] A.M. [Joseph Smith, the Prophet was] conversing with Dr. J.
Wakefield and others . . . spoke concerning key words. The g[rand] key word was the
first word Adam spoke and is a word of supplication. He found the word by the Urim and
Thummim. It is that key word to which the heavens is opened. [Journal of William
Clayton under above date, emphasis added. Note the fact that the Urim and Thummim
was used to obtain this information and compare with the statement of Wilford
Woodruff: (Journal of Wilford Woodruff under the date, Dec 27, 1841) "The Twelve or a
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part of them spent the day with Joseph the Seer & he unfolded unto them many glorious
things of the kingdom of God the privileges & blessings of the priesthood &c. I had the
.privilege of seeing for the first time in my day the URIM & THUMMIM." [Capitalization
in the original]; see PJ under date.]
"Then the white stone mentioned in Rev[elation] c[hapter] 2 v[erse] 17 is the Urim and
Thummim whereby all things pertaining to an higher order of kingdoms even all
kingdoms will be made known and a white stone is given to each of those who come into
this celestial kingdom, whereon is a new name written which no man knoweth save he
that receiveth it. The new name is the key word." [Journal of William Clayton, April 2,
1843, also D&C 130; PJ or WJS under date.]
In a revelation given January 19, 1841 we find the following relevant ideas:
For there is not a place found on earth that he may come to and restore
again that which was lost unto you, or which he hath taken away, even
the fulness of the priesthood . . . For therein are the keys of the holy
priesthood ordained, that you may receive honor and glory . . . For I
deign to reveal unto my church things which have been kept hid from
before the foundation of the world, things that pertain to the
dispensation of the fulness of times. And I will show unto my servant
Joseph all things pertaining to this house, and the priesthood thereof,
and the place whereon it shall be built . . . Let my servant William Law
also receive the keys by which he may ask and receive blessings; [D&C
124:28, 34, 42-42, 97.]
Joseph Smith offers further explanation on signs:
baptism is a sign ordained of God, for the believer in Christ to take
upon himself in order to enter into the kingdom of God, `for except ye
are born of water, and of the spirit ye cannot enter into the kingdom of
God,' saith the Saviour. It is a sign, and commandment which God has
set for man to enter into his Kingdom. Those who seek to enter in any
other way will seek in vain; and God will not receive them, neither will
the angels acknowledge their works as accepted; for they have not
obeyed the ordinances, nor attended to the signs which God ordained
for the salvation of man, to prepare him for; and give him a title to a
celestial glory; and God has decreed that all who will not obey his
voice shall not escape the damnation of hell. What is the damnation of
hell? to go with that society who have not obeyed his commands.
Baptism is a sign to God, to Angels, and to heaven that we do the will
of God: and there is no other way beneath the heavens whereby God
hath ordained for man to come to him, to be saved, and enter into the
kingdom of God, except faith in Jesus Christ; repentance, and baptism
for the remission of sins, and any other course is in vain; then you have
the promise of the gift of the Holy Ghost. What is the sign of the
healing of the sick; the laying on of hands is the sign, or way marked
out by James; and the custom of the ancient Saints as ordered by the
Lord; and we can not obtain the blessing by pursuing any other course,
except the way marked out by the Lord. What if we should attempt to
get the gift of the Holy Ghost through any other means, except the
signs, or way which God hath appointed? should we obtain it? certainly
not; all other means would fail. The Lord says do so, and so, and I will
bless, so, and so. There are certain key words, and signs, belonging to
the priesthood, which must be observed in order to obtain the blessing
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[March 20, 1842, Journal of Wilford Woodruff, Archives; PJ or WJS
under date.]
Notice that the preceding comments were made just a few days following the publication
of the Book of Abraham, and that the Prophet gave the first LDS temple endowments a
short time later (May 4, 1842).
On a related subject one of Joseph’s contemporaries (Orson Hyde) said:
"The fulness of the priesthood includes the authority of both king and priest....Such as
have not received the fulness of the priesthood, and have not been anointed and ordained
in the temple of the Most High, may obtain salvation in the celestial kingdom, but not a
celestial crown. Many are called to enjoy a celestial glory, yet few are chosen to wear a
celestial crown, or rather, to be rulers in the celestial kingdom". [MS IX, Jan 15, 1847,
23-24.]
Elder Charles C. Rich during a stake conference in Idaho in 1878 gave this information
concerning how a portion of Joseph’s temple endowment (including the “key words”)
was revealed: "It was a long time after the Prophet Joseph Smith had received the keys of
the kingdom of God, and after Hyrum and others had received many blessings, that the
Lord gave Joseph a revelation, to show him and others how they could ask for and
receive certain blessings. We read in the revelations of St. John, `and in the stone a new
name, which no man knoweth save him that receiveth it.' Joseph tells us [D&C 130:1011] that this new name is a key-word, which can only be obtained through the
endowments. This is one of the keys and blessings that will be bestowed upon the Saints
in these last days, for which we should be very thankful" [JD 19:250.]
It is easy to see the connection between the Book of Abraham and the endowment of
LDS temples in terms of chronology, and easy to suppose that one of the purposes of the
papyrus coming to the Prophet was to (at least help) bring the knowledge of the
ordinances to him. Brigham Young, speaking of that portion of the endowment given in
the Kirtland temple, states that the whole endowment, as given in Nauvoo would have
been revealed to the Latter-day Saints in Kirtland had they remained faithful:
Soon after the ascension of Jesus, through mobocracy, martyrdom, and
apostacy [sic], the Church of Christ became extinct from the earth, the
Man Child--the Holy Priesthood, was received up into heaven from
whence it came, and we hear no more of it on the earth, until the
Angels restored it to Joseph Smith, by whose ministry the Church of
Jesus Christ was restored, re-organized on earth, twenty-three years ago
this day, with the title of "Latter-day Saints," to distinguish them from
the Former-day Saints.
Soon after, the Church, through our beloved Prophet Joseph, was
commanded to build a Temple to the Most High, in Kirtland, Ohio, and
this was the next House of the Lord we hear of on the earth, since the
days of Solomon's Temple. Joseph not only received revelation and
commandment to build a Temple, but he received a pattern also, as did
Moses for the Tabernacle, and Solomon for his Temple; for without a
pattern, he could not know what was wanting, having never seen one,
and not having experienced its use.
Without revelation, Joseph could not know what was wanting, any
more than any other man, and, without commandment, the Church were
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too few in numbers, too weak in faith, and too poor in purse, to attempt
such a mighty enterprise. But by means of all these stimulants, a mere
handful of men living on air, and a little hominy and milk and often salt
or no salt when milk could not be had; the great Prophet Joseph, in the
stone quarry, quarrying rock with his own hands; and the few then in
the Church, following his example of obedience and diligence
wherever most needed; with laborers on the walls, holding the sword in
one hand to protect themselves from the mob, while they placed the
stone and moved the trowel with the other, the Kirtland Temple,--[the
House of the Lord] . . . was so far completed as to be dedicated. And
those first Elders who helped to build it, received a portion of their first
endowments, or we might say more clearly, some of the first, or
introductory, or initiatory ordinances, preparatory to an endowment.
The preparatory ordinances there administered, though accompanied by
the ministration of angels, and the presence of the Lord Jesus, were but
a faint similitude of the ordinances of the House of the Lord in their
fulness; yet many, through the instigation of the devil, thought they had
received all, and knew as much as God; they have apostatized, and
gone to hell. But be assured, brethren, there are but few, very few of the
Elders of Israel, now on earth, who know the meaning of the word
endowment. To know, they must experience; and to experience, a
Temple must be built.
Let me give you the definition in brief. Your endowment is, to receive
all those ordinances in the House of the Lord, which are necessary for
you, after you have departed this life, to enable you to walk back to the
presence of the Father, passing the angels who stand as sentinels, being
enabled to give them the key words, the signs and tokens, pertaining to
the Holy Priesthood, and gain your eternal exaltation in spite of earth
and hell . . .
Before these endowments could be given at Kirtland, the Saints had to
flee before mobocracy. And, by toil and daily labor, they found places
in Missouri, where they laid the corner stones of Temples, in Zion and
her Stakes, and then had to retreat to Illinois, to save the lives of those
who could get away alive from Missouri, where fell the Apostle David
W. Patten, with many like associates, and where were imprisoned in
loathsome dungeons, and fed on human flesh, Joseph and Hyrum, and
many others. But before all this had transpired, the Temple at Kirtland
had fallen into the hands of wicked men, and by them been polluted,
like the Temple at Jerusalem, and consequently it was disowned by the
Father and the Son.
At Nauvoo, Joseph dedicated another Temple . . . He knew what was
wanting, for he had previously given most of the prominent individuals
then before him their endowment. He needed no revelation, then, of a
thing he had long experienced, any more than those now do, who have
experienced the same things. It is only where experience fails, that
revelation is needed. [Address given by Brigham Young after laying
the southeast cornerstone of the Salt Lake Temple, April 6, 1853, JD
2:29]
285. Joseph Smith tells us "The dove which sat upon his [i.e. on Christ at His baptism]
shoulder was a sure testimony that he was of God. Brethren be not deceived nor doubtful
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of this fact: a spirit of a good man or an angel from heaven who has not a body will never
undertake to shake hands with you for he knows you cannot perceive his touch and never
will extend his hand but any spirit or body that is attended by a dove you may know to be
a pure spirit. Thus you may in some measure detect the spirits who may come unto you
[in] the form of a dove--with the sign of the dove. [This sign was] instituted before the
creation. [The] Devil could not come in [the] sign of a dove.-- [The] Holy Ghost is a
personage in the form of a personage--does not confine itself to form of a dove--but in
[the] sign of a dove." [March 21, 1841, Howard and Martha Coray Notebook, Archives;
see PJ or WJS under date.]
Facsimile 2, figure 7, of the Book of Abraham tells of the Holy Ghost being attended by
the "sign of the dove." Though this wording used in the Book of Abraham is consistent
with the Prophet's words compare it with wording used in Matthew 3:16; Mark 1:10;
Luke 3:22; John 1:32; 1 Nephi 11:27; 2 Nephi 31:8; and D&C 93:15.
“The Holy Ghost cannot be transformed into a Dove but the sign of a Dove was given to
John to signify the Truth of the Deed as the Dove was an emblem or Token of Truth.”
[Franklin D. Richards record of Joseph Smith, January 29, 1843; PJ or WJS.]
The Apocalypse of Abraham, tells of Abraham being raised up into the heavens on the
wings of a dove reminiscent of experiences of Moses and Nephi being "carried away in
the Spirit" to a high mountain.
For it came to pass after I had desired to know the things that my father had seen, and
believing that the Lord was able to make them known unto me, as I sat pondering in mine
heart I was caught away in the Spirit of the Lord, yea, into an exceedingly high mountain,
which I never had before seen, and upon which I never had before set my foot. [1 Nephi
11:1]
The words of God, which he spake unto Moses at a time when Moses was caught up into
an exceedingly high mountain, [Moses 1:1]
286. A look at the Egyptian shows us that what Joseph Smith meant by cannot be
revealed is expanded by cannot be understood or explained, which is always the case
with spiritual truth, i.e. it cannot be understood by the world, but only by the spiritually
minded. This line may be translated as "Grant that the soul of Osiris, Shishaq, may live
(eternally)." (or have eternal life). The name Shishaq or Sheshonq was the name of
several pharaohs of the 22nd dynasty [note 74]. The pharaoh Sheshonq III sacked the
Jerusalem temple during the reign of Rehoboam and took the temple implements for use
in the temple at Heliopolis. [Rhodes, 1994, 5.] It is interesting that the owner of the
Joseph Smith hypocephalus was named Sheshonq. Here Shishaq (Sheshonq) is given the
name [cp. D&C 130:11] of Osiris to allow him to pass by certain ordeals and sentinels. It
is quite natural that Joseph Smith would make reference to the temple ordinances here.
[Rhodes, 1994, 12.] The Sheshonqid dynasties and their relation to Abrahamic things are
discussed briefly in ANP, 189. "Joseph Smith explained that the remaining figures
contained writings that cannot be revealed to the world. Stressing the secrecy of these
things is entirely in harmony with Egyptian religious documents such as the
hypocephalus and the 162nd chapter of the Book of the Dead. For example, we read in
the 162nd chapter of the Book of the Dead, `This is a great and secret book. Do not allow
anyone's eyes to see it.'" [Rhodes, 1994, 12]
287. Professor Nibley remarks:
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Figs. 11 to 8 are numbered in reverse order, as are 12 to 15 and 16 to
17. They denote separate figures, so that the numbers were meant only
to identify them, not necessarily to give their order. Thus it is perfectly
clear that the editor assumed the top of the circle to be where it really
belongs; but he does not number the inscriptions from top to bottom,
though it is also clear that he is assuming that the figures in the top
section of the circle are actually in the proper top-to-bottom order.
They are numbered purely for identification.
288. Nibley tells us: "once again note that at least a portion of these figures were
destroyed. Nevertheless, Joseph Smith very properly connects figures 11, 10 and 9
together! They read:
Fig. 11. O god, sleeping in the time
Fig. 10. of the beginning. Great God, Lord of heaven and earth,
Fig. 9. and below the earth and of the waters [destroyed and filled with hieratic symbols]"
289. Nibley says: "once again, Joseph Smith does not try the impossible,” i.e.
interpreting the filled-in portions of the hypocephalus.
Figs. 12 to 15: Largely destroyed and replaced by hieratic symbols from another
document.
Fig. 17. For some reason this passage is (as Michael Rhodes has pointed out) quite
garbled, even more so in other hypocephali, suggesting that they were all from the same
shop. [Nordh, 1996, 121, 127f, 204.] First there is the word [for] shrine, enclosure, tomb.
Then [symbols for] violation, defilement, desecration. Then it is repeated with a strong
negative - absolutely no trespassing.
Fig. 16. again [symbols for]: `is not to be disturbed (desecrated, etc.) this, along with its
Lord (owner) in the Duat forever.'
Fig. 21. Behold thou are ever (iw wnn.k)
Fig. 20. as this god of thine (m ntr pk) [Note that Hedlock has no figure 20, an oversight
evidently of no great importance for the explanations.]
Fig. 19. in (of) Busiris."
Fig. 18. The intact portion reads "I am the robing-room in the Sun Temple in Heliopolis,
very joyful, very splendid; the virile bull who has no equal; the great ---- in the Sun
Temple in Heliopolis; ----- that great god." [Freeman, 6]
For more on these items see Nibley, 1980; Rhodes, 1994.
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Figure 10. Facsimile No. 3 from TS-1.
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TIMES AND SEASONS
"Truth will prevail."
Vol. III. No. 14.] CITY OF NAUVOO, ILL. MAY 16, 1842. [Whole No. 50
A FAC-SIMILE FROM THE BOOK OF ABRAHAM NO. 3. (290)
EXPLANATION OF CUT ON FIRST PAGE.
[The words on first page, refer to the placement of the illustration in the TS-1 printing
which covered the front page of the issue.]
1. Abraham sitting upon Pharaoh's throne, by the politeness of the king; with a crown (291)
upon his head, representing the priesthood (292) ; as emblematical of the grand presidency
in heaven (293) ; with the sceptre [sic] of justice, and judgment in his hand. (294)
2. King Pharaoh; whose name is given in the characters above his head (295) .
3. Signifies Abraham, in Egypt; referring to Abraham, as given in the 9th No. of the
Times & Seasons [Facsimile No. 1 figure 10 (see also Fac. No. 2 fig. 2)]. (296)
4. Prince of Pharaoh, King of Egypt; as written above the hand (297) .
5. Shulem(298) ; one of the kings principal waiters; as represented by the characters above
his hand. (299)
6. Olimlah; a slave belonging to the prince. Abraham is reasoning upon the principles of
astronomy, in the kings Court. (300)

Notes on Facsimile No. 3
290. Facsimile No. 3 forms a kind of postscript to the Book of Abraham, indicating an
interview with the Egyptian royalty, as instructed in the text (3:15). The original was
probably destroyed in the Great Chicago Fire. At first glance, this appears to be a
common type of illustration [cf. Faulkner, spell 110, 125, 185], used in this case to
illustrate what was perhaps an uncommon event in terms of honoring foreigners. The use
of this setup to illustrate an incident in the life of Abraham and his teachings (note the
Abrahamic interpretation of the crown) fits well with the notion of the Abrahamic record
coming into Egyptian hands with migration of Jews to Egypt perhaps at Elephantine or
Leontopolis. The late Klaus Baer of the University of Chicago wrote that "Facs[imile]
No. 3 is not a judgment scene and exact parallels may be hard to find." Much the same
might be said of the other facsimiles. Calling them "typical funerary texts" does not
explain anything, and is not really true. Baer remarks that "Facs. No. 1 and 3 are by no
means the usual things" and that "The 1912 Egyptologists certainly went too far in
claiming that Facsimiles 1-3 in PGP were ordinary scenes of which dozens of examples
could be found" (Klaus Baer to Hugh Nibley, 13 Sept. 1968). [Gee, Tragedy, n22.] John
Gee [Gee, 2005] has shown that BD 125 is an example of a vignette that was associated
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with a funerary text in one context, but was used in a non-funerary way too. Hence,
though some Egyptologists have claimed facsimiles 1 and 3 are funerary papyri because
similar vignettes have been used in a funerary context, we see that this is not a necessary
conclusion. The Facsimiles originate in an era which is much less popular among
Egyptologists than the earlier more "romantic" ones. The comments of Egyptologists
whose expertise lies elsewhere is therefore less compelling.
Hugh Nibley makes these instructive remarks about the common and yet uncommon
features of this illustration:
Facsimile No. 3 is another vignette from the Book of the Dead, like
Facsimile No. 1 only far commoner. This formal tableau occurs
hundreds of times, not only on the funerary papyri but in far earlier
times on those stone steles that stood before the tombs of nobles and
commoners alike to identify the grave and solicit the reverent attention
of the passer-by. Often these slabs, rounded on the top, are adorned
with the out-spread wings and some of the other symbols appearing on
the hypocephali, thus establishing a connection between the motifs of
Facsimile No. 2 and Facsimile No. 3, in very early times. The great
abundance of pictures of the Facsimile No. 3 variety calls for the widest
possible comparative study. In a case like this the student's first
obligation is to compare, as widely and as carefully as possible. And
this is where the critics of the Book of Abraham all break down.
Recalling or pointing to two or three other vignettes resembling
Facsimile No. 3, they dismiss it as a perfectly commonplace and
familiar object, unanimously rejecting Joseph Smith's interpretations as
the purest nonsense. True, when they risk stating their own opinions
about these all too familiar objects, they differ widely among
themselves. This does not mean that they are in a state of hopeless
confusion, but it does mean that these familiar drawings are capable of
a number of different interpretations, all of them defensible and many
of them, though conflicting, correct.
Thus Facsimile No. 3 has been interpreted by experts as 1) a judgment
scene, 2) an offering scene, and 3) a presentation scene. It can be any
one of these or all three at once, all three being common in the
numerous funerary documents in which the deceased being presented
before the august presence on the throne, brings a proper gift or
offering, as he stands trembling before the one who is to judge or
reward him--indeed his admission to the Presence is in itself a
judgment. Our particular exemplar, however, lacks the distinctive
properties of the familiar judgment-scene or "Psychostasy"--the scales,
the Ape, the recording Thoth, the threatening monster Amentit, etc.,--as
it also lacks the indispensable fixtures of offering scenes, the heaped-up
tables of fruit, flowers, and flesh-offering. lt is plainly a presentation or
salutation scene.
Such presentation scenes are found in great numbers at every period of
Egyptian history and, what is even more important, in great variety, no
two such scenes being exactly alike. [Nibley, 1981.]
Aside from the dramatic interpretation given by Joseph Smith of an occurrence in the life
of Abraham, Rhodes interprets this scene as the owner of the text, Hor, “being
introduced to Osiris after having been declared innocent in the Hall of Two Truths; . . . .
moving from left to right the first figure is Isis,” the hieroglyphs above this figure identify
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her. “Next is Osiris . . . in front . . . is an offering stand with offerings and a lotus
blossom on it. Next is the goddess of truth, Maat . . . leading the deceased by the hand.
Next is the deceased Hor with an ankle-length linen kilt. On his head is a cone of
perfumed grease with a lotus blossom stuck through it. His left hand is raised in greeting.
The last figure is Anubis, as identified by the hieroglyphs over his head. . . The
presentation itself takes place in a booth with pillars at either end. On the ceiling are
painted stars.” [Rhodes 2002, 23; see also note 298 and Gee, 2005, “What Facsimile 3 is
not;” also note 39.]
The question as to who this Hor (owner of the JPS breathings text) was can be answered
with some certainty. His was a family of some importance, his father Osoroeris being a
self-made man of sorts in Thebes. The family’s papyri survive in various collections.
Based on this genealogy, Coenen concludes that Hor’s breathing text is the oldest
surviving breathing text known, dating from perhaps somewhat before 200 BC. Finally,
our Hor is also the owner of an abbreviated Book of the Dead (P. Louvre N 2307, 3208
and 3209). This is rather curious, since it shows both types of after-life texts were in use
side by side at this time. [Coenen, 1998, 1110-1; Coenen, 1999, 259.] The provenence
of P. Louvre N 2307, 3208 and 3209 should naturally lead through Antonio Lebolo.
Further research on this as well the catalog of Lebolo finds is warranted.
291. This is the formal atef crown, used on special occasions, to make the wearer holy, or
indicate such [see LÄ "Krown"]. It is old and could indeed have been used during
Abraham's stay in Egypt. On the top of the crown is the solar disk already encountered in
Facsimile No. 2.
292. Indeed, this would have had a similar purpose for the king himself.
293. Joseph Smith’s interpretation of the crown as representing the Godhead.
“Joseph said Concerning the Godhead it was Not as many imagined-three Heads & but
one body, he said the three were separate bodys- God the first & Jesus the Mediator the
2d & the Holy Ghost & these three agree in one & this is the maner we Should approach
God in order to get his blessings & he also said Every Man were st stimulated by a
certain Motive, to act motive preceeds action & if we want to know ourselves this is the
Key to Examin the motive what it is, & the fact will be manifest.” [February 16, 1841,
McIntire Minute Book, Archives. PJ or WJS.]
"he [Joseph Smith] said [it] was the provence of the father to preside as the Chief or
President--Jesus as the Mediator & Holy Ghost as the testator or witness--the Son Had a
Tabernacle & so had the father But the Holy Ghost is a personage of spirit without
tabernacle" [March 9, 1841, McIntire Minute Book. See PJ or WJS.]
An Everlasting covenant was made between three personages before the organization of
this earth and relates to their dispensation of things to men on the earth. These personages
according to Abraham's record are called God the first, the Creator; God the second, the
Redeemer; and God the third, the Witness or Testator [Extracts from William Clayton's
Private Book, 10-11, Nuttall collection, BYU Library; see notes at PJ March 9, 1842.]
Their is much said concerning God the Godhead &c the scripture says
their is Gods many & Lords many, the teachers of the day say that the
father is God the Son is God & the Holy Ghost is God & that they are
all in one body & one God Jesus says or prays that those that the father
had given him out of the world might be made one in us as we are one,
but if they were to be stuffed into one person that would make a great
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God, If I were to testify that the world was wrong on this point it would
be true Peter says that Jesus Christ sat on the right hand of God any
person that has seen the heavens opened knows that their is three
personages in the heavens holding the Keys of Power. [Note the
similarity to the explanation of figure 1, Facsimile No. 3; June 11,
1843, Journal of Wilford Woodruff, Archives; see PJ or WJS under
date.]
"For the Egyptians," Hugh Nibley tells us, "the flail and crook held by the man on the
throne are purely symbolic, but he actually held them, and they do symbolize just what
the Explanation says they do--`justice and judgment.' They are the shepherds crook and
the cattle-man's flail that both guide, prod, correct and protect the flocks and herds. (The
man on the throne is wearing the Atef-crown, `the white two-feathered supreme crown of
heavenly authority,' . . . or in the words of an ancient inscription, `His white crown parted
the heavens and joined the sisterhood of the stars. It is the leader of the Gods . . . who
commands the Great Council [in heaven], and whom the Lesser Council loves.' How
could it be better described than as `a crown . . . representing the Priesthood, as
emblematical of the grand Presidency of Heaven?' It fits the scene perfectly, whether
mythological or historical."[Nibley, 1980]
The clear implication of this explanation of figure 1 together with Joseph Smith's evident
comments on it, is that the Godhead is made up of three personalities. The technical
notion of “substance” is frequently misinterpreted by novices to imply a kind of “one
body –three heads” or “one head – three faces” idea. Old catechistic illustrations
certainly encouraged this confusion. Smith’s theology allows for neither the technical
philosophical idea of oneness or the crude notions of triune found in some explanations
of the orthodox trinity. .Joseph Smith made it clear that this government in heaven was
formed as the time for transition to mortal life was contemplated. [See notes at (3:27).]
The Book of Abraham makes no reference to the typical "after the fall" language of the
oneness of the Godhead. It is of interest to note that this corresponds to doctrines of the
1st century Christian Church.
We find it reflected in the writings of Origen, who stood more or less at the boundary
between the of the primitive Church and the dominance of Greek philosophiccontextualization. Origen writes that the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit are three
persons. That the three were distinct in their fundamental essence (hypostasis) from all
eternity, in agreement with the doctrine of the Book of Abraham concerning the life of all
persons. He says, [they are] "two things in respect of Their [Father and Son] Persons, but
one in unanimity, harmony and identity of will," and so they are distinct in one sense, and
one in another or as he puts it, "we are not afraid to speak in one sense of two Gods, in
another sense of one God." But even Origen confuses the issue with Greek notions of
time and eternity, a fact we won't belabor again here except to note that the idea of two
beings existing without beginning was repugnant to the theologians; the way out, the way
to combine the teachings of the primitive Church - remarkably coherent with the Book of
Abraham - and the fear of polytheism was to appeal to the idea of a realm existing
outside of time. Hence, God could create Christ in that timeless domain and still claim
that Christ is co-eternal with the Father (Origen states it thus: "Being outside time and
immutable, the Father begets the Son by an eternal act, so that it cannot be said that `there
was when He [the Son] was not'." [Kelly, 1978, 128, 129.] The Book of Abraham places
God in time. For God, accoriding to Joseph Smith, time passes and events begin and end.
God utilizes memory, plans and executes, watches and waits, weeps and has joy in
Joseph’s view. The idea that God is emotionless and incomprehensible or that he is just a
static thing, not moving, coming or going, that he is supratemporal, wholly "other," is a
burden still carried, even in Mormonism at times, from the fourth century creeds.
According to Joseph Smith, we must be careful to distinguish what we imagine about
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God and what God tells us about himself. Man can literally see God and converse with
him. This was part of the burden of the Book of Abraham and of Joseph Smith. Joseph
Smith of course claimed have eyewitness experience of God. The following is from a
conversation Smith had with Nauvoo residents regarding his 1820 vision as a young
teenager. The experience was so literal that he actually describes the face of God:
After Dinner . . . called at BR. J.S. [Joseph Smith] met Mr. Bonnie.
Br. Joseph tolt us the first call he had a Revival Meeting, his Mother,
Br. and Sisters got Religion. He wanted to get Religion too, wanted to
feel and shout like the rest but could feel nothing, opened his Bible of
the first Passage that struck him was if any man lack wisdom let him
ask of God who giveth to all men liberallity & upbraideth not. Went
into the Wood to pray, kneels himself Down, his tongue was closet
cleaveh to his roof--could utter not a word, felt easier after awhile--saw a
fire toward heaven came near and nearer; saw a personage in the fire,
light complexion, blue eyes, a piece of white cloth Drawn over his
shoulders his right arm bear after a while a[n] other person came to the
side of the first. Mr. Smith then asked, must I join the Methodist
Church. No, they are not my People, have gone astray There is none
that Doeth good, not one, but this is my Beloved Son harken ye him,
the fire drew nigher, Rested upon the tree, enveloped him comforted I
endeavored to arise but felt uncomen feeble got into the house told the
Methodist priest, said this was not a age for God to Reveal himself in
Vision Revelation has ceased with the New Testament. [Alexander
Neibaur diary, May 24, 1844; typescript in L. Tom Perry Special
Collections Library, Brigham Young University.]
It seems sure that with facsimile 3, as with the other facsimiles, the figures are interpreted
(partly) by Joseph Smith based on some knowledge he had from Deity regarding
Abraham's experiences. Whether or not the “Urim and Thummim” was the medium of
translation, it seems that what was revealed about the drawing involved what actually
happened to Abraham, and not the local significance to the person who apparently
"owned" the papyrus, Horos. Joseph Smith clearly intends that we understand this
drawing to illustrate an incident from the life of Abraham. But like the other facsimiles,
his interpretations are both strangely in accord with Egyptian practice in some respects,
and at variance in other ways. This mixture of curiously deep Egyptian significance and
the Abraham story reminds us that for Joseph, revelation and not ordinary translation
[direct surface correspondence between language A (Egyptian) to language B (English)]
is going on here.
Instead it seems we see through different levels in the textual
transmission process by looking through Smith’s eyes.
The key to the facsimiles then appears to be this: they are not productions of Abraham
himself, but were produced by nth generation copyists, taking part in the contemporary
culture, and used to convey stories of long tradition. Hence their interpretation carries
both a cultural flavor (“the pillars of heaven”) and an Abrahamic tradition. The intent
would then be not to give some superficial vindication of Joseph Smith but to use them as
the original transmitters intended: to convey religious ideas important to the audience.
Hence we see what are evidently historical persons (e.g., Shulem, Olimlah) identified
with detailed résumés, but the hieroglyphic characters don't appear to have anything to
say about these individuals. The facsimiles were intended to be part of the text by the
transmitters of the text who adopted these means to illustrate the story. Next, a drawing
is mentioned in the text that corresponds to Facsimile No. 1. Its inclusion forms an
important illustration of the story but there is again the curious mixture of Egyptian
meanings contemporary with the drawing, e.g., the heavenly ocean, pillars of heaven,
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with an Abrahamic identification of other elements (e.g., the canopic figures as local
deities at Ur) and the drawing certainly has non- Abrahamic (late, ~200 BC) elements.
The other facsimiles have no direct reference in the story but the same is true of them
with regard to the explanations.
If the text transmitters used the Egyptian graphics to convey a portion of the story, then
these explanations would be natural. The study aspect of this process, not only by Joseph
but others, is apparent in available related documents on both ends of the period where
the papyri were dormant in a Theban tomb. The rules of this game are the same as those
in the rest of Joseph Smith’s doctrine. For example, in Joseph’s cosmology, certain
portions of the divine work must take place within the mortal world. Divine economies
in Joseph’s theology require this, just as they do for the “ordinances” Smith preached,
they have to be done, and they have to be done by mortals. There has to be a documented
basis for a restoration to take place. D&C 7 illustrates this (as does D&C 128). Although
the parchment of John was remote, it was still used to give the required information.
Smith’s meta-rules are at least consistent across the flow of his career, whether they seem
reasonable or not, he did not ignore them.
For example, according to Joseph, when decisions were made in various Church
tribunals, if these were not recorded, the participants could be under condemnation and
any revelation given in the council would be lost to later applicable situations. By his
own account, Smith was not in constant touch with the divine, but he did not purvey
something as revelation unless it was, to him: “he stated that when he was in a
‘quandary,’ he asked the Lord for a revelation, and when he could not get it, he ‘followed
the dictates of his own judgment which were as good as a revelation to him; but he never
gave anything to his people as a revelation, unless it was a revelation, and the Lord did
reveal himself to him.’” [David Nye White, inteview in Pittsburg Weekly Gazette
September 15, 1843 issue; PJS 1:443.]
Now the original of Facsimile No. 3 is (based on observations of Gustavus Seyffarth in
1856) on the same roll of papyrus as JSP I and the breathing document, but this roll was a
very long one and following facsimile 3, contains words to the effect "the beginning of
the book of . . . " [conclusion of the sentence unknown] [Gee, Eyewitness, 189, also n57.]
This placing of the facsimiles far from a possible text for the Book of Abraham is the sort
of thing not at all unknown in Egyptian composition. Compare the placement of
illustrations in the Book of the Dead between the 18th dynasty and 25th dynasty and
following the 25th dynasty (the mixing of those for chap. 125 and 30B are the
particularly relevant ones here). [Gee, History, 1999.] Facsimiles 1 and 3 seem to lack
the usual required elements to be a part of a document of breathing text. So while the
ordering of Facsimile No. 1, breathings document, Facsimile No. 3 seems to suggest the
two facsimiles are part of the breathings document, in reality the only connection they
have to the breathings document is being physically attached to it at one time. Indeed,
the vignettes of documents of breathing may have no relation to the text they enclose.
[Gee, 2005; note 39.]
Again, the text of the Book of Abraham itself offers a possible explanation as to why
Joseph Smith would be interested in the facsimiles in the first place: it told him that at
least some Egyptians were very careful to preserve ancient forms with ultimately divine
origins. Why would he not be interested in the very curious hypocephalus which
Cowdery – perhaps thinking of the old geocentric graphics and astrological charts himself
[see fig. 7; and for example, Ebenezer Sibly, Astrology, 1806.], describes as
astronomical? Facsimile No. 1 is certainly not Abraham's autographic illustration and so
could be a substitute for an unavailable one, or the adoption of form by a copyist. On the
other hand there is a compelling and ancient pattern formed by the placement
(publication order) of the facsimiles in the Book of Abraham: jeopardy (facs. 1),
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ascension (facs. 2), coronation (facs. 3). [Nibley, 1986, 18.4. See note 298; also Barney,
2005.]
Was Joseph Smith aware that the facsimiles were not Abrahamic autographs? We have
argued that he was - that does not mean we can lay the motive for inclusion at his door.
The issue is much deeper than that. Joseph Smith provides no "witnesses" that any of the
papyri have a historical (autographic) connection to Abraham (beyond a few
observers/critics like Josiah Qunicy who wanted to make him appear as an interesting but
bumbling charismatic frontier braggart).
The data shows that long rolls of papyrus existed which Joseph Smith thought contained
at least some kind of copy of an Abrahamic record. For contemporary physical evidence
that the Book of Abraham itself is inspired, we have to hunt down witnesses [but see
Appendix V note 68] and even then they are not Divinely Qualified witnesses (except in
an indirect sense, e.g., Parrish's statements in the newspaper, Phelps' letters to his wife,
Woodruff's impressions of the work, Cowdery’s silence, etc.) and certainly not
academically qualified witnesses (no one in the U.S. was at the time).
The Book of Abraham seems to have been lost on Church members at the time it was
published. There was interest, but placed in the context of the other events in Nauvoo, it
faded into the background. There was little attempt to preserve the relics or hold them in
an esteem anything like Joseph apparently did. The whole enterprise seems to have
passed above the heads of nearly everyone despite Joseph’s consistent reference to Book
of Abraham doctrines from 1838 to 1844.
One of Joseph Smith’s ongoing efforts was the attempt to get close to the ancient texts.
Hence the study of biblical languages and source related languages like German (a
proverb among students of ancient Egypt is that the most important Egyptian language is
German). While he encouraged his fellow Mormons in that enterprise, he was essentially
alone in the pursuit. Barker makes the point in a somewhat different context: “The
world of scholarship is closed for many people and the ancient languages form an
insuperable barrier. Scholarship is often viewed with suspicion and felt to be destructive
and irrelevant. The concerns of [biblical] scholars are seen as remote from those who
actually read and use the Bible . . . the results of scholarship can be related to ordinary
Christian life . . . [but] if the present gulf continues the results could be disasterous; we
shall have the Churches divorced from specialist knowledge of the Christian tradition,
and scholars with no concern for the tradition whose texts they study.” [Barker, 1988, 3.]
Some Latter-day Saints may feel they face the same kind of danger but for most it is not
perhaps in the estrangement of scholarship and Church (that would be a shame, but not
perhaps a real danger), but rather between corrective prophetic counsel and the lifetrajectories of Church members. Joseph in a sense tried to forge a kind of three-way
connection, between the Church, the study of the ancient texts and the prophetic
tradition/interpretation. In that sense he truly was unique to his modern audience.
Aside from Joseph's teachings based on the text, the impact on the Saints seems to have
been somewhat tentative. Not that they doubted Joseph had really translated some ancient
text. This was natural and old hat for a devout Mormon. But Egypt was essentially
beyond everyone at this point. In spite of the 1912 debacle, it would take one and a
quarter centuries before the book would become a center of focus for Mormons and then,
not because of its content. [See note 35; Appendix V n68. And a bit of chiasmus never
hurts anyone!]
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294. This is the "crook" (Egyptian heka), actually a sceptre symbolizing "government"
and the most common item of the royal regalia. Hence Joseph Smith is exactly right
here.
295. The writing is not well reproduced, however it is clear that Joseph Smith is correct
about the characters above hands or heads – they do indeed identify the figures, (see note
290), they do contain the Egyptian names for the figures: Osiris for the seated figure, Isis
[=Hathor] for the figure behind the seated person, Maat for the Ostrich-feathered figure,
Anubis for the black figure, Hor (to whom the papyrus "belonged") between Maat and
Anubis. The curious reversal of roles claimed by Joseph Smith (the Isis-figure is clearly
depicted as a female and named as "mother of the god" in the characters above her) why would Joseph have given such an unlikely yet from the Egyptian point of view a
completely supportable interpretation- is not unique to Facsimile No. 3. "In the masking
and mummying that have always been the favorite form of relaxation for those too
closely confined by the formality and protocol of court life, members of the royal family
would dress up as different characters in a play, both mortal and divine; for example, the
queen would appear as Hathor or Nofru or Nut or as a high priest, or as . . . the Lady of
the Crown who played a special role at coronations, or just as herself. . . More surprising
was the custom, attested from the earliest times, of the King's appearing dressed up as the
goddess Hathor, while the successor to the throne assumed the aspect of Maat, the female
embodiment of legitimation . . . These two could not be absent at an assumption of
power, since it was the Two Ladies, from whom the King received his office." [Nibley,
1980; see note 298.]
296. See notes for Facsimile No. 1.
297. The reading is “Words spoken by Osiris, the Foremost of the Westerners: May you,
Osiris Hor, abide at the side of the throne of his greatness.” [Rhodes 2002, 25.]
298. Hugh Nibley writes:
"Shulem, one of the Kings principal waiters." Wherever did he [Joseph
Smith] get that idea? Nobody ever heard of Shulem, who is never
mentioned anywhere else, before or after, in our story. Indeed, it seems
that nothing in Smith's interpretation of this Facsimile is as the normal
candid observer would see it. The figure standing in the center of the
picture with upraised hands should be Abraham discoursing on
astronomy, while the man on the throne should certainly be Pharaoh,
and the two ladies (which any three-year old would point out to you as
females without a moment's hesitation) might be Pharaoh's wife and
daughter--or perhaps Figure 4 could even be Sarah, introducing her
husband to the King, while Abraham's colored servant, Eleaser, stands
behind him. Almost anything is more reasonable than what Joseph
Smith has given us! But if we consult the court scenes on other
biographical or autobiographical records, we soon learn that the man
standing in the center of the picture is almost always the owner of the
stele, and what is more that he is usually some personal servant or
palace officer attendant on Pharaoh. From the collection of H. R. Hall
we go down the list of `Chief of Bowmen...Fan-bearer, King's
Messenger, Treasury Guard, King's Chief Charioteer, Pharaoh's Chief
Boatman, Warden of the Harim, the Queen's Chief Cook,' etc., etc.
They were simply servants. But to serve in the most menial capacity in
close personal and intimate attendance on the King has ever been
considered an appointment devoutly to be wished for. Some of the
officials e.g., the King's Chief Charioteer, bore good Canaanite names,
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and so does `Shulem, one of the King's Principal Waiters' (p.161). How
naturally he fits into the picture! This is his show and this is his
document. It seems to recall the time when he was introduced by the
Pharaoh to an illustrious fellow-countrymen whom the King was
honoring as a great and famous visiting teacher.
Why do we depend on Shulem for our information? M. Gemoll gives
us a clue for he notes that the best way for Abraham to have preserved
his record after he had moved back to Palestine, would be to leave it
reposing safely in an Egyptian tomb. The Joseph Smith Papyri were
found preserved in the vaults of a priestly family of Thebes among
many documents dating from different times.
"I will not say who these people were," wrote the Prophet of their
ancient owners, though he denied that the mummies were those of
Biblical characters [HC 2:348], and identified one princess by the
perfectly good Egyptian name of Ka-tu-men, as having lived a
thousand years after Abraham. No one has explained more fully or, in
view of much modern research more accurately than Joseph Smith the
manner in which ancient records were transmitted through many hands,
with much editing, abridging, re-copying, commentating, deletion and
addition; and how some were deliberately sealed and hidden away `to
come forth in their purity.' Joseph had constantly to restrain the
enthusiasm of his followers in Kirtland in leaping to romantic and quite
unjustified conclusions regarding the papyri--as LDS students still do.
But he himself never goes out of bound. [Nibley, 1980]
In the sense of witnessing a scene from the actual life of Abraham Joseph Smith’s
placing “Shulem” above the head of the figure is a natural assumption. In Joseph’s
experience, Shulem was an authentically historical person who participated in an episode
in the life of Abraham. Another and more likely scenerio for us is that Smith actually had
textual justification for the explanations, supplied by the ancient transmitters of the text
who adopted the illustrations.
Looking for a real deal-breaker here to generate skepticism is a terribly frustrating
enterprise for Smith’s α-detractors [see note 299 and Appendix V for the terminology].
The reason is that members of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints base their
assurance that Smith knew what he was talking about when it came to Abraham’s
experiences, on something other than Egyptian translations or linguistic theory.
However, in one sense, Mormons invite testing their assertions: but such tests must be
carried out in context or there can be no common experiential referent. [For example see,
Boyd K. Packer, Ensign, January 1983, 51-2; Alma 32:27; John 7:16-17; Moro. 10:3-5.]
The name Katumin appears in a small book [Egyptian ms 6, see Appendix V] with Joseph
Smith's signature (fig. 11) and handwriting on the front (but not apparently inside), titled
"Valuable Discovery of hidden records that have been obtained from the ancient burying
place of the Egyptians, Joseph Smith Jr."
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Figure 11. Signature of Joseph Smith on Egyptian ms 6.
The explanation "Katumin, Princess, daughter of Onitas King of Egypt, who began to
reign in the year of the World 2962. Katumin was born in the 30th year of the reign of her
father, and died when she was 28 years old, which was the year 3020" appears in
Egyptian ms 6. The name may also appear in other such mss spelled as Kah-tou-mun,
with the explanation "The name of the royal family, in the female line" and "descent from
her by whom Egypt was discovered while it was under water." A letter written by a
visitor to Nauvoo indicates that Lucy Mack Smith told viewers of the Egyptian relics that
one of the mummies was in life named "Onitus" and that a female mummy in the
collection was a daughter of this figure. This may have been speculation inspired by the
text of the Book of Abraham itself, which makes reference to an "Onitah" (1:11). [Todd,
1969, 246.]
299. The characters above this figure's hand do not appear to mention anyone named
Shulem (but see the end of note 298 on figure 1 at "the grand Presidency in Heaven"),
they read “Osiris Hor, the justified forever.”
Hieroglyphics below the figure give the name "Hor" which is the same name (albeit very
common) which appears on JSP I (containing the apparent original of Facsimile No. 1,
see figure 1.) which has led to the idea that Facsimile No. 1 and Facsimile No. 3 formed
opposite ends of the breathings text. [See Rhodes, EM vol.1 "The Facsimiles of the Book
of Abraham.”] The lines at the bottom of the facsimile read, “The gods of the West, the
gods of the cavern, the gods of the south, north, west, and east say: May Osiris Hor,
justified, born of Taykhebyt, prosper.” [Rhodes 2002, 25; see note 293 on the facsimiles
and the breathing text, also note 298 and note 48 of Appendix V.]
300. Compare Pseudo-Eupolemus 9.17.8 and 9.18.2 . [OTP 2: 881-2; see also TELA, 545
for other sources mentioning Abraham teaching astronomy to the Egyptians. See chapter
3 notes above.] Hugh Nibley treats the subject of Abraham the ancient astronomer.
[Nibley, 1975; 1981.]
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Appendix I
Parallel Texts - The Books of Abraham, Moses and Genesis
The Book of Abraham (TS-1 text) appears in the first column). The Joseph Smith
Translation appears in the second column, KJV Genesis appears in the third column.
Where available, the Pearl of Great Price text is used for the JST text.

Book of Abraham

JST text

1. (1:1)In the land of the
Chaldeans, at the residence of my
father, I, Abraham, saw that it was
needful for me to obtain another
place of residence,
(1:2) and finding there was greater
happiness and peace and rest for
me, I sought for the blessings of
the fathers and the right whereunto
I should be ordained to administer
the same; having been myself a
follower of righteousness, desiring
also to be one who possessed great
knowledge, and to be a greater
follower of righteousness, and to
possess a greater knowledge, and
to be a father of many nations, a
prince of peace; and desiring to
receive instructions, and to keep
the commandments of God, I
became a rightful heir, a high
priest, holding the right belonging
to the fathers,
(1:3) it was conferred upon me
from the fathers; it came down
from the fathers, from the
beginning of time, yea, even from
the beginning, or before the
foundations of the earth, to the
present time, even the right of the
first born, on the first man, who is
Adam, or first father, through the
fathers, unto me.
2. (1:4) I sought for mine
appointment unto the Priesthood
according to the appointment of
God unto the fathers, concerning
the seed.
(1:5) My fathers having turned
from their righteousness, and from
the holy commandments which the
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Genesis

Lord their God had given unto
them, unto the worshipping of the
Gods of the heathens, utterly
refused to hearken to my voice;
(1:6) for their hearts were set to do
evil, and were wholly turned to the
God of Elkenah, and the God of
Libnah, and the God of
Mahmackrah, and the God of
Korash, and the God of Pharaoh,
King of Egypt;
(1:7) therefore they turned their
hearts to the sacrifice of the
heathen in offering up their
children unto their dumb idols, and
hearkened not unto my voice but
endeavored to take away my life
by the hand of the priest of
Elkenah; the priest of Elkenah was
also the priest of Pharaoh.
3. (1:8) Now, at this time it was the
custom of the priest of Pharaoh, the
King of Egypt to offer up upon the
altar which was built in the land of
Chaldea, for the offering unto these
strange gods, both men, women
and children.
(1:9) And it came to pass that the
priest made an offering unto the
god of Pharaoh, and also unto the
God of Shagreel, even after the
manner of the Egyptians. Now the
God of Shagreel was the Sun.
(1:10) Even the thank-offering of a
child did the priest of Pharaoh
offer upon the altar, which stood
by the hill called Potiphar's Hill, at
the head of the plain of Olishem.
(1:11) Now, this priest had offered
upon this altar three virgins at one
time, who were the daughters of
Onitah, one of the Royal descent,
directly from the loins of Ham.
These virgins were offered up
because of their virtue; they would
not bow down to worship Gods of
wood or of stone, therefore they
were killed upon this altar, and it
was done after the manner of the
Egyptians.
4. (1:12) And it come [sic] to pass
that the priests laid violence upon
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me, that they might slay me, also,
as they did those virgins, upon this
altar; and that you might have a
knowledge of this altar, I will refer
you to the representation at the
commencement of this record.
(1:13) It was made after the form
of a bedstead, such as was had
among the Chaldeans, and it stood
before the gods of Elkenah,
Libnah, Mahmackrah, Korash, &
also a God like unto that of
Pharaoh King of Egypt.
(1:14) That you may have an
understanding of these Gods, I
have given you the fashion of them
in the figures, at the beginning,
which manner of the figures is
called by the Chaldeans Rahleenos,
which signifies Hyeroglyphics
[sic].
5. (1:15) And as they lifted up their
hands upon me, that they might
offer me up, and take away my life,
behold, I lifted up my voice unto
the Lord my God; and the Lord
hearkened and heard, and he filled
me with a vision of the Almighty,
and the angel of his presence stood
by me, and immediately unloosed
my bands,
(1:16) and his voice was unto me,
Abram! Abram! behold, my name
is JEHOVAH, and I have heard
thee, and have come down to
deliver thee, and to take thee away
from thy fathers house, and from
all thy kin-folks, into a strange
land, which thou knowest not of,
(1:17) and this because they have
turned their hearts away from me,
to worship the God of Elkenah, and
the God of Libnah, & the God of
Mahmackrah, & the God of
Korash, and the God of Pharaoh
King of Egypt; therefore I have
come down to visit them, and to
destroy him who hath lifted up his
hand against thee, Abram, my son,
to take away thy life:
(1:18) Behold I will lead thee by
my hand, and I will take thee, to
put upon thee my name, even the
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priesthood of thy father: and my
power shall be over thee;
(1:19) as it was with Noah so shall
it be with thee; that through thy
ministry my name shall be known
in the earth forever, for I am thy
God.
6. (1:20) Behold, Potiphar's Hill
was in the land of Ur, of Chaldea;
and the Lord broke down the altar
of Elkenah, and of the Gods of the
land, and utterly destroyed them,
and smote the priest that he died;
and there was great mourning in
Chaldea, and also in the court of
Pharaoh, which Pharaoh signifies
King by royal blood.
(1:21)---- Now this King of Egypt
was a descendant from the loins of
Ham, and was a partaker of the
blood of the Canaanites, by birth.
(1:22) From this descent sprang all
the Egyptians, and thus the blood
of the Canaanites was preserved in
the land.
7. (1:23) The land of Egypt being
first discovered by a woman, who
was the daughter of Ham, and the
daughter of Egyptus, which, in the
Chaldea [sic], signifies Egypt,
which signifies, that which is
forbidden.
(1:24) When this woman
discovered the land it was under
water, who afterwards settled her
sons in it: And thus, from Ham,
sprang that race which preserved
the curse in the land.
(1:25) Now the first government of
Egypt was established by Pharaoh,
the eldest son of Egyptus, the
daughter of Ham, and it was after
the manner of the government of
Ham, which was patriarchal.
(1:26) Pharaoh, being a righteous
man, established his kingdom and
judged his people wisely and justly
all his days, seeking earnestly to
imitate that order established by
the fathers in the first generations,
in the days of the first Patriarchal
reign, even in the reign of Adam,
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and also Noah, his father, who
blessed him with the blessings of
the earth, and with the blessings of
wisdom, but cursed him as
pertaining to the Priesthood.
8. (1:27) Now Pharaoh being of
that lineage, by which he could not
have the right of Priesthood,
notwithstanding the Pharaoh's
would fain claim it from Noah,
through Ham, therefore my father
was led away by their idolatry;
(1:28) but I shall endeavor
hereafter to delineate the
chronology, running back from
myself to the beginning of the
creation, for the records have come
into my hands; which I hold unto
this present time.
9. (1:29) Now, after the priest of
Elkenah was smitten, that he died,
there came a fulfilment of those
things which were said unto me
concerning the land of Chaldea,
that there should be a famine in the
land.
(1:30) Accordingly a famine
prevailed throughout all the land of
Chaldea, and my father was sorely
tormented because of the famine,
and he repented of the evil which
he had determined against me, to
take away my life.
(1:31) But the records of the
fathers, even the Patriarchs,
concerning the right of
Priesthood, the Lord my God
preserved in mine own hands,
therefore a knowledge of the
beginning of the creation, and also
of the planets, and of the stars, as
they were made known unto the
fathers, have I kept even unto this
day, and I shall endeavor to write
some of these things upon this
record, for the benefit of my
posterity that shall come after me.
10. (2:1) Now the Lord God caused
the famine to wax sore in the land
of Ur, insomuch that Haran, my
brother, died, but Terah, my father,
yet lived in the land of Ur, of the
Chaldee's.

GEN 11:28 And Haran
died before his father
Terah in the land of his
nativity, in Ur of the
Chaldees.
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GEN 11:29 And Abram
and Nahor took them
JST Genesis 11:18
wives: the name of
18 And Abram and Nahor took
Abram's wife was Sarai;
(2:2) And it came to pass that I
them wives; and the name of
and the name of Nahor's
Abraham, took Sarai to wife, and Abram's wife was Sarai; and the
wife, Milcah, the
Nehor, my brother, took Milcah to name of Nahor's wife, Milcah, the
daughter of Haran, the
wife, who were the daughters of
daughter of Haran, the father of
father of Milcah, and the
Haran.
Milcah, and the father of Iscah;
father of Iscah.
but Sarai was barren, and she
GEN 11:30 But Sarai
bear no child.
was barren; she had no
child.
(2:3) Now the Lord had said unto
me, Abram, get thee out of thy
country, and from thy kindred, and
from thy father's house, unto a land
that I will shew thee.

(2:4) There-fore I left the land of
Ur, of the Chaldees, to go into the
land of Canaan; and I took Lot, my
brother's son, and his wife, and
Sarai, my wife, and also my father
followed after me, unto the land
which we denominated Haran.

GEN 11:31 And Terah
took Abram his son, and
Lot the son of Haran his
son's son, and Sarai his
daughter in law, his son
Abram's wife; and they
went forth with them
from Ur of the
Chaldees, to go into the
land of Canaan; and
they came unto Haran,
and dwelt there.

(2:5) And the famine abated; and
my father tarried in Haran and
dwelt there, as there were many
flocks in Haran; and my father
turned again unto his idolatry,
therefore he continued in Haran.

GEN 11:32 And the
days of Terah were two
hundred and five years:
and Terah died in Haran.

11. (2:6) But I, Abram, and Lot,
my brother's son, prayed unto the
Lord, and the Lord appeared unto
me, and said unto me, arise, and
take Lot with thee, for I have
purposed to take thee away out of
Haran, and to make of thee a
minister, to bear my name in a
strange land which I will give unto
thy seed after thee for an
everlasting possession, when they
hearken to my voice,

GEN 12:1 Now the
LORD had said unto
Abram, Get thee out of
thy country, and from
thy kindred, and from
thy father's house, unto
a land that I will shew
thee:

(2:7) for I am the Lord thy God; I
dwell in Heaven, the earth is my
footstool; I stretch my hand over
the sea, and it obeys my voice; I
cause the wind and the fire to be
my chariot; I say to the mountains
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depart hence, and behold they are
taken away by a whirlwind, in an
instant, suddenly.
(2:8) My name is Jehovah, and I
know the end from the beginning,
therefore, my hand shall be over
thee,
(2:9) and I will make of thee a
great nation, and I will bless thee
above measure, and make thy
name great among all nations, and
thou shalt be a blessing unto thy
seed after thee, that in their hands
they shall bear this ministry and
priesthood unto all nations;

GEN 12:2 And I will
make of thee a great
nation, and I will bless
thee, and make thy name
great; and thou shalt be
a blessing:

(2:10) and I will bless them
through thy name; for as many as
receive this gospel shall be called
after thy name, and shall be
accounted thy seed, and shall rise
up and bless thee, as unto their
father,
(2:11) and I will bless them that
bless thee, and curse them that
curse thee, and in thee, (that is, in
thy Priesthood) and in thy seed,
(that is thy Priesthood,) for I give
unto thee a promise that this right
shall continue in thee, and in thy
seed after thee (that is to say, the
literal seed, or the seed of the
body,) shall all the families of the
earth be blessed, even with the
blessings of the gospel, which are
the blessings of salvation, even of
life eternal.

and I will bless them that bless
thee, and curse them that curse
thee; and in thee shall the families
of the earth be blessed.

GEN 12:3 And I will
bless them that bless
thee, and curse him that
curseth thee: and in thee
shall all families of the
earth be blessed.

12. (2:12) Now, after the Lord had
withdrawn from speaking to me,
and withdrawn his face from me, I
said in mine heart, thy servent [sic]
has sought thee earnestly, now I
have found thee.
(2:13) Thou didst send thine angel
to deliver me from the Gods of
Elkenah, and I will do well to
hearken unto thy voice, therefore
let thy servant rise up and depart in
peace.
(2:14) So I, Abram, departed as the
Lord had said unto me, and Lot
with me, and I, Abram, was sixty
and two years old when I departed

GEN 12:4 So Abram
departed, as the LORD
had spoken unto him;
and Lot went with him:
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out of Haran.

and Abram was seventy
and five years old when
he departed out of
Haran.
GEN 12:5 And Abram
took Sarai his wife, and
Lot his brother's son,
and all their substance
that they had gathered,
and the souls that they
had gotten in Haran; and
they went forth to go
into the land of Canaan;
and into the land of
Canaan they came.

(2:15) And I took Sarai, whom I
took to wife when I was in Ur, in
Chaldea, and Lot, my brother's son,
and all our substance that we had
gathered, and the souls that we had
won in Haran, and came forth in
the way to the land of Canaan, and
dwelt in tents, as we came on our
way:
(2:16) therefore, eternity was our
covering, and our rock, and our
salvation, as we journeyed from
Haran by the way of Jershon, to
come to the land of Canaan.
13. (2:17) Now I, Abram, built an
altar in the land of Jershon, and
made an offering unto the Lord,
and prayed that the famine might
be turned away from my father's
house, that they might not perish;
(2:18) and then we passed from
Jershon through the land, unto the
place of Sechem. It was situated in
the plains of Moreh, and we had
already came [sic] into the borders
of the land of the Canaanites,

JST Genesis 12:5
5 And Abram passed through the
land unto the place of Sichem,
and the plain of Moreh. And the
Canaanites were then in the land.

and I offered sacrifice there in the
plains of Moreh, and called on the
Lord devoutly because we had
already come into the land of this
idolatrous nation.
14. (2:19) And the Lord appeared
unto me in answer to my prayers,
and said unto me, unto thy seed
will I give this land.
(2:20) And I, Abraham, arose from
the place of the Altar which I had
built unto the Lord, and removed
from thence unto a mountain on
the east of Bethel, and pitched my
tent there; Bethel on the West, and
Hai on the East; and there I built
another altar unto the Lord, and
called again upon the name of the
Lord.

GEN 12:6 And Abram
passed through the land
unto the place of
Sichem, unto the plain
of Moreh. And the
Canaanite was then in
the land.
GEN 12:7 And the
LORD appeared unto
Abram, and said, Unto
thy seed will I give this
land: and there builded
he an altar unto the
LORD, who appeared
unto him.

JST Genesis 12:7
7 And he removed from thence
unto a mountain on the east of
Beth-el, and pitched his tent,
leaving Beth-el on the west, and
Hai was on the east. And there he
builded an altar unto the Lord,
and called upon the name of the
Lord.
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GEN 12:8 And he
removed from thence
unto a mountain on the
east of Bethel, and
pitched his tent, having
Bethel on the west, and
Hai on the east: and
there he builded an altar
unto the LORD, and
called upon the name of

the LORD.
15. (2:21) And I, Abraham,
journeyed, going on still towards
the South;

And Abram journeyed, going on
still toward the south.

GEN 12:9 And Abram
journeyed, going on still
toward the south.

and there was a continuation of a
famine in the Land, and I Abraham
concluded to go down into Egypt,
to sojourn there, for the famine
became very grievious [sic].

JST Genesis 12:8
8 And there was a famine in the
land; and Abram went down into
Egypt to sojourn there; for the
famine became grievous in the
land.

GEN 12:10 And there
was a famine in the
land: and Abram went
down into Egypt to
sojourn there; for the
famine was grievous in
the land.

(2:22) And it came to pass when I
JST Genesis 12:9
was come near to enter into Egypt,
9 And it came to pass, when he
the Lord said unto me, behold,
was come near to enter into
Sarai, thy wife, is a very fair
Egypt,
woman to look upon,

GEN 12:11 And it
came to pass, when he
was come near to enter
into Egypt,

(2:23) therefore it shall come to
pass when the Egyptians shall see
her, they will say she is his wife;
and they will kill you, but they will
save her alive; therefore see that ye
do on this wise,
(2:24) let her say unto the
Egyptians, she is thy sister, and thy
soul shall live.

(2:25) And it came to pass that I,
Abraham, told Sarai, my wife, all
that the Lord had said unto me;

that he said unto Sarai his wife,
Behold, now I know thee to be a
fair woman to look
upon;therefore it shall come to
pass, when the Egyptians shall
see thee, that they shall say, This
is his wife; and they will kill me,
but they will save thee alive;

that he said unto Sarai
his wife, Behold now, I
know that thou art a fair
woman to look upon:
GEN 12:12 Therefore it
shall come to pass,
when the Egyptians
shall see thee, that they
shall say, This is his
wife: and they will kill
me, but they will save
thee alive.

therefore say unto them, I pray
thee, thou art my sister, that it may
be well with me for thy sake, and
my soul shall live because of thee.

say, I pray thee unto them, I am
his sister; that it may be well with
me for thy sake;and my soul shall
live because of thee.

GEN 12:13 Say, I pray
thee, thou art my sister:
that it may be well with
me for thy sake;and my
soul shall live because
of thee.

16. (3:1) And I, Abraham, had the
Urim and Thummim, which the
Lord my God had given unto me,
in Ur of the Chaldees;
(3:2) and I saw the stars also that
they were very great, and that one
of them was nearest unto the
throne of God; and there were
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many great ones, which were near
unto it;
(3:3) and the Lord said unto me,
these are the governing ones; and
the name of the great one is Kolob,
because it is near unto me: for I
am the Lord thy God, I have set
this one to govern all those which
belong to the same order of that
upon which thou standest.
(3:4) And the Lord said unto me,
by the Urim and Thummim, that
Kolob was after the manner of the
Lord, according to its times and
seasons in the Revolutions thereof,
that one revolution was a day unto
the Lord, after his manner of
reckoning, it being one thousand
years according to the time
appointed unto that where on thou
standest; this is the reckoning of
the Lord's time, according to the
reckoning of Kolob.
17. (3:5) And the Lord said unto
me, the planet, which is the lesser
light, lesser than that which is to
rule the day, even the night, is
above, or greater than that upon
which thou standest, in point of
reckoning, for it moveth in order
more slow: this is in order,
because it standeth above the earth
upon which thou standest,
therefore, the reckoning of its time
is not so many as to its number of
days, and of months, and of years.
(3:6) And the Lord said unto me,
now, Abraham, these two facts
exist, behold thine eyes seeth it; it
is given unto thee to know the
times of reckoning, and the set
times, yea the set time of the earth
upon which thou standest, and the
set time of the greater light, which
is set to rule the day, and the set
time of the lesser light, which is set
to rule the night.
18. (3:7) Now the set time of the
lesser light, is a longer time as to
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its reckoning, than the reckoning of
the time of the earth upon which
thou standest;
(3:8) and where these two facts
exist, there shall be another fact
above them, that is, there shall be
another planet whose reckoning of
time shall be longer still;
(3:9) and thus there shall be the
reckoning of the time of one planet
above another, until thou come
nigh unto Kolob, which Kolob, is
after the reckoning of the Lord's
time; which, Kolob, is set nigh
unto the throne of God, to govern
all those planets which belong to
the same order of that upon which
thou standest.
(3:10) And it is given unto thee, to
know the set time of all the stars,
that are set to give light, until thou
come near unto the throne of God.
19. (3:11) Thus I, Abraham, talked
with the Lord, face to face, as one
man talketh with another; and he
told me of the works which his
hands had made;
(3:12) and he said unto me, my
son, my son, and his hand was
stretched out, behold I will shew
you all these. And he put his hand
upon mine eyes, and I saw those
things, which his hands had made,
which were many; and they
multiplied before mine eyes, and I
could not see the end thereof:
(3:13) and he said unto me this is
Shinehah, (which is the sun.) And
he said unto me, Kokob, which is a
star. And he said unto me, Olea,
which is the moon. And he said
unto me, Kokaubeam, which
signifies stars, or all the great
lights, which were in the
firmament of heaven.
(3:14) And it was in the night time
when the Lord spake these words
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unto me, I will multiply thee, and
thy seed after thee, like unto these;
and if thou canst count the number
of sands so shall be the number of
thy seeds.
20. (3:15) And the Lord said unto
me, Abraham, I shew these things
unto thee, before ye go into Egypt,
that ye may declare all these
words.
(3:16) If two things exist, and
there be one above the other, there
shall be greater things above them;
therefore, Kolob is the greatest of
all the Kokaubeam that thou hast
seen, because it is nearest unto
me:
(3:17) now if there be two things,
one above the other, and the Moon
be above the earth, then it may be
that a planet, or a star may exist
above it, and there is nothing that
the Lord thy God shall take in his
heart to do, but what he will do it:
(3:18) Howbeit that he made the
greater star, as, also, if there be two
spirits, and one shall be more
intelligent than the other, yet these
two spirits, notwithstanding one is
more intelligent than the other, yet
they have no beginning, they
existed before; they shall have no
end, they shall exist after, for they
are Gnolaum, or Eternal.
21. (3:19) And the Lord said unto
me, these two facts do exist, that
there are two spirits, one being
more intelligent than the other,
there shall be another more
intelligent than they: I am the Lord
thy God, I am more intelligent than
they all.
(3:20) The Lord thy God sent his
angel to deliver thee from the
hands of the Priest of Elkenah.
(3:21) I dwell in the midst of them
all; I, now, therefore, have come
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down unto thee, to deliver unto
thee the works which my hands
have made, wherein my wisdom
excelleth them all, for I rule in the
heavens above, and in the earth
beneath, in all wisdom and
prudence, over all the intelligencies thine eyes have seen from
the beginning; I came down in the
beginning in the midst of all the
intelli-gencies thou hast seen.
22. (3:22) Now the Lord had
shewn [sic] unto me, Abraham, the
intelligences
that were or-ganized before the
world was; and among all these
there were many of the noble and
great ones,
(3:23) and God saw these souls
that they were good, and he stood
in the midst of them, and he said,
these, I will make my rulers; for he
stood among those that were
spirits, and he saw that they were
good; and he said unto me,
Abraham, thou art one of them,
thou wast chosen be-fore thou wast
born.
(3:24) And there stood one among
them that was like unto God, and
he said unto those, who were with
him, we will go down, for there is
space there, and we will take of
these materials, and we will make
an Earth whereon these may
dwell;
(3:25) and we will prove them
herewith, to see if they will do all
things whatsoever the Lord their
God shall command them;
(3:26) and they, who keep their
first estate, shall be added upon;
and they, who keep not their first
estate, shall not have glory in the
same kingdom, with those who
keep their first estate; and they,
who keep their second estate, shall
have glory added upon their heads
forever and ever.
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MOS 4:1 And I, the Lord God,
spake unto Moses, saying: That
Satan, whom thou hast
commanded in the name of mine
Only Begotten, is the same which
was from the beginning, and he
23. (3:27) And the Lord said, who came before me, saying--Behold,
shall I send? And one answered
here am I, send me, I will be thy
like unto the Son of Man, here am son, and I will redeem all
I, send me. And another answered mankind, that one soul shall not
and said, here am I, send me. And be lost, and surely I will do it;
the Lord said, I will send the first. wherefore give me thine honor.
MOS 4:2 But, behold, my
Beloved Son, which was my
Beloved and Chosen from the
beginning, said unto me, Father,
thy will be done, and the glory be
thine forever.
MOS 4:3 Wherefore, because that
Satan rebelled against me, and
sought to destroy the agency of
man, which I, the Lord God, had
given him, and also, that I should
give unto him mine own power;
(3:28) And the second was angry, by the power of mine Only
and kept not his first estate, and, at Begotten, I caused that he should
that day, many followed after him. be cast down;
MOS 4:4 And he became Satan,
yea, even the devil, the father of
all lies, to deceive and to blind
men, and to lead them captive at
his will, even as many as would
not hearken unto my voice.
MOS 2:1 And it came to pass that
the Lord spake unto Moses,
saying: Behold, I reveal unto you
concerning this heaven, and this
(4:1) And then the Lord said, let us
earth; write the words which I
go down; and they went down at
GEN 1:1 In the
speak. I am the Beginning and the
the beginning, and they organized
beginning God created
End, the Almighty God; by mine
and formed, (that is, the Gods,) the
the heaven and the earth.
Only Begotten I created these
heavens and the earth.
things; yea, in the beginning I
created the heaven, and the earth
upon which thou standest.
(4:2) And the earth, after it was
formed, was empty and desolate;
because they had not formed
anything but the earth: and
darkness reigned upon the face of
the deep, and the spirit of the Gods
was brooding upon the faces of the
water.

MOS 2:2 And the earth was
without form, and void; and I
caused darkness to come up upon
the face of the deep; and my
Spirit moved upon the face of the
water; for I am God.
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GEN 1:2 And the earth
was without form, and
void; and darkness was
upon the face of the
deep. And the Spirit of
God moved upon the
face of the waters.

24. (4:3) And they said, the Gods,
let there be light, and there was
light.

GEN 1:3 And God said,
MOS 2:3 And I, God, said: Let
Let there be light: and
there be light; and there was light.
there was light.

(4:4) And they, the Gods,
comprehended the light, for it was
bright; and they divided the light,
or caused it to be divided from the
darkness,

MOS 2:4 And I, God, saw the
light; and that light was good.
And I, God, divided the light
from the darkness.

GEN 1:4 And God saw
the light, that it was
good: and God divided
the light from the
darkness.

(4:5) and the Gods called the light
day, and the darkness they called
night. And it came to pass that
from the evening until morning,
they called night; and from the
morning until the evening, they
called day: and this was the first,
or the beginning of that which they
called day and night.

MOS 2:5 And I, God, called the
light Day; and the darkness, I
called Night; and this I did by the
word of my power, and it was
done as I spake; and the evening
and the morning were the first
day.

GEN 1:5 And God
called the light Day, and
the darkness he called
Night. And the evening
and the morning were
the first day.

25. (4:6) And the Gods also said let
there be an expanse in the midst of
the waters, and it shall divide the
waters from the waters.

MOS 2:6 And again, I, God, said:
Let there be a firmament in the
midst of the water, and it was so,
even as I spake; and I said: Let it
divide the waters from the waters;
and it was done;

GEN 1:6 And God said,
Let there be a firmament
in the midst of the
waters, and let it divide
the waters from the
waters.

(4:7) And the Gods ordered the
expanse, so that it divided the
waters which were under the
expanse, from the waters which
were above the expanse: and it
was so, even as they ordered.

MOS 2:7 And I, God, made the
firmament and divided the
waters, yea, the great waters
under the firmament from the
waters which were above the
firmament, and it was so even as I
spake.

GEN 1:7 And God
made the firmament,
and divided the waters
which were under the
firmament from the
waters which were
above the firmament:
and it was so.

(4:8) And the Gods called the
expanse, heaven. And it came to
pass that it was from evening until
morning, that they called night;
and it came to pass that it was from
morning until evening, that they
called day: and this was the
second time, that they called night
and day.

GEN 1:8 And God
MOS 2:8 And I, God, called the
called the firmament
firmament Heaven; and the
Heaven. And the
evening and the morning were the
evening and the morning
second day.
were the second day.

26. (4:9) And the Gods ordered,
saying, let the waters under the
heaven be gathered together unto
one place, and let the earth come
up dry, and it was so, as they
ordered;

MOS 2:9 And I, God, said: Let
the waters under the heaven be
gathered together unto one place,
and it was so; and I, God, said:
Let there be dry land; and it was
so.

GEN 1:9 And God said,
Let the waters under the
heaven be gathered
together unto one place,
and let the dry land
appear: and it was so.

(4:10) and the gods pronounced the
earth dry, and the gathering
together of the waters, pronounced
they great waters: and the Gods
saw that they were obeyed.--

MOS 2:10 And I, God, called the
dry land Earth; and the gathering
together of the waters, called I the
Sea; and I, God, saw that all
things which I had made were
good.

GEN 1:10 And God
called the dry land
Earth; and the gathering
together of the waters
called he Seas: and God
saw that it was good.
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(4:11) And the Gods said, let us
prepare the earth to bring forth
grass; the herb yielding seed; the
fruit tree yielding fruit, after his
kind, whose seed in itself yieldeth
its own likeness upon the earth;
and it was so even as they ordered.
(4:12) And the Gods organized the
earth to bring forth grass from its
own seed, and the herb to bring
forth herb from its own seed,
yielding seed after his kind, and the
earth to bring forth the tree from its
own seed, yielding fruit, whose
seed could only bring forth the
same, in itself, after his kind; and
the Gods saw that they were
obeyed.

MOS 2:11 And I, God, said: Let
the earth bring forth grass, the
herb yielding seed, the fruit tree
yielding fruit, after his kind, and
the tree yielding fruit, whose seed
should be in itself upon the earth,
and it was so even as I spake.

GEN 1:11 And God
said, Let the earth bring
forth grass, the herb
yielding seed, and the
fruit tree yielding fruit
after his kind, whose
seed is in itself, upon the
earth: and it was so.

MOS 2:12 And the earth brought
forth grass, every herb yielding
seed after his kind, and the tree
yielding fruit, whose seed should
be in itself, after his kind; and I,
God, saw that all things which I
had made were good;

GEN 1:12 And the
earth brought forth
grass, and herb yielding
seed after his kind, and
the tree yielding fruit,
whose seed was in itself,
after his kind: and God
saw that it was good.

(4:13) And it came to pass that
they numbered the days; from the
evening until the morning they
MOS 2:13 And the evening and
called night. And it came to pass
the morning were the third day.
from the morning until the evening
they called day; and it was the third
time.

GEN 1:13 And the
evening and the morning
were the third day.

27. (4:14) And the Gods organized
the lights in the expanse of the
heaven, and caused them to divide
the day from the night; and
organized them to be for signs, and
for seasons, and for days, and for
years;

MOS 2:14 And I, God, said: Let
there be lights in the firmament of
the heaven, to divide the day
from the night, and let them be
for signs, and for seasons, and for
days, and for years;

GEN 1:14 And God
said, Let there be lights
in the firmament of the
heaven to divide the day
from the night; and let
them be for signs, and
for seasons, and for
days, and years:

(4:15) and organized them to be for
lights in the expanse of the heaven,
to give light upon the earth; and it
was so.

MOS 2:15 And let them be for
lights in the firmament of the
heaven to give light upon the
earth; and it was so.

GEN 1:15 And let them
be for lights in the
firmament of the heaven
to give light upon the
earth: and it was so.

(4:16) And the Gods organized the
two great lights, the greater light to
rule the day, and the lesser light to
rule the night; with the lesser light

MOS 2:16 And I, God, made two
great lights; the greater light to
rule the day, and the lesser light
to rule the night, and the greater
light was the sun, and the lesser
light was the moon;

GEN 1:16 And God
made two great lights;
the greater light to rule
the day, and the lesser
light to rule the night:

he set the stars, also;

and the stars also were made
even according to my word.

he made the stars also.

(4:17) and the Gods set them in the
expanse of the heavens, to give
light upon the earth, and to rule
over the day and over the night,
and to cause to divide the light

MOS 2:17 And I, God, set them
in the firmament of the heaven to
give light upon the earth.
MOS 2:18 And the sun to rule
over the day, and the moon to

GEN 1:17 And God set
them in the firmament
of the heaven to give
light upon the earth,
GEN 1:18 And to rule
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from the darkness.

rule over the night, and to divide
the light from the darkness;

(4:18) And the Gods watched those
and I, God, saw that all things
things which they had ordered,
which I had made were good;
until they obeyed.
(4:19) And it came to pass, that it
was from evening until morning,
that it was night; and it came to
MOS 2:19 And the evening and
pass that it was from morning until
the morning were the fourth day.
evening, that it was day; and it was
the fourth time.

over the day and over
the night, and to divide
the light from the
darkness:
and God saw that it was
good

GEN 1:19 And the
evening and the morning
were the fourth day.

28. (4:20) And the Gods said let us
prepare the waters to bring forth
abundantly the moving creatures
that hath life; and the fowl that
they may fly above the earth, in the
open expanse of heaven.

MOS 2:20 And I, God, said: Let
the waters bring forth abundantly
the moving creature that hath life,
and fowl which may fly above the
earth in the open firmament of
heaven.

GEN 1:20 And God
said, Let the waters
bring forth abundantly
the moving creature that
hath life, and fowl that
may fly above the earth
in the open firmament of
heaven.

(4:21) And the gods prepared the
waters that they might bring forth
great whales, and every living
creature that moveth, which the
waters were to bring forth
abundantly after their kind; and
every winged fowl after their kind;
and the Gods saw that they would
be obeyed, and that their plan was
good.

MOS 2:21 And I, God, created
great whales, and every living
creature that moveth, which the
waters brought forth abundantly,
after their kind, and every winged
fowl after his kind; and I, God,
saw that all things which I had
created were good.

GEN 1:21 And God
created great whales,
and every living creature
that moveth, which the
waters brought forth
abundantly, after their
kind, and every winged
fowl after his kind: and
God saw that it was
good.

(4:22) And the Gods said we will
bless them and cause them to be
fruitful and multiply, and fill the
waters in the seas, or great waters;
and cause the fowl to multiply in
the earth.

MOS 2:22 And I, God, blessed
them, saying: Be fruitful, and
multiply, and fill the waters in the
sea; and let fowl multiply in the
earth; God, blessed

GEN 1:22 And God
blessed them, saying, Be
fruitful, and multiply,
and fill the waters in the
seas, and let fowl
multiply in the earth.

4:23) And it came to pass that it
was from evening until morning,
that they called night; and it came MOS 2:23 And the evening and
to pass that it was from morning
the morning were the fifth day.
until evening, that they called day;
and it was the fifth time.

GEN 1:23 And the
evening and the morning
were the fifth day.

29. (4:24) And the Gods prepared
the earth to bring forth the living
creature after his kind, cattle and
creeping things, and beast of the
earth after their kind; and it was so
as they had said.

GEN 1:24 And God
said, Let the earth bring
forth the living creature
after his kind, cattle, and
creeping thing, and
beast of the earth after
his kind: and it was so.

MOS 2:24 And I, God, said: Let
the earth bring forth the living
creature after his kind, cattle, and
creeping things, and beasts of the
earth after their kind, and it was
so;

(4:25) And the Gods organized the MOS 2:25 And I, God, made the
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GEN 1:25 And God

earth to bring forth the beasts after
their kind, and cattle after their
kind, and every thing that creepeth
upon the earth after their kind; and
the Gods saw they would obey.

beasts of the earth after their
kind, and cattle after their kind,
and everything which creepeth
upon the earth after his kind; and
I, God, saw that all these things
were good.

made the beast of the
earth after his kind, and
cattle after their kind,
and every thing that
creepeth upon the earth
after his kind: and God
saw that it was good.

(4:26) And the Gods took counsel
among themselves, and said, let us
go down, and form man in our
image, after our likeness, and we
will give them dominion over the
fish of the sea, and over the fowl of
the air, and over the cattle, and
over all the earth, and over every
creeping thing, that creepeth upon
the earth.

MOS 2:26 And I, God, said unto
mine Only Begotten, which was
with me from the beginning: Let
us make man in our image, after
our likeness; and it was so. And I,
God, said: Let them have
dominion over the fishes of the
sea, and over the fowls of the air,
and over the cattle, and over all
the earth, and over every creeping
thing that creepeth upon the earth.

GEN 1:26 And God
said, Let us make man
in our image, after our
likeness: and let them
have dominion over the
fish of the sea, and over
the fowl of the air, and
over the cattle, and over
all the earth, and over
every creeping thing that
creepeth upon the earth.

(4:27) So the Gods went down to
organize man in their own image,
in the image of the Gods, to form
they him, male and female, to form
they them:

MOS 2:27 And I, God, created
man in mine own image, in the
image of mine Only Begotten
created I him; male and female
created I them.

GEN 1:27 So God
created man in his own
image, in the image of
God created he him;
male and female created
he them.

(4:28) and the Gods said we will
bless them. And the Gods said we
will cause them to be fruitful, and
multiply and replenish the earth,
and subdue it, and to have
dominion over the fish of the sea,
and over the fowl of the air, and
over every living thing that moveth
upon the earth.

GEN 1:28 And God
blessed them, and God
MOS 2:28 And I, God, blessed
said unto them, Be
them, and said unto them: Be
fruitful, and multiply,
fruitful, and multiply, and
and replenish the earth,
replenish the earth, and subdue it,
and subdue it: and have
and have dominion over the fish
dominion over the fish
of the sea, and over the fowl of
of the sea, and over the
the air, and over every living
fowl of the air, and over
thing that moveth upon the earth.
every living thing that
moveth upon the earth.

(4:29) And the Gods said, behold,
we will give them every herb
bearing seed that shall come upon
the face of all the earth, and every
tree which shall have fruit upon it,
yea the fruit of the tree, yielding
seed to them we will give it, it shall
be for their meat;

MOS 2:30 And to every beast of
the earth, and to every fowl of the
air, and to everything that
creepeth upon the earth, wherein I
grant life, there shall be given
every clean herb for meat; and it
was so, even as I spake.

GEN 1:30 And to every
beast of the earth, and to
every fowl of the air,
and to every thing that
creepeth upon the earth,
wherein there is life, I
have given every green
herb for meat: and it was
so.

(4:31) And the Gods said we will
do every thing that we have said,
and organize them; and, behold,
they shall be very obedient. And it
came to pass that it was from
evening until morning, they called
night; and it came to pass that it
was from morning until evening,
they called day; and they numbered

MOS 2:31 And I, God, saw
everything that I had made, and,
behold, all things which I had
made were very good; and the
evening and the morning were the
sixth day.

GEN 1:31 And God
saw every thing that he
had made, and, behold,
it was very good. And
the evening and the
morning were the sixth
day.
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the sixth time.
30. (5:1) And thus we will finish
the heavens and the earth, and all
the hosts of them.

GEN 2:1 Thus the
MOS 3:1 Thus the heaven and the
heavens and the earth
earth were finished, and all the
were finished, and all
host of them.
the host of them.

(5:2) And the Gods said among
themselves, on the seventh time,
we will end our work, which we
have counselled; and we will rest
on the seventh time from all our
work which we have counselled.

MOS 3:2 And on the seventh day
I, God, ended my work, and all
things which I had made; and I
rested on the seventh day from all
my work, and all things which I
had made were finished, and I,
God, saw that they were good;

GEN 2:2 And on the
seventh day God ended
his work which he had
made; and he rested on
the seventh day from all
his work which he had
made.

(5:3) And the Gods concluded
upon the seventh time, because,
that on the seventh time they
would rest from all their works,
which they, the Gods, counselled
among themselves to form, and
sanctified it.

MOS 3:3 And I, God, blessed the
seventh day, and sanctified it;
because that in it I had rested
from all my work which I, God,
had created and made.

GEN 2:3 And God
blessed the seventh day,
and sanctified it:
because that in it he had
rested from all his work
which God created and
made.

MOS 3:4 And now, behold, I say
unto you, that these are the
generations of the heaven and of
the earth, when they were
created, in the day that I, the Lord
God, made the heaven and the
earth,

GEN 2:4 These are the
generations of the
heavens and of the earth
when they were created,
in the day that the
LORD God made the
earth and the heavens,

MOS 3:5 And every plant of the
field before it was in the earth,
and every herb of the field before
it grew. For I, the Lord God,
(5:5) according to all that, which
created all things of which I have
they had said, concerning every
spoken, spiritually, before they
plant of the field, before it was in
were naturally upon the face of
the earth, and every herb of the
the earth. For I, the Lord God,
field, before it grew; for the Gods
had not caused it to rain upon the
had not caused it to rain upon the
face of the earth. And I, the Lord
earth, when they counselled to do
God, had created all the children
them; and had not formed a man to
of men; and not yet a man to till
till the ground;
the ground; for in heaven created
I them; and there was not yet
flesh upon the earth, neither in
the water, neither in the air;

GEN 2:5 And every
plant of the field before
it was in the earth, and
every herb of the field
before it grew: for the
LORD God had not
caused it to rain upon
the earth, and there was
not a man to till the
ground.

MOS 3:6 But I, the Lord God,
(5:6) but there went up a mist from
spake, and there went up a mist
the earth, and watered the whole
from the earth, and watered the
face of the ground.
whole face of the ground.

GEN 2:6 But there
went up a mist from the
earth, and watered the
whole face of the
ground.

And thus were their decisions, at
the time that they counselled
among themselves to form the
heavens and the earth.
(5:4) And the Gods came down
and formed these, the generations
of the heavens, and of the earth,
when they were formed, in the day
that the Gods formed the earth and
the heavens,
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(5:7) And the Gods formed
man from the dust of the
ground, and took his spirit,
that is the man's spirit, and
put it into him, and
breathed into his nostrils
the breath of life, and man
became a living soul.

MOS 3:7 And I, the Lord God, formed
man from the dust of the ground, and
breathed into his nostrils the breath of
life; and man became a living soul, the
first flesh upon the earth, the first man
also; nevertheless, all things were
before created; but spiritually were
they created and made according to
my word.

GEN 2:7 And the LORD
God formed man of the dust
of the ground, and breathed
into his nostrils the breath
of life; and man became a
living soul.

31. (5:8) And the Gods
planted a garden, eastward
in Eden, and there they put
the man, whose spirit they
had put into the body,
which they had formed.

MOS 3:8 And I, the Lord God,
planted a garden eastward in Eden,
and there I put the man whom I had
formed.

GEN 2:8 And the LORD
God planted a garden
eastward in Eden; and there
he put the man whom he
had formed.

(5:9) And out of the
ground made the Gods to
grow every tree that is
pleasant to the sight, and
good for food: the tree of
life, also, in the midst of
the garden, and the tree of
knowledge of good and
evil

MOS 3:9 And out of the ground made
I, the Lord God, to grow every tree,
naturally, that is pleasant to the sight
of man; and man could behold it. And
it became also a living soul. For it was
spiritual in the day that I created it; for
it remaineth in the sphere in which I,
God, created it, yea, even all things
which I prepared for the use of man;
and man saw that it was good for
food. And I, the Lord God, planted the
tree of life also in the midst of the
garden, and also the tree of knowledge
of good and evil.

GEN 2:9 And out of the
ground made the LORD
God to grow every tree that
is pleasant to the sight, and
good for food; the tree of
life also in the midst of the
garden, and the tree of
knowledge of good and
evil.

(5:10) There was a river
running out of Eden, to
water the garden, and from
thence it was parted and
became into four heads.

MOS 3:10 And I, the Lord God,
caused a river to go out of Eden to
water the garden; and from thence it
was parted, and became into four
heads.

GEN 2:10 And a river
went out of Eden to water
the garden; and from thence
it was parted, and became
into four heads.

MOS 3:11 And I, the Lord God, called
the name of the first Pison, and it
compasseth the whole land of Havilah,
where I, the Lord God, created much
gold;

GEN 2:11 The name of the
first is Pison: that is it
which compasseth the
whole land of Havilah,
where there is gold;

GEN 2:12 And the gold of
MOS 3:12 And the gold of that land
that land is good: there is
was good, and there was bdellium and
bdellium and the onyx
the onyx stone.
stone.
MOS 3:13 And the name of the
second river was called Gihon; the
same that compasseth the whole land
of Ethiopia.
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GEN 2:13 And the name of
the second river is Gihon:
the same is it that
compasseth the whole land
of Ethiopia.

MOS 3:14 And the name of the third
river was Hiddekel; that which goeth
toward the east of Assyria. And the
fourth river was the Euphrates.

GEN 2:14 And the name of
the third river is Hiddekel:
that is it which goeth
toward the east of Assyria.
And the fourth river is
Euphrates.

(5:11) And the Gods took
MOS 3:15 And I, the Lord God, took
the man and put him in the
the man, and put him into the Garden
Garden of Eden, to dress it
of Eden, to dress it, and to keep it.
and to keep it:

GEN 2:15 And the LORD
God took the man, and put
him into the garden of Eden
to dress it and to keep it.

(5:12) and the Gods
commanded the man,
saying, of every tree of the
Garden, thou mayest freely
eat,

GEN 2:16 And the LORD
MOS 3:16 And I, the Lord God,
God commanded the man,
commanded the man, saying: Of every
saying, Of every tree of the
tree of the garden thou mayest freely
garden thou mayest freely
eat,
eat:

(5:13) but of the tree of
knowledge of good and
evil, thou shalt not eat of it,
for in the time that thou
eatest thereof, thou shalt
surely die.

MOS 3:17 But of the tree of the
knowledge of good and evil, thou
shalt not eat of it, nevertheless, thou
mayest choose for thyself, for it is
given unto thee; but, remember that I
forbid it, for in the day thou eatest
thereof thou shalt surely die.

GEN 2:17 But of the tree
of the knowledge of good
and evil, thou shalt not eat
of it: for in the day that thou
eatest thereof thou shalt
surely die.

32. (5:14) And the Gods
said, Let us make an help
meet for the man, for it is
not good that the man
should be alone, therefore
we will form an help meet
for him.

MOS 3:18 And I, the Lord God, said
unto mine Only Begotten, that it was
not good that the man should be alone;
wherefore, I will make an help meet
for him.

GEN 2:18 And the LORD
God said, It is not good that
the man should be alone; I
will make him an help meet
for him.

(5:15) And the Gods
caused a deep sleep to fall
upon Adam; and he slept,
and they took one of his
ribs, and closed up the
flesh in the stead thereof,

MOS 3:21 And I, the Lord God,
caused a deep sleep to fall upon
Adam; and he slept, and I took one of
his ribs and closed up the flesh in the
stead thereof;

GEN 2:21 And the LORD
God caused a deep sleep to
fall upon Adam, and he
slept: and he took one of his
ribs, and closed up the flesh
instead thereof;

(5:16) and the rib which
the Gods had taken from
man, formed they a
woman, and brought her
unto the man.

GEN 2:22 And the rib,
MOS 3:22 And the rib which I, the
which the LORD God had
Lord God, had taken from man, made
taken from man, made he a
I a woman, and brought her unto the
woman, and brought her
man.
unto the man.

(5:17) And Adam said this
was bone of my bones, and
flesh of my flesh, now she
shall be called woman,
because she was taken out
of man;

MOS 3:23 And Adam said: This I
know now is bone of my bones, and
flesh of my flesh; she shall be called
Woman, because she was taken out of
man.

Now I, Abraham, saw that
it was after the Lord's time,
which was after the time of
Kolob; for as yet, the Gods
had not appointed unto
Adam his reckoning.
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GEN 2:23 And Adam said,
This is now bone of my
bones, and flesh of my
flesh: she shall be called
Woman, because she was
taken out of Man.

(5:18) therefore shall a
man leave his father and
his mother, and shall
cleave unto his wife, and
they shall be one flesh.

GEN 2:24 Therefore shall
MOS 3:24 Therefore shall a man leave
a man leave his father and
his father and his mother, and shall
his mother, and shall cleave
cleave unto his wife; and they shall be
unto his wife: and they shall
one flesh.
be one flesh.

(5:19) And they were both
MOS 3:25 And they were both naked,
naked, the man and his
the man and his wife, and were not
wife, and were not
ashamed.
ashamed.

GEN 2:25 And they were
both naked, the man and his
wife, and were not
ashamed.

(5:20) And out of the
ground the Gods formed
every beast of the field,
and every fowl of the air,
and brought unto Adam to
see what he would call
them; and whatsoever
Adam called every living
creature, that should be the
name thereof.

MOS 3:19 And out of the ground I,
the Lord God, formed every beast of
the field, and every fowl of the air;
and commanded that they should
come unto Adam, to see what he
would call them; and they were also
living souls; for I, God, breathed into
them the breath of life, and
commanded that whatsoever Adam
called every living creature, that
should be the name thereof.

GEN 2:19 And out of the
ground the LORD God
formed every beast of the
field, and every fowl of the
air; and brought them unto
Adam to see what he would
call them: and whatsoever
Adam called every living
creature, that was the name
thereof.

(5:21) And Adam gave
names to all cattle, to the
fowl of the air, to every
beast of the field; and for
Adam there was found an
help meet for him.

MOS 3:20 And Adam gave names to
all cattle, and to the fowl of the air,
and to every beast of the field; but as
for Adam, there was not found an help
meet for him.

GEN 2:20 And Adam gave
names to all cattle, and to
the fowl of the air, and to
every beast of the field; but
for Adam there was not
found an help meet for him.
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Appendix II
Text Structures.
The Book of Abraham
Comments on Text Structure
D. Lynn Johnson
Copyright © 1996. Used by permission.
The Book of Abraham possesses a rich literary structure or texture at several levels that enhances the
information content of the text, and adds interest and beauty as well. Reformatting the text to show this
texture opens up the book to view in a manner that is impossible in the traditional format. Not only is the
result aesthetically pleasing, but the themes and ideas contained in the scriptures, and their relationships to
each other, are more visually apparent. Searching for a particular passage is facilitated.
Although we may be reading what appears to be a linear or chronological account of Abraham's
experiences, we discover that the thoughts and ideas often are folded back upon themselves in a reflective
motif. Sometimes the basic pattern forms an outline on which the text is built. As an example, consider 1:17 [verse numbers from current Pearl of Great Price Book of Abraham. -ed.], where the main themes are
identified by capital letters.

A Abraham needs to move.
B Abraham seeks the blessings of the fathers.
C He seeks for the right to be ordained to
administer the blessings.
D Having followed righteousness, he desires to be possess
greater knowledge, to be more righteous, to have a numerous
posterity, and to be a prince of peace.
C He became a rightful heir, a High Priest (and thus able to administer the
blessings).
B He sought for his appointment unto the Priesthood according to the
appointment of God to the fathers.
A False priests try to sacrifice him, which is the reason he needs to move.
The parallelism between the elements with identical index letters is evident. The central thought, labeled D,
clearly is Abraham's motivation for seeking the priesthood, as well as a new home. As is often the case in
chiasmus, the central element is the point of emphasis of the entire passage. Finding these relationships
among the elements assists in deriving greater understanding of the passage.
Within this outline we find several examples of further texture on a finer scale. In the first B we see a list of
three items, happiness, peace, and rest. The scriptures are replete with lists of this sort. Often the number of
members in the lists bear striking correspondence to the traditional biblical number symbolism outlined by
Bullinger. (The number three implies completeness.)
Within D we see two chiasms liked together with a common element (ababccba). Keeping the
commandments is an obvious factor in being a greater follower of righteousness, as the structure indicates.
At the center of the chiasm in the second C we find an example of direct or alternate parallelism, in this
case with an extra point of emphasis (ababc).
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These few verses have exposed us to several of the parallel forms that are useful in gaining understanding
of scripture. These are inverted parallel (of which chiasmus is a sub-set) (ABCDCBA), direct parallel
(ABCABC), sometimes with a point of emphasis (ABCABCD), and lists of similar items. There are
additional types of structure in the scriptures, but these are the ones that will be the most important in
understanding Abraham.
A few comments on the formatting technique will be useful before considering the structure. In the
reformatted text the parallelisms are indicated by equal levels of indentation. Capital or lower case letters
are placed at the beginning of the elements of the more extensive units to guide the eye. Some small simple
structures are not labeled. Multiple levels of structure are observed frequently, and the label hierarchy is
AA, A, a. Subscripts are used to indicate direct parallelism in paired sub-elements within larger structures.
Paired elements or sub-elements are similar, opposite, or otherwise related. Sometimes an element helps
explain or elaborates upon its partner.
Verse numbers are placed at the end of previous verses to avoid having lines beginning with numbers,
which is distracting. When a verse number would be the only item on a line it has been deleted.
[Unfortunately, we have had to modify this practice here. Consequently, verse numbers are placed at the
beginning of the verse, with both TS-1 versification and modern Pearl of Great Price versification
represented as in the commentary. Therefore, in Professor Johnson's format, verse numbers should now be
regarded as part of the text in order to obtain the correct indentation of text. Also, Professor Johnson's
original format used the current Pearl of Great Price text of the Book of Abraham. We have used the TS-1
text. -ed.]
The discussion that follows will focus on the structure, rather than the content, which would require
substantially more discussion than is possible here. Also, much of the structure will be fairly obvious, and
will not be commented upon.
Abraham 2:1-17 shows an example of how a linear history can be told in a chiastic manner. It begins and
ends with considerations of famine and death. Working inwards from both ends we find Sarai and Lot (B),
departure from Ur or Haran (C), appearance or departure of the Lord (D), nations and families of the earth
(E), blessings unto and by Abraham's seed (F), Priesthood (G), and blessings through Abraham and to those
who bless him (H). We arrive at the point of emphasis (I), wherein Abraham is placed as the father of the
faithful. This is the central issue of this part of the account.
Chapter 3 is a remarkable example of symbolism that is defined in part by the structure. It possesses
multiple levels of structure, as well. The overall pattern is denoted by double capital letters. The first AA,
BB, and CC discuss stars, while the second are about spirits and the Lord in closely parallel ways. Thus the
first AA speaks of the star, later identified as Kolob, that was nearest unto the throne of God, while the
second is about the Intelligence that was like unto God and, by implication, nearest unto his throne. The
great governing stars are spoken of in the first BB, while the governing spirits are characterized in the
second BB. Stars and spirits are the subjects of the first and second CC, respectively. The point of emphasis
(EE) is the promise of a numerous posterity, the consequence of all that surrounds it in this system.
It is to be noted that the overall structure is more or less independent of the smaller scale structure it
overlays. Thus the first AA, BB, and the beginning of CC are all included in the first A. This is not unusual
in scripture. The smaller systems each have their own significance, and bear careful study, observing in
particular the points of emphasis.
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Chapters 4 and 5 contain what to many is the most easily understood written account of the creation. It
possesses clearly defined preparation, planning and execution phases. The overall pattern is an incomplete
direct parallel, AA, BB, CC, AA, BB. It is almost as if there is a CC, but it is not written.
The creation of the heavens and the earth by the Gods is the subject of the two AA elements (4:1-2 and
5:4). The first BB (4:3-31) describes the preparation and plans for life forms upon the earth, while the
second (5:5-20) covers the physical creation of all living organisms, including man. Curiously, CC (5:1-3)
speaks of the plan of the Gods to end their work, rest, and sanctify the seventh time. The book ends before
the actualization of this takes place, and we are left to speculate what is implied by the future tense in these
verses.
Within the first BB element we find the preparation and plans described in a series of six direct parallel
statements. The A and C elements are relatively fixed in form, while there is an evolution in the B
elements. The As begin with "And they (the Gods) said" (v3), "And the Gods also said" (v6), "And the
Gods ordered" (v9), "And the Gods organized" (v14), "And the Gods said" (v20), and "And the Gods
prepared" (v24). They all include statements of creation or preparation. The C elements are in all cases the
delineation of the night and the day.
The B elements begin with the naming of the work done, night and day (v5), heaven (v8), and earth (v10).
The statements of preparation begin in the third B (v10-12), and the concept of obedience is introduced.
(Note that the Genesis and Moses accounts give "good" and "very good" where Abraham gives "obedient"
and "very obedient".) The final three B elements are almost exclusively statements of present or future
obedience.
The third level of structure, denoted only by levels of indentation in the reformatted text, is almost
exclusively of direct parallel form. An exception is the nice little chiasm in 5:7, where man's spirit and the
breath of life are placed in parallel to each other.
The creation accounts in Genesis and Moses follow a similar pattern to the Abraham account, but the
pattern is not as clearly defined there. It is to be noted that Abraham's account would predate Moses' by
several centuries. Both Abraham and Moses were writing for the benefit of their people, and their posterity
in particular, and took pains to attribute all creation to God and the Gods to protect their people from the
concepts of the idolaters among whom they were living.
The last major system, with its three little subsystems (5:14-20), is a chiasm beginning and ending with
"help meet", with the point of emphasis being "Therefore shall a man leave his father and mother, and shall
cleave unto his wife, and they shall be one flesh". This places proper emphasis on the whole purpose of the
creation. We may read this statement of parenthood on two levels, earthly and heavenly. It is interesting
that it occurs only one other place in scripture (Ephesians 5:31), where it probably carries a similar
connotation.
Thus we find the Book of Abraham written in a highly structured way, with the structure helping us to
understand the messages he wrote for the benefit of his posterity, including ourselves. The detailed analysis
and reformatting shown here has been reserved for our day, when the computer and an abundance of paper
are at our disposal.
Finally, it is important to recognize that the formatting shown is simply one man's opinion. The interested
student of the scriptures should put it aside and go through the scriptures in detail, seeking for the structure
independently. The result will undoubtedly be different, and the insights gained will be more personal and
meaningful to the individual. It is very much like the contrast between watching someone make a crucial
basket in a ball game and doing the slam dunk yourself.
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THE BOOK OF ABRAHAM
Formatted by D. Lynn Johnson
©1991, 1996. Used and edited (1)
by permission.
A 1. (1:1)In the land of the Chaldeans, at the residence of my father, I, Abraham, saw that it
was needful for me to obtain another place of residence,
B (1:2) and finding there was greater
happiness and
peace and
rest for me,
I sought for the blessings of the fathers
C and the right whereunto I should be ordained to administer the same
D having been myself a follower of righteousness,
desiring also to be one who possessed great
knowledge,
and to be a greater follower of righteousness,
and to possess a greater knowledge,
and to be a father of many nations,
a prince of peace;
and desiring to receive instructions,
and to keep the commandments of God,
C I became a rightful heir, a high priest, holding the right belonging to
the fathers,
a (1:3) it was conferred upon me
b
from the fathers;
c it came down from the fathers,
d from the beginning
of time, yea, even
from the beginning,
or before the foundations
of the earth,
to the present time,
even the right of the first born,
c on the first man, who is Adam, or first
father,
b
through the fathers,
a unto me.
B 2. (1:4) I sought for mine appointment unto the Priesthood according to the
appointment of God unto the fathers, concerning the seed.

A

a

(1:5) My fathers having turned from their righteousness, and from the holy
commandments which the Lord their God had given unto them,
b unto the worshipping of the Gods of the heathens,
c utterly refused to hearken to my voice;
d
(1:6) for their hearts were set to do evil, and were wholly turned to
the God of Elkenah, and
the God of Libnah, and
the God of Mahmackrah, and
the God of Korash, and
the God of Pharaoh, King of Egypt;
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a (1:7) therefore they turned their hearts
b to the sacrifice of the heathen in offering up their children unto their dumb idols,
c and hearkened not unto my voice
d
but endeavored to take away my life by the hand of
the priest of Elkenah; the priest of Elkenah was also the priest of Pharaoh.
e 3. (1:8) Now, at this time it was the custom of the priest of Pharaoh,
the King of Egypt to offer up upon the altar which was built in the
land of Chaldea, for the offering unto these strange gods, both
men, women and children.
B (1:9) And it came to pass that the priest made an offering unto the god of Pharaoh, and
also unto the God of Shagreel, even after the manner of the Egyptians.
C Now the God of Shagreel was the Sun.
D (1:10) Even the thank-offering of a child
E
did the priest of Pharaoh offer upon the altar, which stood by the
hill called Potiphar's Hill, at the head of the plain of Olishem.
E
(1:11) Now, this priest had offered upon this altar
D three virgins at one time, who were the daughters of Onitah, one of the
Royal descent, directly from the loins of Ham.
C These virgins were offered up because of their virtue; they would not bow down
to worship Gods of wood or of stone,
B therefore they were killed upon this altar, and it was done after the manner of the
Egyptians.

A

4. (1:12) And it come [sic] to pass that the priests laid violence upon me, that they might
slay me, also, as they did those virgins, upon this altar;
and that you might have a knowledge of this altar,
I will refer you to the representation at
the commencement of this record.
(1:13) It was made after the form of a bedstead, such as
was had among the Chaldeans, and it stood before
the gods of
Elkenah,
Libnah,
Mahmackrah,
Korash,
& also a God like unto that of
Pharaoh King of Egypt.
(1:14) That you may have an understanding of these Gods,
I have given you the fashion of them in the figures,
at the beginning, which manner of the figures is called by the
Chaldeans Rahleenos, which signifies Hyeroglyphics [sic].
5. (1:15) And as they lifted up their hands upon me, that they might offer me up, and take
away my life, behold,
I lifted up my voice unto the Lord my God;
and the Lord hearkened
and heard,
and he filled me with a vision of the Almighty,
and the angel of his presence stood by me,
and immediately unloosed my bands,
(
1:16) and his voice was unto me,
a Abram! Abram! behold, my name is JEHOVAH, and I have heard thee,
b
and have come down to deliver thee,
c and to take thee away from thy fathers house, and from all thy kinfolks, into a strange land, which thou knowest not of,
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d (1:17) and this because they have turned their hearts away
from me,
to worship
e the God of Elkenah, and
the God of Libnah, &
the God of Mahmackrah, &
the God of Korash, and
the God of Pharaoh King of Egypt;
a

therefore I
b
have come down to visit them, and to destroy him who hath lifted up his
hand against thee, Abram, my son, to take away thy life:
c (1:18) Behold I will lead thee by my hand, and I will take thee, to
put upon thee my name, even the priesthood of thy father: and my
power shall be over thee; (1:19) as it was with Noah so shall it be
with thee;
d that through thy ministry my name shall be known in the
earth forever,
e
for I am thy God.
6. (1:20) Behold, Potiphar's Hill was in the land of Ur, of Chaldea; and the Lord
broke down the altar of Elkenah, and of the Gods of the land, and utterly destroyed
them, and smote the priest that he died;
and there was great mourning in Chaldea,
and also in the court of Pharaoh, which
Pharaoh signifies King by royal blood.

A

A

(1:21)---- Now this King of Egypt was a descendant from the loins of Ham,
B
and was a partaker of the blood of the Canaanites, by birth. (1:22) From this descent
sprang all the Egyptians, and thus the blood of the Canaanites was preserved in the
land.
C 7. (1:23) The land of Egypt
D being first discovered
E
by a woman,
F who was the daughter of Ham,
and the daughter of Egyptus,
F which, in the Chaldea [sic], signifies Egypt,
which signifies, that which is forbidden.
E
(1:24) When this woman
D discovered
C the land it was under water,
B
who afterwards settled her sons in it: And thus, from Ham, sprang that race which
preserved the curse in the land.
a
(1:25) Now the first government of Egypt was established by Pharaoh, the eldest son of
Egyptus, the daughter of Ham,
b and it was after the manner of the government of Ham,
c which was patriarchal.
a (1:26) Pharaoh, being a righteous man,
b established his kingdom and judged his people wisely and justly all his days,
c seeking earnestly to imitate that order established by the fathers in the first
generations, in the days of the first Patriarchal reign, even in the reign of
Adam, and also Noah, his father,
who blessed him with the blessings of the earth, and with the blessings
of wisdom,
but cursed him as pertaining to the Priesthood.
8. (1:27) Now Pharaoh being of that lineage, by which
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he could not have the right of Priesthood,
notwithstanding the Pharaoh's would fain claim it from
Noah, through Ham, therefore my father was led away by their idolatry;

A

A

A

(1:28) but I shall endeavor hereafter to delineate the chronology, running back from myself
B to the beginning of the creation,
C for the records have come into my hands; which I hold unto this present time.
D 9. (1:29) Now, after the priest of Elkenah was smitten, that he died,
E
there came a fulfilment of those things which were said unto me
concerning the land of Chaldea,
that there should be a famine in the land.
E
(1:30) Accordingly a famine prevailed throughout all the
land of
Chaldea,
D and my father was sorely tormented because of the famine,
and he repented of the evil which he had determined against me, to take
away my life.
C (1:31) But the records of the fathers, even the Patriarchs, concerning the right of
Priesthood, the Lord my God preserved in mine own hands,
B therefore a knowledge of the beginning of the creation, and also of the planets, and of
the stars, as they were made known unto the fathers, have I kept even unto this day,
and I shall endeavor to write some of these things upon this record, for the benefit of my posterity
that shall come after me.

10. (2:1) Now the Lord God caused the famine to wax sore in the land of Ur, insomuch that
Haran, my brother, died, but Terah, my father, yet lived in the land of Ur, of the Chaldee's.
B (2:2) And it came to pass that I Abraham, took Sarai to wife, and Nehor, my brother,
took Milcah to wife, who were the daughters of Haran.
(2:3) Now the Lord had said unto me, Abram, get thee
out of thy country, and
from thy kindred, and
from thy father's house,
unto a land that I will shew thee.
C (2:4) There-fore I left the land of Ur, of the Chaldees,
to go into the land of Canaan;
and I took Lot, my brother's son,
and his wife,
and Sarai,
my wife,
and also my father followed after me,
unto the land which we denominated Haran.
(2:5) And the famine abated;
and my father tarried in Haran and dwelt there,
as there were many flocks in Haran;
and my father turned again unto his idolatry,
therefore he continued in Haran.
D 11. (2:6) But I, Abram, and Lot, my brother's son, prayed unto the Lord,
and
the Lord appeared unto me, and said unto me,
arise, and take Lot with thee,
for I have purposed to take thee away out of Haran,
and to make of thee a minister, to bear my name in a strange land
which I will give unto thy seed after thee for an everlasting possession,
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when they hearken to my voice,
(2:7) for I am the Lord thy God;
I dwell in Heaven,
the earth is my footstool;
I stretch my hand over the sea, and it obeys my voice;
I cause the wind and the fire to be my chariot;
I say to the mountains depart hence, and
behold
they are taken away
by a whirlwind,
in an instant,suddenly.
(2:8) My name is Jehovah,
and I know the end from
the beginning, therefore,
my hand shall be over thee,
E
(2:9) and I will make of thee a great nation,
and I will bless thee above measure,
and make thy name great among all nations,
F and thou shalt be a blessing unto thy seed after thee,
G that in their hands they shall bear this ministry
and priesthood
unto all nations;
H (2:10) and I will bless them
through thy name;
I
for as many as
receive this gospel
shall be called after
thy name, and shall
be accounted thy
seed, and shall rise
up and bless thee, as
unto their father,
H (2:11) and I will bless them
that bless thee, and curse
them that curse thee,
G and in thee, (that is, in thy Priesthood)
F and in thy seed, (that is thy Priesthood,) for I give unto thee
a promise that this right shall continue in thee, and in thy
seed after thee (that is to say, the literal seed, or the seed of
the body,)
E
shall all the families of the earth be blessed, even with the
blessings of the gospel, which are the blessings of salvation, even
of life eternal.
D 12. (2:12) Now, after the Lord had withdrawn from speaking to me, and
withdrawn his face from me, I said in mine heart, thy servent [sic] has
sought thee earnestly, now I have found thee. (2:13) Thou didst send thine
angel to deliver me from the Gods of Elkenah, and I will do well to
hearken unto thy voice, therefore let thy servant rise up and depart in
peace.
C (2:14) So I, Abram, departed as the Lord had said unto me, and Lot with me, and
I, Abram, was sixty and two years old when I departed out of Haran.
B (2:15) And I took
Sarai, whom I took to wife when I was in Ur, in Chaldea,
and Lot, my brother's son,
and all our substance that we had gathered,
and the souls that we had won in Haran,
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and came forth in the way to the land of Canaan,
and dwelt in tents, as we came on our way:
(2:16) therefore, eternity was our covering, and our rock, and our
salvation,
as we journeyed from Haran by the way of Jershon,
to come to the land of Canaan.

A

AA
BB
CC

13. (2:17) Now I, Abram, built an altar in the land of Jershon, and made an offering unto
the Lord, and prayed that the famine might be turned away from my father's house, that
they might not perish; (2:18) and then we passed from Jershon through the land, unto the place of
Sechem. It was situated in the plains of Moreh, and we had already came [sic] into the borders of
the land of the Canaanites, and I offered sacrifice there in the plains of Moreh, and called on the
Lord devoutly because we had already come into the land of this idolatrous nation.
14. (2:19) And the Lord appeared unto me in answer to my prayers, and said unto me, unto thy seed
will I give this land. (2:20) And I, Abraham, arose from the place of the Altar which I had
built unto the Lord, and removed from thence unto a mountain on the east of Bethel, and
pitched my tent there; Bethel on the West, and Hai on the East; and there I built another
altar unto the Lord, and called again upon the name of the Lord.
15. (2:21) And I,
Abraham, journeyed, going on still towards the South; and there was a continuation of a
famine in the Land, and I Abraham concluded to go down into Egypt, to sojourn there, for
the famine became very grievious [sic]. (2:22) And it came to pass when I was come near
to enter into Egypt, the Lord said unto me, behold, Sarai, thy wife, is a very fair woman to
look upon, (2:23) therefore it shall come to pass when the Egyptians shall see her, they will
say she is his wife; and they will kill you, but they will save her alive; therefore see that
ye do on this wise, (2:24) let her say unto the Egyptians, she is thy sister, and thy soul shall
live. (2:25) And it came to pass that I, Abraham, told Sarai, my wife, all that the Lord had
said unto me; therefore say unto them, I pray thee, thou art my sister, that it may be well
with me for thy sake, and my soul shall live because of thee.
16. (3:1) And I,
Abraham, had the Urim and Thummim, which the Lord my God had given unto me, in Ur
of the Chaldees;
A
a
(3:2) and I saw the stars also that they were very great, and that one of them was
nearest unto the throne of God;
b and there were many great ones, which were near unto it;
b (3:3) and the Lord said unto me, these are the governing ones;
a
and the name of the great one is Kolob,
because it is near unto me:
for I am the Lord thy God,
I have set this one to govern all those which
belong to the same order of that upon
which thou standest.
B (3:4) And the Lord said unto me, by the Urim and Thummim,
that Kolob was after the manner of the Lord,
according to its times and seasons in the Revolutions thereof, that one
revolution was a day
unto the Lord,
after his manner of reckoning,
it being one thousand years according to the
time appointed
unto that where on thou standest;
this is the reckoning
of the Lord's
time,
according to the reckoning of Kolob.
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C

17. (3:5) And the Lord said unto me,
the planet, which is the lesser light, lesser than that which is to rule the
day,
even the night,
is above, or greater than that upon which thou standest, in point of
reckoning,
for it moveth in order more slow:
this is in order, because it standeth above the earth upon which thou
standest,
therefore, the reckoning of its time is not so many as to its number
of days, and of months, and of years.
D (3:6) And the Lord said unto me, now, Abraham, these two facts
exist,
behold thine eyes seeth it; it is given unto thee to know
the times of reckoning, and
the set times, yea
the set time of the earth upon which thou standest,
and
the set time of the greater light, which is set to rule
the day, and
the set time of the lesser light, which is set to rule the
night.
C 18. (3:7) Now the set time of the lesser light, is a longer time as to its
reckoning,
than the reckoning of the time of the earth upon which thou standest;
B (3:8) and where these two facts exist, there shall be another fact above them, that is,
there shall be another planet whose reckoning of time shall be longer still;
(3:9) and thus there shall be the reckoning of the time of one planet above
another,
until thou come nigh unto Kolob, which Kolob, is after the reckoning of the Lord's
time;

A

a which, Kolob, is set nigh unto the throne of God,
b to govern all those planets which belong to the same order of that upon which thou standest.
c
(3:10) And it is given unto thee, to know
b the set time of all the stars, that are set to give light,
a until thou come near unto the throne of God.
DD
A
19. (3:11) Thus I, Abraham, talked with the Lord, face to face, as one man talketh with
another; and he told me
B of the works which his hands had made;
C (3:12) and he said unto me, my son, my son, and his hand was stretched
out, behold I will shew you all these.
B
And he put his hand upon mine eyes, and I saw those things,
which his hands had made,
which were many;
and they multiplied before mine eyes,
and I could not see the end thereof:

A

(3:13) and he said unto me
this is Shinehah, (which is the sun.)
And he said unto me,
Kokob, which is a star.
And he said unto me,
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EE

DD
CC

BB

Olea, which is the moon.
And he said unto me,
Kokaubeam, which signifies stars, or all the great lights, which were in the firmament of heaven.
(3:14) And it was in the night time when the Lord spake these words unto me,
I will multiply thee, and thy seed after thee, like unto these; and if thou canst count the
number of sands so shall be the number of thy seeds.
20. (3:15) And the Lord said unto me, Abraham, I shew these things unto thee,
before ye go into Egypt, that ye may declare all these words.
A
(3:16) If two things exist,
B
and there be one above the other,
C
there shall be greater things above them;
D
therefore, Kolob is the greatest of all the Kokaubeam that thou
hast seen, because it is nearest unto me:

A

A

(3:17) now if there be two things,
B
one above the other, and the Moon be above the earth,
C
then it may be that a planet, or a star may exist above it,
D
and there is nothing that the Lord thy God shall take in his heart
to do, but what he will do it:
(3:18) Howbeit that he made the greater star, as, also,

A

if there be two spirits,
and one shall be more intelligent than the other,
yet these two spirits,
notwithstanding one is more intelligent than the other, yet they
have no beginning,
they existed before;
they shall have no end,
they shall exist after,
for they are Gnolaum, or Eternal.
B
21. (3:19) And the Lord said unto me, these two facts do exist, that there are
two spirits, one being more intelligent than the other,
there shall be another more intelligent than they:
C
I am the Lord thy God, I am more intelligent than they all.
D
(3:20) The Lord thy God sent his angel to deliver thee from the
hands of the Priest of Elkenah.
E
(3:21) I dwell in the midst of them all;
D
I, now, therefore, have come down unto thee, to deliver unto thee
the works which my hands have made,
C
wherein my wisdom excelleth them all,
for I rule in the heavens above, and
in the earth beneath,
in all wisdom and prudence,
B
over all the intelli-gencies thine eyes have seen from the beginning;
I came down in the beginning in the midst of all the intelli-gencies thou hast seen.
a

22. (3:22) Now the Lord had shewn [sic] unto me, Abraham, the intelligences that were
or-ganized before the world was; and among all these there were many of the
noble and great ones,
b
(3:23) and God saw these souls that they were good,
c
and he stood in the midst of them,
d
and he said, these, I will make my rulers;
c
for he stood among those that were spirits,
b
and he saw that they were good;
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a

and he said unto me, Abraham, thou art one of them, thou wast chosen be-fore
thou wast born.

AA

(3:24) And there stood one among them that was like unto God, and he said unto those,
who were with him,
we will go down, for there is space there, and
we will take of these materials, and
we will make an Earth whereon these may dwell;
(3:25) and we will prove them herewith, to see if they will do all things whatsoever the
Lord their God shall command them;
(3:26) and they, who keep their first estate,
shall be added upon;
and they, who keep not their first estate,
shall not have glory in the same kingdom, with those who keep their
first
estate; and they, who keep their second estate,
shall have glory added upon their heads forever and ever.
23. (3:27) And the Lord said,
who shall I send?
And one answered like unto the Son of Man,
here am I, send me.
And another answered and said,
here am I, send me.
And the Lord said,
I will send the first.
(3:28) And the second was angry, and kept not his first estate, and, at that day, many
followed after him.

AA

(4:1) And then the Lord said, let us go down;
A
and they went down at the beginning, and they organized and formed, (that is, the Gods,)
the heavens and the earth.
B
(4:2) And the earth, after it was formed, was empty and desolate;
C
because they had not formed anything but the earth:
B
and darkness reigned upon the face of the deep,
A
and the spirit of the Gods was brooding upon the faces of the water.

BB

A

A

24. (4:3) And they said, the Gods,
let there be light, and there was light.
(4:4) And they, the Gods,
comprehended the light, for it was bright;
and they divided the light, or caused it to be divided from the darkness,
B
(4:5) and the Gods called
the light day,
and the darkness
they called
night.
C
And it came to pass that from the evening until morning, they called night;
and from the morning until the
evening, they called day: and this was the first, or the
beginning of that which they called day and night.
25. (4:6) And the Gods also said let there be an expanse in the midst of the waters,
and it shall divide the waters from the waters.
(4:7) And the Gods ordered the expanse,
so that it divided the waters which were under the expanse, from the waters which were
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above the expanse:
and it was so, even as they ordered.
B
(4:8) And the Gods called the expanse, heaven.
C
And it came to pass that it was from evening until morning, that they
called night;
and it came to pass that it was from morning until evening,
that they called day:
and this was the second time, that they called night and day.
A

26. (4:9) And the Gods ordered, saying, let the waters under the heaven be gathered
together unto one place, and let the earth come up dry,
and it was so, as they ordered;
B
(4:10) and the gods pronounced the earth dry, and the gathering together of the
waters,
pronounced they great waters:
and the Gods saw that they were obeyed.-(4:11) And the Gods said, let us prepare the earth to bring forth
grass;
the herb yiel-ding seed;
the fruit tree yielding fruit,
after his kind,
whose seed in itself
yield-eth its own likeness upon the earth;
and it was so even as they ordered.
(4:12) And the Gods organized the earth to bring forth
grass from its own seed,
and the herb to bring forth herb from its own seed, yiel-ding seed
after his kind,
and the earth to bring forth the tree from its own seed, yielding fruit,
whose seed could only bring-forth the same, in itself,
after his kind;
and the Gods saw that they were obeyed.
C
(4:13) And it came to pass that they numbered the days; from the evening
until the mor-ning they called night. And it came to pass from the
morning until the evening they called day; and it was the third time.

A

a

27. (4:14) And the Gods organized the lights in the expanse of the heaven,
b
and caused them to divide the day from the night; and organized them to
be
for signs, and
for seasons, and
for days, and
for years;
a
(4:15) and organized them to be for lights in the expanse of the heaven, to give light
upon the earth; and it was so.
b
(4:16) And the Gods organized the two great lights, the greater light to rule the
day, and the lesser light to rule the night; with the lesser light he set the stars, also;
a
(4:17) and the Gods set them in the expanse of the heavens, to give light upon the
earth,
b
and to rule over the day and over the night, and to cause to divide the light from the
dark-ness.
B
(4:18) And the Gods watched those things which they had ordered, until they obeyed.
C
(4:19) And it came to pass, that it was from evening until morning, that it
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was night; and it came to pass that it was from morning until evening, that it
was day; and it was the fourth time.

A

28. (4:20) And the Gods said let us prepare the waters
to bring forth abundantly the moving creatures that hath life; and the fowl that they
may fly above the earth, in the open expanse of heaven.
(4:21) And the gods prepared the waters
that they might bring forth great whales, and eve-ry living creature that moveth, which
the waters were to bring forth abundantly after their kind; and every winged fowl after
their kind;
B
and the Gods saw that they would be obeyed, and that their plan was good.
(4:22) And the Gods said we will bless them and cause them to be fruitful and
multiply, and fill the waters in the seas, or great waters; and cause the fowl to
multiply in the earth.
C
(4:23) And it came to pass that it was from evening until morning, that
they called night; and it came to pass that it was from morning until
evening, that they called
day; and it was the fifth time.

A

29. (4:24) And the Gods prepared the earth
to bring forth the living creature after his kind, cattle and creeping things, and beast of
the earth after their kind;
and it was so as they had said.
(4:25) And the Gods organized the earth
to bring forth the beasts after their kind, and cattle after their kind, and every thing that
creepeth upon the earth after their kind;
and the Gods saw they would obey.
(4:26) And the Gods took counsel among themselves, and said,
let us go down, and form man in our image, after our likeness, and we will give
them dominion
over the fish of the sea, and
over the fowl of the air, and
over the cattle, and
over all the earth, and
over every creeping thing, that creep-eth upon the earth.
(4:27) So the Gods went down to organize man
in their own im-age,
in the image of the Gods,
to form they him,
male and female,
to form they them:
(4:28) and the Gods said
we will bless them.
And the Gods said
we will cause them to
be fruitful,
and multiply
and re-plenish the earth,
and subdue it,
and to have dominion
over the fish of the sea, and
over the fowl of the air, and
over ev-ery living thing that moveth upon the earth.
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(4:29) And the Gods said,
behold, we will give them
every herb bearing seed that shall come upon the face of all the earth,
and
every tree which shall have fruit upon it, yea the fruit of the tree,
yielding seed to them we will give it,
it shall be for their meat;
(4:30) and to every beast of the earth,
and to every fowl of the air,
and to every thing that creepeth up-on the earth,
behold we will give them life,
and also we will give to them every green herb for meat,
and all these things shall be thus organized.
(4:31) And the Gods said
we will do every thing that we have said, and organize them;
B
and, behold, they shall be very obedient.
C
And it came to pass that it was from evening until morn-ing, they called
night;
and it came to pass that it was from morning until evening, they called
day; and
they numbered the sixth time.

AA

A

AA

(5:4) And the Gods came down and formed these, the genera-tions of the heavens, and of the
earth, when they were formed, in the day that the Gods formed the earth and the heav-ens,
A
(5:5) according to all that, which they had said, concerning
every plant of the field, before it was in the earth, and
every herb of the field, before it grew;
B1
for the Gods had not caused it to rain upon the earth, when they counselled to do
them;
B2
and had not formed a man to till the ground;
B1
(5:6) but there went up a mist from the earth, and watered the whole face of the
ground.
B2
(5:7) And the Gods formed man from the dust of the ground,
and took his spirit, that is the man's spirit,
and put it into him,
and breathed into his nostrils
the breath of life,
and man became a liv-ing soul.

BB

30. (5:1) And thus we will finish the heav-ens and the earth, and all the hosts of them. (5:2)
B1
And the Gods said among them-selves, on the seventh time, we will end our work,
which we have counselled;
B2
and we will rest on the seventh time from all our work which we have counselled.
B1
(5:3) And the Gods concluded upon the seventh time,
B2
because, that on the seventh time they would rest from all their works, which they,
the Gods, counselled among themselves to form, and sanctified it.
A
And thus were their decisions, at the time that they counselled among themselves to form
the heavens and the earth.

A

31. (5:8) And the Gods planted a garden, eastward in Eden,
B
and there they put the man, whose spirit they had put into the body, which they had
formed.
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C

B

(5:9) And out of the ground made the Gods to grow ev-ery tree that is
pleasant to
the sight, and good for food:
D
the tree of life, also,
E
in the midst of the garden,
D
and the tree of knowledge of good and evil.
C
(5:10) There was a river running out of Eden, to water the garden, and
from thence it was parted and became into four heads.
(5:11) And the Gods took the man and put him in

A

the Garden of Eden, to dress it and to keep it:
(5:12) and the Gods commanded the man, saying,
of every tree of the Garden, thou mayest freely eat,
(5:13) but of the tree of knowledge of good and evil,
thou shalt not eat of it,
for in the time that thou eat-est thereof, thou shalt surely die.
Now I, Abraham, saw that it was after the Lord's time, which
was after
the time of Kolob; for as yet, the Gods had not ap-pointed unto Adam
his
reckoning.

A

32. (5:14) And the Gods said, Let us make an help meet for the man,
for it is not good that the man should be alone,
there-fore we will form an help meet for him.
B
(5:15) And the Gods caused a deep sleep to fall upon Adam; and he slept,
and they took one of his ribs, and closed up the flesh in the stead thereof,
(5:16) and the rib which the Gods had taken from man, formed they a
woman, and brought her unto the man.
(5:17) And Adam said this was bone of my bones, and flesh of
my flesh,
now she shall be called woman,
because she was taken out of man;
C
(5:18) therefore shall a man leave his father and his mother, and shall
cleave unto his wife, and they shall be one flesh. (5:19) And they were
both naked, the man and his wife, and were not ashamed.
B
(5:20) And out of the ground the Gods formed every beast of the field,
and every fowl of the air,
and brought unto Adam to see what he would call them;
and whatsoever Adam called every living creature, that should
be the
name thereof.
(5:21) And Adam gave names to all cattle,
to the fowl of the air,
to every beast of the field;
and for Adam there was found an help meet for him.

A
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Notes on Appendix II
1. The text is TS-1, as used in the commentary. Verse numbers are used as in the
commentary. Verse numbers are formatted as though part of the text to assist the reader
in locating the text both in the original, and in the current version of the Pearl of Great
Price. Parallel systems are in some respects matters of opinion and should be taken as
preliminary. Some ground rules for examination of texts for such structures are found in
Welch, 1995 and Lund, 1942.
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Appendix III. Maps
Landmarks in Egypt. Copyright © 1992 W. V. Smith
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World of Abraham –Modern Boundaries
Copyright © 1992 W. V. Smith
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